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Studies on Mem û Zîn, A Kurdish Romance

by

Michael Lewisohn Chyet

Abstract

This study is based on a corpus of eighteen oral versions of of the Kurdish

romance Mem û Zin, a tragic love story reminiscent of Romeo and Juliet which

is very widespread in Northern Kurdistan. All eighteen versions, which

constitute the appendix, have been translated into English, complete with notes

explaining cultural concepts and linguistic niceties.

The eighteen versions of Mem û Zin are subjected to a series of

comparative folklonstic analyses. Chapter One consists of an introduction to the

Kurds, their language and folklore, together with a brief summary of the story of

M&Z. Tins is followed by a cntical bibliographic survey of the literature that has

been published about the oral versions of M&Z and Ehniedê Xani's literary poem

by the same name, including also references for the general study of Kurdish

folklore. The analysis of M&Z begins with the second section of Chapter One, in

which the proverbial nature of the romance, as seen in certain expressions that

are denved from it, is investigated.

Chapter Two is a consideration of the relationship between Ehmedê Xani's

literary poem, revered by the Kurds as their national epic, and the oral versions

of M&Z. In Chapter Three, Mem û Zin is assigned to a specific genre of folk

narrative, the romance. Chapter Four is an endeavor to restore the performance

aspect of the tellings of M&Z, based on a new look at the scanty evidence at our

in



disposal. The poetic nature and linguistic texture of the oral versions are

explored in Chapter Five: Kurdish folk poetics are discussed, followed by the

application of the Oral-Formulaic Theory to Mem û Zin. A detailed comparative

study of the versions is undertaken in Chapter Six, looking both horizontally, i.e.,

across the versions, and vertically, discussing variation within each motif. The

final chapter of the study includes an attempt to establish oicotypes by linking

the variation in the versions of the story to their geographical distribution: this

section includes a map of Kurdistan on which the versions have been plotted, as

well as other important sites, such as Bayazid, the site of Ehmedê Xani's tomb,

and the city of Jezira Bohtan, where the main part of the story of M&Z takes

place. The study concludes with a few words about the future of the tradition.

The accompanying bibliography includes sources for the study of Kurdish

language and folk literature, as well as publications dealing with folkloristic theory

both in general and as applied to Middle Eastern peoples in particular.
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Mem û Zîn : Preface and Acknowledgements

Preface and Acknowledgements

The present work consists of two parts: a corpus of eighteen versions of

the important Kurdish folk romance Mem û Zîn (M&Z), and a comparative

folkloristic analysis of these versions. Each of the versions in the corpus has been

translated into English, together with comparative and explanatory notes. The

first seventeen versions have already been published, although only one English

translation existed before the present woTk; the eighteenth (MC-1) makes it first

appearance here, with a transcription of the Kurdish text and my translation.

In analyzing M&Z, I have applied the latest methods in international

folklore research to Kurdish materials, perhaps for the first time. I have adopted

Alan Dundes' tripartite schema of genre definition, by considering texture, text,

and context of the versions in the corpus. Moreover, I have attempted to show

how Mian Başgöz' structural analysis of Turkish folk romances (halk hikayeleri)

can, with but a few emendations, be applied to Kurdish folk romances as well: it

is not surprising that the Turks and Kurds, two completely distinct ethnic groups

which have lived side by side for centuries, should share a genre of folk

narrative.

In Chapter One, I present an introduction to the Kurds, their language and

folklore, together with a brief summary of the story of M&Z. This is followed by

a critical bibliographic survey of the literature that has been published about the

oral versions of M&Z and Ehmedê Xani's literary poem by the same name,

including also references for the general study of Kurdish folklore. My analysis of

M&Z begins with the second section of Chapter One, in which I investigate the

rx
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proverbial nature of the romance as seen in certain expressions that are derived

from it.

Chapter Two is a consideration of the relationship between Ehmedê Xani's

literary poem, revered by the Kurds as their national epic, and the oral versions

of M&Z. In Chapter Three, M&Z is assigned to a specific genre of folk narrative.

Chapter Four is an endeavor to restore the performance aspect of the tellings of

M&Z, based on a new look at the scanty evidence at our disposal. The poetic

nature and linguistic texture of the oral versions will be explored in Chapter five,

where the Oral-Formulaic Theory is applied to M&Z. A detailed comparative

study of the versions will be undertaken in Chapter Six looking both

honzontally, i.e., across the versions, and vertically, discussing variation within

each motif. The final chapter of the study includes an attempt to establish

oicotypes by linking the variation in the versions of the story to their

geographical distribution: this section includes a map of Kurdistan on which the

versions have been plotted, as well as other important sites, such as Bayazid, the

site of Elimede Xani's tomb, and the city of Jezira Bohtan, where the main part of

the story of M&Z takes place, The study concludes with a few words about the

future of the tradition.

Throughout the seven chapters, rather than throwing folkloristic

terminology at the reader, I have endeavored to explain my terms, giving

examples that should drive home the point. I have tried to anticipate my

audience in my comments.

It is not unusual for upsurges of nationalist sentiment to be accompanied

by a keen interest in the nation's folklore. After all, the field of folklore has its
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roots in the rise of nationalism in Europe during the Nineteenth Century. The

present study is intended to serve as a model for what needs to be taken into

consideration while collecting and recording folldoric material, should the Kurdish

people or other kurdologists ever decide to undertake such an endeavor. In all

too many cases, such collecting has been done by untrained people with purely

political aims, with the achievement of such aims being perceived as more

important than the learning of sound practices of linguistic and - folkloristic

collection. Only in retrospect are such mistakes regretted.

In the present volume, the methodology for carrying out such a folkloristic

endeavor has been laid out. Furthermore, copious examples have been given of

less than satisfactory collecting techniques and their implications. The main

difference between sound and unsound practices is that the former have the

potential to accurately reflect the people's oral tradition from several different

angles, including texture (i.e., language and style), text (i.e., the folklore item

itself), and most particularly context (Is., the social situation in which the item

was used). Such unsound practices as neglecting to record context, changing the

informant's language, or combining several versions into a composite text, run

the nsk of distorting reality, by failing to correctly represent the tradition that is

supposedly the source of so much pride.

By myself, I am powerless to implement the methods outlined here. If

others who are interested in Kurdish folklore will pick up where I have left off,

rather than reinventing the wheel, I believe that this will enhance both the study

of Kurdish culture and folklore on the one hand and comparative international

scholarship on the other.
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urdish National Epic. (Amsterdam : International Society
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namdnv Vostoka [CKaaKH HapoooB BocTOQ = Tales of the
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d*nil.n4pi).UJt|UJli 4.tU| = Mamo and Zine, Kurdish folk romance],

A/gagrakan Handes [=UariumnuiU.UJfl. <5urt.n.fcu], 11 (1904), 197-
240T Macler, Frederic. "Lne Forme Armênienne du theme des
amants malheureux," Revue des frtudes Armêniennes, 2 (1922), 91-

116.
HM = Makas, Hugo. "Mamu und Zine", in Kurdische Texte im Kurmanjl-

Dialekte aus der Gegend von Mardin. (St-Petersburg/ Leningrad,
1897-1926; reprint Amsterdam : APA - Philo Press, 1979Xpp. I5]-Zu.

HR-1 = Ritter, Hellmut.'Sittîye Zin und Mamme Ala", in lûröyo : die
Volkssprache der syrischen Christen des Tûr 'Abdîn (Beirut ;

Wiesbaden : Franz Steiner Verlag 1969), v. 2, pp. 256-297.

HR-2 = Ritter, Hellmut. "Mammo und Zine", in Tûröyo : die Volkssprache
der syrischen Christen des Tflr 'Abdln (Beirut ; Wiesbaden : Franz
Steiner Verlag, 1969), v. 2, pp. 500-519.

[JA] = Taped version collected by Jacqueline Alon in Jerusalem, from
Daniel Mosheh of Suwarê, Kurdistan of Iraq, February 1979.

LC-1= Le Coq, Albert von. "Hikayei mami alan," in Kurdische Texte:

Kurman gi-Erzahkingen und -Lieder nebst einer Zaz3 Erzahlung.

gesammelt und herausgegeben	in	der Urschrift mid in
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Transkription. (Beriin, 1903; reprint Amsterdam -. APA - Philo Press,

1198-?]), pp. 36-44; tT -oT .

[LC-2]= Le Coq, Albert von. "Hfkayêi manu" alan," in Kurdische Texte-

Kurman gi-Erzahlungen und -Lieder rtebst einer Zaza Erzahhing,

gesammelt und herausgegeben	in	der Urschrift und in
Transkription (Berlin, 1903; reprint Amsterdam : APA - Philo Press,

1198-7D, pp. [531-56; IT -tA .

ILT] = Lescot, Roger. Textes Kurdes, Vol. 2: Memê Alan (Beyrouth, 1942),
xxv, 383 p.

MC-1 = Taped version of Mem û Zîn from the province of Van, in the
possession of the author, (c. 1988)

M&Z = Mem û Zin, when used as the general name of the oral versions of
the story.

OM= Mann, Qskar. "Mam û Zîn"/"Mem und Zin", in Die Mtmdart der

Mukri-Kurden , Kurdisch-Persische Forschuneen, 4 (Berhn, 1906),
M 1, pp. 24-81; Bd. 2, pp. 40-135; Ayyûbiyan, 'Ubayd Allah. Çrikey

Mem u Zîn : KurdT - Farst [^jj j ** iJ&îJ^ (Tabriz :

Chapkhanah-iShafaq,[1962]), 277 p.

PN = Prym, Eugen & Albert Scan. Per Neu-Aramaeische Dialekt des fur

'Abdin ; a. Die Texte; b. ûbersetzung. (Göttingen : Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht. 1881), v. 1, pp. 1-5; v. 2, pp.1-8, [375].

PS= Prym, Eugen & Albert Socin. "Mam u-Zln"rM3m und Sin", in

Kurdische Sammlungen, Zweite Abteilung: Erzahhmgen und
Lieder im Dialekte von Bohtan; a. Die Texte; b. ûbersetzung. (St.-

Pêtersbourg : Eggers et Qe., 1890), v. 2a, pp. [711-83; v. 2b, pp. 100-117.

SHa-1 = Haykuni, S. [fiuijljni\p, U.], ed. "Mam ow Zin flTuiI m ft|>1ir,

Eminyan azgagrakan zhoghovadzow fhJpXjUlX Uiq.4uiq.puib.UJl1

tfnn.nq\Ul6rnN Eminsk ii Ernografichesldi Sbnmik"l= 3mhhck Ih

5THorpa«H<iecr In CfopHHnJ, 5 (1904), pp. 201-227.

SHa-2= Haykuni, S. [CuJjljnilh, U.], ed. "Mamazin [iruijruiqhV, Eminyan.

azgagrakan	zhoghovadzow [fcJpVjuni uiq.q.uiq.puiliuiX

(Tnninq\UJanH= Eminsk ff EtnografichesldT Sbomik"[= 3mhhck 10

3THorpa*HHecic I& CobpHHrb], 5 (1904), pp. 227-264.
ZK-1 - Dzhalilov, Ordikhane & DzhaHl Dzhalilov. "Memê û Zînê (şaxa 1)"

in ZargOtma K'urda = Kurdsldî FnlTtlnr (Moskva : Nauka, 1978),
vol. 1, pp. 45-65.

ZK-2= Dzhalilov, Ordikhane & Dzhalil Dzhalilov. "Mem û Zîn (şaxa 2r in
Zargntina K'urda = Kurdskii Follclor. (Moskva : Nauka, 1978), vol.

1, pp. 65-90.
ZK-3= Dzhalilov, Ordikhane & Dzhalil Dzhalilov. "Mem û Zin (şaxa 3)" in

Zargotina K'urda = Kurdskii Folldor. (Moskva : Nauka, 1978), vol.
1. pp. 90-118.
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Introduction



M. L Chyet Mem u Zin : Introduction and Bibliographic Survey 1

Mem o Zin : introduction and Bibliographic Sqrvtv

A cursory glance at a map of Iran reveals a huge land mass bounded on the

south by the Arabian (or Persian) Gulf, on the north by the Caspian Sea and the Soviet

Union, on the west by Iraq and Turkey, and on the east by Pakistan and Afghanistan.

The official language of Iran is Persian (Farsi), but there are sizeable minorities who

speak other languages, some, such as Azerbaijani Turkish, not related to Persian at all.

Although Persian, an Indo-European language related to Sanskrit and many of the

modem languages of India and Pakistan as well as most of the languages of Europe, is

the official language of Iran, it is not the mother tongue of the majority of the

country's peasants, who speak a remarkable variety of Iranian dialects and languages,

some of which are mutually unintelligible. Many of these preserve ancient features of

the Iranian languages which Standard Persian has long since lost, such as the gender

and case inflections of nouns and the ergative verb system. Consequently, for the

linguist, this linguistic potpourri is a treasure trove of dues about the growth and

development of the Indo-Iranian languages, which ultimately may shed light on the

history of the entire Indo-European language family.

Some of these languages, such as TaHshi, Vafsi, Davanî and Meimel, are

spoken over relatively small areas - some limited to the range of two or three

villages. One language which is understood over a large geographic area is Kurdish,

spoken mainly on the western fringes of Iran, and continuing northwest into

Northern Iraq and Turkey, in a geographical area long known as Kurdistan. A cousin

to Persian, Kurdish is a Western Iranian language which exists in several dialects, the

major ones being Kurmanji in the north and Sorani in the center of Kurdistan. ' In

iFoi ft briri »uiv*y of Xuj4i»h dialtdi in ErçliA with rrmpj, 5«*i DX. MftcKmnt. Kmdiyh. Pial«t
Studiw (Ionian *i *1. i Ctrfssd Utility P-.m, Vii), vol. Î, pp. [nvj-xxi. Tin di»l«ct bonhu Utmm
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addition, the related Iranian language Zaza (or Dumffl/Diml!) is spoken in pockets in

Kurdistan of Turkey, in such places as TunceH (Dersim) and Siverek (northern Urfa

province), 2 while Gunlnî is spoken in and around Awroman, ban.5 The speakers of

both Zaza and GurSnî identify ethnically as Kurds.

The various sub-dialects of Kurmanji are spoken throughout Kurdistan of

Turkey and Syria, and by Kurds in Soviet Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan, as well as

in the extreme northern strips of Iranian and Iraqi Kurdistan, all in all by slightly less

than three-fourths of all Kurds (e.g., by about 15 million people). Sorani, while being

the mother tongue of less than one fourth of all Kurds, is the dialect with the most

well-developed literary tradition in the twentieth century, mainly because the Iraqi

government allowed an educational system in Sorani Kurdish to exist for a time,

based on the dyed of Suleimaniyeh (Silêmanî). The use of Kurmanji for educational

purposes is officially banned in all but the Soviet Union.

The relationship between Kurmanji and Sorani is such that the further north

and west one goes, the more Kurmanji features one encounters m the language, while

the further south and east one goes, the more Sorani features become evident

Xusntrii «nd Soimi an 1* d«safl*d fts ft lint «ttndir* diftgcnftUy jouthvwrt J»m ttt town oi
Nftrfkftdth »t tt« fouthwwt «e*r*i oi l*kt Umi» in Xwdirtftn oi fcftr., continuing ftlong «n wr*^r*iy
Unetoto KuwUrtftn oi Iao, tventuftUy Tnettine up witH tin Gmt Zftb Rivti wfcftw it flws In ft

noititftrtnly dii«ti«. »*iy faom tht Tigri*. ttto ^.«tl^fJ,y'!^T,*/îîS^^,,nCC,n*,
oi TuAeytiy »«*«« oi roUt* ttu», S©j*rd U unknown » XiBdiftan el Tinkty («« syrift).

2»« twemftioiw*to on Z*» ftjti K*d H»d*»*. M^rtf* to gttfi hWttMMh >W StmwKwA
Koj, KuxdUcfowsixh. Fomhungjm, AM. 3. Bd. 4 (Mad* i Vtelftg «^*frtKta»«Bjdinte 4«
WiMtwchftiten, 1932), idii, 3W p.j and Ttny Iwr* Todd. A Qmmi Of ffr"itt (»** ft*"1* « *«»»»
Dodoiftl difMrtfttion. (Air Aftoz, Mchigw i tihivwrity oi MicMgrn, 1?85), kv, 277 p.

3Mriw wotto on tfco Quan include! Agt Mqna Btntdiefatn. to dfoletfo fl'Ayrffmfr jt dlEiai/ «w
ttwMib ftvtc dt* note »t unt tjqui«« dft pftmroftin p»i Aithux Ouirtewtn (IWanhftjm i Dtt
KgreUai Dtwfcft Vidtmkftbtmts SriAftb., »21), 129 p.) Ostai Bkrr.. »»«>d*rt« dM 0&an» ******
dit Kfodfflaî, Amtmfoî und Badxhil&nî, t*ft*eiUt vw> 1U*1 H»d*r*, fcpdiscli-Ftakciw
FowAur*«> (B«ilin, 1*30)) DJÎ. MacKenat. Tht PUlwt of .AwofflW (HtwarnMH Itfffl	l
f^mnatiol >tatth. ttirb. ftnd vocabulary (Krixnhftvn l Dtt KongtUgt Dftwkft vM«ra)<ftbttr*>
Stlrtir.. l«"). ifi-i"Mt""ta/ 'Th.-fifrsh» ^ii?»tp o* «>* sthooi ot Onfnttl trrt Aaron
gfadiM. Uhi^mty oi torricn , 11 (1M3), pp. 75-103.
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The majority of Kurds are Sunni Muslims, but there is also a sizeable minority

of Shil Muslims (called 'Alevis' in Turkey), as well as small pockets of Yezidis, who

are referred to by Muslims as 'Devil Worshippers.* The Yezidi religion has the

unique distinction of having its liturgy in Kurdish4. Until this century, the following

minorities have lived side by side with the Kurds: Armenians, Kurdish Jews, and

Eastern Christian groups such as the Nestorians, Assyrians, Chaldeans, andjacobites.

With the exception of the Armenians, who speak an Indo-European language, the

Jews and Christians of Kurdistan speak dialects of Neo-Aramaic, such as Turoyo and

'Assyrian.' Although tiny communities of these Christian groups still persist on their

native territory, most of them now live in Europe, in Australia, and in such

American localities as Detroit, Chicago, and Turlock, California. The entire

community of Kurdish Jewry, except for a few souls in Kurdistan of Iran, has

emigrated to Israel.

All the peoples of Kurdistan, regardless of religion or language, participated in

Kurdish folklore, as it was the dominant culture in the area. In a town like Zakho, in

Kurdistan of Iraq, there were Jewish and Christian taleteners who could sing and ten

tales in Kurdish, Neo-Aramaic, and Arabic, and sometimes switched from one to the

other in mid-sentence without being aware of it. Although knowing several languages

is considered in this country to be a sign of education and sophistication, in a place like

Kurdistan, even illiterate peasants commonly know two or even three languages.

The low level of material wealth among Kurdish peasants is in some sense

compensated by their extraordinarily rich folklore, which is almost entirely an oral

tradition. In addition to countless folktales, folk songs, folk dances, poems, riddles,

and proverbs, there are a number of widely known folk romances told in a

4Fo» mmplt, mi Kftil H»d«nk. jjnkijahtJggn tm W^taMKhpi Pott Wt &=!& (&*"*> '
Imtitut fill UuUewduwg *fli d.j Uhivtnitit ; Liipsig i Otto Hftnftf towiic, MS), pp. 79-iO.
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combination of prose and sung verse which recount adventures told as true: perhaps

the single best known example of this latter genre, at least among the Kurrnarrji-

speaking Kurds, is Mem Û Ztn (M&Z). Other romances which are popular among the

Kurds include: Xecû Sîyabend (Khej and Siyabend) and Leyie Û Mecrtm (Leyia

and Majnun), romances which, like M&Z, end tragically; Dimdini or ÇengzêrtiA

based on an historical event, the revolt of the Kurds against the Safavid Persian ruler

Shah Abbas in 1608-1610, during which a battle was fought at the fortress of Dimdim,

to the south of lake Urmia (Reza'iyeh) in Iran; Zembîlfiros* (basket-sdler). a poem

which tells of the lusting of an older aristocratic woman for a young basket-seDer;

ûsib Û Zilfixe (Yusuf and Zulaikha)7. the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife; and

Kef Û K'uHk8, the adventures of two princely brothers.

and Zulaikha** and 'Leyla and Majnun* >° are examples of stories that

enjoy a wide circulation throughout the Middle East: Arabic, Turkish, and Persian

Sorfild^ Dshftlilov. KMttfi pwldWMI WW TlilW'WT ^..K^LlfSuMI
r-nonu^^H* anoc xaH" aH*WM)» The Kuidi>hh«ioic epic -Zifttonuoi

SSmSL «3^th £. *£» hftnd, (Dimdim)j (MMta i GUvnftU Itodftktsiift Vo«tod»oî
Ut««tuîry,»67),20«p.

ganezftUy told in vwb*.

MB. RuUnko. HUnfr^U i WWffyi *»»» todt>oT /^™"* JkvŞ"^.'

cSTthaSS-*.5;oi th.S oi tSftm] (**>«ow , Hi** imj. PP-*
[211j.

8Ko lt» th*n thirty vaniora apptfti in th« öwt 2*0 pagw oil FplWott XWW, (P*»*)

ç>,<. v^h and <ha Inrtlua Stwmotta <*»«* *>* 1 Nw DukUom £oe~, >M), 3W p.i Hinm
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literary versions exist of both. The story of Joseph and Zulaikha, which appears both in

the Hebrew Bible1 ' and in the Koran12, enjoys wide circulation in oral tradition as

wen.- it is exceptionally popular among the Kurds, and is also found among the Jews13

and Assyrian Christians M of Kurdistan. Moreover, the story of ZemWffiroş resembles

it in many ways.

As was alluded to above, several of the stories that are popular among the

Kurds are also told by neighboring peoples such as the Armenian, Nestorian,

Chaldean, and Jacobite Christians, as weH as by Kurdish Jews. The present study

contains three versions of M&Z which were translated into Armenian (SHa-1; SHa-2;

GNa), and three versions which were conected in Turoyo, the Neo-Aramaic language

of the Jacobites (PN; HR-1; HR-2). In fact, the first oral version of M&Z we have (PN)

was conected in 1869 in Damascus from a Turoyo speaker. Moreover, JA, which has

not been fully integrated into the study, was conected by the foHdorist Jacqueline Alon

from an old Kurdish Jew living in Israel.

classical poem: Hrdaust of TOs Ytlmf and ZalTkhalMjli <**&i], ed by Hermann Eth* (Oxford

: Clarendon Pre* 1980), iv, 376 p.; Turkish poem: Yahya Bey. YDnuf v« ZalTha. haarlayan Mehmed
Çavusoglu (Istanbul : Istanbul Cmiveratest, 1979), 192 p. and Şeyyad Hamza. YUfiUf YB Mitlft ed.
Dehri Slan (Istanbul : Klisecilik ve Matbaaalilc T.AS\ 1946k Arabic poem: RY Ebied and M.J.L
Young. The Story of Joseph in Arabic Versa: The I^ads Arabic Manuscript 347 (Leiden, 1975) -

Supplement 3 to Leeds University Oriental Society Annual, and A.F.L. Deeston. 'Notes on a KfiddJe-
Arabic 'Joseph' Poem,' BiQAL 40 (1977), 287-296. This list is by no means exhaustive.

IOFubUi LeyltandMajnQn translated from the Turkish by Soft Huri (London : Allen ft Unwin, 1970),

350 p.

"Genesis 39.1-23.

"SOrat Yûsuf I -Chapter XIII.

13Yona Sab*. 'Joseph and Zulikhaye/ in: The Folk Literature of the Kurdistan! tews an Anthology.

Yale Judaea Series, vet. 23 (New Haven & London : Yale University Press, C1982), pp. 11-15.

14Otto Jastrow. 'Josephslegende,' in: Der neuaramaische Dialrict vm Hertevin (Proving Sirtl

(Wiesbaden : Otto Harrassowitz, 1988), pp. 148-163.
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Mem Û Z!n, also known as Memo Alan, is one of the best known stories of

Kurdish oral literature. Although it enjoys extremely widespread distribution among

me Kurmanji-speaking Kurds and their Armenian and Neo-Aramaic speaking

neighbors, this particular romance is not attested in oral tradition in the Sorarri-

speaking area, with the notable exception of Ranman-t Beta's Mukri version (OM).

coDected by Oskar Mann in 1903. M&Z is a tragic love story, vaguely reminiscent of

Rt^eoandJuBetorrVramisandThisbe. Mem is the name of the young man, and

ZînismebeautifdgHvvhomhehc^tonurrry. Let us begin with a brief synopsis of

the story

Doves stop in a garden to rest, and are amazed at the beauty of the young giri.

Zin, whom they see there. The doves decide to bring her to meet Mem, whose beauty

is even greater than hers. Mem and Zin wake up beside one another in Mem's bed,

ZSn having been brought there by the doves. At first it is unclear where they are: Mem

insists that they are in his room, and Zin likewise insists that they are in hers.

Through a test they ascertain that they are in Mem's room; at this point they faH in

love, and exchange rings, after which they fan asleep. Ztn is then returned to her own

bed in far away Jezira Bohtan, and when Mem wakes up he thinks it was an a dream,

until he discovers Ztn's ring on his finger. No sooner does he see this than he falls

over in a dead faint. When he is revived, he tells his father Al pasha, the ruler of the

realm, what happened, and Al pasha tries to convince him to forget about Ztn and to

marry whomever he wants from their kingdom. Mem disregards his fathers wishes,

and acquires a fine horse, suit of clothes, and sword, to set out in search of Zin and her

city of Jezira Bohtan. Al pasha has Mem's horse, Bor, thrown in chains, and has an

the city gates locked, to try to prevent Mem from leaving; however, Mem's horse,

unhindered by the chains, flies over the city wans and sets out with Mem in search of
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Jezira Bohtan. Al pasha sends soldiers to try to convince Mem to turn back, but they

soon return without him.

Eventually the chains, which Mem has not even noticed, eat through Ben's

skin, and he is unable to go on. Mem is about to despair, when the horse tells him to

tend to his wounds and let him rest; when Mem does so, Ben's wounds quickly heal

and they continue on their way. After a while they come across a farmer plowing his

field; Mem asks him where they are, and the farmer replies that they are in Jezira

Bohtan. Mem rides on, happy to have arrived. He next comes upon a hunter who is

unsuccessfully pursuing a gazelle; Mem catches it for the hunter and gives it to him.

The hunter is angry at first, but they soon become friends, and the hunter, whose

name is Qeretajdtn, invites Mem to be his guest in Jezira Bohtan. At the entrance to

the city, by a stream they encounter a woman who claims to be Ztn, but who is very

ugly. Mem is once again about to despair, when Bor tells him that she is an impostor,

and to disregard what she says.

Bor rides on, and takes Mem to Qeretajdtn's house, where they are treated with

sumptuous hospitality. Qeretajdtn is so taken with his guest that he does not go to the

court of the emir (prince) for several days; tine emir, Mir Sêvdtn, sends a messenger to

enquire about Qeretajdtn's absence. Qeretajdtn brings Mem to meet the emir, who

happens to be Ztn's father (or brother). Although the emir takes a liking to Mem, he

does not know that his reason for coming is to many Ztn, who is already betrothed to

Qeretajdtn's brother Cekan. The emir has a villainous minister named Beko, who

tries to poison the emir's mind against Mem; Beko's daughter is the false Ztn whom

Mem encountered at the entrance to the city. Mem must perform the task of getting a

piece of Ztn's jewelry as proof that she loves him; when he succeeds in doing this,

Çekan renounces his claim on Ztn, and Qeretajdtn and his brothers become Mem's

sworn blood-brothers, ready to protect Mem at anyprice.
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The emir invites Mem, Qeretajdtn, and an the noblemen in his kingdom to

accompany him on a hunting expedition. Mem feigns illness, and stays behind to be

akme with Ztn. The hunters return earlier than expected, and take Mem and Ztn by

surprise. Mem quickly hides Ztn behind his doak, and is unable to rise when the emir

enters. Bekomakes a big deal out of this lack of respect, and Qeretajdtn, who sees one

of Ztn's braids sticking out from behind Mem's doak, realizes that if he does not create

a diversion to shift everyone's attention from Mem, they wffl discover that Ztn is

hiding behind him, and both he and Ztn wffl be forever disgraced. Hence, Qeretajdtn

heroically has his own manor burnt down, so that everyone wffl rush out to see what

is happening. In so doing, Qeretajdtn successfully saves Mem and Ztn's honor.

Qeretajdtn and his brothers embark on a campaign to levy taxes, in order to rebuild his

manor; Mem stays behind, and Qeretajdtn tells the emir that if anything happens to

Mem, the emir wffl be held responsible. Beko suggests that the emir and Mem play

chess, setting the condition that if Mem wins he may have Ztn, but that if he loses he

wffl be thrown into prison. Mem agrees, and they start playing, with Mem winning

every time. Ztn is watching from above, over Mem's shoulder, Beko suggests that the

emir and Mem trade places, and when they do so, Mem looks up and sees Ztn and

loses his concentration, letting the emir win. Mem is then thrown into prison, where

he languishes. When word comes that Qeretajdtn is on his way back, Ztn is quickly

sent to release Mem from prison, but he dies as soon as he emerges. Ztn fonows him

in death, and they are buried side by side in separate graves. When Qeretajdtn returns,

he finds the entire city in mourning; he goes with the emir and Beko to the graveyard,

where the graves are opened, and Mem and Ztn are found embracing; Beko sticks his

head out over the graves to ogle, at which point Qeretajdtn pulls rntt hi-, word and

slices off Beko's head. A drop of his blood fans between the two lovers, and a

thombush grows on the very spot, separating Mem and Ztn just as Bekc tried to
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separate them in life. It is said that every time that thornbush is cut down, it grows

back.

Although this is the essence of the story, no two versions recount it in exactly

the same way. Of the numerous versions that exist in oral tradition, eighteen have

been translated and analyzed in the present study. Besides the oral foDcloric versions,

there is also a poem by the same name, wen known among the Kurds, which was

composed by the poet ERmede Xant (Ahmed-i Khani) in the latter half of the

seventeenth century. The relationship between the oral versions and this poem,

revered by the Kurds as their national epic, wffl be explored in Chapter Two.

The first collecting of Kurdish texts was conducted by Western linguists in the

second hah* of the nineteenth century. Although primarily interested in language,

such scholars as Albert Soon and Eugen Prym", Hugo Makas16, and Oskar Mann17

conected from native informants folktales, poems, and folk romances which are of

tremendous importance to the field of folkloristics as weD. Nevertheless, because

these scholars focused on the language of the texts, rather than on their content or

mode of transference, there are monumental gaps in our knowledge about M&Z and

the other stories of Hke genre.

The bearers of the tradition, the narrator-performers who ten these stories

before a live audience, are known in Kurmanji Kurdish as dengbê)*". Deng means

lSKurrii<yh»Sammlung«v a Die Texte; h ûberseraing. (St-Pêtersbourg : Eggerset Ga, 1890), 2 vds. in

l6Kurdische Texte im KurmanjI-DalektB aus der Gegmd vm Mardln (St-Petersburg/ Leningrad, 1897-
1926; reprint Amsterdam : APA - Philo Press, 1979), 136 p.

I7pie Mundart der Mukri-Kurdpn, Kurdisdi-Persische Forschungan, 4 (Berlin, 1906), 2 vds

^Pronounced deng-beigs, with stress the second syllable According to Ayyuoryin, the most common
term in Sorani Kurdish, at lose among the Mukri of Iran, is fifger, from the varb çirtn » 'to sing'.
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Voice' and bêj- is the present tense stem of the verb 'to say"* hence, a dengbêj

must possess a fine voice in order to ten his story, which includes many sung

interpolations. The stem bej also occurs in two other important terms, çlrokbêj and

stranbêj. A çtrokbej is a storytener, one who tells clfok or folktales, and a stranbêj

is a singer of folk songs, which are known in Kurmanji Kurdish as kflain20 or

stran2l. Thetypeof gathering at which stories Hke M&Z were told is caUed a dvat:

we win have more to say about this word later. It is unfortunate that neither the art of

the dengbêj nor the goings on at the dvat has been studied in any depth by the

aforementioned scholars or their successors. We know next to nothing about the

esthetics of a good performance. What little we know about how one learned to

becomea dengbêj\s due to Oskar Mann's description of the situation in Kurdistan of

Iran hi the first decade of this century, in the introduction to his Mukri texts:

It seems that among the Kurds, in addition to schools *reded by
munahs (of which there are not too many), there was and stffl bjJW*<*
singing school, in which they cultivate popular epic poehy Youn|peo^e wrth
fine sineine voices betake themselves to a master (wasta = Persian ostact to
SlowTSSiSSon. and leam the repertoire ^^^ifiS^
oral tradition; there are scarcely any bards who know how to read andIwnte.
Rahman 10. Mann's informant] was himself illiterate IfJPf°P«
are exceptionally gifted, they may go later to a secondjand a thirdItMdiovand
becomine the latteVs shêgird -apprenticel, but not without some sort of
reSrati the students either doing household chores, or by showing their
gratitude through payment in kind.

See VbvjA AUIh Ayyuoiyin. U"^-f M^mbTin: Kurdl - FantlO-lJ J t* <* -* <****

: Chlpkhlnah-i Shafaq 119621), pp. 4-5.

l»Ihe infinitive is soon, cognate with Persian goftan ir** . The present stem bêj is suppletive, U

taken from another root it is ultimately related to the Latin word rarfrom which our own word
rarer is derived.

20prom Arabic kaUm^ . meaning 'talk, speaking,' thus stressing the narrative aspect of songs

21Presumably cognate with Persian scrOdan &JJ-» - 'to sing'. The Sorani Kurdish word for song is

gorsnt, and the Zaza (Dumiil) wad is der.
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The field where the art of recitation thus learned may be first practiced
is in the houses of notables, who gladly pass the evening by listening to the
singing of bards and generously repay the latter with khalit [(xelat) = gifts!
Moreover, in the villages the bard contents himself with a plate of rice as
payment for his recitation. In the towns, there are also coffee houses, in which
only tea is served, which are packed fuH with people who have come primarily
to hear the performance of whatever singer happens to be there.22

Nowhere else is mention made of such singing schools, and it is unclear

whether they were limited to Kurdistan of Iran or enjoyed a wider distribution.

Moreover, it would be useful to know the history of such schools, and whether they

stffl exist today.

Albert Lord, who studied the tradition of the Yugoslav heroic epic, features a

section in his book The Stnger of Tales2? on how an epic singer learned his craft.

Since the appearance of his seminal study, many attempts have been made to apply

both Oral-Formulaic Theory as pioneered by his teacher Mihnan Parry and himself,

and such aspects as the art of the singer and the recitation of a story qua performance,

to the narrative traditions of other peoples. In the Middle Eastern sphere, Pertev NaiH

Boratav2* and his student tlhan Başgöz2' have studied the art of the Turkish asik.

22Mann. ibid , pp. xxviii ff. My translation. A French translation of this passage appears in: Bastle
Nikitine Les Kurdes : ttude soridogiquB et histcrique (Paris : bnprimarie Nationals; Libraire

Klincksieck, 1956), p. 273 ff.

^Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature, 24 (Cambridge, MA : Harvard University Press, I960;
reprint New York : Atheneum, 1968 et seq; reprint Harvard University Press. 1981), chapter 2, pp. 13-
29.

MHalk Hikayeleri ve Halk HiVayeciligi J-Folk Stories and Folk Story Telling Tradition in Turkey)
(Ankara : Milli Egitim Basmevi, 1943), 327 p.; a German translation exists TûrVisriie

VdkstrarilungBn und die Erzahlerkunst tr. Wolfram Ebarhard (Taipei : Chinese Association for

Folklore, 1975), 2 vols

^tlhan rjasgoz. 'agression in Oral Narrative : A Case Study of Individual Remarks by Turkish
Romanes Tellers.' JAE 99 (1986), pp 5-23 and his "The Tale Singer and His Audience/ in: Folklore :

PerfarmariFeandCommunlcatifr, ed Dan Ben-Amus and Kenneth S. Goldstein (The Hajue : Mouton,

1975), pp 143-204
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Susan Sryomovics26 and Bridget Connelly27 have both examined the artistry of the

Egyptian rSwis who recite the Bani Hflal Epic. Nevertheless, with the exception of the

preceding quote from Oskar Mann, the Kurdish dengbq tradition has yet to be

subjected to such an examination. Although there is a fair amount of Kurdish oral

material already in print, the text-oriented bias in them is dear. It is hoped that the

present work wffl prepare the way for such a fuu-fledged study of Kurdish oral

tradition.

The political situation in which the Kurds have long found themselves

militates against the carrying out of the type of fieldwork necessary to correct this

imbalance. Because of the oppressive polities of the Turkish government vis-a-vis its

sizeable Kurdish minority, serious linguistic or folkloristic research on the Kurds

living on land controned at present by Turkey can only be carried out in secret if the

researcherwere to be discovered, his materials would be confiscated, and he would be

imprisoned, or deported if he were lucky; his linguistic informants would be tracked

down and taken into custody for questioning and torture28. For this reason, although

the largest single bloc of Kurds - 10-15 mfflion souls - fives in what is known as

Turkey, very little in the way of Kurdish linguistic or folkloristic texts has been

coUected there since the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923: volume one of

Roger Lescot'sIbrtfisJfuiriÊS." (consisting of five folktales, phis 308 proverbs and 51

26Th, M^ant nf Art- An KyvpHan Hii^i Oral Fpir Pnet in Ptrfrrmaicn (Berkeley et at. :

University of California Press 1987),

27Arah Frik Rpir. and Identity (Berkeley : University of California Press d986), 328 p.

28m January 1991 the Turkish government announced its intention to lift Its ban on the Kurdish
language As of this writing it is undear how this will affect cpen folkloristic and[linguistic research
monetae Kurds of Turkey. The Turkish government has revoked the ban en Kurçh* in an attemptto
placate its angry Kurdish citizens, to prevent security problems in the event that President Busn s

Desert Stcrm war with Iraq (pills over into Turkey.

29(Paris : Paul G«ithner, 1940-42), 2 vets
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riddles) and some passages from volume two, and Hellmut Ritter's "Kurmand-Texte

aux dem Tûr 'Abdtn"30 in two parts (consisting of folktales), both from the province

of Mardin, are all that have been published.

In 1989 and 1990, volumes one and two of a collection of legends from the

province of Divarbakrrappeared31. The first volume included 117 legends, while the

second contained 134. The collector of this material, a young Turkish woman from

Konya named Muhsine Hettmoghi Yavuz, gathered this material by going from

village to village. Because of the ethnic composition of the province of Diyarbakrr,

there is little doubt that most if not an of the material was conected from Kurds, i.e.,

from native speakers of Kurmanji Kurdish and of Zaza (DurruH). However, once

again due to text-oriented bias, neither the individual context of each of these 251

legends was coHected, nor the original texture - in the Kurdish and Zaza languages -

was preserved. While the collection is invaluable because of the number of local

legends it documents from the end of the 1980's, from a linguistic point of view it is a

shame that the legends could not be coHected and published in the original language.

If Yavuz, who knows no Kurdish, had tried to do that, she would probably have gotten

herself and her informants into serious trouble, considering official Turkish policy

regarding the Kurdish language. Yavuz* coHection makes it dear that Kurdish

folklore is stfll thriving, in spite of official suppression. However, not one version of

M&Z appears among the texts32: the sixth section of both volumes is devoted to Love

Legends ('Aşk ûzerine efsaneleiO, and only three legends appear under this category,

*>L Karbcran: Orient 21-22 (1968-69), p. 1-135; II Yeziden: Qisci 25-26 (1976), p. 1-37.

31 Muhsine Helimoglu Yavut Hyarbakir Efsaneleri ûzerine Hr Araşhrma (Ankara : San Matbaaa,

1989-90), 2 vols

^Because M&Z is told as true, it could be considered a legend for the purposes of Yavue" cdleco'cn,
although 1 ccnadir it a romance.
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two in volume one, and the third in volume two. Such a lack is harder to interpret: it

could mean that M&Z is no longer commonly told, or it could mean that Yavuz came

across it everywhere, but because of its perceived importance as a symbol of Kurdish

national consdousness she dedded to exdude it from her conection, either out of a

lack of sympathy for the Kurdish cause, or to proted herself from trouble with the

authorities.

Ironically, it was possible to do research amongthe Kurds of Iraq until recently:

D. N. MacKenzie published a two volume work in 1961-62 entitled Kiirdlfih Dialect

Studies.33, based on fieldwork permitted by the Iraqi authorities in 1954-55 treating of

the dialects of Kurdish spoken there; Joyce Blau's Tfi Kurde de 'Amrutiya rt de Djabal

SmdjaiM, which appeared in 1975. attests to the same policy. Both works contain texts

of interest to linguists and folklorists. Other than Oskar Mann, Margaret Kahn, and

Don Stilo. few Westerners have attempted to do research among the Kurds of Iran,

although some Soviet publications on the subjed have appeared3'. Nor has much

work been done among the Kurds of Syria by anyone other than Roger Lescot36.

The places where linguistic and folkloristic research on the Kurds can be safely

carried out today include Israel, where almost an of Kurdish Jewry has migrated since

1951; Germany and other European countries with large numbers of Turkish"

Gastarbeiter (guest workers), many of whom are in fad Kurds from Turkey; and the

Soviet Union, primarily in the Republic of Armenia. It is in these three places that

33(London : Oxford University Press, 1961-62) 2 vols

3«(Paris : C Klincksieck, 1975), 252 p.

35R.R Eimbi ft lA smimova KiinMHi! IM*t MuVri (Leningrad : Nauka 1968) 269 p.; their
Fmrtikft Kurdaogo IrVyKa ; ttiMt Mukjj (Leningrad -Nauka 1985). 339 p.; LI Tsukerman.
Khrr*anski T Kiirmandriii : kderir^anie i Tekstv (Moskva : Nauka 1986), 270 p.

3*Appendix 2 to his Enqiftff ttir Iff. Yfyidis tie Svris et tin rjebg] sntigr. (Beyrouth : l'lnstitut IVsiçais
de Damas. 1938), pp. 235-43, aid his T<*ri«s kurdes vol. 2.
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extensive research can be done to broaden our understanding of the dengbêj

tradition.

Having said this, it is necessary to add that in Israel the younger generation is

quickly being assimilated to Israeli sodsty, and only the older generation, which grows

smaller with every passing day, can stffl serve as a source for folkloristic and linguistic

inquiry. Yona Sabar of UCLA, Jacqueline Alon, Simon Hopkins and Hans Jakob

Polotsky in Jerusalem, and Robert Hoberman of SUNY at Stony Brook are among the

most avid coDectors of Kurdish Jewish folkloric texts.

The Kurdish immigrant community in Europe has been underutilized as a

source of material. On the other hand, Terry Lynn Todd wrote his dissertation on the

Zaza language37, based entirely on research carried out in Germany.

Soviet scholarship on the Kurds, their language and folklore has made many

important contributions: seven of the versions of Mem û Ztn used in the present

study are taken from Soviet publications; moreover, four of the dictionaries

consistently consulted are the work of Soviet kurdologists.

Only five important studies of the oral versions of M&Z exist:

37A Grammar of Pmilj (alio known as 7m) Doctoral dissertation. (Ann Arbor, Michigan :
University of Michigan, 1985), xv, 277 p. The following quote from his dissertation may clarify what

is meant by 'Zaza1:

Dtmili is an Iranian language, part of the tndo-lranian subgroup of Indo-European. It Is spoken in

central eastern Turkey by perhaps as many as one million people The Turks and Kiimanji speakers

around them call the language Zaza which has pejorative connotations (Mann-Hadank, 1932:1) ...

Mann concluded (Mann-Hadank, 1932:19) that EXmili is not a Kurdish dialect and Hadank concluded

(1932:4) that the name Dmili is most likely a metathesis of 'DaylemL' i.e the language reflects

that of the Daylamites who came from an area called Daylam on the south coast of the Caspian and

who were often distinguished from the Kurds in medieval references. Drmili speakers today consider

themselves to be Kurds and resent scholarly conclusions which indicate that their language is not

Kurdish. Speakers of Dmili are Kurds psychologically, socially, culturally, economically, and

politically. It is quite possible, especially since the term Kurd has always been ill-defined (DN.

MacXenzie 'The Origins of Kurdish.* Transactions of the Philological Society. 1961:69), that speakers

of Dmili should be identified as Kurds today. The language, however, is distinct from Kurdish

dialects ...* (pp. iii, v-vi.)
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1) Basile Nikitine. "Essai de dassification de folklore a l'aide d'un inventaire

sorial-êconomique," in: XVIe Congrês international d'anthropologie et d'archêologie

prêhistonque . Vie assemble generate de I'lnstitut intemational d'anthropologie

Bruxglles 1 -S septembre 1935 (Bruxenes : [Imprimerie mêdicale et sdentifiquel, 1936),

v.2. pp. 1000-1012.

2 and 3) Roger Lcscot. "Introduction," Textes Kirrdes. Vol. 1. Mem6 Alan

(Be>Touth : lnstitut Français de Damas, 1942). pp. [iiil-xxv; Destana Memê Alan ;

Kûrtce-Tûrkçe, tr. Baran (Istanbul : özgûrlûk Yolu Yaymlan, 1978). 389 p.

4) 'Ubayd Allah Ayyûbiyan. "Bar'rasi-i tahqiqi-i "chirikeh-i* Mam û Zin va

shahkar-i Ahmad-i Khani-i Mam û Zin," in: Çirikey Mem û Zin : Kurdi - Farsî

t>sJ j r cî4îj*l(Tabfiz:Chapkhanah-iShafaq, 119621), pp. 20-35.

5) Qenatê KurdolKurdoevl. "Derheqa şovêd Mem û Zîna zargotî û şova Mem

û Zina Ehmedê Xanî," Covarê Kofi Zanyart Kurd [=The Journal of the Kurdish

Academy! 6 (1978), pp. 78-110.

Although one would never guess it from the title, Nikitine's analysis discusses

ethnographic details and practices as reflected in one particular version of M&Z, Oskar

Mann's Mukri version (OM), collected in Soujbulaq (Mehabad) m Kurdistan of Iran

from Rahman! Bekir. His approach is stnctly literalist, focusing on how the text

accurately reflects details of Kurdish ~ and other Iranian people's - customs

Although limited to one specific type of analysis, we are lucky to have such a fins

stud;

It is indeed unfortunate that Lescot's "version" of M&Z is the most often

quoted: the fact that it includes a French translation has made it accessible to those

unfamiliar with the tradition. Moreover, its reissue in Turkey in 197S-,S, this time

frrwya yPTip Alar Kurtce-Turkce. tr Baran ( Istanbul özgûriuk Yoiu Yayinlan, 1978!, 389 p
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with a Turkish translation, has raised it to a most undeserved place as the ideal

version to refer to. Due to this situation, in what foDows I wffl document in detail

why I think such acclaim is unjustified.

The notes in the introduction to Lescofs 1942 edition, while too brief to

constitute a serious or comprehensive study of the topic, were understandably seen as

an important contribution, faute de mieux. Nevertheless, from a cursory examination

of them, the sorts ofmethodological biases that make this publication so objectionable

are readily apparent. Perhaps Lescofs most valuable contribution is the comparative

motif chart for four of the oral versions (LT, OM, GNa [MaderL and a version printed

in Hawar) and Ehmedê Xani's literary poem. Although he dearly states that he heard

some twenty odd recitations of M&Z, and could therefore have provided us with

twenty versions of the romance from his own field work, he chose instead to make

one composite text based on three versions, imposing his literary bias on a folkloristic

venture, with disastrous results.

The main problem with Lescot's publication is the conflation of three texts. His

ideal was to obtain a "good text" of a Kurdish legend:

the only means of establishing a definitive version without fissures was
therefore to combine several variants. That is what has been done. The

comparative table ... shows that the result is satisfadory.39

Lescot's literary palate induced him to commit the gravest of errors, for a

composite text is to be avoided at an costs. If the distinction between oral literature

and written literature is valid, how can one justify combining purely oral texts

according to the standards of the written word? First of an it must be understood that

S'Roger Lescot. ' Introduction,' Textes Kurdas Vd. i Meme Al?n (Beyrouth : bistitut ftançais da
Camas, 1942), p. iv. My translation.
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oral tradition has its own standards, which are different from those of most written

literary traditions; hence, it is erroneous to judge an oralJy composed text according to

the criteria of written literature.

In speaking of how to compare the various versions of an oral narrative, the

folklorist Stith Thompson, co-author of ThpTyprenfthfiFniktale, and compiler of the

sfc-volume Mnrtf.Tndnr nf Fnlk-literahire and author of the wen-known book TM

Eojktaku has the fenowing to say:

Such studies cannot be based on casually seleded texts, for if these have
not been recorded exadh/ as heard, they areof as tittle value for stylistic analysis
as a corrupt literary text would be. Unfortunately for the serious student, many
folktale coHedors have been primarily interested in making the stories they
publish attractive to the persons who might buy their books. And this public,
whether of children or ofadults, is generally not responsive to the same kinds
of effects as the audience for whom the tales were ongmally meant. Hence tine
conedor revises the tales according to his own fancy or taste. Even with the
Grimm coBection, we have seen that there was a reworking of the matenal
from edition to edition. The study of these texts is, therefore, of importance
onfy as showing us the literary skill of the Grimms and their idea of what a
properly told folktale should sound like. ... The scholar must realize that he is
dealing with a folk art and that if the unlettered stary-tener and his audience
have tittle regard for distinctions that may seem to him l=the scholar or
folklorist] important, they may weH insist upon their own distinctions which

may seem quite arbitrary and fflogical.40

Furthermore, the folklorist Alan Dundes charaderizes the concept of

composite texts as practiced by the Brothers Grimm as foHows:

Unfortunately, despite the avowed daims of the Brothers Grimm that
they were reporting pure oral tradition as it feH from the tips of uneducated
German peasants, source critidsm of the haflowed Grimm canon of females
suggests that this was not always the case. For one thing, as the Grimms began
to assemble more and more versions of the same tale type, they could not resist
the temptation of combining elements from different versions. As a lesultthe
composite text they published was not reaHy traditional at aH, even though it

Thompson. The FdktaiafNew York : Holt, Rnehart & Winston, dS46; repr. Berkeley et at
University of California h<ss, d977), p. 450-5.
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was made up of traditional elements. The tale as reported by the Grimms had

in fad never been told in precisely that form by anyone in oral tradition.'4

Lescot is guilty of committing the same offense: by combining elements from

three different versions of M&Z, he has created an abstraction which is not

representative of the authentic oral tradition of any one place. Moreover, his

contention that the versions were "incomplete" before he dodored them up is itself

questionable. Nowhere does he dearly define what he means by "completeness."

Nonetheless, Lescot, like his predecessors Prym and Scon, is at least to be commended

for letting the reader know where he has taken liberties with the text.

The three informants whose material Lescot combined were known as Mtşo,

Sebrt, and "Stranvan," the latter a pseudonym.

Mtşo, whose version was taken as "texte de base" (verses 70-287; 374-756; 818-

3091; 3219-end), lived in Meqtel, Syria. He learned M&Z from his father, who learned

it from a Kurd from Behdtnan42. According to Lescot, Mtşo's dialed, altered due to

frequent contacts with Armenians and Turks, was not among the best, nor was his

style among the purest. I would like to know how a serious linguist can consider a

dialect goodar tad Also, what are the criteria being employed to measure purity of

style? Lescot goes on to say that, although of mediocre literary quality, the variant

which Mtşo transmitted was the most êtoffêe {action packed] of an those which could

be conected in Syria at the time !=drca 1942). Such negative commentary is to be

encountered at every step in Lescot's introduction. It is not dear if Mtşo's text was

taken in its entirety: it serves as "texte de base," but does that mean that if we were to

^AIan Dundes. Headnoteto 'Little Red Cap (Rotkappchen)' in: little Red Riding Hood : A Casebook
(Madison : The University of Wisconsin Press, 1989), p. 7.

~i.e, the area of Zakho and Bhak in Kurdistan of irao,
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strip cart Sebrfs and Stranvan's passages, that what would remain would be Mtşo's

version in its entirety and in the order in which he told it?

Sebrt, originally from the Hesenan tribe, had lived among the Omeran tribe,

near Mardm and consequently spoke the dialed of Mardin. Sebrfs version was

borrowed from tiberalh/ (verses 1-70; prose passage p. 8; 288-334; 360-373; 757-817),

supposedly because his language was "better."

The episode of the chess scene (verses 3092-3218) was borrowed from

"Stranvan" 43, who came from the Serhedan region, Le., the Turco-Russian and

Turco-Iranian border region, including the provinces of Kars, Agn, Van, and Hakkati

in Kurdistan of Turkey. Lescot rated the style [tour] of this version as more tiveh/

than what he encountered elsewhere, daiming that it exhibited real beauty. He did

however consider its verse to be sHghtiy defective. Again, nowhere does he provide

us with the criteria he used in determining what real beauty, defective verse, or good

language is. Moreover, I suspect that these judgements are his own, rather than those

of native Kurds.

Many of Lescofs pronouncements are based on an incomplete understanding

of the material. For example, after correctly stating that whereas Mem is generally

from the City of the West f-Muxurzemtn], in OM he is from Yemen, and in Xant's

version he belongs to a noble family of Bohtan, he then goes on to pass judgement,

calng the divergences of OM and Xanl "distortions Jentorses] imposed on the most

corred and most widespread tradition44.' He is apparently unaware that OM is

representative of the southern oicorype, and that Mem is from Yemen in PS, ZK-3,

JA, and MC-2 as weH as OM. It is not impossible, mddentalty, that the southern

©ft first appeared in the journal flayjc no 36,

^Lescot iMlL p «v. My translation.
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versions are more conservative than the northern ones, which would mean that

Yemen is older than Muxurzemtn. The concept of "correctness" or "incorrectness"

has noplace in such a study: we have two regional traditions, each of which is equally

valid.

When Lescot states that modem variants increasingly negled the charader

"Begfi4V [=Bengtn(eh)] he is unaware that Bengtn is a peculiarly southern oicotype,

appearing only in OM, ZK-3, MC-1, and JA. The negative term "negled" is once again

uncalled for.

Lescot complained that

the art of the dengbfij is in a state of decay [est en pleine decadence]. Those who
boast of this titletoday are mere amateurs with a fragmentary repertoire ... at
least twenty informants recited for me what they knew of Memo Alan. Most of
them only knew the most salient episodes; some of them summarized in prose
the secondary passages, but not one of them ever provided me with an

irreproachable whole46.
. . . Moreover, [the dengbêjl often takes the liberty of recounting certain episodes

in prose, when he is tired, or when his memory fails him.47

This suggests that he totally misunderstands the concept of caate tablet i.e.,

stories whose texture consists of prose narration with sung verse insertions at key

points. This type of textural feature is discussed in Chapter Three of the present study,

in a consideration of the genre to which M&Z is to be ascribed. He is apparently also

unaware that romances such as M&Z, told primarily in prose interspersed with verse,

exist throughout the Middle East and the Caucasus, among the Turks, Arabs, Persians,

Armenians, and Georgians, to name a few. Moreover, he was writing this in 1942.

*"ibicL, p. xviii.

^ibid., p. iv.

^iölU p. xxiii.
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Some of the fuHest versions included in the present study were coHeded more than

ten years later4* when according to Lescot one would have expededthe tradition to

have long since died out.49

In combining several versions, Lescot was in effect staring that no one version

was satisfadory: he was not happywith the story as it was being told by and for Kurds.

He specifically states that

None of the versions in print l-PN; PS; OM; HM; j^JJ^JJ^
satisfadory: [PS] is too abbreviated and contains lacunae; [HM] is nothing but a
bad summary, [FK-1,-2,-31 were dictated by Armenians, and their language is

bad; [OM] is the most coherent version, but it also presents defects.'0

It is with this denigrating of the tradition that I am most troubled. Unlike

Lescot, I find nothing wrong or incomplete about the versions. Even FN and HM,

which lack several of the episodes traditionally occurring at the beginning of the story,

are useful additions to the repertoire. Each dengbêjhzs his own way of telling the

story, and no two versions are identical, although each version is recognizably a link

in the chain of the tradition. And it is a fine, robust tradition, which the Kurds are

understandably proud of! I doubt that my translations of the eighteen versions of

M&Zpresentedherecanbegmtocapturemethrffl of the original Kurdish or Turoyo,

but they are as accurate as possible, considering the handicap of having to work from

the written record of what were oral performances. Also, the cultural and linguistic

notes I have included should make the story more readily understandable to a

Western audience. I belong to a different generation than Lescot did, and I have been

«e.g. EM (1955k ZK-3 (1959); ZK-1 (1963k and ZK-2 (1970).

#Triis is not to say that in the last decade of the twentieth century the daigbij tradition is

thriving.

SOtescot. iMlL, p «v. My translation.
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trained tolet the story speak for itself, to try to understand it on its own terms and in

its own cultural context, rather than imposing on it literary conventions which are

foreign to it, and then attacking it for not complying with those conventions.

On pp. vi-vii, Lescot sees M&Z as reflecting an actual historical event,

consulting historica] sources in search of personalities with names resembling those

in M&Z. In this resped, Lescot is in agreement with many Kurds for a change, in

seeing the story as historical. Although I am tempted to compare this endeavor with

Tim Several's arude in Normal Geographic MaenTJne attempting to trace the voyage

of SindbadSI, looking for historical evidence in purely fictional material, it is possible

that some historical reality is included in the story. Certainly the appearance of Jezira

Bohtan in an versions argues for considering the story a legend, even if Muxurzemtn

is pure fiction. Furthermore, I am told that if one goes to Jezira Bohtan today, one wffl

be shown Mem and Ztn's grave with a thombush growing on it: for the local

inhabitants, the story is part of their local history.

Lescot's composite text was reissued in Turkey in 1978 with a Turkish

translation and an introduction by the Kurdish scholar Nurettin Zaza'2. This edition

removed Lescot's version a step further from its original milieu, by replacing words in

the text which were deemed 'un-Kurdish' with words deemed 'pure Kurdish.* This

may be a natural reaction to the sort of cultural repression under which the Kurds

have been forced to lived, but it reflects an ideological stance which is unscholariy. No

amount of Arabic or Turkish loan words is going to make M&Z an ounce less

Kurdish: while there are motifs in the story which are international in distribution,

51'hi the Wake of Sndbad,' National ftmyraphic 162 (July 1982), 2-41.

52ho signs the article with the pseudonym ÇJroknivts - 'story writer.!
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the selection and distribution of motifs seen in the story is unique, and uniquely

Kurdish.

I believe that attempts to edit out words of foreign origin - a practice aU too

common in the Middle East - bespeaks an underlying fear that hostile forces win

replace the Kurtfsh language and its folklore with their own language and folklore

unless every last, foreign word is stricken from the record. It is true that the

governments that hold sway over Kurdish territory have tried to supplant Kurdish

language and culture: the Turkish government is particularly guilty of this.

Nevertheless, in spite of an the attempts to the contrary, Kurdish is stffl very much

alive and weU, if not a little bruised. As long as Kurdish remains a living language, it

wffl refled influences from the surrounding languages: only a dead language can be

controned in this resped. The Turkish, Arabic, Armenian, Syriac (Aramaic), and

Persian borrowings into Kurdish are reflective of Kurdish history, are we to turn our

backs on this history? Furthermore, many of the loan words have received an

unmistakeably Kurdish imprint: the word Bikyat, meaning 'folktale/:OW""
with çîFok. is borrowed ultimately from Arabic hikayah «£* ; in Turkish the form

is hikaye, and in Persian hekayat *&> P Although these are an similar, the

Kurdish form is unique, and Armenian borrowed precisely this Kurdish form in its

word for folktale, hek'iaf ttjpUll*.'4 Similarly, dvat, the sort ofget-together at

which the story of M&Z is redted, is ultimately from Arabic jama'ah -^ = group .

Turkish cemaat and Persian jama'at ~W both mean 'a congregation or assembly/

53h should be noted that neither the Turkish nor the Persian word me*. 'MUM i th.^urW*
hlkay. refers to « Mk romance » orally transmitted genre, while Persian ktUymt -
refer, to a literary tale What they have in common is that they designate one or another type of

narrative.

54Ukewi* the Neo-Aramaic ^eakinşjews of Persian Azerbaijan have borrowed the Kurdish wad
0rok, giving it the forms ccrakeandcorote.
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as does the Kurdish form dmae't". However, while both cimae't and dvat can

have the latter meaning, only civat can have the former meaning: hence both its

meaning and its form are uniquely Kurdish, regardless of the word's ultimate

derivation.

In any case, it was a consdous decision on my part to exclude Lescofs

composite text and its later permutations from the corpus of versions considered in

this study, in the hopes that in so doing I wffl nip in the bud the unsound practice of

producing composite texts of folk narratives.

Continuing our review of the literature on M&Z, the Iranian Kurdish scholar

'Ubayd Allah Ayyûbiyan republished Oskar Mann's version (OM), in the modem

orthography for Sorani Kurdish in Arabic script, together with a Persian

translation 56. Although he took a few liberties with the text, which have been

indicated in the notes to my English translation of OM, he basically adhered

dosely to the text Oskar Mann coneded from Rahman-î Bekir. For OM, then, we

are fortunate to have both a German and a Persian translation, both with

(sometimes conflicting) explanatory notes.57 Ayyubiyan's edition includes an

introductory essay in Persian58, in which he reiterates Lescofs opinionated evaluation

(or devaluation) of the eariiest coneded versions (PS, HM, LC-1, OM), admitting that

he himself has not seen some of them (e.g., LC-1). Other introdudory sections list

various native terms for both the narrator-performers who teH stories tike M&Z, and

S^also attested as craaat and caniat

Sprikey Mem fl 7In : Kurd! - Farst IO-sJ J f <5<!J?| (Tabriz : Ch3pkhinaM Shafaq

119621), 277 p.

57l availed myself of both of them in translating OM into English.

M'Bar'rasw tahqiqi-i 'chirîkeh-i" Mam û Zin va shahkir-i Ahmad-i KhSnl-i Mam Q Zin,* ibjcL
pp. 20-35.
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for the genre of stories to which M&Z belongs5', as weH as offering a seven-page

inventory of the names of stories belonging to this genre, fonowed by a list of the best

known dengbeJeS0, bo* living and dead.

The late Soviet kurdologist Qenatfi Kurdo [Kurdoev] published an artide on

M&Z in Kurmanji Kurdish6 ', not easily accessible to an audience beyond the confines

of Iraq, both because of the obscurity of the journal in which it was published", and

because ft was printed in the Arabic alphabet, which Kurmanji-speaking Kurds in

Turkey and the Soviet Union would be unfamiliar with". The artide gives a sloppily

printed bibliographical survey, which may be the fault of the printer rather than of

Kurdoev. Although the title implies that the artide wffl address the relationship

between the oral versions and the literary version, there is very little discussion of this

issue. Instead Kurdoev deals with the two realms separately, first treating of several

different oral versions, pointing out differences between them, without delving into

analysis. This is fonowed by a discussion of Ehmede Xani's literary version,

comparing it with Tristan and Isolde, and the Georgian romance Eteri and Abesalom.

In the artide, Kurdoev makes mention of a planned Soviet publication containing

59Thetermheusesls çirfke

60The term he uses is çirger

M-Derheoa soved Mem 0 21na zargott 0 sova Mem 0 Zlna Ehmedê Xant' I- About the oral versions of
MerfcffiSd ffimSeXiVs vrton of Mem Û 21n| finwrt Krft ftryal Kurd 1-1*. Joum* of the
Kurdish Academyl 6 (1978), pp. 78-110.

62rnviTft rm 7m* turd l-The Journal of the Kurdish Academyl published in baghdad, Iraq

43un,ortunately, it is realistic to eçect that very few Kurds in Turkey wouldever find outthat such a
joumaTmuch less such an arfdeHaists I would like to take this opportumty to thank Ferhad
Shakely for making his copy of the artide available to me

Kurmanji is generallv written in the Latin or Cyrillic dphab* and Sorani is gently written In,
modified Arabic script K is posabe to write Kurmanji In Arabic letters »dSor*« «" jf* lc*
Cyrillic) letters as there is a one-aT-one cctrespcrd^ce between the three aiphabe* A chart of the
three alphabets can be found on the paga immediately preceding Chapter One
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thirteen versions of the romance, but as of this writing CApril 1991) ft has stffl not

appeared. Kurdoev goes into far more detail than Lescot in comparing and contrasting

the different versions, but it must be borne in mind that his frame of reference was

also broader whereas Lescot limited himself to four oral versions, Kurdoev availed

himself of aH the versions he listed in the artide, twenty in number, if my reckoning

is correct.64

In addition to these five short studies, a few early versions of M&Z are

preceded by short introductions:

Makas, Hugo. "Mamu und Zine: Vorbemerkung*, in Kurdische Texte tm Kurmanjf-

Dialekte aus der Gegend von Mardtn (St-Petersburg/ Leningrad, 1897-1926;

reprint Amsterdam : APA - Philo Press, 1979), pp. [l}-4.

Mann, Oskar. *Mem und Zin: Vorbemerkung", in Die Mundart der Miikri-Kurden,

Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, 4 (Berlin : Georg Reimer, 1909), Bd. 2, pp. 40-

41.

Sodn, Albert (& Eugen Prym]. "Mam und Sin: Vorbemerkung", in Kurdische

Sammhineen. Zweite Abteirung: Erzahhmgen und Lieder fm Dialekte vnn

Bohtarxb. ûbersetzung. (St.-Pêtersbourg : Eggers et Qe., 1890), v. 2b, pp. [991-100.

MThis indudes two versions to which I have not had access, and excludes my HR-1, HR-2, and MC-1,
as well as JA and MC-2. The two versions I lack are. His 17, collected by Mekstme Xemo in 1963 in
Leningrad from Mffiemedê Sadiqê Bamerint from Behdlnan in Iraqi Kurdistan, and his S&, written by
Erdaşê EmcyS E'reb from the village of Karvanserayê in the district of Aparan, Soviet Armenia
Appa-ontly îrdsşt Emq who now lives in Pustavdi, sent this manuscript to Kurdoev so that he
would print it. Both these versions are among the thirteen versions that Kurdoev says will be
published
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Makas gives enough background material to make it obvious that his

informant was not an active bearer of oral tradition, but rather a merchant with a good

enough memory to provide short accounts of several Kurdish tales.

Mann mentions two other versions of M&Z that he coneded in Suruç in the

province Urfa. Although he intended to publish these texts in a later volume of the

series, they remain unpublished to this day.

Socin mentions having met someone in Jezira who had a manuscript copy of

Ehmede Xanfs poem, stating that the man was unwilling to seH it to him He goes on

to say that he was not in a position to darify the relationship between Ehmedê Xanfs

poem and the oral versions. His comments regarding content are opinionated,

insisting that there must have been a more symmetrical original of which this is a

garbled version: such attitudes were typical of the period in which he wrote, although

I find them inexcusable in Lescot, who wrote fifty years later. A most frustrating

omission is the identity of the informant: Socin refers to him as 'the rawi," but does

not make it dear whether the elderly Jew Rnchas was the source of this particular text.

In addition, Oskar Mann discusses M&Z among other romances in his

consideration of Kurdish folk poetics65. We wffl come back to this in the section on

Kurdish folk poetics in Chapter Five.

'Abd al-Hamîd Husayni does not distinguish between Ehmedê Xani's literary

version and oral versions in his artide on M&Z66, calling PS, LC-1, HM, LT texts (or

versions) of M&Z. He displays the same sort of literary bias as Lescot: in fad he seems

to have borrowed liberally from Lescot, e.g., daiming that PS is summarized

'S'Bnleirung ûber tnhalt und Form der ostkurdischen Votksepik,' in Die Muntiart tig MuKri-KurdB).
Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, 4 (Berlin : Georg Reimer, 1909), Bd 2, pp. |xv|4i.

66,Ahm*.d-i Khîm v» TTttraumah-yi M»m o Zr/ Nnhnyah-yi DînifhîaiBli-^i Afofefial-S&
yiûnv-i frwîntyi Turtug, 25 (1332 [1&3J), pp. 7«8,
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(abbreviated) and as a whole is lacking (incomplete)67. He fails to comprehend the

profound difference between Xani's version and the oral versions: although Xani's

version is itself derived from oral tradition, this writer judges oral versions by it.

This is by far the poorest piece of scholarship on the topic

Louis Marin, the acting president of the Sodêtê d'Ethnographie de Paris,

reported that at the June 6, 1931 meeting, the Kurdish intenectual Emir Sureya Bedr

Khan gave a talk on "the poem Mem-o-Zine," in which he claimed that M&Z is

recited over the entire area of Kurdistan68. As noted above, with the exception of the

Mukri version coneded by Oskar Mann (OM) from an area along the Kurmanji -

Sorani dialed frontier, no Sorani versions of the romance of M&Z have been

coneded, which strongly suggests that the oral versions are in fad limited to the

Kurmanji cultural sphere. This brief report includes a summary of Bedr Khan's oral

version of the story, together with the interesting twist that Bedr Khan, a dired

descendant of the famous chief of the Kurds of Jezira Bedr-Khan-Bek who revolted

against the Sublime Porte in 1846, traces his ancestry back to Ztn and her brother the

emir. The report is most valuable for its reflection of how M&Z is perceived by this

prominent Kurdish intenectual.

Everything else that has been written deals primarily with the life of Ehmedê

Xant and his literary poem.

ERmedê Xant (also speHed Ahmed-i Khani) was probably bom in 1061 A.H.,

which corresponds to the Christian date 1650-1651 A.D.6« He was a member of the

67 c**f iJmSli ^ jj^J O**1*, P 82- Lescot's original ran as follows IPS Is too

abbreviated and contains lacunae (Le poême de Socin est trop abrêgê, et comporte des lacunes ibid, p.

iv)

M* Sêance du 6 Juin 1931' |Mem-o-2ne, poemekurde] L'E*tinogr3priie. N.S. 24 (1931), pp. 4-6.

«See Ferhad Shîkdy. Kurdish Nation^* in Mam U Zin of Ehmed-i fard, (Sweden, 1983), pp. 8-17.
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Xant tribe, and although it is not dear whether he was bom in Bayazid or Hakkari,

he studied in Bayazid at the Muradiyah Mosque, and his grave is stffl to be seen above

that dty, just opposite the remarkable Ishak Paşa Sarayi". It is also possible that he

tived in Jezira Bohtan for a time. ERrnede Xant travened widely, as far as Syria and

Egypt, and wasfluentin Turkish, Arabic, and Persian, as vwffl as in his native Kurdish.

A devout and teamed Muslim, he is reputed to have composed poetry in an four

languages, although he is best known for his Kurdish works MemJL2îa EqldaJman

fine artide of faith), an explanation of the foundations of Islam in verse, and Nfibac

(First Fruits)7*, a rhymed Arabic-Kurdish glossary. As wffl be discussed more fully in

Chapter Two, Xant loved his people and wrote his literary poem Mm Û Zin, derived

from oral tradition, in the hopes of establishing a strong literary tradition in Kurdish.

his sad to report that his dream is only now beginning to be realized. Xant probably

died in 1119 A.H. (1706-1707 A.D.), at the age of 57.

Although Xaitfs M*m u Ztn was written at the dose of the seventeenth

century, it was not until the end of the Worid War I that it was first published. The

first edition was printed in Istanbul in Arabic script, with an introduction signed by

Hemze. Although tradition has it that most copies were burnt by the Turks, Shakely

reports that there is a copy in the library of the School of Oriental and African Studies

in London. A second printing came out in Aleppo, Syria in 1947: this is apparently

an offset reprinting of the first edition. Two more printings of the 1917 Istanbul

^Kurdish Baztd, modem Turkish Dogubayazit, in the province of Agn, near Mount Ararat

TlThis spectacular palace is often depicted on the cover of Turkish touristic guidebooks.

TÎFacdmile edition Albert von Le Coq 'Anhang : Zwei kurdische Handschriften aus Damaskus,' in:

SyJJSZhnnHin'TrJn'^rionon (Berlin. l^re^tAmsterdarn : APA - Rule
Press. |19S-?i), pp. 1-47 (second grouping of section in Arabic alphabet).

733iakely. itH, p- 2.
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edition have appeared, in 1954 and 1968, both bearing the imprint of Erbil (Kurdish

Hewler) in Kurdistan of Iraq, and including Qw-t Mukriyante iirtroductioa

The late Soviet kurdologist M.B. Rudenko produced a second edition in 196274,

consisting of a critical edition of the text in Arabic charaders, based on several

manuscripts housed in the Institute of Oriental Studies in Leningrad, plus a Russian

translation. Moreover, this edition includes two nrtroductions, one in Russian by

Rudenko and one in Kurmanji Kurdish in Arabic script by Qenatê Kurdo [KurdoevL

Rudenko's introduction, mirrored doseh/ by Kurdoev, gives publishing history of

Xante Mem q Tin, some biographical information about Xant, a brief explanation of

the prosody of the poem, and a detailed description of each of the nine manuscripts

upon which the critical edition is based.

M.E Bozarslan published a third edition of Xante Mfffll 0 Zin in Istanbul in

1968, this time in Latin orthography and with a Turkish translation. A second

printing of this edition appeared in 1975, also in Istanbul. From personal

communication with the editor, I know that these editions are bibliographic rarities:

he himself possesses only one copy, of the 1975 edition.

Although Xant wrote in Kurmanji, two Sorani translations of his Mem u Zin

have been produced in this century, one a straightforward rendering of the poem by

Hejar75, a Kurd from Mehabad in Kurdistan of Iran, the other a dramatized version by

Plremerd76.

MMam_U_2a|Ma» 3 kriticheskii tekst, perevod, predislovie i ul«^^a *"5jk*
P«nUmikTuteratury narodov vostoka, Teksty, Mala serii* 13 (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostodind
Uterarury, 1962), 249, 197 p.

^Baghdad, 1960).

»ftrP,nWfvM«niflan (Slfimant : Jiyan Press. 1925), 24 p. Ptremerd is the pseudonym of Had
Tewftq.
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The Syrian Kurd Muhammad Said Kamadani al-Buti published an Arabic

translation in 195777, changing the poem into a novel, and excluding the references to

Kurdish nationalistic aspirations. This has gone through at feast five printings.

Rather than reflecting al-Buti 's own views, the omissions were more man likely due

to Syrian censureship strictures.

The Iraqi Kurdish scholar Jemal Nebez made a German summary of Xante

poem, which came out in Munich in I96078. Both al-Bûti's and Nebez" renderings

focus on the love story of Mem and Ztn, omitting Xante introdudory sections dealing

with the place of the Kurds among the nations, and his lengthy praise of God.

Alexandre Jaba served as the Russian consul inErzurum in the logo's. During

that period, he coHeded forty Kurdish texts from Mahmud Efendi Bayazidli, a

sexagenarian of distinguished background, who came to Erzurum from his native

Bayazid. and became Jaba's main informant. In addition to the forty texts, published in

Kurmanji in Arabic charaders with French translation, Jaba's conecfJon includes notes

on the tribes of Kurdistan, on eight important Kurdish poets, and on the sdence of

grammar79. Presumably Mahmud Efendi was the source of an this material. The

section on the Kurdish poets was for many years considered a reliable source of

information: however, many of the poets' dates appearing in that section have since

been revised in the light of more convindng evidence80. Ehmedê Xant is the fifth of

77Muh»mmt(l S»tf Ramadin BOti M«ma Ztym cflitt hut* wibtU li *Ult YfV»Vn*> <1 tifltrf,
(Dimiihq , DIi tl-fiki, 1>82), 200 p. (5th ed)

7»MamundZin iwnanntBnmeni.nrlliiliaderKnrdwr ûbersetzunp VnrwortundKonimgitarf!(Mûnchen:

NUKSE, 1969), 47 p.

"Alexandre Jaba. Boniril de notice* rtprfcits Vnnrrlw'ffrvarit a la mnnaissanffi rift la langutt tic la
IIHHr^re et dr« WHi» du Kourdistan (St-Pfctersbourg I860, reprint Amsterdam : APA - Fhllo Freai

1979), x. Ill, 128 p.

»e.g D.N MacKenzie 'Mala-ê Jizrt and Fact TayrSn,' in: M. Minovi k I Afshar (eds), XS&QÎn»îte
yl Ttînvyi Mix.»kl (Tehran . Tehran University, 1969), pp. 12520
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the dght poets mentioned. Jaba acquired a manuscript of Xante Mem Û Zin, the

contents of which he summarized in a letter to the scholar P. Lerch. The manuscript of

Mem u Tin is housed in the Institute of Oriental Studies in Leningrad, according to

Kurdoev8 ' . Jaba also compiled the first major Kurdish foreign language dictionary82.

In his 1858 report on Jaba's communique regarding Xante Mem Û Zin83, Lerch

gives biographical information about Ehmedfi Xant, fonowed by information of

questionable accuracy about Kurdish dialects. The final part of the report is a

summary of me stray of Mem and Ztn as it appears in Xani's poem. Lerch asserts that

the legend of Mem and Ztn is known throughout Kurdistan, which I have shown

above to be unlikely.

Martin Harrmann describes in his artide "Zur kurdischen Uteratur"83* the

various Kurdish literary works that were featured in a manuscript formerly belonging

to a Kurd in Constantinople that he received in 1896 through the intermediary of a

friend living there. Pages 224 to 403 of the manuscript were devoted to Ehmedê Xani's

poem Mem Û Zin. Harrmann discusses the meter of the verse, and the language,

lamenting the difficulty of understanding certain passages due to the lack of adequate

reference works: even Rudenko, working some sixty years later, found obscure

passages in Xante Mem û Ztn. Harrmann then mentions two other manuscript

editions of Xante Mem û Zîn and discusses problems with them, attributing some of

*' Kurdoev. jbisL P- 79.

82Augu»te Jaba & Ferdinand Justi. Dirtionnaire Kurde-Francais (St.-Petersbourg: Egaers et Cie, 1879),
xviii, 463 p. This dictionary, commonly referred to as "Jaba k Ju»n/ included the earlier

vocabularies of Rhea and Garzoni.

BP lerch 'Beridit uber 'Resume del'ouvragekourded'Ahmed Effendi Khani, fait et traduit par A.
Jaba,' Bulletin de rAcademie Imperiale des Sqenrfs (Iff St FftersboursV Classe Histonco-
Philologique Registre 1-15 No. 547, Tome 15 No. 11. (1858), cols 11611-171.

Pawjcner Zeit<rr,rift fûr die Kimr!* ri« MfTgerilandes. 12 (1898), 106 ff.
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the difficulties to the attitude of the copyist. As a final note, Hartmann points to an

inconsistency in the date that Jaba gives for Xante death: whereas Jaba daims that he

died in 1063 AH. (=1652-53 A.D.). in the final lines of the poem he says he has reached

the year [10)64.

In speaking of the Georgian poet RustaveB, Iosif Orbeli compares his greatness

with that of the Kurdish poet Akhmed Khani (-ERmedê Xant)". Both of them "gave

their hearts to their people." Orbeli affirms that the story of Mem and Ztn existed long

before Xant worked ft up into his beautifully worded poem He mentions some of

Xani's verses whose message to the world is that the Kurds do not lack culture, and are

not ruled by passion alone. Orbeli's intense fondness for the Kurdish people and his

awareness of their history of suffering are abundantly dear. He enumerates with pride

historical figures such as Saladin and dynasties such as the Sheddadis in Iran who

were of Kurdish origin.

Writing under the pen name 'Herekol Aztzan/ Celadet Bedirxan wrote an

artide in the Kurdish journal Hawai entitled "Klastkên me" l=Our dassicsl85. The

artide basically constituted a reissue of Jaba's section on eight important Kurdish

poets, this time fn Latin (Hawar) script, with a few additional notes and quotes from

the poets' works. In the case of ERmede Xant. fn addition to quoting Jaba's

information including the questionable dates of Xante birth and death, Bedirxan

points out that these dates may be incorred: whereas according to Jaba Xant was bom

84-Wedenie* IBBeaeHBe -Introduction!, in: rJimUltnllrt fTflKfli Fustavdi inauaTHHtm snatH
PycTaBeiB -Monumentsof the epod, of (the Georgian poet) tatwdil (Lenmgrad : ted-stvo
Akademii Nauk SSSR. 1938), pp. 5-6.

«5rhe journal was founded in Damascus. Syria in 1932 by Kurdish P?W«'a*vi5»l?h°J%L££
tXH* as the Bedirxan brothers. tog«her with Syrian Kurdish Intellectuals The orthography
usrt in *e journal in Latin characters patterned after the system far writing Turku*jn th . Lahn
aÇabet, is'sn.l In use today, and is called the Hawar a>phabet. ^^"^^Jfgi

»« ^^ in National DfcVBlpnmfnt The Stmoarjlizaacm ^-tt^uteh^-L^r r. it- .91-
12B. DoctorJ dissertaöon (Urban* niinols : University of lUmcn 1989!, pp. 129-Î3Ç «8.
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in 1000 AH. 1=1591-92 A.D.I in Memoan Xant writes that he was bom in 1061 AH.

1=1650-51 AD.l Four works of Xani's are cited: Mem o 2?nf JŞlûbat EqldalmanS. and a

book on geography which appears to be lost. He then quotes some fourteen tines of

poetry from Mem û Tin, and ends by mentioning the first printing of that work in

Istanbul, giving the date as 1919.

The two most critical works are Ferhad Shakeh/s book Kurdish Nationalism In

Mtrn fl Zin rrf Fnm«l-i Xani86 and the relevant section of Amir Hassanpour-

Aghdam's dodoral dissertation Th* language Fador in National DeyelfTnrrient; The

<Jtandardi7arion rrf th* Kurdish language. 1918-198587.

Shakeh/s book, which is unfortunately very hard to find88, consists of an

introduction, three chapters, and a useful bibliography. In the introduction, a detailed

account of the publishing history of ERmedê Xante Mem Û Zin is offered. Chapter

One contains biographical notes on Xante life. Dates for his birth and death are given,

and the methods used in arriving at them are discussed intelligently and in detail.

Throughout the book Xante verse is quoted as evidence for his attitude about one or

another issue. In Chapter Two Xani's writings are discussed at length. I would only

question such statements as "The language of M&Z, its sentence structure and

grammar was not much influenced by any other language" (p. 18) and "The stories of

las q Xezal, Şnr Mphmûd ft Merringan and M&Z are found only among the Kurds

and in Kurdish." (p. 21). In the first instance, it is an established fad that Xante Mem

û Zin is very heavily influenced by Persian, both in poetic form and in vocabulary. In

the second instance, the story of M&Z is also popular among the Neo-Aramaic-

ttfSwedan, 1983), 65 p.

87(Urbana, minds : University of Illinois, 1989), 464 p.

88| would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Shakely profusely for making a copy of his book

available to me
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speaking Jacobite Christians and Kurdish Jews, and the Armenians: I would however

agree that the story is not told in any of the languages that might pose a threat to the

survival of Kurdish, i.e., Arabic, Persian, and Turkish.

In Chapter Three, Shaker/ looks at the foundations of Kurdish nationalism as

refieded in Xante Mgm fl Tin According to Shaker/. Xante views regarding the

situation of the Kurds can be summarized in the fotiowing five points: 1) The Kurds

lived in misery because their land was under Ottoman Turkish and Safavid Persian

occupation; 2) This situation could be remedied if the Kurds were to govem

themselves; 3) The answers provided by religion were not satisfadory to him, in spite

of the fad that he was a devout Muslim; 4) The Kurdish feudal lords were not

interested in unity, but would even coDaborate with the Ottomans or the Safavids

against each other they had little interest in the welfare of their own people; 5) The

way to liberation was through unity, force, and goodness. Shaker/ notes that Ehmedê

Xant was far ahead of his time in his views about Kurdish nationalism: whereas he

wmte Mem o Tin fn c 1694 AD., it was not until the middle of the nineteenth century

that the concept of nationalism came to the Middle East, or, I might add, to Europe.

The bibliography of this book includes several artides that are not easily

available in this country or in Europe. Artides from such Kurdish journals as HeMya

Welftt and Bflnakt are so obscure that finding them is a hopeless venture. I hope the

day may come when this is not so, when important artides from obscure journals wiB

be reissued so that they are readily available to those who need and want them.

Finally, in Amir Hassanpour-Aghdam's very fine dissertation on the

standardization of the Kurdish language between 1918 and 1985, Chapter Four is

devoted to the Kurdish literary dialects from the 15th century to Worid War I89.

WOnce again, 1 would like to thank Mr. Hassanpour-Aghdam for his willingness to make this chapter
of his dissertation available to me
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Ehmedê Xante prominent position in this endeavor is very weU covered in

Hassanpour-Aghdam's insightful study90. Xant was aware of the inferior status of the

Kurdish language, and suggested a series of strategies for circumventing this situation,

such as uniting the Kurds under a single Kurdish monarch, and the use of the

language for scholarly purposes of literary, sdentific, and religious nature, thereby

raising the intenectual level of the people. It was with this in mind that he composed

h* pnpm Mem a Ztn. In other words.

la] prestigious language, together with a sovereign king, was the hallmark of a
dvflized and independent Kurdish nation.91

Xant tried to achieve the goal of elevating Kurdish to the level of the more

prestigious languages through a series of bide'ts or innovations. One bidetwas the

message with which he imbued his rewriting of the folk romance M&Z: according to

Hassanpour-Aghdam. Xant intended Mem and Ztn to symbolize the two parts of

Kurdistan, the one occupied by the Ottoman Turks, the other by the Safavid Persians;

the vfllain Bekir was a symbol of the lack of unity obtaining among the Kurdish

principalities. If we read Xant's Mem û Ztn in this way. it is the Kurds' inability to

unite which has kept Mem and Ztn, i.e., the two parts of Kurdistan, apart. This is a

gentle yet eloquent way to make people aware of what must be done to remedy the

situation.

Another bide't of Xant's was his work Mflbax or Nflhehara blçûkan (=Ftrst

picking of fruit), a short Arabic-Kurdish gjossary written in verse, through which he

successfully introduced Kurdish, in spite of its status as a minor language, into the

*Hassanpour-Aghdam. ituL, pp. 79-57.

'libUL p 82.
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Islamic educational system. It turns out that this work fit into the tradition of rote

memorization which is so charaderistic of the Middle East: because it was in verse, the

workwas both easy to copy and easy to memorize.

Hassanpour-Aghdam doses this section by mentioning the parties which Xant

expeded to disapprove of his innovations, as weU as those to whom he appealed for

support. According to this fine scholar, Xant defends his works, his language, and

himself, in a manner which is both humble and proud.

With this we come to the end of the bibliographical survey of works dealing

with both oral versions of M&Z and Efimedê Xante literary poem Msm Û Zin-
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frVivgrhial Aspects of Mem û Zin

We wffl begin our analysis of M&Z with a brief examination of the proverbial

nature of M&Z as evidenced in expressions referring to some asped of the story. The

story of M&Z is so wen known that it has given rise to proverbial expressions which

presuppose a knowledge of the underlying story. The term proverbial is a bit

misleading, for it may refer to anything widely referred to or famous, and is not limited

to proverbs per se. Therefore, it should be clarified at the outset that none of the

expressions under discussion here is actually a proverb, which is a fixed phrase

statement with a topic-comment structure, usually metaphorical in use, that gives

advice or passes judgement in a particular situation. Instead, most of the traditional

phrases in question are folk metaphors also known as proverbialphrases The

most salient difference between proverbs and folk metaphors is that the former are

frozen in one form, while the latter can change for person and number. For example,

the English idiom 'to have a baH,' meaning to have fun, can be conjugated in first,

second, or third person, in singular or plural number, and in every tense (present,

future, past, etc): we can say 'He had a ban' or *If not for the crowds, we would have had

a ban.' To have a ban' is a folk metaphor. On the other hand, 'A bird in the hand is

worth two in the bush' cannot change for person, number, or tense: it is frozen in form.

Consequently, this expression is a proverb. Although Kurdish folklore is rich in

proverbs1 , 1 have come across none that spedfically relate to M&Z. On the other hand,

there are several folk metaphors derived from the story of M&Z.

'See. Edward Noel. 'The Character of the Kurds as Illustrated by their Proverbs and Popular Sayings,
BSDAL 1, iv (1920), 79-90; Roger Lescot * Proverbes et enigmes kurdes/ Revue des ttudes IsiaTUquiS 11
(1937), 307-350, reprinted with corrections and additions in his Tertes Kurdg (Fans : Paul Geuthner,
1940) vd. 1, pp 11891-230; Ordikhane Dzhalil & Dzhalile Dzhalil. MPttde 0 Met'eloKt Kuifla_a
Zmare K'lirdl 0 Rfi 4 - Kurdskie Podrvity i Pogovcrki na Kurdsknm i Russk.offl lAZYhak.ll (Moskva ^

Glavnaia redaktsiia vostochnc* Iiteratury, 1972), 454 p. and their Zargotina K'urda - Kurdskii
Biilar_(Mcskva : Nauka, 1978), vol. 2, pp 358-408; Yona Sabar. 'Multilingual Proverbs tn the Neo-
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Before proceeding further, we must account for an anomaly, although oral

versions of M&Z have been coneded only from the Kurmanji-speaking areas, with the

notable exception of the Mukri (Sorani) version which Oskar Maim coHeded from

Rahman-t Bekir in Mehabad (OM), several of the folk expressions to be discussedbelow

are in Sorani, of which Mukri is a sub-dialed.

Unlike the other aspects of M&Z which are considered in this study, for the

purposes of this particular pursuit, it is not easy to determine if these expressions are

based on the oral versions of M&Z or on Xant's literary poem. Unless the oral tradition

of M&Z thrives in Sorani-speaking areas, but has not been documented due to a

consistent series of oversights, which I consider unlikely, we must entertain another

possibility Ehmedê Xant's seventeenth century literary poem may have been read and

studied by Kurds beyond the frontiers of the Kurmanji dialed areas, i.e., by Sorani-

speaking Kurds2.

In what fonows, we win be examining two distind categories of expressions.

The first involves material diredly from the story of M&Z which has become

proverbial, while the second includes traditional Kurdish proverbs and proverbial

expressions that are refleded in the oral versions of M&Z. Whereas hi the first

category, M&Z is the source of the expressions, in the second category, traditional

expressions from outside the corpus of M&Z appear in the story in various ways.

In the first category, folkspeech deriving from M&Z, we have the following:

Aramaic Speech of the Jews of Zakho, Iraqi Kurdistan," International JournalPf Middle Eat Shldltt 9
(1978), 215-23* Fattahî Ghazî. Amvil n llHnirri Kurdi I -Kurdish Proverbs On ^»HJ
Danishgah-i Tabriz. 1364 119851), 616 p.; a recent r^"ti«Vdevcd ,rf hto»i»W as oufinrt
in this öudy, is . Abdul-Kader Amin. Kurdi* ftwerts (Brooklyn : The Kurd,* ^5«J "f^'^76
p.; see also Joyce Byr.um Lethin. 'Syriac Proverbs from California,' Wffitmi FctXlors 31 (1972), 87-1D1.

ÎFcr example, 1 know a Kurdish family from the Sorani-speaking area of Kirkûk, Iraqi Kurdistan,
whose late father, a Kurdish intellectual, owned 2 cqpy of toil's M°T1 0 Zn,
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1) Hespa Memê Alan [= 'Memê Alan's marel This is neither a proverb nor a

folk metaphor, but rather an item of folkspeech: it is a nickname for the hippopotamus.

It is not well attested, appearing only in one source, îzoB's Kurmanji-Turkish

dictionary3. This does not constitute enough material on which to base a strong

argument, but suffice it to say that seeing Mem's horse as a hippopotamus4, a strange

animal that lives in the water, corresponds nicely to the versions in which Mem's

horse is caught by fishermen in the sea (LC-1; ZK-2; LT). The lack of distinction

between rivers and the sea is not unusual for a land-locked area such as Kurdistan. A

parallel situation exists in Upper Egypt, where the Nile is often referred to as bahr, the

Arabicword for 'sea.'

2) Bek'o E'wan. The vfflain of the story of M&Z, he is known in Sorani as

Bekirl Mergewere. Both forms denote a dishonest person or a traitor, much as the

name Benedid Arnold does in American culture. This usage is rather weH attested: in

Ayyûbiyan's edition of OM, he says in footnote #1 on pp. 142-3 that "Bekire Mergewere

(Persian marg avar jj&j* = 'death bringing") is used proverbially for someone with

negative charaderistics, such as obstructionism \&^*J* 1 and obstinacy [**« p"

Moreover, Beko Awan has also been borrowed into other stories, such as the version of

A?iq Xerlb which Joyce Blau colleded in Jabal Sinjar, Kurdistan of Iraq6: in this case,

3D fecfl. Ftrheng : Kurrit-Tirkt Tûrkçe-Kûrtçe (Den Haag ; Komeley XweneSkarant Kurd le Ewrupa,
119871), p. 357, under 'Suaygin.'

*from Greek, originally meaning 'river horse'

5Grikey Mem 0 3n Kurd! - Fars! \0-iJ J f* (S^iJf I (Tabriz : Chapkhanah-i Shafaq,

11962», pp. 142-3.

6LeKurdedeCAmadiva et de Dshal Sndjar : Analyse linmistioua tertes fdMcoaaa BlcsairB (Paris
: C Klincksieck, 1975), pp. 176, 206, 233.
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too, he is a vfJJain. In Khamoian's Phraseological Dictionary7, two expressions

containing references to Beko occur B 115. Bek'irt E'wana, which can mean either 'a

troublemaker' or 'a two-faced, conniving person, like Reynard the fox,' and B 398. Bûn

BeVrê E'wana [= 'to beteome) Bekh Ewanl meaning 'to gossip or bad-mouth/ to be

cunning or to outsmart,' and 'to be noted for one's perfidy.'

3) Tn Zînî, ez Memtm [- "You are Ztn, I am Meml. Writing in Kurmanji in

the late sixteenth century8, the Kurdish poet Melaye Jezlrl used this expression in a

poem describing his love for a girt named Aysheh. Ayyûbiyan provides another

version of the same expression, this time in Sorani, in an unidentified Kurdish

folksong. The relevant verse goes as fonows:

Çawit estêrey fofl meşhûrl Kurd Û E'cem,
Eto buyeiay Ztn emlinBş bûme Kake Mem.

Your eyes shine like the sun star, famous among the Kurds and Persians,

You are Lady Ztn and I am Brother Mem.9

Although these two attestations may suggest that this a formula, with only two

examples, I think such a label is premature. It is necessary to find several more

examples before this phrase can be identified as formulaic

The next five entries are Sorani folk expressions mentioned by Ayyubiyan10.

7MU Khamoian. Kurdskc-Russkil Frazedopcheskil	Sfflarl |KyFvWO-jy«Mrfl

cjcaapi, -Kurdish-Russian Phraseological Dictionary) (Erevan

Izdatel'stvo AN. Armianskol SSR, 1979), pp. 48, 60.

"approximately one generation before the birth of Ehmedê Xant.

'Ayyubiyan. iticL p. 27.

IPjhid pp 26-7. I have transcribed the Sorani into Latin orthography, because the Arabic font on my
computer laUs certain diacritics necessary for writing Sorani Kurdish. The Standard Kurdish Alphabet

Chart before Chapter One shows the one-to-one correspondances between the Latin (Hawar)

orthography and the orthography for the Arabic sunpt
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4) Lên bote dfruy Mem n Ztnan [« 'For us he is the thombush of Mem and

ZhVL This is said of a person who is disruptive, intrusive, or obnoxious. The reference

is to the thombush that grew on Mem and Ztn's grave from a drop of Beko Awan's

blood11. The English expression to be a thorn in someone's side' is vaguely

reminiscent of this expressian.

5) Mat defe male gewre Tajdtn beg! e (or Qeretajdtn beg! e) l-'His

house is tike the house of Tajdtn Begl This is said of a person whose hospitality is

impeccable, or who comes from a family known for its generosity in matters of

hospitality. The charader of Qeretajdtn, Mem's host and defender in Jezira Bohtan, is

discussed at length in the section of Chapter Six entitled Analysis; Is Mem a Hero?.

6) Len bote Kake Memt Alanê I- 'For us he is Brother Memê AlanT. This is

said of a young man who is madly in love with a young woman.

7) Lên bote Yay Ztnt Botanê f- 'For us she is Lady Ztn of Bohtanl. This is

used to describe a young woman who is loyal and faithful.

8) Sûtaw in dett Mem u Ztn in [= They are burnt tike Mem and Ztnl. This

is used in describing the passionate love between and young man and a youngwoman.

Each of these eight expressions calls to mind a specific charader or scene from

the story of M&Z. These may very weH represent what the Kurds consider the most

memorable aspects of the story.

The second category consists of traditional Kurdish (and Iranian) folk

expressions that are attested in M&Z.

1) In several versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1) Qeretajdtn's wife

hits a servant over the head with a wooden ladle [Motif D.I.C), when he asks her for

"See EIH. in the section of Chapter Sx entitled "Motifs Exhibiting Variation: Scenes and Motifs.*
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something - at the request of his master - that displeases her. Compare the fonowing

Persian folk simile:

mfeanad ghor khordeh kafgfr karflz-i mesl-i

hits murmur eaten ladle girl tike

6 5 4 3 2 1 <- read in this direction

He complains tike a slave-girl who's hit over the head with a spatula

Source: Folklore Archives, 110 Kroeber HaH, UC Berkeley. The informant, Vida

Dorroh, learned this c. 1952 from her grandmother in Tehran, who used it to refer to

people who were continually complaining.

According to Vida Dorroh, who calls this a 'proverb,' the background of this

expression is as fonows: "Making good rice is the highest art of Persian cookery. If the

mistress of the house found that one of the slave-girls (for this was in the old days) did

not make the rice wen, she would take the rice-spatula, which is a giant copper stirring

spoon Hadle], and hit her over the head with it. The complaining servant is a familiar

figure in Iranian folklore, and one who gets hit over the head with a rice-spatula would

complain even more ...

Certain details of the Kurdish scenario differ from this Persian example: the

servant is male, he is not involved in cooking, and he is not a complainer by nature,

although in some versions he goes back to Mtr Sevdtn and says "Look what your

daughter (or sister) has done to me." Nevertheless, I believe that the Persian and

Kurdish expressions are cognate: they both feature a servant beinghit over the head by
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a displeased mistress with a ladle. This motif appears to be absent from Stith

Thompson's Mrrftf-tnHmr nf Fnlk-Iiterature12.

Part of the ctimax of the story of M&Z includes Qeretajdln's heroic sacrifice of

his house, and in some versions of his wife, child, and/or horse, in order to create a

diversion enabling Mem and Ztn to escape from the compromising position in which

they are caught unawares. This sacrifice includes the Bteratization of two common folk

expressions, numbers 2) and 3) of this category.

2) Mala te bisewite [- 'May your house bum downl. This exdamation is

quite wen attested. In a version of M&Z included in this study (FK-1), Mem is

addressed as fonows when he is discovered lying beside Ztn by a servant: Memo mal

şewtî rabe bike, bilezlne [= 'Mem, whose house is burned, get up quickr/] (p. 280).

In this context, mal sewtt [- 'one whose house is bumedl has the connotation of

'Mem, you son of a gun' or 'Mem, for heaven's sake.' This is, interestingly enough, just

before the scene in which Qeretajdtn actuaHy bums down his own house to save Mem

and Ztn. In the short story "Ji me çêtira" (= 'Jirms and fames! by the contemporary

Kurdish writer Bozarslan ' 3, expressions such as the flowing occur

•Dayê bi gorl, tu bircî bûyî nd ... Mala mi şewiU ji te ra! ..." (p. 21) l=*Wellif
that doesn't put my mother in the grave! You're hungry, aren't you? ... May my

house bum for youT

'Mala mi sewitl I" (p. 22) [="May my house bum downl

J2(Hoomington & Indianapolis : Indiana University Press, Id955|), 6 vets

"Mehmet Emin Bozarslan. Meyro (Istanbul : Çira Yayinlan, 1979), pp. 21-4; Turkish translation pp. 86-

90.
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In addition, Khamoian's phraseological dictionary features the flowing: M 28.

Mala filankesê sewW = 'a tragedy befen someone" tit. 'someone's house burned

down/ Hence mal sewlfM, as in the quote from FK-1 above, can also mean "wretched,

miserable' The Cofloquial Arabic curse yikhrab betak - 'may your house be destroyed'

is in a similar vein. As was alluded to above, in the story of M&Z, this figure of speech

is titeratized when Qeretajdtn sets fire to his manor he is wilting to risk being

miserable for the sake of Mem and Ztn.

3) Qnrbanh 'Sacrificel. This type of expression is exceedingly common in the

languages of the Middle East. In Arabic such expressions are: fidaka abî ^l /wa-

fidanla-kaabl^î Ji «s*ij = 'May my father be thy ransom' and Jut**" fldaka ***

«aW = tit. 'May I be made your ransom/ or, as Hans Wehr puts it, 'Could I but

sacrifice myself for ycwT In Persian, qurban-lto/shumao^ " V MMaylbel

your sacrifice,' is a common greeting. Turkish kurban olayim = 'May I be a sacrifice/

is a way of saying 'Please? 'I beg your" In Christian Neo-Aramaic of Urmia, ana xlapux =

'I [ami your replacement* is used in much the same way as the Turkish expression.

In the story of M&Z, besides setting fire to his own house, in most versions

Qeretajdtn also sacrifices his wife, infant son, and/or prized horse, or is at least willing

to do so. The following passage from ZK-2 may shed some light on this issue:

Qeretajdln said, "0 guest, our fate iş with God,
Come, dismount from your horse."
Meme the stranger neither spoke nor dismounted.
Qeretajdln said/Memê, my heart is heavy,
You are most welcome in my house. .^,.jfafW
From today on you and I are brothers of one mother and rather,
lam readyto sacrifice [myl two brothers, Chekoand Ereb,foryou,
I am ready to sacrifice my whole household for you,
I am readv to sacrifice lady Ereb- my honor in this place -for you

MemTdfemounted at these words and they walked together towards the haH.
(ZK-2, p. 77)
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Qeretajdtn declares his wfJtingness to sacrifice those who are most dear to him

for Mem, and later on in the story he makes good his claim. Moreover, the

aforementioned quote has the effed of coaxing Mem down off his horse, which

suggests that in that culture, a vow such as the one Qeretajdtn is making is considered

inviting.

4)Ştrêmin Helal be I- 'May my milk be blessed1]. This expression is used by

mothers, or in speaking of one's mother. It contains the Arabic and Islamic concept of

halal J"*» , or that which is legitimate or religiously permitted, and its opposite haram

fJj» . Consider the fonowing passage, translated from an Arabic text in the dialed of

Qartmin |*YayvantepeT, province of Mardin, Turkey:

13. She said, "Wen, since_you aren't hungry, II swearl by the one who created me
and you, just as God the Blessed one created these three eggs and made each one
different, still they are alike!" She meant that her milk was blessed [hatiba jjaBI
kat] (i.e. that she was an honorable woman, that the milk she had drunk from

her mother was whole.)14

In Arabic (at least as spoken in Kurdistan), Turkish, Persian, and Kurdish, when

one says that a person's - particularly a woman's - milk is legitimate, one means that

the person is honorable. In Turkish there are two expressions: sûtû temiz [= Ttis/her

milk is dean! or helal sût emmis. 1= Tiaving sucked legitimate (or blessed) milkT,

both meaning 'of good stock, decent, trustworthy.' In addition, sûtû bozuk 1= "his/her

milk is spoiledl, means the opposite. In several versions of M&Z, passages such as the

foflowing occur

Here is Mem's dear mother.

"From W. Fischer & 0. Jastrow. Hanrfhuch der arabischen Dalekte (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz,

1980), p. 167. My translation. The final explanatory note in parentheses is only in the German

translation.
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She wipes the tears from her red face, .
And siy* "Mem. my son, don't go. may my milk be blessed unto vou. ^

When Mem's mother learns this, , .^ -
She says. "People of Yemen, come put on my head dirt and dust from me

to find
ne ary oi jizir, »j mi uiuu»*j -j, 	

"there."

Bengtneh's mother says, "My son, why are you such a thoughtless child?

aon, you m-y / ^ ^ ^ German tr. p. 73; Ayyubr/an p. 102)

In another Kurdish romance, Sêva Hadê, a mother says

I have given you legitimate milk, ! don't want any harm to come to you, don't

goaway."

In both M&Z and Sêva Hadê, the mother of the protagonist says this in an

attempt to persuade her son not to leave home. In these contexts, the mother is

apparently relieving her son of his obligations to her. This is stated more explidtly in

another passage in OM:

Take the news to Mem's mother and Bengtneh's mother, they should not long
for their sons, perhaps theyH come, they'll set their sons necks free^

According to Oskar Mann, when someone is unhappy about another's

departure, there is a belief that a curse is resting on the neck of the one departing,

15Jmfi, Hajie, «1. r^fflr frlf»-Mr *** m**« 3 "^V
Kurdish epic (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Uteratury. 1962). p. 152, 14, Russian

translation, p 30
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which must be removed if the journey is to be successful16. Consequently, it is

necessary to absolve the one departing of his debts, d. the Turkish expression hakkmi

helal et [= 'relinquish your legitimate claiml said to someone leaving by his friends

staying behind.

There is also an adjective şlrfielal, tit. "with legitimate milk,' which Kurdoev

translates as 'noble, honest, sincere'17. This is more or less equivalent to the Arabic

term ibn halal J1** <j4, meaning legitimate son' or by extension 'respectable fenow.'

The opposite is strrteram, meaning 'ignoble, dishonest, insincere/ Khamoian's

phraseological dictionary lists several expressions dealing with the legitimacy of one's

milk 18. It is specifically stated that two of them, HI 44. Şlrê mm te fielal be! and 1

45. Ştrê min te fieram bd, are a mother's blessing and curse, respectively.

5) The Kurds are famous for their stubbornness. The Turks even have an

expression Kûrt inadi, meaning 'Kurdish stubbornness/ In M&Z, Mem's

stubbornness is manifested in his refusal to leave Ztn's side, even if it means

endangering both his and her life:

Mem said: "I swear by God the Almighty,

Until my head fans off,
666 pairs ofdaggers 	 Mmt
Won't puU my mouth from Ztn's breast." (EP-1, 159, p. 199)

160M, German translation, p. 70, note 91.

17K K. Kurdoev. Fwhenga Kurdl-Rflst - Kurdsko-Russkii Stovar' (Moskva : Gosudarstvennoe izd-vo

inostrannykh i natsjonal'nykh dovarei, I960), p. 707.

"Khamoian. \ML p 266.
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This is reminiscent of Kurdish proverbs whose message is that one should

stand up and fight, even if one cannot win, rather than running away or giving up.

Two such proverbs are:

Beta li rrtirtne. ç*av ti kirinê
Until death, think of action (-tit. 'eyes on domgO

Rêfîyamirinebejl.tuhertip'êşbe
Even if the road leads to death, you should always be first

Thissecondcategoryconsistsof traditional folk expressions that are not specific

to M&Z, but rather are part of general Kurdish folklore. None of these expressions

refers directly to M&Z, referring instead to a particular motif shared by M&Z and other

Kurdish tales. This is the major difference between this category and the first, which is

composed of expressions that conjure up scenes and charaders from the tragic love

story ofMemê Alan and Lady Ztn.



CHAPTER TWO:

Literary vs. Oral
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IflrrarrV"" ""* the nral Versions

In studying the Kurdish folk romance of Mem Û Ztn (M&Z). it is necessary to

distmguish between the many versions of the story which exist in oral tradition on

the one hand, and the late seventeenth-century literary poem of Enmedê Xant

(Ahmed-t Khani) on the other. It is dear that the two have a common source: both

feature the same basic cast of charaders. and the events of the tragic love story are

recognizably the same in both. Nevertheless, there are differences between the oral

versions and the literary poem which are important enough to require that they be

studied separately. Although in the present study only the oral versions wffl be

considered in depth, no consideration of Mem Û Ztn would be complete without

mentioning Xant's literary work, considered by the Kurds themselves to be their

national epic This chapter wffl outline the major differences between the two, and

address the issue of derivation, investigating whether the literary poem is derived

from oral tradition or vice versa.

It is worth noting that M&Z is not the only Kurdish folk narrative for which

both literary and folkloric versions exist. The Soviet scholar Musaêlian has written a

study of Zembllfiros', in which he indudes both the text of the literary poem and

several of its oral versions. likewise, the late scholar Rudenko published a study of

the Kurdish Kterary and folkloric versions of Yusuf and Zetikha'. m addition to

L^-r.2^^^^ <
Krdsh*Poemnand,ite folkloric versionsl (Moskva : Nauka, 1983), 178 p.

2M.E Rudenko UtMtaBati_LJUl^JS* Mg&Mj* .\*
lJlHTep.TypH.fl - ecOMUBPHH. »1««" typxxc* aa _ 	7

3ejraxa' -Literary

Nauka, 1986!, 367 p.

mam -i iw wni<-

llBTep.TVpH.fl » E*pcHH typacXCH
3M»ar -literary and fdklcristic visions of the Kurdish poem 'Yusuf . Zel.kha I (Moscow
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several oral versions of the heroic epos Dimdim, there is also a poem, attributed to the

Kurdish poet Feqtyê Teyra, which commemorates the revolt of the Kurds against the

Persian Shah Abbas at the end of the first decade of the 17th century. In his 1967 study

of Dimdim (also known as Çengzerln)*, Ordikhane DzhaMov claims that FeqtyêTeyra

lived from 1302/1303 tol375/1376'<, and that therefore it is not possible that he wrote

the poem, which must have been mistakenly attributed to him. In a brief artide

published two years later, D.N. MacKenzie determines that Feqlyê Teyra in fad tived

from about 1590 to 16605, the implications of which are that the poet would have been

about twenty years old at the time of the revolt. Therefore it is quite possible that the

poem is corredly attributed to him.

Regarding M&Z, the French kurdologist Roger Lescot and his student Joyce

Blau maintain a very strid distinction between the oral versions and the literary

poem. They use the name Memê Alan to refer to the versions in oral tradition,

reserving the name Mem Û Ztn for Ehmedê Xanfs masterpiece.6 Although the

distinction is valid, the Kurds themselves do not adhere to it.7 Both Memê Alan and

Mem Û Ztn are names in use among the Kurdish folk to refer to the story, because of

^Ordikhane Dzhalilov. KnrrWitT grrricfiBkif rpcfi Miai' (lynnMnl .'W6'1^,
repoBMcrn* sncc '3JBTopyrHfl xaH" (Ahiwhh) - The Kurdish herac epc aatorukil

khan', i.e., The ruler with the golden hand, (Dmdim)l (Moskva : Glavnaia Redaktsna Vostochnot

Uteratury, 1967), 206 p.

*m Rudenko's 1965 study of Feojyê Teyra's poem Şêx San'an, *e accepts these dates *?
cites two other possible dates for his death, 1497-98 and 1181-82. See Fak. Tewan. foenkh San an. ed.
MB. Rudenko (Moskva : Nauka, 1965), p. 4, note #4.

5QN MacKenzie. 'MalS-e Jizrt and Fact Tayran,' in M. Minovi & I Afshar (eds.), -YM-namah-yi
frini-yilvlinorski (Tehran : Tehran University, 1969), pp. 125-30.

6Roger Lescot. ' Introduction,' T^es Kurdes Vd. 2: Meme Alan (Beyrouth : tastitut Franças de

Damas, 1942), p. iii.

7bi the present study, the oral versions are generally referred to by the abbreviation M&Z while the
literary poem is written out in full and underlined (iafimJL21n).
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the sad fad that most Kurds have been deprived of the opportunity to be educated

about their language and culture, many are unaware that Ehmedê Xanfs literary poem

Mptt. q 7tn is not identical with the versions in oral tradition. Hence there is a gap

between Lescot and Blau's etic (-analytic) term and the emie (-native) terms

employed by the font

The differences between the literary poem Mfim Û Zin and the oral versions

can be divided into two categories: aspects of texture, and those of content By

texture is meant the formatistjc and stylistic elements, including such considerations

as whether the text is in prose or in verse. Details of the story's structure refer to its

content.

Efimedê Xant's work Mgm a Tin consists of a long poem (2655 lines) in the

Persian Masnavi style, charaderized by strid symmetrical structure, each tine

consisting of two hemistichs in hazaj meter. Each hemistich contains a fixed nine to

ten syllables, with each tine rhyming at the end of the first and second hemistichs, but

with no rhyme between consecutive tines. Hazaj meter consists of three feet, the first

with two long beats (--); the second with two sets of alternating short and long beats

( - -Y, and the third with two short beats fonowed by two long beats (" -)8. Hence,

one hemistich of hazaj meter has the fotiowing rhythmical pattern: -/ - -/- -.

'Apparently there is some variation: eg. in the second foot of fte* """"SI'JfiX *!
p2temshprt-long-lon5-lang(-_4, and in the third foot, one long beat (-) can be subshtuted for the two

short beats ( as in the fdlowing lines

Here? ku dibejin ho waye

- -/ . ../. - -

Hindik ji efsaneye Bohtan

- - -

These two lines are from: Ahmed-i Khani. Mum B Zin; krincheiil tekst, perwod, pradUovIe i
ukazatal! MB Rudenko (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Literatury, 1962). p. 49.
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Furthermore, Persian influence is also very much apparent in the vocabulary of the

poem.

In the oral versions poetic texture is not a constant. Most of the versions we

have are primarily in prose, interspersed with sung verse at key points, while a few

(LC-1, OM, ZK-2, JA, LT) are primarily in verse, with one or two brief prose passages.

In both cases, the verse is of a different charader from that of Ehmedê Xanfs poem:

there seems to be no set number of syllables per tine; there is no discernible caesura or

division into hemistichs; several consecutive tines rhyme, with change in rhyme

often signaHed by a rhyme signalling device9. Nor is there a specific meter which is

used in the versions.10 The language of the oral versions is unselfconsdous:

depending on where each version was coHeded (or where the informant has lived),

the foreign influences refleded in it tend to be either Turkish (LC-1; EP-1), Arabic (LT;

HR-2), or Persian (OM).

Regarding content, Ehmedê Xani's Mem Û Zin has a long introduction, in

which he praises God repeatedly and discusses the place of the Kurds among the

nations: in this section there is other philosophical discussion as wen. The actual

story of Mem û Ztn itself does not begin until line 189 (p. 30 of Rudenko's edition).

The beginning of the story in the literary poem diverges wider/ from the oral

versions. In Xant's Memo Ztn both Mem and Ztn are from Jezira Bohtan, whereas in

the oral versions Mem is from either Muxurzemln or Yemen, and he embarks on a

journey to reach Jezira Bohtan. The way Mem and Ztn discover one another is also

markedly different. Whereas in the oral versions a third party brings them together

and they wake up side by side, in the literary poem Ztn and her older sister Sitt go out

'This is disaissed mare fully in the section on Kurdish fdk poetics in Chapter Rve.

10In fact, Kurdish fdk poetry seems to lack the concept of meter. See the preceding note
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disguised as youngmen so that no one wffl recognize them as they enjoy the Kurdish

New Year celebration (Newrûz)» », and Mem and Tajdtn go out disguised as young

giris for the same purpose. Once Ztn and Sitt catch sight of Mem and Tajdtn. they are

unable to think of anything else; the two boys-disguised-as-giris pursue the two girls-

ctisguised-as-boys, until they finally meet and exchange rings. Zm and SitJ think that

there is something wrong with themselves because they are in love with what they

think are two girls, and Mem and Tajdtn likewise cannot understand why they are in

love with two boys. Ztn and Sitt reveal their predicament to their governess, who

finds out the identity of Mem and Tajdtn through a fortunetener. After a description

of the wedding of Tajdtn and Sitt. ERmedê Xant's Mm Û Zin continues in much the

same way as the folkloric versions.

In the introduction to his composite version of M&Z, Lescot discusses the

differences between Xant's poem and the oral versions, concluding that Xant was

influenced by the style of the Persian poet Jami, thus insuring that the Kurdish poefs

work would be far removed from the story in oral tradition. The main charader of

the story, Memê Alan, is portrayed in a much more positive light in Xant's Mfim_û

2a than in the oral versions of the story. Whereas the Mem of oral tradition is

generally as disrespectful and flighty as he is beautiful, ' 2

Itlhe Mem of Xant possesses, on the contrary, a lofty spirit, and his
condud is never tainted with baseness. The passion which animates hm is
entirely platonic: purified by adversity, it ceases to be addressed to Zin, ^ng
God as tts objed In prison. Mem rises to the supreme mystical state. When

"Basically identical with the Persian celebration, both falling on March 2^ at the^J*
serine H: should be made dear that disguising oneself is not a custom connected w.th Newrût Zin
S3 In L*7wamed\o be free to mingle with the crowd without the pomp and arcumstance due to
them as members of the ruling family.

Usee the section entitled AnniyfiF 1« Ma a Hef0? in Chapter Sx
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his beloved brings word of his pardon, he refuses the freedom he is offered,

and dies while uttering pious words.13

Ztn's charader is much the same in both the literary and the oral traditions. So

also Mtr Sêvdîn, the ruler of Jezira Bohtan. However Xani's Tajdtn is a combination

of Qeretajdtn and Bengtn in the oral tradition: Although Tajdtn is present when

Mem is thrown into prison, he does nothing to prevent it; in this way he resembles

Bengtn more than Qeretajdln. However, in his willingness to bum down his own

house in order to divert people's attention from Mem, who is hiding Ztn behind his

doak, Xant's Tajdîn resembles the Qeretajdtn of oral tradition. Nevertheless, in oral

tradition Qeretajdtn is the embodiment of honor and manliness, and constitutes a

stronger personality than his counterpart in the literary Mem Û Zin.

Thus, to quote Lescot,

We are therefore dealing with two independent poems, entirely different in
spirit, in style, and sometimes in content, the Memê Alan of the storyteners

and the Mem Û Ztn of Xant.H

An often-asked question is whether the oral tradition derives from Ehmedê

Xant's poem, or whether he derived his literary masterpiece from an already existing

oral tradition. Let us examine the evidence. At first glance, it would seem that

ERmedê Xanfs seventeenth century poem must be older, because the first oral

versions were coneded much later, in 1869 (PN) and 1870 (PS). It is important to bear

in mind, however, that there was very little coHecting of material from oral tradition

before the middle of the nineteenth century, when the field of folklore began to

,3Uscot mi, p. xx My translation.

'** Nousnous trouvons done en presence de deux poerr.es independants, d' esprit, de style, et parfds de
contenu entiêrement different* le Meme Alan des contours, et le Mem 0 Zin de Xant.' ittlL, p. Hi-
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develop as a by-produd'of the rise of nationalism in Europe. It is a mistake to assume

thatastory did not exist simply because there is no record of it from a time before

stories were being coneded. As win be noted below, ERmedê Xant was not the first

Kurdish poet to mention Mem and Ztn.

From a practical point of view, in light of the high degree of ffliteracy in

Kurdistan, and in light of the widespread geographical distribution of the oral

versions of Mem 0 Ztn, it seems more tiker/ that Mem Û Ztn already existed in oral

tradition before Ehmedê Xant composed his literary version, i.e., that he derived his

version from folk tradition, rather than vice versa.

AJ1 the literature consulted is unanimous in stating that the oral tradition

predates EhmedêXanî. Hassanpour-Aghdam states that

Itlhe storv of this work is adopted from a Kurdish folk ballad caned Mem IVZtn
orlÖAb^d?is stffl rkited by Kurdish troubadours today. The details
of the plot, names, charaders and setting are an Kurdish."

According to Kurdoev

The dastan of Mem and Ztn has been found among the Kurdish people: sinceia
verv eamT^turTthe names Mem and Ztn are mentioned m *e wnfangs of
^Sh^Melaye Jeztrt (14th century). When Melayê Jeztrt^ speaks of
his love for Aysheh, he says of his love for hen *You are Ztn, I am Mem .

p. 84.

16-Dastana 'Mem 0 Zin' bert quma here navtnda H^^^g^^^Zty$r"

M^ Û 2na zargcW û şova Mem û Zlna Ehmedê Xant' temkJk&Jai&Uvö. I-The Journal of the
Kurdish Academyl 6 (1978), p 102.
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Although it is known that Melayê Jeztrt (Melai Qzri) lived before Ertmedê

Xant, in tight of the preceding quote it would be helpful to know how far apart in time

they were. Jaba states that Melaye Jeztrt flourished in 1145-46 (540 A.H.), and died in

1160-61 (556 A.H.), while asserting that Ehmedê Xant lived from c. 1591 to c. Î652.17 If

this were corred, then more than four hundred years would have elapsed between

Melaye Jeztrt's mentioning of M&Z and Xant's poem. As we have seen above,

Kurdoev places Melayfi Jeztrt in the fourteenth century. However, MacKenzie has

establishedMelayê Jeztrt's dates as c.1570-1640 based on evidence from his poetry and

that of his contemporaries, charaderizing the dates given by Jaba's informant

Mahmûd Efendi Bayaztdlt as unwarranted exaggerations.,8

As for the dates of Ehmedê Xant, Jaba offers the dates c. 1591-c 1652, which

would make him a contemporary of Melayê Jeztrt's according to MacKenzie's

reckoning. Ferhad Shaker/ devotes several pages in his book Kurdish Nationalism in

Mem U Zin of Ehmed-i Xani to the problem of ddermining Xant's dates, concluding

that he died at age 57, and lived from 1650 to 1707.19 Hassanpour-Aghdam basically

agrees with Shaker/, quoting Xani's dates as 1650-1706.20 Apparently Ehmedê Xant

was bom ten years after the death of Melayê Jeztrt. In any event, because we know that

Melayê Jeztrt lived before ERmedê Xant, the quote from Melaye Jeztrt is the most

convincing evidence we have that the oral versions of M&Z predate Efimedê Xant's

literary poem.

,7Alexandre Jaba. 'Notice sur les poetes et auteurs, qui, dans te Kourdistan ont fait en langue
kourde...' in Racueil de notices et de rerits Vourdes servant a la connaissance de la laneuft de la
litterature et des tribus du Kourdistan (St-Fetersbourg. I860; reprint Amsterdam : APA - Philo Press,

1979), pp. 8-1 a

,8MacKenzie ibid.

"Kurdidi Nationalism in Mm U 7in ct Ehmed-i Xanl (Sweden, 1983), pp. 8-11

^"Hassanpour-Aghdam. iiauL p. 66.
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Shaker/ points out that there is a contradiction within Xant's poem Mfffl 0 Zin

regarding its origin. On the one hand, Xant himself admits that he used the folkloric

story of M&Z as the basis for his work,21 as the fonowing tines suggest:

(239) in put them in order and organized them,

III suffered for the sake of the people.22

(321) To bring their melody out of the curtain.

To revive Mem and Ztn again.23

On the other hand, Shakely cftes verses which indicate that the poem consists of

original material:

(348) The style, the charaderistics, the meaning and the words,
We did not borrow at aH.

(349) As a whole they are products of the mind,

They are virgin girls and brides.2*

He settles this apparent contradiction by assuming that fn the latter quote Xant is

referring to the new ideas he breathed into the story, and the esthetic features he

introduced, most notably the versification, which is dearly borrowed from a Persian

model.

Thus far we have seen that Ehmede Xant's poem differs from the folkloric

versions hi form (texture) and content (text). Where the content differs, it is not

21 Shakely. ibii, p. 21.

22jnaye nizam 0 intizame, kesaye cefa jo boyê 'am&

aNexme wê ji perdeyS dertnim, ZtneO Memeji nfl veftnim.

MlMub û sifat Û me'na 0 lefz, Eden nekirin me yek ji wan qerz,
aicumla netaicod fikr in, Duclze 0 new'erûs 0 biVr in.
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unreasorabletoexpectthemessageconveyedbythetwo entities to differ as weU. We

have noted that the most salient differences are to be found in the beginning of the

story. In the oral versions Mem and Ztn are brought together by some sort of

supernatural force, and Mem lives in a different dry from Ztn, which he leaves

against his father's wffl in order to go find her. In Xani's Mem Û Zin. by contrast, the

two lovers are both from the same city, Jezira Bohtan, and they meet by chance at the

Kurdish New Year's (Newrûz) festivities. As wffl be discussed in detail in the section

of Chapter Six entitled Ar»"V""" u Mpm a Hgm? *e above mentioned sections of the

oral versions refled the rebellious behavior and sexual fantasies of a young man.

As for the literary poem. Hassanpour-Aghdam. Lescot, and Shaker/ are

unanimous in stating that Ehmedê Xant had a political objective in mind when he

wrote his adaptation of Mem û Ztn. His purpose was to establish a Bterary tradition in

Kurdish to rival those of the surrounding peoples, i.e., the Persians. Turks, and Arabs.

Xant believed that the Kurds had the makings of a great nation in their own right, yet

suffered from a lack of unity. He was years ahead of his time, advocating nationalism

a good two centuries before it existed as a concept even in Europe.

The vehide he seleded to get his message across was the tragic love story of

Mem and Ztn. As Hassanpour-Aghdam puts it

Mem and Ztn represent the two parts of Kurdistan divided between the
Ottoman and Persian Empires. Bekir personifies the discord (şiqaq) and
disunity (bêtifaqî) of the Kurdish princes which Xant considered to be the main
reason for the failure of the Kurdish people to achieve sovereignty. In spite of
the divisive thorn-tree, it seems that the poet hoped that disunity would

finally come to an end.2'

^Hassanpour-Aghdam. itisL P M 1 have normalized the spelling of Kurdish names
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Hence, both the content and the texture of Xani's Msm Û 2n are designed to

address the issue of the Kurdish nation as constituting a unique entity, separate from

the neighboring empires. The content of the poem includes a long introduction in

which God is praised, and in which the low place of the Kurds among the nations is

mentioned, as foflows:

(240) Let people not say that "the Kurds
are without knowledge, without ongms.

(241) Various nations own books,
only the Kurds are not taken into account. «

Xant used the story of Mem and Ztn as a metaphor for the situation of the

Kurds. He believed that notwithstanding their formidable external enemies, their

biggest enemy was from within. By addressing the issue through his literary work, he

hoped tomake his readers consdousof the problem. At the same time, he conceived

ofHsMemJLZîaasthecomerstcmeofanewKurdishKteraturewhidithe Kurdish

nation could foster along with their identity. Although his poem is regarded today as

the national epic of the Kurds, his plea for Kurdish unity is only now, in the last

decade of the twentieth century, beginning to receive the attention it deserves.

ttShakely ibiiL p 27
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The Question of Genre

Mem Û Ztn has been ascribed to a number of different genres, sometimes not

dearly distinguishing between Ehmede Xanfs literary poem and the oral folk

narrative from which it derives. The fonowing is an alphabetical fist of the various

terms I have encountered:

-Bendûbaw

-Beyt(Bayt)
-Cantefaole
-Grtke

-Destan

-Epicpoem
-Epicpoetry [poezlya êptktyê)

-Epic song-stories (arrHMeccEe necHH-cca3ii}

-Legend
-Lyrical epic songs (Jrapo-amnecKBe necHH)

-Qewl
-Raz

[novel]

-Romantic epic

In an artide which first appeared in 1964', Alan Dundes suggests that three

criteria should be considered in assigning a genre dassification to an item of folklore,

namely texture, text, and context.

Texture refers to the form and style of the item in question, induding such

linguistic features as rhyme, alliteration, stress, pitch, juncture, and tone. AH of these

features vary from language to language: the more important the textural features are,

the greater the difficulty of translating them into another language. An analysis of the

texture of an item of folklore reveals its linguistic structure.

lAlan Dundee "Texture, Text, and Context,* Southern Fdklore Quarta-ly, 28 (1964), 256-9; reprinted in
his Interpreting Folklor" (Hoomington : Indiana University Press, cl98Ui, pp 20-32.
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Every individual redtation or version of an item of folklore is a text

Whereas texture is larger/ untranslatable, the text can be translated. By analyzing a

folkloric text, its folkloristic structure can be discovered: the motif chart accompanying

this study, derived from the accompanying texts of Mem Û Ztn, is an example of

folkloristic structure.

The context is the specific sodal situation in which an item of folklore has

been employed. Cbntextmust be distinguished from /unction, which is the use or

purpose which a genre of folklore is put to. Whfle context is specific to one particular

telling of a tale, singing of a song, propounding of a riddle, and the like, function is a

composite of aU the contexts typified by the genre as a whole. An analysis of context

clarifies the sodal setting of a particular item of folklore. Moreover, it lets us know

how the audience has responded to the performer if we recognize the existence of oral

literature, then why not oral (or native) literary criticism? By soliciting audience

reaction, we can learn a great deal about the esthetics of a good performance, and about

native values and beliefs.

Without knowledge of context, it is not possible to explain why a particular text

has been chosen or why that text was worded in a particular way, i.e., to understand

how context influences text. Moreover, by consistently recording the context, an idea

of the function of the genre may be established. Dundes gives examples in which a

knowledge of the context in which a particular phrase was used makes it possible to

assign it to the riddle genre, when otherwise it might be dassed as a proverb.

Although the identity of the narrator is an important element that has often

been recorded by folklorists, such minimal information should not be mistaken for

context: data about the behavior of the narrator during performance, as well as the

composition and reactions of the audience, are regularly omitted from most folklore

collecting. The vast majority of folklorists have dwelt on the text, while relegating
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texture to linguists, and ignoring context altogether. The published versions of Mem

Û Ztn that we possess are typical examples of this. AH the earry versions (PN; PS; HM;

LC-1; OM) were coneded by linguists interested in them as linguistic specimens.

Although textural information is available for these versions, they are primarily text-

oriented. The next group of versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa) were published onh/ in

Armenian translation. Likewise. (EP-2) was published only in Russian translation.

Consequently, for these four versions the texture has not been coneded2. Other than

providing basic information about the informant*, neither the above versions nor the

ones that foHow deal with context at al The next group of versions (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1;

ZK-3; ZK-1; ZK-2) were coHeded by Soviet folklorists: while the last four include

somewhat detailed information about the informants, for the first two onh/ the

informants' names and places of residence are provided4. Two Turoyo versions were

coHeded by the linguist Hellmut Ritter (HR-1 and HR-2); they provide somewhat

detailed information about the informants, as wen as the texture and texts - especially

important in this case due to their being in a language other than Kurdish:

nonetheless, the context is once again left out.

In applying Dundes' three criteria to Mem û Ztn, as a means of identifying the

genre to which it belongs, the fonowing chart emerges:

2with the exception of the sung poetry in SHa-1, which appears both in the original Kurdish (in

Armenian characters) and in Armenian.

îexcept for (PS) and (EP-2). for (PS) we know the place (Zakhoi and date 11870], but the identity of

the informant is undear. As for (EP-2), we know neither the identity of the informant nor the place or

date of collection. All we know is that it first appeared in Skarki narodov Vostoka [Ocasra

aapoaoB BccToca « Tales of the peoples of the East/Orientl (Moskva ft Leningrad, 1938), pp. 99-

119, edited by 0 L VU'chevskii, reprinted In Kurdtkie apithwkia pesni-skazy Itypxxa*

anmeczM necHH-cra3y . Kurdish epic song-talesl (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol
Iiteratury, 1962), pp. 98-111.

*The omission of biographical details is unusual in a Soviet fdkloristic publication.
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Kurdish (Kurmanji)
a. versa (PS; LC-1; ISHa-2]; ZK-2; JA)
b prose and verse Icante fadel (HM; |SHa-l|; IGNal; FK-2; FK-1; IBP-21; BP-1;

ZK-3; ZK-1; MC-1)

Ktirrii^h (Sorani IMukriD
>(0M)

lumyo.
prose (FN; HR-1; HR-2)

Translation onh/ (-Texture)
a. Armenian (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa)

b. Russian (EP-2)

PN (1869k PS (1870); HM (1896k LC-1 (1901k LC-2 (1901); OM (1903); SHa-1
(1904k SHa-2 (1904k GNa (1904k FK-2 (1926); FK-1 (-1936); FK-3 (-1936);

EP-2 (c.1938); LT (-1942k EP-1 (1955k ZK-3 (1959k HR-1 (1960k HR-2 (I960);
ZK-1 (1963k ZK-2 (1970);

on cassette tape JA (1979); MC-1 (c1987k MC-2 (cl989)

a. identity of informants (all but PS; GNa; EP-2)

b. sodal setting (a)
c native literary criticism (JA HR-1; MC-1; Sureya Bedr Khan)
d. digression (PN; PS; LC-1; OM; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

The texture of the versions of Mem Û Ztn which form the basis of this study

may be summarized as follows: Mem Û Ztn is told in two dialects of Kurdish,

Kurmanji and Sorani. Whereas the sole Sorani version (OM) is in verse, some of the

Kurmanji versions are in verse (PS; LC-1; [SHa-21; ZK-2; JA), whfle others - the

majority - are in a mixture of prose and verse (HM; [SHa-11; [GNal; FK-2; FK-1; IEP-21;

EP-1; ZK-2; ZK-1; MC-1). Of the Kurmanji versions, four have been published onh/ in

another language: three in Armenian, of which two are in mixed prose and verse

(SHa-1; GNa) and one is in verse (SHa-2), and one in Russian, in mixed prose and

verse (EP-2). Three Turoyo INeo-Aramaic] versions exist, an three in prose (PN;

HR-1; HR-2).6 While all these versions can be used for structural analysis, for the

^Arranged by date from earliest to most recent

tyona Sabar, a Kurdish Jew from Zakhq Kurdistan of Iraq currently a professor of Hebrew at UCLA
(age c 45), has tdd me that he remembers hearing Ztn u MemS (as Mem û Ztn is known among the Jews
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purposes of fonmatistic (textural) analysis such as Oral-Formulaic Theory or poetics,

the versions which exist only in translation are of no use7. Moreover, in translating

meversicms.ftwoddhavebeentoodifficuhtotramlatemeversema which

preserved the rhyme of the original, and consequently it was dispensed with, with the

exception of one or two passages, for which both rhyming and non-rhyming

translations were offered, eg.:

GeB xelqê dintyan û elamê,

Hûne dtna xo bidinê, çi Rikyate hatî sere Ztnê û Memê,

Hûne bala xo bidinê, çi Rikyate bi sere Ztnê û Memêda hate. (ZK-3, p. 90)

1901 0 peoples of the world and the earth,
[You wiffl have a look at what happened to Ztn and Mem
0 (turning to) the direction of the group,
[You wffll take a look at what occurred to Ztn and Mem.

A rhyming translation of this in English is:

0 peoples of the earth and world,

See what on Ztn and Mem has unfurled,

0 members of the human race,

To Ztn and Mem just what took place.

Although the latter translation captures the spirit of the type of rhyming involved in

the original, such slavish rendering of the original texture could only be done at the

of Zakho) recited in Neo-Aramaic (a dialect distinct from Turoyo) In prose, interspersed with sung

verse in Kurdish.

'with the exception of the sung poetry in SHa-1, which appears both in the original Kurdish (in

Armenian characters) and in Armenian.
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expense of the meaning, and the final effed would have been to trivialize the content.

Therefore, I have opted to remain as true as possible to the meaning, rather than to

the texture of the text.

As mentioned above, M&Z exists in two different forms: some versions are

long prose narratives interspersed with sung poetry. Other versions, however, are

entirely (or predominantly) in verse. The mixed prose and verse texture is

reminiscent of what Başgöz caHs the folk romance hikaye Moreover, this

combination of prose and poetry is a weH known form in European literary tradition

as far back as Roman times: it is known as prosimetrum or cante table. With

regard to the importance of texture as a fador in genre definition, it should be borne in

mind that for Turkologists, the many Turkish versions of the long verse poem Yusuf

ve Zûleyha, although structurally similar to the hikaye, are dassed as a different

genre.

We are faced with a dilemma: should we assign both prose and verse forms of

Mem û Ztn to a single genre, or should we distinguish two different genres, as

Turkologists have done with Turkish materials? To put it another way, should

texrural features alone determine the genre to which an item of folklore belongs?

Dundes' answer to the latter question is dean texture is only one of three criteria to

consider in genre assignment, the other two being text and context. In addition, hi

Herbert Halpert's artide The Cante Fable in Decay,* (1941)9, he makes a clarification

which may shed some light on the discussion at hand. On page 192, he says:

we should make dear that the term cantefable as used here, refers only to
forms of the folktale, and not to the highly sophisticated literary form of
Aucassin et Nicolette the only spedmen^of French literature m the Middle

" R Ranhard 'The Literary Background of the Chantefable,* Sjsailmn 1 (1926), 157-169.

9wh, EHV1, Quarterly. 5 (1941), 191-200.
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Ages which is composed of verse and music andprcse. and ... is rightly caHed

unique." 10

In making this distinction, Halpert suggests that the term cantefable refers to

the texture of a given text, as distind from its genre. According to him, the folktale

genre may assume different forms: while most folktales are told in prose, some occur

in prose mixed with (sung) poetic verses. Hence, whereas Dundes argues for the

indusion of texture as part of genre definition, Halpert considers texture as external to

genre classification, basing his dassiflcation solely on content (l.e.. text). Such an

approach could be labeled text-oriented, not a flattering designation according to

current trends. What Dundes and Halpert share is the conviction that texture alone

must not determine genre. Bearing this in mind, the present author has been able to

benefit from HarperVs comments while preserving Dundes' tripartite classification

scheme. For if we apply Halpert's logic to M&Z, we have a partial solution to our

dilemma: whatever genre we assign to M&Z. it may assume one of two forms (or

textures): dther verse - perhaps the original form »-. or prose interspersed with

verse, with the verse appearing particularly at key dramatic points in the story.

Consequently, if we follow Halpert's lead, we may relegate the term cante fable to

the rank of a formalistic (or textural) designation rather than seeing it as a genre, and

in so doing we may eliminate it from the long list of genre designations under

H>He quotes Ranhard, itiiL p 157.

llTh. American Btte schdar William Foxwell Albright (1891-1971) suggests, in a d*^ * J»

two works by W.F. Albright are mentioned thera from ttift Stone Age-to fflnstianitv (19571 anc

Ylhwrtl mri tr"» K"d* <* Canaan (1969)!
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consideration. According to this way of thinking, Turkologists might want to rethink

the issue of genre assignment vis-a-vis the poem Yûsuf ve Zûleyha.

Chapter five of the present study, in which the focus is on Kurdish folk poetics

and the Oral-Formulaic Theory, deals primarily with the texture of the versions of

M&Z.

The texts listed above include five which have not been fully integrated into

the present study: (LC-2; FK-3; LT; JA; MC-2). Largely due to time considerations, it was

deemed that eighteen versions were sufficient for the purposes of analysis. Le Coq's

second version (LC-2) and the third version appearing in Fnlklnra Kyrmanca (FK-3)

were excluded mainly for this reason. Lescot's Version" (LT), being a conflation of

three texts, is sdentifically unsound: moreover, it is hoped that my exclusion of

materials of this sort, consisting of composite texts, wffl set a precedent. The version

colleded by Jaqueline Alon (JA) and the one from Iraq which I purchased from a

Jerusalem cassette seller in May of 1990 (MC-2) would require large blocks of time for

adequate transcription, as weH as native speakers with whom to consult: because of

the dearth of native speakers of Kurmanji in North America as of this writing, this

must regrettably be considered beyond of the scope of the present work12.

Nevertheless, I fully intend to publish these texts in the future.

The translations of fifteen versions and the summaries of the three published

in Armenian (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa)13 are the texts upon which this study is based. In

chapter four, a comparative study of the versions together with detailed motif charts,

the versions of M&Z qua text are the focus of inquiry.

12lf | lived in Nashville, Tennessee; Los Angeles or San Diego, where fairly large Kurdish
communities exist, 1 would have had an easier time finding native speakers. Nevertheless, the number
of Sorant speakers residing in North America far outnumbers Kurmanji speakers this may change with

the expected arrival of 3,000 Iraqi Kurdish refugees sometime in 1991.

13for which I once Jgain give special thanks to Anne Avakian.
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Due to the fad that, for the most part, context has been ignored, anyone

attempting a study of this asped of the oral versions of M&Z is severer/ timited in

what he can say about it. Nevertheless, some remarks are possible. The identity of aD

the informants but two (for PS and EP-2) is known, although the amount of detad that

has been provided regarding the various informants is uneven. Next to nothing is

known about the social setting in which the versions were told. It would be helpful if

we knew, for instance, which versions were told before a receptive audience, and

which were told purely for the benefit of the conedor. According to Basgoz (1975),14

the composition of the audience may affed the taleteHer's performance quite

profoundly, whereas the taletener may embellish his tale and spread it out over

several hours for a receptive audience, the same taleteHer may collapse his story into a

short, uninspired narrative if he perceives the listeners as hostile.

Regarding native literary criticism, if not for the unpublished work of

Jaqueline Alon, we would have absolutely nothing. Mrs. Alon cotieded a version of

M&Z from an old Kurdish Jewish man from Iraq, together with his sister's reactions to

hearing the story. Moreover, I have interviewed several Kurds about M&Z and

similar stories: although my interviews do not refer to a specific version of the tale,

they constitute an attempt to recreate what a performance of M&Z was like, by talking

to people who grew up with this tradition, and by asking them to remember back to

their childhood hi Kurdistan, in an attempt to see what was happening through their

eyes.

Hflhan Basgöz. "The Tale Snger and His Audience," in: FjeJUriure ; Performance and Ccmmunicatim.
~< rt», br.Anm anrf iCsineth S Gddstein (The Haeue : Mouton. 1975), pp. 113-204.ed Dan Ben-Amos and Kenneth S Gddstein (The Hague : Mouton, 1975), pp.
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In addition, by applying the theory of digression as laid out by Uhan Başgöz in

another artide of his, " it is possible to glean some interesting information about the

personality of the dengbêjesas refleded in their side comments.

The aforementioned aspects of context are laid out in detail in Chapter Six,

which is devoted to a consideration of M&Z qua performance.

At first glance, the sheer number of genres to which Mem Û Ztn has been

ascribed boggles the mind. Upon doser scrutiny, however, there is some unity

underlying the divergence. Many of the terms contain the word epic Nikitine calls

M&Z an epicpoeni*. The Soviet Kurdish folklorist Ordtxanê CeM (Dzhatilovl

refers to it as a h/rical epicsong iJmpo-sniRecraa nscHfl] in his 1960 artide17;

in a fine coUection of Kurdish folklore which he compiled together with his brother

Celîlê Celtl, the three versions of M&Z which they include appear in the section

entitled epic poetry (poezlya êpîktyêl18. Hajie Jndi, another Soviet folklorist,

mdudes two versions of M&Z in a conection of folk narratives belonging to a genre

IStlhan Basgoz. 'agression in Oral Narrative : A Case Study of Individual Remarks by Turkish

Romance Tellers.' JAE 99 (1986), 5-23.

,6Basile Nikitine 'Essai de classification de fdklore a I'aide d'un inventaire social -economioue,* m:
XVIe Ccngrte Intwnaticnal d'anthrcpdogie et d'archedofe prehistoriout : Vie gjjembjea gftlfrale dfl
t'lnstitut intematirrial d'anthropdogie. BruxdlB 1-8 JCPtembrc IflS (Bruxdles : llmpnmene
medicate et sdennfiquel. 1936). v. Z pp. 1000-1012: 'La Poesie lyrique kurde.* fithnngrapfiic. nouvelle
serie 45 (1947-50), 39-53.

^Ordikhane Dzh. Dzhalilov. '0 nekotorykh voprosakh kurdskogo narodnogo tvorchestva* |0
BeccrropiK Bonpccax typactoro mpoaaoro TBoptacTBa On some ouestions

concerning Kurdish fdk literature), PaWR^rakan Handes l^UHnJUI-PUlXUIUbPUlqm'V

fiUTH>tU| (1960), p. 203.

ISOrdikhane Dzhalilw ft Dzhalil Dzhalilov. ZargoKna K'urda Kurdskii FofMoj IKyPJctHft
4oE,rjDp | (Moskva : Nauka, 1978), 2 vds
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which he calls epic song-stories larraiecrHe nacHH-cxa3Hl«9. Prym and

Socin (1890) believed that Mem Û Ztn and other narratives of tike genre "were

originally composed in poetic form, i.e., they were originally epics20," although they

considered M&Z a "Roman".

The composite text published by Lescot (LT) was reworked21 and published

with a Turkish translation under the title rWnnn Meme. Alan22 by someone using
the pseudonym Baran. Destanis originally a Persian word [dastan cA-* /dastan

0fcU* i variously glossed as: story, fable, tale, romance, history, and proverbial

expression23. In Turkish the word assumed the form destan, meaning: epic, epic

poem, ballad, song24. Before proceeding any further, it should be pointed out that

compilers of dictionaries are often impredse about terminology pertaining to specific

fields of study: hence, although the folklorist would define 'myth' or 'epic1 differently

than a dassidst would, such differences are seldom incorporated into standard

dictionaries for the layman. This being the case, the definitions provided for Persian

dastan and Turkish destan should only be seen as approximations, rather than

accurate definitions: so far, the only thing that can be said with certainty is that the

»Hape Jndi (ed). rinrriskift toirtntihta p^ni-skay Ity*". am** ^,"631""9" "
Kurdish epic 'song-stories'l. (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Literatury. 1962), 242 p.

»Eugen Prym ft Albert Socin. KyintisrhB Sammlungen, a. Qe Texte, b. ûbersetzung (St.-Petersbourg :
Eggers et da, 1890), vd. la., p. xix

Jlt.e, words deemed 'not of pure Kurdish stock' were replaced with ones which were considered so.

2Baran (pseudonym). Destana Memê Alan: Kûrtçe - Tûrkçe - Memê Alan Destan. (Istanbul : dzgûrlûk

Ydu Yaymlan, 1978), 389 p.

23Muhammad Mu'în. P^ng-i Farsî |t5-J* ^>1 (Tihran : AmTr-i Kabîr, 1432-1452 11963-

19731), vd. 2, p. 1483.

24R^hnu^ çaMffl TfTVovingiiizce Scziûiû - Emtftmporgry 1\irW^-fingtiati P^gp^f^L :
Redhouse Yayinevi, 1983), 455 p.; p^nnme Yeni Tûrkce-lngilizce SozM - Clew Keancuse lunusm
fiHli<h Dictionary (Istanbul -. Redhouse Yayinevi, 1981), 1252, 45.
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term dastan/ destan refers tosome sort of narrative, perhaps charaderized by musical

accompaniment. The various Sorani dictionaries yield the fonowing: epic poem, ode,

lay2'; dastan story, poem, legend, tale26; epic poem27; tale, story28. We know little

more than when we started. Unfortunately, the Kurmanji dictionaries consulted were

not much better. Onh/ four of them listed the word at aH: Kurdoev, Anter, Jaba &

Justi, and îzoH. Of these, the most reliable is Jaba & Justi; they give two forms, (destanl

0tui meaning i!a/dcontel and Idastanlo13-'1 meaning account or tale [redt,

contel. Kurdoev gives dastan, designating it as archaic [ycrapeBniee cicBoJand

glossing it as tale, story, or myth Both Anter and tzoM give the form as destan,

defining ft by the identical Turkish word. In addition, îzolt gives two examples of

destans: Destana Memê Alan and Destana Rustem, thus putting the oral versions of

Memê Alan29 in the same genre as Ferdowsi's Classical Persian masterpiece, the

Shahnameh 30, or even worse yet, failing to distinguish between the oral versions of

M&Z and Ehmedê Xanfs literary poem. Although the Kurmanji dictionaries have

been shown to be of little use in arriving at a specific meaning for destan/dastan, the

two most reliable Sorant sources, Joyce Blau and Wahby & Edmonds, agree with the

^Taufiq Wahby and CJ. Rrfmnnrit A Kurdidi-Knglitfi rjctionarv (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1966), p.

33

*KK Kurdoev ft ZA lUsupova Kurdrico-Russkil Snvar' : Sorani (Moskva : Russkil IAzyk, 1983).

pp 262-3.

27joyce Bau Manuri de kurd« dial«te Sorani (Paris : Klincksieck, 1980), p. 223.

28Emest N. McCarus. A Knrdish-Engli^ ncHcnarv : Paled nf ftilflimania Iran (Ann Arbor :

University of Michigan Press. 1967), p. 45.

2*as the French Kurddogists Roger Lescot and Joyce Mau refer to the oral versions of MftZ. reserving
the term Mem Û Ztn fa Efimedê Xant's literary poem.

^Rustem (Persian Rostamf3-^ ) is the hero of the Sstan cyde of the Shahnameh.
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primary meaning given m the Turkish dictionaries - and with common usage among

Turkish folklorists - in glossing it as epic

Hence, we have returned to our starting point: designations containing the

word epic Nor does this word have a simple, commonly agreed upon meaning in

English. In Th» <an»w nf Tales. Albert Lord admits that the term epic is ambiguous.

Some scholars use extreme length of a narrative as a criterion for defining what is or is

not an epic e.g., we speak of "a work of epic proportions". Nevertheless, Lord rejects

this criterion, arguing that some 'epics' are short. Others would like to limit the term

to heroic poetry - in fad. some scholars substitute the term Tteroic poetry' for 'epic', in

an attempt to avoid ambiguity. A. Lord rejects the appeHation 'folk epic', saying that

we have outgrown this vague term, which misrepresents oral epic (or oral narrative)

poetry, rather than accurately describing it. Wftrritrx'fi Third New International

Dictionary distinguishes three types of epic classical epic (as Homer's /Sad, literary

epic (as Milton's ParadiseLosi, and folk epic (as Beowu/Jl.

In her book Fthnnpoetics. Heda Jason provides definitions of folkloristic

terminology, including several different types of epic, namely historical epic (e.g.,

Iliad; South Slavic epic; Indian Mahabharata). national epic (e.g., Russian bylina;

Persian Shah-name), universal epic (e.g., first part of the Sumerian epic of Qlgamesh;

exploits of Herakles; Indian Ramayana; Old English Beowulf), romantic epic (e.g,

Odyssey; contemporary Central Asian epics), mythic epic (e.g, Babylonian Enuma

Etish; Hittite epic about Ullikummi), and camivalesque epic (no e.g.)J1. Although a

definition for each type is offered, it would be nice to know the criteria employed in

arriving at these distinctions. It seems that some of them are arbitrary: some Russian

byliny, for instance, consist of mythological material, belonging to Jason's Universal

3lHeda Jason. Etbnrpoerics : A Multilingual Termindoyv (Jerusalem : Israel Ethnographic Society,

1975), pp 49-51.
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epic category (#4.3.2.3, p. 50), while others refled historical periods. The same can be

said for the Shah-nameh, or the South Slavic heroic poetry.

Through a careful reading of the essays in Felix J. Oitias' collection Heroic Epic

and Saga (1978), it is possible to come up with criteria which scholars of epic recognize

in defining the genre. An epic, then, is a cyde of tales regarded as the history of a

given people from its inception until a certain point in time. As such, epic combines

myth, explaining how mankind and the worid came to be in their present form, and

legend, which deals with folk history32. A recurring theme in epic is the battles

successfully fought by a national hero against a foreign enemy. It is not uncommon for

several generations of rulers and/or heroes to be featured in the various episodes of

an epic tradition. Regarding form (or texture), epics tend to be in poetry33. Some epic

traditions are oral, others are the written record of what is presumed origmalh/ to

have been oral.

If we now apply this folkloristic working definition of the term epic to M&Z, it

is immediately apparent that M&Z does not fit the description. First of aH, M&Z is a

single story, rather than a cyde of tales. Secondly, M&Z does not pretend to be an

historical account of the Kurdish people: it certainly does not treat of their beginnings,

nor of how they came to live in the territory now known as Kurdistan. Myth, as the

term is used by folklorists34, is absent from M&Z. As for legend, it is incorporated to

the extent that factual places, such as Jezira Bohtan, land perhaps historical

^as distinct from factual or schdarly history.

^However, flhan Basgoz states that 'the Köroglu epic is in prose interspersed with poetry.' See his
Epic Tradition Among Turkic Peoples,' in: Heroic Epic and Saga ed by Felix Oinas (Hoomington

ft London : Indiana University Press. 1978), p. 317.

34i a a saaed narrative that explains how mankind and the world came to exist in their present
form See Alan Dundes (ed ) fan-od Narrative : Readings in the Tiiftnrv flf Myth (Ffcrkeley et al. :
University of Califcmia Press. 19S4), 352 p.
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personalities! are included; and it is told as true. Moreover, the thombush motif is a

typical legendary ending3'. The story is stffl believed by Kurds today, and I am told

that if you go to Jezira36, the local inhabitants win show you Mem and Ztn's grave

with the thombush stffl growing from it. doomed forever to drive a wedge between

the two lovers, even in their graves. Although brief skirmishes are depided in some

of the versions, the theme of battle is tangential to the plot: nowhere in M&Z can one

find long, detailed descriptions of battle scenes. Nor can it be considered a chronide,

either of battles or of dynastic succession. Whereas the epic hero's behavior generally

sets an example to be fonowed, Mem malingers to avoid going on a hunting

expedition and fails to rise when the emir of Jezira Bohtan enters the court. In

addition. Mem dies after being imprisoned in a dungeon, whereas the vidorious

heroes of the epic genre would scarcer/ ever afojw themselves to fan prisoner. Epic

heroes defend nations from marauders and monsters; Mem must be proteded by his

chivalrous host Qeretajdtn. and is imprisoned in the tatter's absence. With regard to

the form (texture) of the epic genre, most versions of M&Z do not exhibit pure poetry,

a trait which it shares with such Turkish epics as Köroglu. It is hoped that the

preceding discussion has debunked the misconception of M&Z as belonging to the epic

genre.

Among the several terms used by the Kurds themselves37, two prominent

ones are qewl and beyt Qewlisa Kurmanji term which I first learned from a Kurd

from Siirt. He defined it as 'a story, but distind from the çTrok {folk tale], because

35uoth the French medieval romance Tristram and Isdde and the Georgian ^Ab«?om.5'd **
both tdd as true, end similarly. Although technically not legends, these stories, like MSA

incorporate legendary material.

»daein the recently formed province of Şimak, formerly part of the province of Sirt, Kurdistan of

Turkey

37ii.e., emic terms
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there are songs in a qewl, whereas a çfrok is in prose." As an example of a qewl he

named Siphane gold, of which I have not found any published versions. In

explaining what a qewl is, he employed the Turkish terms destan, which we have

discussed above, and halk htfrlyesi, to be explained below. Qewl comes from the

Arabic word qawlJy meaning 'a saying, utterance, declaration'38. Only two of the

Kurmanji dictionaries listed the word: al-Hadryah al-Hamîdr/ah and îzoB. In the

former, it is defined as "talking in verse in Arabic or Kurdish, containing a story,

praise, or love39"; in the latter, as "a story in verse". In the folklore conection

assembledbythe Cefil [Dzhalilov] brothers, there is a section entitled Qewl û beyt'ê

êzdtya [Yezidi qewls and beyts): judging from the material appearing there, qewl

refers to a type of Yezidi religious poem consisting of three- to five-verse stanzas40.

Another errric term is beyt In a fine artide appearing in the Encyclopaedia

Iranica, the Kurdish scholar Amir Hassanpour-Aghdam defines the beyKbaytlas:

a genre of Kurdish folk art similar to Azerbaijani Turkish dastanat hekaya...
Bayt is an orally transmitted story which is either entirely sung or is a
combination of sung verse and spoken prose. It is distinguished from Kurdish
lyrical folk songs khayran, qatSr and ISwik) by its essentially narrative
charader and, generany, its length. Baytis also generaHy distinguished from

the Kurdish narrative genre hekayat or a/ö«story)byits sung verse form. In

contrast to its Azeri counterpart, singing is unaccompanied by instruments.4 '

*lt is the verbal noun (masdar) of the verb qala J** 'to say.'

39iLii J I»i* J i-i o^^i k*J J (ejt f^-fl r*^

*Dzhdilov and Dzhalilov. ituL vd. 2, pp. 5-53.

^Amir Hassanpour-Aghdam 'Bayt' in: Enryrirpaadia Iranica vd. 4, fasc 1, pp. 11-12.
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The similarity between this definition and the one for qewl above should be

readily apparent. Both terms are reminiscent of the term cante fable ctiscussedabove.

Hassanpour-Aghdam goes on to tist the various types of subjed matter encountered in

the beyt First on his tist is the topic of tragic love, typified by such stories as Mem Û

Ztn and Xec Û Styabend42. Other topics include conftid between the Kurdish

prindpatities and the governments in the area, intertribal conftid, religious themes,

and the lives and artistry of bards.

Next, Hassanpour-Aghdam discusses the interaction between written literature

and the beyts43, giving "the national epic44 of the Kurds," Efimedê Xant's MfimJl

7Jn, originally a beyt as an example of a classical poet drawing on beyt material for

his literary creation. Although Hassanpour-Aghdam correctly states that beyts 'are

found in aU Kurmanji (Northern) dialed areas (Iran, Soviet Armenia, Turkey, Iraq,

and Syria) and in parts of the Sorani (Central) dialed regions,4'" he does not point out

that the term is itself limited to the Sorani dialect: the word exists in Kurmanji also,

but onh/ with the meanings of a) a verse of poetry - which preserves the original

^or Samend, as he calls it

**He unfortunately renders beyt in English with the word balled, which is a distinct genre

wThis is an example of the use of the term epic by non-fdklorists The fdlowing definition from
Webster's Third New International tUcHonary most dosety approximates what is meant by epic in the

present context 'b a long narrative poem (as Milton's Paradise Last having the structure, conventions,

and tone of the dassical epic but dealing with later or different subject matter - called also literary

epi£ (p. 762). As mentioned above, other types of epic distinguished in Webster's are classical epic

(as Homer's Iliad) and folk epic(as Seomil/I. The phrase 'dealing with later or different subject

matter* is vague: in the wrong hands it could be used to justify dasdfying almost anything as an epid

*5Hassanpour-Aghdam, iijcL p 12.
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meaning of the term in Arabic46, or b) a Yezidi religious hymn (=qewl (as used by

Dzhalilov)!.

According to the Iranian Kurdish scholar Ayyûbiyan, among the Sorani

(Mukri) Kurds other native (emic) terms applied to M&Z indude çirlke, raz, bend Û

baw, and bend47 The dictionary definitions of these words are of little help: for

çirtke we find 'shrill cry (of hawk), shriek, song on open road', for bend o baw,

'misrepresentation, false propaganda', and for faz, 'secret, mystery1. If these words

take on an additional meaning, equivalent to beyt such usage is apparently limited to

particular regions.

Whereas we cannot deny that terms such as qewl and beyt are fine native

terms for the genre, it is desirable to have a scientifically sound etic term as wen48.

Albert Socin calls M&Z a novel [Roman]49. Oskar Mann refers to M&Z and tike

stories as romantic r/7/c*-[romantische Epenl. European scholars have applied this

term to narratives that appear to resemble M&Z in other cultures. For example, M.

*Arabic bayt*5**} , the most basic meaning of which is 'house.' 'Verse of poetry' is, however, a very

commonextended meaning. Moreover, the different meanings form different plurals buyut ^^f. -

butabyat^W -'verses'

47Ayyûbiyan, 'Ubayd Allih. 'Chirlkeh ya'ni cheh?,' Çrikty Mem fl 71n Kurd! - Farst

l«>i/ J f* <5^i/?l (Tabriz : ChapkhSnah-i Shafaq, 119621), pp. 3-5.

48An emic term is one used by the fdk in speaking of a genre of fdklcre it is a native category. An
etic term is one used by outsiders studying the culture it is a schdarly category, useful for comparative

purposes. To illustrate the difference, let us suppose that in a particular culture, one lemid term does

duty for both riddles and jokes For the members of the culture, there is no need to distinguish between

the two for folklorists interested in studying riddles or jokes, however, it would be necessary to

differentiate the riddles from the jokes, making what would be an artifidal (etic) distinction by

native standards.

^ibid, p. xix. Perhaps novella would be a better rendering?
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Chikovani classifies the Georgian folk legend Abessalom and Eteri as a romantic

epic'0 Heda Jason offers the fonowing definition of the genre:

Romantic epic Epic about a warrior-hero who wins a bride, or about a
warrior and his bride/wife who overcome obstades which hostile forces
impose on their marriage/reunion. This epic is related to heroic fairy tale, but
is essentially set in the realistic mode although elements of fabulous modes
often appear in it (especially marvelous elements; no creative elements). This
epic is set in spaces 3 l-"our country") - 4 [-"this world"! in human time, often
in a specific historical period and is a sub-dMson of historical or national epic,

according to the epic sub-genre prevalent in the cutture.5 '

She then gives as examples of romantic epic the Odyssey and contemporary

Central Asian epics, such as Alpamysh or Manas. Although this definition reflects

fairly well what happens in M&Z, it differs in some important details: because Mem

falls to overcome the obstades placed in his path by hostile forces, the marriage never

takes place. Stridh/ speaking, Mem is not a warrior-hero. What is most problematic is

the use of the term epic in speaking of M&Z, as has been discussed above52. The

adjective romantic, however, alongside Prym and Socin's designation Roman

(novel), may be leading us in the right direction.

llhan Başgöz has investigated at length the Turkish halk hikAyesi, literally

'folk story*, which he refers to as "the folk romance hikaye , a long narrative that

50m. J Chikovani. 'On the Problem of Typdogical Similarities between Three Mediaeval Novels
'Tristram and Isdde," 'Abessalom and Eteri' and 'Vis and Ramin,' Proceedings Vlllth International

Congress of Anthrnpdogical and Ethndogical Stiences (Kyoto and Tokyo, 1968), vd. 2, pp. 337-340.

51 Jason, ifcicL, p. SO, (4.3.2.4. In personal communications with Miss Jason, shetdd me that she would
dassify M&Z in this category.

HI may seem to contradict myself In my artide appearing in the Festschrift for DN. MacKenzie
Ccrdla Iranica I submitted that artide before I wrote this chapter, and at that time I was still

calling M&Z a 'romance epic' as had been suggested to me by Heda Jason. I tried to have the

termindogy changed in the artide, but it had already been printed by then. I would like to thank my

professor Martin Schwartz for his attempt to intercede on my behalf in this matter.
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blends prose and poetry."'3 He translates the term hilcaye (or halk hikAyesi) by

romanceioT folk romance. In his many artides on the subject, he has examined

the structure of these narratives'4 and the sorts of formulas which appear in them55,

as wen as considering the storyteHers and their performances56. Although he deals

with a tradition which is distind from that of the Kurds, Kurds have lived in dose

contad with Turks for centuries, as they have also with the Armenians and the Neo-

Aramaic speaking Jacobites and Assyrians: it is not surprising that two neighboring

peoples should compose stories in a genre common to both - if indeed the Turkish

halk hikayesi is the same as the Kurmanji qewl and the Sorani beyt Hassanpour-

Aghdam's mention of an Azeri counterpart to the beyt is further support for the

existence of a shared genre.

It is fortunate that Başgöz" studies refled the three criteria proposed by Dundes

for defining genre. His consideration of formulas falls under the rubric of texture,

while his examination of structure deals with text and his performance-oriented

artides treat of context Because he has dealt with an three necessary aspects of the

hikaye genre, I impart some weight to his statements, and to his rendering of

hikaye as romance in English. If Başgöz' structural analysis of the Turkish hikaye

»Uhan Basgoz. 'agression in Oral Narrative : A Case Study of Individual Remarks by Turkish

Romance Tellers,' JAE 99 (1986), p. 6.

54-The Structure of the Turkish Romances,' in Folklore Today A Festschrift for Kehartt M Dorm **
Linda Degh, Henry Glassiç Felix J. Oinas (Hoomington : Indiana University, 1976), pp. 11-23.

55- Formula in Prose Narrative Hikaye,' in Fniklcrica : Fwtsrhrift for Felix Oinas Egle V. Zygas k
Peter Voorheis eds (Hoomington : Indiana University Press, 1982), pp. 25-58.

56* agression in Oral Narrative : A Case Study of Individual Remarks by Turkish Romance Tellers,*
JAE 99 (1986), pp 5-23; 'Ream motif in Turkish fdk stories and shamanistic initiation. Asm.
Frtklffe Studies 26 (1967), MR; 'The Tale Snger and His Audience.' in: HM"nv pfd
rVmmunication ed Dan Ben-Amos and Kenneth S. Gddstan (The Hague : Mouton, 1975), pp 143-204.
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accurately describes the structure of M&Z, then his genre definition may also apply to

M&Z.

Let us now consider tlhan Basgoz* typology for Turkish haft hikayeleri as

outlined in his artide "The Structure of the Turkish Romances"'7. This typology is

modeled on Vladimir fropp's Morphology of the Folktale58, in which he outlines in

detail the thirty one narrative segments that Russian folktales are composed of he

caUs these narrative segments functions 59. Başgoz has made the adjustments

necessary for rendering rYopp's typology applicable for the romance, breaking it down

into three main stages (initial, medial, and final), as follows:

A. Disintegration of the family.

B. The Struggle to Establish a New Family.

C Establishment of a New Family.

Each section is composed of several Plot Actions, namely:

A. Plot Action 1: Crisis
Plot Action 2: Transformation

B. Plot Action 3: Search
Plot Action 4: Obstades
Plot Action 5: Resolution

C Plot Action 6: Union

S7in Fdklore Today A Festschrift for Richard M. Person, ed Linda Degh, Henry Glassie, Felix J.
Oinas (Hoomington : Indiana University, 1976), pp. 11-23.

532nd edition, (Austin : University of Texas Press, 1968). The first English translation appeared in
1958

59These are aiso known as motifaae slats according to Alan Dundes' termindogy.
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Başgöz waits until the end of this section to clarify that this scheme most

accurately reflects those hikayes with happy endings. Hikayes with sad endings were

the norm 150 years ago, and some of them stffl end sadly, while others have been

consdously given happy endings, to meet the exigendes of audience demand. This is

a fascinating point, which in my opinion deserves much more discussion than

treatment as a mere afterthought. M&Z would have to come under the 'sad ending'

category: it does not share the evolutionary change of its Turkish neighbors, perhaps

due in part to the active suppression of Kurdish culture in Turkey, severer/ curtailing

the flourishing of the tradition60. Some minor adjustments are required to fit the 'sad

ending" category into the scheme - particularly for Plot Actions #5 and #6, as wffl be

seen below. These adjustments apply to Turkish hikayes with sad endings as weU as

to M&Z.

Having set forth the basic units upon which Basgoz" typology is based, I wffl

now attempt the application of it to M&Z, pausing where necessary to make

adjustments and clarifications. I have used the designations appearing in the Motif

Chart for M&Z from Chapter Four of the present study.

A. Disintegration of the family.

Rot Action 1: Crisis. Initial scene/ situation.
1. The family is introduced in the particular social milieu within the

historical and geographical setting

2. Crisis
a. The father dies
b. Both parents die
c. The couple has no child
d. The family escapes from their native land for fear of

persecution

e. One of the members of the family is cursed by an old
woman to lead a tragic life

^However, this 'sad ending' category hdds true for versions collected beyond the borders of Turkey as

well.
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Propp does not consider the initial situation a function, but nevertheless regards it as

an important morphological element. The rubric 1. above, introducing Mem's family,

appears in aH versions of M&Z. Under the rubric 2. Crisis, it is c The couple has

no child that is most applicable to M&Z. Başgöz finds this category important

enough to add a special comment for it:

...if the crisis is childlessness, it is temporarily solved, fonowing the
childlessness pattern of Propp's tabulation, except that in the Turkish romances
two families are involved and later each has a child, one a boy and the other a
girl. The children are betrothed prenatalh/ by their parents. The real crisis
appears later, when the boy and giri reach maturity and one of the families

breaks the engagement vow.61

My teacher Wffliam Hickman has pointed out that adoption is one means of

eliminating childlessness: in version EP-1 of M&Z, Al-Pasha finds Mem on the

seashore and adopts him, raising him as his own flesh and blood (A.4. of the motif

chart). In several versions (LC-1; ZK-2; OM), a donor figure intercedes to provide a

wife (LC-1; ZK-2) for Mem's father, or to provide a magic apple to make Mem's mother

pregnant (OM). This corresponds to A2 in the M&Z motif chart. Although in other

versions Al-Pasha is not completely childless, Mem is his only child,62 and it is

generatiy worded as if his parents were just one step away from being childless, e.g.:

Al-pasha and his wife were quite old, and Mem was an they had in the way of

offspring. They loved their Memê delal very much. (Al-p'aşa jina xweva
geleW mezin bûbûn, ewled-t'ewledê wan Memê t'enê bû. Ewana gelekî ji
Memê xweyt delal Tiiz dikfrin] (ZK-1)

Ifksgte. 'Structure of Turkish Romances,' p. 12.

^except In PN, where Mammo has a sister named Aminah. The first part of PN is anomalous,
consisting of an otherwise unattested and unidentified fdk tale Moreover, in that version there is no

Al-Pasha
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The other elements in Basgoz* note regarding childlessness are reminiscent of

the situation of M&Z, but do not exadh/ describe them. While Mem and Ztn's

families do not know one another, and therefore could not possibly have betrothed

their children while still in their infancy, in many versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1;

EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1) Ztn is already betrothed to one of Qeretajdtn's brothers63 - whether

from infancy or not is often not stated. She breaks her engagement vow with the

consent of her fiance. Moreover, whereas in the latter cases both Ztn and her first

fiance are both from Jezira Bohtan, hi OM, the two families whose childlessness is

cured by the consumption of a magic apple,64 those of the king [padishahl and his

vizier, are both in Yemen. Hence, while in both scenarios two families are involved,

Mem's or Ztn's family is only one of them: in no case are both Mem's and Ztn's

families the two families in question. Although the details of these situations are not

identical to those outlined by Başgöz, they are dose enough to be within the same

realm.65 His typology is flexible enough to aHow for elaboration: moreover, the

amount of variation between the different versions of one Turkish halk hikayesi may

resemble the sorts of differences seen between Başgöz* description and what we find in

M&Z.66 Let us now continue our consideration of Basgoz* structural typology:

3 Disintegration of the family order. The family order, which has
meant security, love, and affection for the young boy hero, soon becomes a
psychological crisis for him and reaches an intolerable point following a failure - a

öSee IIJ. and UK. of the aamatis Personae section of the M&Z motif chart

Mfjy eating the apple, Mem and his companion Bengtneh are conceived

^This situation, in which the dements are present but in a somewhat different arrangement than
expected, can be regarded as an example of displaced efeaetits a concept dealt with in Chapter 4.

KSee Rkret Turkmen. Tahir ile Ziihre (Ankara : Kûltûr ve Turizm Baksnligi, 1983), 288 p. This is a
nicely done comparative study of 24 versions of the Turkish hikaye Tahir il« Zöhr«
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physical or spiritual ordeal, or some sodal blame being placed upon the hero when he
reachespuberty.

Plot Action 2: Transformation: The young boy (hero) is transformed into an
adult-lover-artist,

1. This transformation takes place in an ecstatic dream; it contains the
main elements of an initiation ceremony. The boy is visited by a holy figure (the
future protector) who offers him a love potion and introduces a young girl to him.
When he sees her and drinks the love potion from her hands, the infantile
personality of the hero dies and he becomes a God-inspired minstrel. He gets a new
name (mahlas), which is given him in the dream.

This transformation is the most important action of the romance:
a. The passionate love of the romance emerges from this ecstatic

experience

b. The young man is unmistakably established as the main figure of the
plot: his song and adventures become the main attraction of the
narrative

c New characters such as the holy protector and the heroine are
introduced

2. It is onh/ after this dream that the hero, as a mature person, dares to
leave his family to follow his own destiny and establish a new family of his own. This
is the final blow to the little remaining family unity.

The whole dream, which includes the main characters of the romance, the
romantic love, and a short description of the plot by the holy figure, is in fact the core
of the romance in micro-form.

For the most part, this transformation is an accurate description of what

happens in M&Z (see section B.I. of the M&Z motif chart). While the meeting of

Mem and Ztn is not spedficalh/ caned a dream, it is certainly endowed with dream¬

like qualities, in many instances being mistaken for a dream until the next day when

Mem finds Ztn's ring on his finger (see B.II. of the motif chart).

The Turkish word aşik (ashik) has two meanings. It is derived from the

Arabicactive partidple 'ashiq d^ meaning lover, one in love'. In Turkish, in

addition to this meaning, and through the inspiration of the love for a beautiful girl

first seen in the dream, the young man who has had the dream wakes up in love and

becomes a minstrel able to sing and recite improvised poetry. Such a minstrel is also

caned an aşik in Turkish. This meaning of aşik is also used in Kurdish and

Armenian. Hence, whereas in most Turkish hikayes the young man awakens from
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his ecstatic dream transformed into an a$ik in both meanings, hi M&Z he is aşik (aşiq

in Kurdish) only in the sense of being in love. In no version of M&Z does he become

a minstrel. In ZK-1, however, a missing tink is supplied:

When the experienced old man saw Mem, he said "0 noblemen, may
Al-pasha be well, I have good news for you: Mem is not sick, he s in lovd CaU
an ashik, have him come play his saz". by God's leave Mem win get weU, and
we will marry off our beloved Mem." The advice of the expenenced old man
was immediately carried out. An ashik came, and Al-pasha ordered hrm to
sine a love song for Mem. The ashik began to play his saz. At the sweet sound
of the saz and the crooning of the voice of the ashik, Mem opened his eyes,

[awakening) from a (deep) sleep.

Here Mem is cured from lovesickness by being sung to by an asik, rather than

becoming one himself.

Mem is visited by doves, jinns, or angels, who fulfill the rule of Basgoz" holy

figure or future protedor. Rather than introdudng Ztn to him or offering him a love

potion, they place her beside him in his bed, and retire to let them discover one

another. The immature personality of Mem is replaced by that of a young man in

love, although in M&Z his name is not changed to refled this. For an example of how

Mem changes, consider the fbnowing passages from ZK-1:

"'When Mem grew up and it was time for him to marry, Al-pasha was in
a constant state of anxiety, and thought, "How will a girl meet his beloved
Mem, who is worthy of hintf" Several times Al-pasha summoned Mems
friends and instruderJ them to learn Mem's thoughts, to find out ^'chgri
Mem loves, so that they could ask for Iher handjfor him. But Mem would
ghveTno wordto his friends, because at that time Mem was not m love with
anyone.

After , . J(
Mem said, "Vizier's daughter, the one my heart loves,

O'-a string instrument.
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She is not here.
She lives in Jiztra Bota,
She's the daughter of mlr Sêvdtn,
The sister-in-law of Qeretajdtn,
The betrothed of Chekan - lion of the earth,
She has a green gown,
The name of this beauty is Lady Ztn,
The tikes of you wffl never see her color or face.

The exact details of the elements of Basgoz* Plot Action 2: Transformation

are similar only in general outline to those of M&Z. Nevertheless, the importance he

attaches to this section in the story fits M&Z to a tee. Mem and Ztn's passionate love

comes into being through this experience (see a. above); Mem and his adventures are

the focus of the whole story (b. above); Ztn, the other main charader of the story - as

wen as the reason for Mem's embarking on his adventure -, is introduced at this

point.

Ztn introduces herself to Mem, giving a string of her attributes, as in the

following example from ZK-1:

"I am the daughter of mlr Sevdtn, from the dty of Jiztra Bota, I am the
sister-in-law of Qeretajdtn, the betrothed of Chekan, I am the owner of the
green gown. My dear, these are my attributes."

Because of the way Ztn introduces herself at this point, we are given our first

taste of Jezira Bohtan and the charaders we win meet when Mem goes there. This

approaches Başgöz* designation of the initial meeting between the young man and his

beloved as a microcosm of the romance.

Başgöz theorizes that the romance pattern can be seen as a framework which

combines the sexual fantasies of a pubescent boy with rebellion against paternal

authority. Support for this theory can be found in a passage in version ZK-2 of M&Z.
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On the morning after Mem and Ztn first meet, Mem comes to his father's diwan

(court] and recounts his experience:

Meme caned out to the assembly:
"Father, last night I had a dream,
On one side ofyou is a judge,
On one side of you is a mufti, . .
Have them look at the papers to find out what the meaning of my dream is.
The judge and mufti together catted to Memê.
They said, "Your dream is that of a young man.
Whatever you saw,

Came over aU of us." (ZK-2, p. 70)

The last three lines are particularly revealing. What Mem daims to have seen is

unmistakably interpreted by the elder authority figures of the community as the

sexual fantasies of a young man. Mem's first revenge comes in what happens next:

Memê caHed out to them,
"If my dream wasn't a divine dream,
So help me God, let me become blind and deaf in both eyes and ears,
Let me become lame in both legs and both hands,
So that I have to walk on my hands and knees.
If my dream is true, if it's divine,
May both ofyou become blind and deaf in both eyes and ears,
May both ofyou become lame in both legs and both hands,
So that you have to walk on your hands and knees.

Memo's words went up to the Lord on high, went up to the heavens,
And the judge and mufti became blind and deaf in both eyes and ears,
They became lame, and had to walk on their hands and knees.
Those in the assembly looked at each other in amazement. (ZK-Z, p. 7U)

Here we see the young man, Mem, winning a vidory over two authority figures, the

judge and the mufti. By becoming lame, having to walk on aH fours, the two adult

males are reduced to being helpless infants. Such irreverence shown to respected

community figures has a tinge of impish adolescence to it.

This rebelliousness - what Başgöz refers to as disintegration of family

unity - may be a key criterion in differentiating the romance from the epic, for
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whereas the disintegration of the family is a common theme in romances, in the epic

the boy's search for the gtri does not run counter to the wffl of his father. In the epic

tradition, when it comes time for a boy to marry, he manages to do so without

threatening family unity (i.e., in ways which are sodalty acceptable). The action in the

romance is based on individualistic aspirations as opposed to the communal norms

espoused in the epic Such aspirations are expressed by choosing one's own mate

instead of marrying someone seleded by one's parents, and by establishing a new

family that is not patrilocal. Both of these goals are attempted in M&Z

It is onh/ after Mem meets Ztn that he deddes to leave his father's kingdom in

search of her, with the intention of establishing a new family of his own. As can be

seen from Al-Pasha's reaction to Mem's departure, he considers this to be very

damaging to the unity of the family. Consider the foHowing passage, once again from

ZK-1:

Mem thus prepared himself for his journey. Old Al-pasha was in a sorry
state. He caned Mem to him, and together with his coundl of notables advised
Mem to give up this plan. Al-pasha said, "Son, you know your mother and I
have grown old, we have nobody else but you, why are you doing this to us,
leaving us desolate?" But no matter what Al-pasha and his entourage, or his
own friends and companions said, they could not change Mem's heart. His
thoughts would fly to Jiztra Bota, [to befwith lovely Ztn. . . .

Al-pasha said, "Hey, my beloved Mem, my son,

Is mere no sense in your head at all.
Don't you [everl think 'My mother is elderiy, my father

isoloT
To whom can I hope to leave my throne and crown of gold?"
Mem said, "Hey, Ai-pasha, my beloved father,
I know that my mother is elderly, my father is old,
?Bless what I am about to embark on,?
Now my relationship to you is null and void."

No matter what Al-pasha did, Mem would not come back, Al-pasha wept
and cried bitterly.
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In summary, so far we have seen that the skeleton that Başgöz has suggested

for Turkish halk hikAyeleri is also applicable to M&Z, although the individual

details of the plot may differ. Let us proceed now to the second section in Basgoz"

typology.

B. The Struggle to Establish a New Family
Plot Action 3: Search

1. Following the dream, the hero gets a musical instrument and
describes his dream, then reveals his resolution to leave the family in search of the

young girl.
2. His dedsion upsets his family, especially his mother who begs him

not to leave them alone. .
3. His dedsion is unalterable; he sets out, taking his saz and nothing

else.

As stated above, Mem does not become an aşik in the sense of minstrel, so he

does not get a musical instrument. He does however describe what happened to him

the previous night, and announces his decision to set out in search of Ztn. His

decision upsets both of his parents, who read as outlined in B.III.C of the M&Z motif

chart. In summary, while Al-Pasha is genenffly more adamant about trying to prevent

Mem from leaving, Mem's mother's reaction is soften perhaps it is summed up best by

what happens in OM: "Mem [and Benglnehl's mothers beg them not to go, but bless

their trip." If Başgöz is corred in seeing this type of story as dealing with a boy's

rebellion against his father's authority, then the difference between the behavior of Al-

Pasha and Mem's mother - particularly the vehemence of the father's reaction - is

understandable. In addition, Mem sets out on his horse, in some versions (OM; ZK-3;

MC-1) also accompanied by his trusted servant Bengtn. Whoever he brings with him,

the irreversibility of his dedsion is dear.

Plot Adion 4: Obstacles: This overlaps with the previous Plot Action. Actions 3
and 4 then alternate until the end of the story.
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1. As soon as the hero leaves his family, obstades arise to make the
journey difficult.

2. Nevertheless, the young lover manages to locate the heroine and
meet with her

3. They are separated

Each obstade consists of the following components:
a. Agent introdudngthe obstade
b. Motivation of the agent
c Nature of the obstacle
d. Consequencesoftheobstade

Hot Action 5: Resolution

1. The obstades are successfully eliminated by the hero.

Basgöz views the rest of the story as consisting of a series of obstades which are

successfully overcome, until the final union. This can be shown to work for M&Z.

First, however, I would like to suggest some emendations to Basgoz* scheme. Unless

we see Plot Action 3: Search as underlying afl the ensuing obstades, I fail to see

how it alternates with Pot Action 4. Although Mem only leaves home once, it could

be argued that alt his adventures relate back to his search. Once Mem leaves his place

of origin, his parents are not mentioned again except in a few versions, and then onh/

at the end of the story, after he is already dead and buried. Hence I do not perceive Plot

Action 3 as recurring: if it does recur in the Turkish hikayes, this is a difference

between them and M&Z.

I have added two more components to the structure of each obstade, as

fonows:

e.obiedofobstade
f. helper figure

Moreover, the fourth component of the obstade schema, d. Consequences of the

obstacle seems to be identical with Plot Action 5: Resolution, rendering the
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latter superfluous. Moreover, in hikayes with sad endings, the hero is unsuccessful

in the resolution of the final obstade which he encounters. The various obstades that

make up the body of the story wffl be shown below. But first we must consider the

final section of the typology:

C Establishment of a New Family.

Pot Action 6: Union. 	
1. The romance ends in the bridal chamber, the hero and herome reach

their earthly goals.

As mentioned above, Basgoz adds parenthetically the important point that this

is the scenario for hikayes with happy endings. In those hikayes which end sadly, the

lovers are united in death. This is the case in M&Z, as the fonowing examples suggest:

They dug up Mem's grave and positioned Ztn in her beloved Mem's arms,
then returned. ... The mtr, Qeretajdin, and the notables went to mourn by the
graves of Mem and Ztn. When they opened the door of the tomb, it looked to
them as if Mem and Ztn had arisen, you might say that the smile of love was
on their mouths. Beko stuck out his neck and said, "Mir, I swear by your head,
come see! It looks like they've arisen." (ZK-1)

A few days pass. One day, in the mtr"s diwan, the subjed of Mem and Ztn
comes up. They say, "It was something [ordained] by God, but we prevented it
from happening68." Beko says, "No, you're wrong, o nobles of Botan, God had
nothing to do with the matter. This was the work of the devil. If you don t
believe me, let's go at dawn and open up Mem and Ztn's graves: if they arenot
in each other's arms, you wffl know that everything I [have said] is a Be. They

an say, "An right, Beko."
In the evening Beko goes and opens up Mem and Ztns graves. He puts

them both in one grave, and puts their arms around each other. Then he
covers up the grave, and returns home. He says to himself, "I brought them
together with my own hands: what if they get up from the grave and go back to

their own graves?" (ZK-3)

M-lit. 'We did not let their desire for each other be*
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When they opened up the grave, they found them face to face, with
perspiration pouring out of them like little hailstones, [and] tight streaming
forth. (EP-1)

The idea of lovers being united in death is also good for the Turkish halk

hikayeleri Kerem ile Ash and Tahir ile Zuhre. Because hikayes with sad endings

display this sort of tragic unity, the designation "Establishment of a New Family" is

not appropriate. I would sugges; a more general designation that fits hikayes with

both happy and sad endings, such as "final stage" or "final situation".

The structural typology that Başgöz has proposed for the Turkish hikaye or

romance has been shown to accurately refled the structure of M&Z: afl the major

sections appearing in the motif chart are accounted for in Basgoz* structural typology.

The emendations I have suggested are largely applicable to Turkish as weH as Kurdish

materials69. What fonows is a fun application of Başgöz' typology to M&Z, using the

relevant headings from the motif chart

A Initial stage [Disintegration of the family]

Rot Action 1: Crisis

A.2.a-b. Mem's future father marries and begets a son (LC-1; ZK-2)
A.2.C. Mem's father is given an apple [by donor figure], which he shares

with his wife, and begets a son (OM)
A.4. Mem's heroic birth: virgin impregnated by seawater abandons

infant Mem on seashore, where he is found and adopted by
Al-Pasha (EP-1) ^ *

Pot Action 2: Transformation
B.I. Mem and Ztn #1 discover one another
B.II. It was not just a dream

B. Medial stage [Struggle to establish a new family]

wlt remains to be seen to what extent this typdogical is applicable to other traditions in the area,
particularly those of the Armenians and Nec-Aramaic-speaxing Assyrians (Nestcrians) Chaldeans.
Jacobite* and Jews
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Pot Action 3: Search

B.II1. Mem prepares for trip

Rot Action 4: Obstades

B.III.C Mem's parents' reaction to his trip
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: Al-Pasha

b. Motivation of the agent: to prevent Mem from leaving
c Nature of the obstacle: locking gates and putting shackles on

Mem's horse's [= dot's] feet
d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes

obstade: Bor fries over gates

e. object ofobstade: Mem
f. helper figure: Bor

CI. Mem and Bor (on way to Jezira Bohtan)
a. Agent introdudngthe obstade: Bor
b. Motivation of the agent:j»m/discxjmfort caused by chains

c. Nature of the obstade: dot's inability to continue trip
d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes

obstade: he stops and treats Bur's wounds
e.objed ofobstade: Mem M/m _ ,
f helper figure: donor figure: dove's featherts) (SHa-2; GNa);

Xidirnebt(MC-l)

CHI. Encounter with Ztn #2
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: Zin #Z

b. Motivation of the agent: her lust/love of Mem
c Nature of the obstacle: Ztn #2 daims to be Ztn #1
d Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes

obstade: Bor tells him that she is an impostor

e. objed ofobstade: Mem

f. helper figure: Bor

?D.I. Mem arrives in Jezira Bohtan -> variant of CIII.
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: Ztn #2
b. Motivation of the agent: her desire that Mem stay at her

father's house ,
c. Nature of the obstade: Ztn #2 daims that Beko Awan s

residence is Qeretajdin's residence
d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes

obstade: Mem is Qeretajdtn's guest
e.obiedofobstacle:Mem

f. hefper figure: ?
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D.II. Mem gets token from Ztn #1 and wins Qeretajdtn's approval
a. Agent introducing the obstade: Qeretajdin and brothers
b. Motivation of the agent: to prevent Mem from marrying Zin

#1, who is betrothed to Çekan (on to prove that Ztn #1
loves Mem; on to test Mem's manliness)

c Nature of the obstade: task - Mem must bring a token from
Ztn #1, or else!

d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes
obstade: Ztn #1 gives him a token, which he brings to
Qeretajdin and brothers, and thereby wins their approval

e. object ofobstade: Mem
f. helper figure: Ztn #1

D.III. Hunting expedition
a. Agent introducing the obstade: Mtr Sevdtn
b. Motivation of the agent: to test Mem's manliness

c Nature of the obstacle: hunting expedition
d. Consequences ofthe obstade: Mem successfully overcomes

obstade: he feigns illness
e. objectofobstacle: Mem
f. helper figure: ? (Mem himself?)

D.IV-V. Disgrace averted + D.V1II.A-C Poetry contests
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: Beko Awan
b. Motivation of the agent: to disgrace Mem (on to separate Mem

and Zin #1)
c Nature of the obstade: trying to force Mem to stand up in Mlr

Sêvdîn's presence (which would reveal that Ztn was
hiding behind him)

d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem successfully overcomes
obstade: Qeretajdtn creates a diversion by sacrifidng his
own home, son, wife, etc.

e. object ofobstade: Mem

f. helper figure: Qeretajdtn

D. VI. Mem and Mtr Sêvdîn's game
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: Beko Awan (& Mtr Sêvdtn)
b. Motivation of the agent: to get rid of Mem (or to separate

Mem and Ztn#l)
c Nature of the obstade: board game (chess) match with

stipulations whidi state that Mem will be imprisoned if
he loses
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d. Consequences of the obstade: Mem unsuccessful in averting

obstade: he is imprisoned
e.objed ofobstade: Mem
f. helper figure: £> -- this occurs in the absence of Qeretajdtn

D.VTl.Qeretajdln'sabsence
a. Agent introdudng the obstade: dervish
b. Motivation of the agent: hist for Ztn #1
c Nature of the obstade: refusing to deliver Ztn s letter unless

she lets him kiss her
d Consequences of the obstade: Ztn successfully overcomes }

obstade: Qeretajdtn kills dervish, thereby restoring Zin s

honor

e. obied ofobstade: Ztn#l
f. helper figure: Qeretajdin

Pot Action 5: Resolution

[1 recommend eliminating this as being superfluous: d.

Consequencesoftheobstade fulfills the function that this is intended for. I wffl.

however, point out at this point that aH the obstades are successfully eliminated

except for D.VI, which in effed sounds the death knell for Mem]

C final stage ["Establishment of a new family]

Pot Action 6: Union [in deathl

E. Death of Mem and Ztn #1

Because the structural typology for the Turkish hikaye or halk Wkayesi

outlined by Başgöz has been shown to accurately refled the structure of M&Z as wen.

it can now be asserted that they belong to the same genre. Because this tabulation is
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applicable to both prose and verse versions of M&Z,70 I can reiterate my earlier

assertion that texture alone should not be the basis for a generic distinction.

Basgoz uses the term romance as the translation of halk hikayesi, adducing

arguments which enable us to clarify even more precisely the difference between the

romance and the epic Whereas the epic, in addition to being a chronicle of the great

exploits of a people, reinforces the traditional hierarchical structure of the family, the

romance maybe seen as a revolt against that very structure, reflecting instead a young

man's desire to be his own master, choose his own mate, and establish his own

household. The desire for such a revolt is a natural part of the adolescent experience,

as is also daydreaming about sexual matters. It wffl be suggested in later chapters that

the appeal of the story of M&Z may in fad lie in the vicarious escape it provides its

audience from a reality in which submission to patriarchal authority is otherwise

inevitable.

Alongside such emic terms as qewl in Kurmanji and beyt in Sorani, we may

place the etic term romance. Romances abound in folk tradition as weH as in

literature: for this reason, the designation folk romance may be helpful in

distinguishing between the two: M&Z would then be a folk romance. Among the best

known romances are the medieval French Tristan et Isolde,7' which seems to

represent elements of both folk and literary tradition. At least one hundred versions

of the Georgian folk romance Abessalom and Eteri72 have been conected. The Persian

'"examples from both types have been quoted in the above illustrations

TlAlan S Fedricx (tr.). The Romance Of Tristan by Beroul; and The Tale of Tristan's Madnaa
(Harmondsworth, Middlesex et al. : Penguin Books, cl970), 170 p.

"See N.l Ddidze 6 M. IA Chikovani. Gruzinskie narodnye <ka7kj |rpy3HBcrae HapoflEHc

cusu - Georgian folk tales) (Tbilisi : Merani, 1971), pp. 197-201; 343-7; Chikovani, MJ. 'On the

Problem of Typological Similarities between Three Mediaeval Novels 'Tristram and Isolde,'
and Eteri' and 'Vis and Ramin,' Proceeding Vlllth International Congress of

Anthropological and Ethnological Sfjariiyft (Kyoto and Tokyo, 1968), vol 2, pp 337-34D.
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story of Vis and Ramin is a literary romance. Although these works are an caned

romances, it would be interesting to see how wen Başgoz' structural typology fits

them.



CHAPTER FOUR:

Context
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fprfnrmance Aspect- Argumentum ex Silentio

Within the field of Middle Eastern folkloristics. good studies of oral literature

taking text, texture and context into account have been published. Both Susan

Slyomovics » and Bridget ConneHy2 have studied the Egyptian Bani Hflal epic tradition

in situ, and have written fine works based on their findings; Lfla Abu-Lughod's' study

of Bedouin oral lyric poetry from the Western Desert of Egypt and Saad Sowayan's4

treatment of the oral poetry of Arabia are also praiseworthy. In these cases, the

recitation at the story qua performance is dealt with at length. Uhan Basgna? and Pertev

Nafll Boratav* have done similar work with Turkish aşiklar (bards) and their

material. Unfortunately, this has yet to be done using Kurdish materials and

informants, due, at least in part, to the political situation. Although Kurdish oral

literature is very rich and extensive in scope, the conecting that has been undertaken

iThP Mmhant of Art An Fyvphar, H"*» "" *&' p"* in Performance (Berkeley et al. : University of

California Press. 1987),

^Ar«b Fdk Epic «d Identity (Btrkd«y : University of California Press, d986), 328 p.

îwii ^tir.Pnt. r^~ ~« P^rv in a nedmin Societv (Berkeley et al. : University of California

Press. cl986), xtx, 317 p.

<Saad Abdullah Sowayan. Nf** " Poetry of Arabia (Berkeley : University of
California Press, C1985), 234 p.

5- agression in Oral Narrative: A Cjse Study of Individual ^»k» ^J""*?^**™^^
99 (1986), pp. 5-23; 'The Structure of the Turkish Romances,' in Frtklnrf TrtflY; A r^ff"ftf°r
a^arri M^^. ed. Unda Degh. Henry Glassie Felix J. Oinas (Hoomington : Indiana .<*""
1976) pp 11-23; 'Tne Tale Singer »d His Audience' in: FrtMrrP Pfffffrmanre mil Communication, ed.
Dan Ben-Amos and Kenneth S. Goldstein (The Hague : Mouton, 1975), pp. 143-204.

6Haiv HiVavplPri VB Halk Hikaverilifi l=Folk Stories and Folk Story Telling Tradition in
Turkey) Rnk5 TmAK EBtoKevi, 1943), 327 p.; Germar.translation: Turtasche
VplV^phlunopn und ctie Erzahlerkunsl tr. Wolfram Eberhard (Taipei : Chinese
Assodation for Folklore, 1975), 2 vols.
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has been largely text oriented: hence, the performance asped, i.e., the context in which

the texts were coneded. has been almost completely ignored.

As a consequence of this omission, anyone attempting a study of this asped of

the oral versions of M&Z using the available materials is severely limited in what he

cansay7. Nevertheless, some remarks are possible. In the corpus of eighteen versions

of M&Z appearing in the present work, the identity of afl the informants but three (for

PS, GNa, and EP-2) is known, although the amount of detail that has been provided

regarding the various informants is uneven. Next to nothing is known about the sodal

setting in which the versions were coneded: it would be helpful if we knew, for

instance, which versions were performed in front of a receptive audience, and which

were told purely for the benefit of the colledor.

Because we have not been provided with the necessary data to document the

performance aspect of our versions of M&Z, we have no alternative but to try to work

backward from the texts. The fullest versions we have indude OM and EP-1. OM spans

57 pages of print - an but the beginning in verse: according to what is stated in the final

lines, it took four nights of redtation to complete it. We do not know at what point in

the story the dengbêj Rahman-Î Belör stopped on each of the four nights, nor how

many people were in attendance, nor for that matter whether the audience consisted of

the same people each night. The duration of the performance - both per night and in

toto - is also unknown. It is tempting to condude that the audience was very receptive,

due to the amount of embellishment which this version contains: what most other

versions accomplished in a few lines, Rahman-! Bekir generany fleshed out into the

betterpart of a page8 .

TFor this reason, the present chapter is shorter than I would have liked.

^Lest I be accused of having a literary bias, let me express my dissatisfaction at referring to oral
recitations in terms of such written standards at 'a fsw lines' cr 'thş batter pert cf a page', but such is
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EP-1 was coHeded from E'tare Şero in 1955. This version, in mixed prose and

verse, occupies 26 printed pages, with long verse redtations appearing on every page but

two. Once again, the duration of the redtation* and the composition of the audience -

if there was indeed an audience - are unknown fadors. According to Başgoz10, the

composition of the audience may affed the taleteHei's performance quite profoundly:

whereas the taletefler may embellish his tale and spread it out over several hours before

a receptive audience, the same taletener may conapse his story into a short, uninspired

narrative if he perceives the audience as hostile.

Although it is reasonable to assume that these two versions are the most likely

candidates for performance before receptive audiences, two things should be borne in

mind. Firstly, von Sydow has made the very important distinction between active and

passive bearers of oral tradition' ' . Whereas the active bearers of oral tradition are the

singers, the storytellers, the dengbêjeşlhe passive bearers of oral tradition are those

people who make up the audience: they may not ten the stories well themselves, but

they know them, and they can distinguish a good telling of a tale from a mediocre one.

While both Ranman-1 Bekir and E'tare Şero are unquestionably active bearers of

tradition - and we have many other texts coneded from them as evidence of thdr skffl -

- it is falladous to infer from this that they always performed in front of enthusiastic

audiences.

the legacy of text-oriented collecting ff it were known how much time it took for a line to be recited, I .
could speak in terms of seconds or minutes instead.

Wdingtoacommentty KX Kurdoev. E'tarê Şero wrote down this verşia, himsdf. Thû^runs

count, to Jndi's not. |s~ Ynri'fo fT^Hrift pftSni-SkaZV I^P*-* HSrf
necHH-craan - Kurdish epic 'song-stories'l. (Moskva : Izdatelstvo Vostochnol
Iiteratury, 1962), p. 242.1 In Chapter five I discuss briefly why 1 mink mis ts unlikely.

lOJJaşgÖZ "The Tale Singer and His Audience'

U'On the *read of Tradition,' in: SteigiLJ.m* Fcttlore ed. Uurits Bedker (Copenhagen :
Rcsenkilde og Baggers Forlag. 1948), pp il-18.
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Conversely, it is dear from Hugo Makas' notes that the informant for HM,

Mohammed Emtn bin Shemdtn el-Mendilkan 1, was a passive bearer of tradition: he had

not heard a redtation of M&Z for some twenty years prior to the conection of this text.

Consequently we have some way to explain the lacunae in his version, particularly the

omission of the beginning of the story. ' 2

Secondly, from my own experience conecting Turkish folklore in Turkey hi 1987-

88, 1 know that a good taletener - a good active bearer of oral tradition - does not

necessarily need a receptive audience to ply his trade. In a village near FJazig, an old

man with thick glasses was brought before me as an informant. When 1 asked him if he

knew any tales, he basically burst forth into a detailed version of Şah Ismail, complete

with sung verse insertions at the appropriate moments. Because his eyesight was poor,

he was not fully cognizant of the four or five people assembled in the room: the

audience was irrelevant to his very fine performance. Because I have experienced this

myself, I am loath to assume prima fade that aH full versions were performed before

receptive audiences, and that all abbreviated versions were performed under less ideal

conditions.

The version FK-2 constitutes a spedal case. It begins, tike many other versions,

as a prose narration interspersed with sung verses at certain key points in the story.

However, the final part, from the hunting scene (#2) ID.III.A.1 to the end, seems to have

been told in haste: the style suddenly changes to short, telegraphic sentences, cramming

several events into a few lines; moreover the sung verse completely disappears: one

gets the feeling that the colledor's bus was about to leave and he had to induce the

informant to quickly finish the story. Whereas most Soviet folkloristic publications

give the date of collection and some biographical information about the informant, such

12The narration begins with RIII.C Mica'sparents' rmxtiao io his trip
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as his age, tribal affiliation, previous places of residence, ethnidty, level of literacy and

the like, unfortunately the only information provided in this publication is the

informant's name and the village in which the tale was coneded. Due to the lack of

background information regarding the tale tener's tife and the circumstances of

conection, we can say very little about the performance asped of this text, and cannot

therefore properly account for the sudden change in the tener's style.

Although many expectations may be pinned on the future, with the hope that

future conectors will record context as weH as text and texture, the texts which have

already been published are not completely useless in this regard. If we were to subjed

the eighteen versions of M&Z included in this study to analysis aimed at uncovering

the degree to which the individual personality of the narrator-performer is reflected in

details varying from version to version, perhaps we would come up with enough data

to at least partiaHy fffl in the void. In so doing, perhaps we would be in a position to

make some guesses about the audience as wen. The present chapter is an attempt to do

just that. It should be made dear from the outset of such an undertaking that this is not

an ideal situation: nevertheless, considering the reality which we are facing, if we desire

to learn anything about the context in which the existing versions of M&Z were

performed, we have no other alternative. In undertaking this task, I have made use of

the fine studies of digression in oral narrative pioneered by Robert A. Georges13 and

llhan Basgoz14. and added inferences of my own based on an examination of

geographical, and linguistic considerations.

13* Do Narrators Really Digress? A Reconsideration of 'Audience Asides' in Narrating,' Western

Edklctfi, 40 (1981), 245-252.

W" agression in Oral Narrative : A Case Study of Individual Remarks by Turkish Romance Tellers,' JAE

99(1986), pp 5-23
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Ideany, digressions should be studied during performance. Nevertheless, such

audience asides can also be found in manuscripts and published texts, such as the ones

upon which the present study is based. By the term "digression' is meant the individual

remarks that a narrator-performer makes while telling his tale. As Georges rightly says.

Noticeably missing from most published records - or bracketed or presented
parentheticany when they are included - are narrators judgmental, explanatory,
and evaluative comments. Usuany viewed as digressions and identified as
interpolations or audience asides, such utterances are seldom discussed or
analyzed, suggesting that they are extraneous rather than integral to narrating. '

Although often relegated to the sidelines, digressions may in fad ten us a great

deal about both the narrator-performer and his audience. In an artide on the theory of

oral composition. Joseph Duggan cites an example from a medieval French chanson de

geste. Huon de Bordeaux, which

contains a remarkable passage reflecting at one and the same time the
spontaneity of an oral performance and the economic reality of the bard s Me lla

vie jongleuresque].16

He goes on to quote a passage from the poem in which the bard [jongleur] says

that he is very tired and thirsty, and in which he invites the audience to have a drink

with him and to return the next day after dinner. Such a passage is very valuable for

what it can ten us about the context in which such a story was told: we know that it was

told in the evening after dinner, and that the bard's [jongleurl remuneration was in

draughts ofbeer rather than in money. Moreover, it strongly suggests that the mode of

composition was spontaneous, rather than being the redtation of a memorized text.

^Georges JtûL p 245.

16-U Theorie do la composition orale,' fflifanL 8 (1981), 238-55, asp. 249-50. Imy translation!
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If we are to study digressions, we must first be able to identify them. Basgoz

presents the fonowing tist of formatistic features which may be used in identifying

digressions17:

a. Diredly addressing the audience: Duggan's quoted passage is an example of

this;

b. Changing the third person narrative into the first person;

c Altering the pitch of one's voice: in a printed text this asped is usually lost;

d. Altering the speed of verbal discourse: this is also lost in a printed text;

e. Gesturing to the listeners: if the text has a passage such as "it was this big" in

which the gesture is not described, the wording suggests that we are missing something.

f. Indired manifestation of self by dting sudi traditional folklore forms as

proverbs, anecdotes, legends, and folk poetry: in this case the narrator-performer is not

diredly revealing himself, but rather lets a traditional form express his thoughts for

him. This sort of digression has an added function which is very important: through it

the narrator-performer's personal interpretation of a given motif or episode is revealed.

Examples of these features from the versions of M&Z are readily apparent.

Diredly addressing the audience (a.) is a frequent occurrence in MC-1, by the narrator-

performer's inserting "dear listeners" Iguhdare e'ztzl at frequent intervals.

We have an example of changing from the third person to the first person (b.) in

PS, in the fonowing passage:

Then he saw that Mir Zeidin had arrived at the door of the
diwan.
Zin, Lady of Bohtan, was stuck under [Mem'sl coat.
AH the nobles of Bohtan assembled in the diwan.
When Mir Zeidin returned from the hunt,
He greetedMemê Ala.

17Başgöz JtiiL p 7.
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Memê Ala returned his greeting without rising 1= on his assl
Accursed Bako rose up before him and said, Mem, are you

better than the nobles of Bohtan?
When Mir Zeidin, Lord of Bohtan, passes by.
How do you greet him?"
PMeml said, ^ako, early this morning,
Memhadabadheadache, ,__,_*
For this reason I can't speak to Mir Zadm, Lord of

Bohtan." (PS. p. 78)

A change of person such as this suggests that the narrator-performer is

identifying with the charader hi his story so strongly that for a moment the two become

fused in his mind.

Altering the pitch of one's voice or the speed of verbal discourse are

considerations which are limited to versions for which we have the actual recording on

tape. In the case of M&Z, 1 have in my possession three such versions (MC-1; MC-2; JA),

only the first of which has been included in the present study. In MC-1, when Mem

awakes to find that Ztn #1 is gone (around B.II.l the narrator-performer loudly interjects

Ey-wah! |-"woe is me"]: he alters the pitch of his voice, an example of c above.

Moreover, although at the beginning of the story the narrator-performer speaks slowh/

and deliberately, when he gets to Mem and Ztn's argument over who has come to

whom IB.I.C], he is speaking quickly and exdtedly: thus he alters the speed of his verbal

discourse (d.). These latter two features are very difficult to indicate in writing, and we

will never know to what extent they were present in the other seventeen versions of

M&Z.

In HR-1 there is an example of a gesture that only those present at the time of the

original telling could have fully appredated. It is as foHows:

(367) They buried them the way they bury, one here and one over there by the
entrance gate, (368) Three or four meters apart from each other. (HR-1, p. 294)
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Although in this case the meaning is not completely lost on the reader, it is dear

that the phrase "one here and one over there" was accompanied by gesturing (e.). There

are other examples in this version of distances being described in terms that would be

meaningful only to someone present and familiar with the area:

(108)...heoiilyhadtogpasfarasfromheretoAstil; .
(1 1 6) he was just opposite it, as dose as from here to the lower khan. IHK-l, p.

268)

Astil is the name of a nearby town18: a native of the informant's village (Kfarze,

province of Mardin, Kurdistan of Turkey) would understand how far this is. The lower

khan is presumably a nearby building: this is dearly a shorter distance than to the town

of Astil.

In PS, we have another example of information that only someone present at the

time of the original redtation could understand, although this time probably no actual

gesture was involved:

Memê Ala rode on and asked for Qaratazhdin's house. He rode on tike one who
is totally lost, (until] one like me came out in front of him and led him to
Qaratazhdin's house. (PS, p. 73)

Unfortunately, we don't know for certain who the informant was, much less

what he looked like, so this comment cannot be fully appredated.

An example of f. above, the narrator-performer's indired revelation of self

through the use of an established item of folklore, is the following from ZK-1:

Mem says, "Come on Ztn, they say: Women are fickle,
You give me a reliable sign, c«
Which will be believed by the brothers. (ZK-1, p. 56)

^According to Hellmut Ritter, it is a town adjacent to Midyat, the capital of this county (ilçe or
nahiye) See note si bottom of page 269 (HR-1).
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Calling women fickle IparsO xarl is either a traditional saying or a commonly

held belief, or both. In any event, by prefadng such a statement with a phrase such as

'they say,' he is not committing himself to agreeing with it. Nevertheless, as Başgöz

quite rightly points out,

(t]he teHer is not the creator of this form of digression, but he is the seledor. He
chooses and links the traditional lore to the main narrative, and assigns it a
spedfic function, which can only be understood by a careful examination of the

performance."

We do not have the option of examining the performance of ZK-1 carefully; aU

we can do is try to piece together dues that may lead to a particular conclusion. In this

case, another piece of evidence regarding the taleteller's attitude towards women is

revealed in what he has Ztn #1 say in the following quote, just after Mem has fanen

dead at the entrance to the dungeon pit:

Ztn said, "My father's city is a great dty.
May cannonballs make it level with the ground,
Who has ever seen thatprisoners are brought in by men,
yet released by womenr (ZK-1, p. 62)

These two quotes from ZK-1 suggest that the informant, E'gîtê Tear, had higher

regard for men than he had for women. It would be nice if we could interview him to

find out if this is indeed the way he felt, and if so, why.

AccordingtoBaşgöz20, the older the narrator-performer is, the more likely he is

to digress. Middle Eastern cultures are what Alan Dundes catis past-oriented \&.,

WBaşgöz JbjrL p. 8

2>Başgöz IfcuL p 10-«
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societies in which "individuals are measured in terms of age and how much past

experience they have"21: hence an older man in Middle Eastern sodety enjoys prestige

because ofhis age, and his experience in life insures that others wffl both welcome and

resped his advice. Conversely, a younger narrator-performer has not yet earned prestige

and resped, and is consequently reluctant to indulge in voicing his personal opinion too

loudly, i.e., to digress too often, for fear of angering his audience. Accordingto this logic,

if a particular version abounds in digressions, the storytener is likely to be quite old.

So far we have mentioned two explanations for digressions: a receptive audience

and the age of the narrator-performer. However, it should be borne in mind that other

reasons maybe adduced to account for digressing. Başgöz divides digressions into three

categories based on function and content, each of which can be correlated with specific

charaderistics of the audience. His categories are: 1) explanatory and instructional

digressions; 2) opinions, comments and critidsm; 3) self-reproach and confession.

Georges' earlier findings also fit into these categories. Let us look at each category more

dosely:

1) Explanatory and instructional digressions. If the narrator-performer perceives

his audience as lacking familiarity with certain cultural concepts occurring in the story,

he may digress to explain them; conversely, there wffl be few explanatory digressions if

the audience is deemed suffidently conversant with the culture. In practice, it is

probably safe to assume that the younger the audience is, the more unfamiliar with

traditional concepts - hence the more in need of explanatory digressions; likewise, the

21*Thinking Ahead: A Folkloristic Reflection of the Future Orientation in American Worldview,* in:
Interpreting Folklore (fSoomingtan, md. : Indiana University Press, d980), p. 31.
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older the members of the audience are, the more they wffl be familiar with such

concepts - and thus less likely to need explanatory digressions.22

Examples of explanatory digressions from the corpus of M&Z versions include:

L "...he came to an inn like the inn of Midyat" (HR-1, p. 264, sentence #84);

"...he only had to go as far as from here to Astil" (HR-1, p. 268, sentence #108);

"...he was just opposite it, as dose as from here to the lower khan." (HR-1, p.
268, sentence #116);

"The man was a stranger" (HR-1, p. 274, sentence #190).

The first three quotes are similar in nature: the explanations in them are framed

in terms of places familiar to a native of the area. This suggests that in addition to the

Hellmut Rater's assitant Besim, there were other vfllagers in attendance at the time of

collection. Alternatively, perhaps the sixty year-old informant, Yusuf Malke Asmar,

was explaining these things for Besim's benefit, and used local landmarks because that

what all he knew.

The last of the four quotes, "The man was a stranger," in this context is

tantamount to saying 'How should he know any better?' The frequency of digressions

in this version - the four above do not exhaust the subjed - seems to indicate that

Yûsuf Malke Asmar perceived his audience as requiring some explanation in order to

fully understand the story.

II. "The man, Mammo, enters the dty and asks for Bakko 'Awan's house; they
dired him [and] lead him; he comes to Bakko 'Awan's house and enters as a
guest. - They receive guests there I=in Gziro]: in those mountains a man, who
may be a stranger, they take him in, whichever house he goes to ..." (HR-2, p.
508, sentences 58-59).

220ne could, however, expect the opposite if the subject matter included borrowings from modem

technology.technology
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This is a revealing digression. Gzîro (= Jezira Bohtan) is not in the mountains,

but rather on a flat plain, on the Tigris (Dide) River opposite the first page of the

introduction to Roger Lescot's composite 'version' of M&Z (LT) is a rather nice aerial

photograph of the town, which dearly shows how flat the area is. However, the man

telling the story, Sleiman Harma Maskûbi (bom c 1913), is originally from the Tur

'Abcfn, a mountainous area in the province of Mardin23. Sleiman's family left his

native town of Midin in 1926, when he was about 13 years old, and they passedbriefly

through Syria on their way to Beirut, moving to Jerusalem for 23 years before returning

to Beirut. My guess is that telling the story made Sleiman think back to his native

region, and his youth, and that in his mind he substituted Gziro/Jeztra for his native

Midin. Middle Easterners pride themselves on their hospitality: when Sleiman

describesthe way a guest was received 'in those mountains/ he may be taking pride in

the hospitality for which the Kurds and their neighbors are famous. If my assumptions

are corred, his explanation is more valuable for what it reveals about him than for its

instructional worth, since part of the information he imparts is factuany inaccurate.

The fonowing two depend on the word 'brother':

III. "He mounted his horse, and took 42 of his villagers with him - they'were not
his brothers, although in the story they are called his brothers. (PN, p. 3)

The three brothers and Mem embraced each other on the roof of the palace, they
got along like brothers, without hatred or fighting." (ZK-1, p. 57)

In the first case (PN), an asped of vfflage life is refleded: vis-a-vis the outside

worid, an members of a particular vfflage may see themselves as related; in some cases,

23prior to May 1990, Jezira Bohtan, or Gzre, as it is officially known in Turkish, also belonged to the
province of Mardin After May 1990, it became part of the newly formed province of Şimak .
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they actually do belong to the same family. In an artide I published in 1987, Î explain the

functional equivalence of neighbors and brothers, anomotifs appearing in the same

motifeme slot in different versions of the same folktale, as follows:

From my experience tiving in an Arab vfflage, I know that married brothers
often live next door to each other. Therefore, in many cases, one's brother is
one's ndghbor. Hence the paradigmatic equivalence of brothers and neighbors is

neither surprising nor coinddental to a Middle Eastern peasant audience.24

In the present instance the equivalence is between brothers and villagers, but the

same explanation maybe used. We wffl probably never know why the informant Jano

IDsehano] felt it important to darify that the villagers were not actually brothers,

although they are referred to as such in the story.

The second instance includes the informant E'gîtê Tear's definition of how

brothers should treat each other. In order to appredate this comment, we need to

review the events leading up to it: Before Mem went to ask Ztn for a token of her love,

Qeretajdtn's two brothers were ready to unsheath their swords and run Mem through

with them, because he was making comments about Cekan's fiancee; by successfuny

bringing back some of Ztn's golden jewelry as proof of her love for him, Mem has just

won the approval of Qeretajdtn and his two brothers; as a result, Qeretajdtn's brother

Cekan has renounced his betrothal to Ztn, so that Mem may have her. Now that Mem

has proven himself and has been accepted as a fourth brother, the hostility which Çekan

and E'rfan had felt for him has been forgotten: they have buried the hatchet, to use an

English folk expression. Hence, the narrator-performer's comment brings this whole

^Michael L Chyet. "Acil Sofram, Açil!" (Tischleindeckdich): A Comparative Study of
Middle-Eastern Versions of AaTh 563/ Eahula, 28 (1987), p. 95.
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episodetoadosebyreminding us that what started out as hostility has ended with the

strongbond ofbrotherhood.

2) Opinions, comments and criticism. The narrator-performer may wax

philosophical, commenting on the value of life experience and the ephemeral nature of

the world if his audience consists largely of elderly people; in my opinion, a younger

audience would be more receptive to comments dealing with contemporary issues, such

as politics.

The fonowing is an example from M&Z:

They sat down, and Bakko 'Awan said to the emir, Tou see that guest who is
with you, the stranger, who you said was a good man? When you returned from
hunting, he didn't rise before you.' - The intelligence of these people - after afl
they were Kurds (=lit. "Kurmanj") - He got very angry: how could he, a guest,
get it into his head not to rise before himr (HR-2, p. 512, sentences #107-8).

This comment reflects a negative attitude toward Kurds, or at least reiterates the

stereotypes that they are stupid and quick to anger, particularly regarding matters of

honor. The informant Sleiman Hanna Maskûbi was probably not in dose contad with

any Kurds after he left his native Midin in Kurdistan of Turkey in 1926, when he was

thirteen years old. This is also the only time that the charaders in the story are

spedfically called Kurds (Kurmanj).

3) Self-reproach and confession. The narrator-performer may share self-

reproaching digressions if he feels comfortable with the audience. By the same token,

before an audience perceived as hostile, such digressions tend to be stifled.

For whatever reason, examples of this type of digression are not readily apparent

in the corpus consulted. Perhaps none of the versions were collected under conditions

in which the narrator-performer felt comfortable enough to speak of his own

shortcomings. However, if we broaden the category to indude aH references by the
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narrator-performer to himself - whether positive, negative, or neutral - then examples

such as the fonowing may be considered:

"Now let's say two words about Kakeh Mem in the style nadirf
This is the order of Rahman Balart
Who is both Kurmanj and Dêbokirl
For the sake of Dr. Mann, the eternal one ..." (OM, p. 39)

and at end as follows:

"0 Lord! May Rahman Bakir never did In four days he completed this
poem for the German master l=OskarMann]

Jesus, trie spirit of God, stood at the head of the German master.
Lord Master, may you travel the seas in perfect health, and send

greetings to your mother and sisteri" (OM, p. 81)

In both cases, the collector Oskar Mann and the narrator-performer Rahman-t

Bekir are both mentioned. In the first case, he identifies himself by stating his name and

tribal affiliation. In the second, he refers to Oskar Mann as the German master, and

recognizes the fad that he is Christian, by mentioning Jesus. In eadi instance he wishes

that one or the other of them have eternal life. An of this religious imagery is in

keeping with the charader of this version: OM, LC-1 and MC-1 constitute the versions of

M&Z with the most pronounced Islamic imprint.

"....one like me..." (PS, p. 73)

As stated above, because it is not made dear who the informant is, this comment

cannot be fully appredated. It is possible that PS was colleded from Rnehas, a very aged

Jew from Zakho who enjoyed a reputation as a "master-Rawi," continually travening

among the Kurdish tribes of Bohtan and Hekkari. Rnehas is mentioned in Sodn's field
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notes, but it is not specifically stated that he was the source of the version of M&Z

included in that collection.

It should be obvious by now that any of a number of fadors may influence the

inddence of digressions: accounting for them is not simply a function of the narrator-

performer's age or the audience's receptivity, but may refled the composition of the

audience as wen. It is a frustrating fad that although Basgoz1 typology is very helpful in

identifying the various types of digression, without more contextual data we can only

guess at what role these digressions actually played in a given version. For example, it is

reasonable to assume that an explanatory digression indicates that the narrator-

performer perceived the audience as being unfamiliar with a cultural concept; however,

with the paltry evidence at our disposal, it is difficult, if not impossible, to prove that

this was indeed the case.

What interests us here is the various ways in which the individual narrator-

performer shines through from behind the traditional story he is telling. A

consideration of digressions is one strategy for achieving this objective. Two others that

I would like to propose are the examination of geographical setting and linguistic

evidence.

By geographicalsetting is meant the geographical details that the narrator-

performer indudes in his story. It can be demonstrated that the storyteHer sometimes

situates his charaders in real-life localities that are familiar to him. Hence, considering

that Ohanyan Israel, the informant for ZK-2, is from a vfflage not too far from

Diyarbekir, it must be more than coinddence that in ZK-2, Mem reaches Diyarbekir's

wen known Black Bridge IFifa Reş] and enters the dty. Similarly, PS was coneded in

Zakho, and in that version Mem passes through Amadiyah and Zakhp on the way to
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Jezira Bohtan; moreover, a little further on, towns one half hour and one hour25 east

of Jezira Bohtan are mentioned. The accuracy of geographical detail in these versions is

a reflection of the informants' familiarity with their respective areas.

In HR-1 there are several examples of geographical setting, induding the

fonowing:

"Qara Tajdin had scarcely gotten as far as Astil" (HR-1, p. 290, sentence #320)

Once again, we see that such details are spedfic to a particular region: Astil is

approximately fifteen kilometers away. This comment would have no meaning to

someone unfamiliar with the layout of the Tûr'Abdîn.

In PN there is a passage in which Mir Sevdin and Hasso quarrel (p. 5). As a

result, Hasso and his brother Chakko angrily mount their horses and ride off to

Damascus. The informant for this version, Jano IDschanol had emigrated from his

native Midyat to Damascus, where he was living when this version was coUeded from

him. A plague of locusts which befell Midyat for six consecutive years forced jano's

people to leave their homes. It is interesting to note that both in his own life and tn his

story, Damascus is where one goes to escape a bad situation.

In examining linguistic evidence, we are necessarily combining texture with

context. We are looking for hints in the speaker's use of language which reflect his life

experience.

25by horse, that is
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The use of the Arabic greeting ahla u sahla (=welcome) in HR-2 (p. 508,

sentence #64) may refled the fad that the informant, Sleiman Hanna Maskobi (bom c

1913), has been living in Arabic-speaking countries since he was 13.26

Ohanyan Israel, an Armenian originany from the vfflage of ftiznemtre

I=Haznamir, caDed in Turkish lnpinar, in the county (flee) of Beşiri. province (3) of

Sort] was the informant for ZK-2. According to him, ftiznemire was inhabited by

Armenians and Yezidis of the Reşkot tribe. Ohanyan Israel claims to have learned a

great many Kurdish songs and stories of the Eeşkot tribe from Yahoê Mistê Qulo, a

native of Bolind, a neighboring vfflage. In ZK-2 there are several words in which an

original ' [fc] is pronounced ash: siHûd for si'ûd (TuckO; fcrfilt fore'rftt27 ('jmn');

t'ibffiet for t'ebte't ('nature'). This is a reflection of his having lived among the

Yezidis, who are noted for this charaderistic.28

The proliferation of Turkish loan words in LC-1 is indicative of the region in

which it was colleded, in the extreme western part of Kurdistan, in an area where the

Turkish-speaking population outnumbers the Kurdish-speaking population. Some

examples are: yasilan] < Turkish yatsi (= 'Muslim call to prayer in the evening!; kadi

camiasi (= 'community of Islamic judges Ikadisll; Şirin elma (='Sweet apple.' here a

man's name); gerdek (=t>ridal chamber*); seyrek basan (='wide stepping! Moreover, the

reflection of the Ottoman Turkish court bespeaks an environment in which Turkish is

known and perhaps held in esteem. Examples of this include the title sexi hunkare, the

second word of which is Hûnttr , one of the epithets of the Ottoman sultans: hence, the

Hunkar sheikh would be "a sheikh of the Ottoman sultan (or some other ruler)," or "a

2»lt should be pointed out, however, that even in the TuVAbdin, Arabic is widely spoken.

27This involves an additional metathesis as well: -rf- > fer-

^Hellmut Ritter 'Kurmanci-TexteausdemTûr'abdin: 2. Yeziden* Qriais 25-26 (1976), p. 1.
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royal sheikh"; and el-panca diwan sikinln < Turkish el pence divan durmak - "to

stand in an attitude of resped with joined hands; to stand ready to receive orders,"

describing the respectful obeisance performed when coming into the presence of a king.

As witi be discussed below, we know from Besim's remarks that Yusuf Malke

Asmar, the informant for HR-1. felt more at home in Kurdish than in Turoyo, and that

both his material and his vocabulary exhibited strong Kurdish influences. This being

the case, it is not surprising that the word he uses for 'thombush' at the end of the story

IEIII.B.1 is dirnhe. a loanword from Kurdish difl, whereas in PN and HR-2 native

Aramaic words are used instead, saluno and fcuHo respectively.

Another piece of linguistic evidence from HR-1 is the fonowing:

Mamme Ala got up. His servant came to him and fffled his water pitcher, and
handed it to him. (Mamme] went out and washed himself then spread out his
prayer rug or whatever, to pray. (HR-1, p. 262, sentences 58-9)

The narrator is Christian, and therefore not completely familiar with Islamic

prayer rituals. We get a due to this from the wording *his prayer rug or whatever' [be

min-yo]. This is a very subtle example of how language can reflect attitudes: if I

understand the nuances corredly, there is no hostility expressed here; rather, the

Jacobite Christian informant's vague idea of how Muslims pray is apparent.

Both geographical setting and linguistic factors may provide similar clues. For

instance, the use of an Arabic greeting in HR-2 (a lexical ddafl) and having Hasso and

Chakko ride off to Damascus in PN (a geographical detail) refled the fad that both

informants have been living in Arabic speaking countries, Lebanon and Palestine in the

former case and Syria in the latter.
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The final part of this chapter, in which native reactions to individual versions of

M&Z are examined, wffl begin with a consideration of some brief comments by the emir

Sureya Bedr Khan, a member of the prestigious Kurdish family from Bohtan, regarding

the significance he attaches to the romance29. Firstly, as the descendant of a princely

family that ruled Bohtan for centuries, he considers the story of M&Z as part of the

chronides of his own family: he regards Ztn and Mlr Sêvdîn as his ancestors. This

implies that the story of M&Z has a spedal function for his family. Although it is

known that many Kurds regard the legend of Mem and Ztn to be true, ascertaining

whether or not this genealogical function of the story is unique to Bedr Khan's family

would require a fair amount of fieldwork.

The emir Sureya Bedr Khan supplies another important detafl, this time

regarding the ûfevj^^tradition. According to him, anyone intent upon redting either

M&Z or Efimede Xant's literary poem, must first make a pilgrimage to the grave of

Mem and Zin in Jezira Bohtan; only after this ritual do they consider themselves

authorized to redte the story. Moreover, he asserts that this tradition is scrupulously

adhered to30. I wonder just how widespread this tradition is; as it is not attested

anywhere else, perhaps it is peculiar to the region of Bohtan. Certainly under present

day conditions it would be difficult for would-be dengbêjes from Syria, Iraq, Iran and

Soviet Armenia to undertake such a pilgrimage.

Seventeen of the eighteen versions induded in this study have already been

published. Among them, there is only one which provides any contextual information

about the informant and his narrative performance: we are fortunate to have a

description of the informant for HR-1. This information relates to the way the

»Louis Main.' Seance du 6 Juin 1931* IMem-o-Zne, poemekurdel li'.Ethnngrapfiie. N.& 24 (1931), p. 4.

30ibjcL p 6.
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informant Yusuf Malke Asmar told stories in general, without specific reference to his

version of M&Z. Nevertheless, since besides M&Z only one other story of his appears in

Hellmut Rater's conection, some of the comments must refer to M&Z. These

comments are an the more important because they constitute the only native oral

literary critidsm (to use Alan Dundes' term) that has been published about a spedfic

version of M&Z.

Henmut Ritter himself was unable to obtain permission from the Turkish

authorities to conduct fieldwork in the Tor 'Abdin region of Mardin, Kurdistan of

Turkey; instead he entrusted his native informant Besim, whom he met and

befriended in Istanbul, with his tape recorder when Besim went home to the Tur

for the summer (1960). Besim made many fine recordings, which he and

Henmut Ritter transcribed when he returned to Istanbul. One of Besim's most valuable

contributions was a text which he himself spoke into the tape recorder, in which he

recounted what he had done during his time in the Tûr 'Abdin: it was in this text (#11 in

volume one of Henmut Ritter's Turoyo texts31) that he also gave his impressions of the

people from whom he coneded his texts. Among Besim's several informants was Yûsut

Malke Asmar, from whom he coneded HR-1 and one other text, a folktale. This is what

Besim had to say about him:

(305) Yusuf Malke is really a gifted storyteller. (306) But the stories which
he knowTare of Kurdish origia (3u7) He translated them from Kurdish into
Syriac^ur^yo) andThen toll them to us. (308) Thus there are many Kurdish
vTrds in his language. (309) Yusuf Malke Asmaris perhaps s«ty ^rs °ld He
comes from Kfarae (310) He made a special tnp from the village to tell us
^S^Nolktalesl. The [Kurdish] word^rokat isitaketi(diredly from, his own
mouth. (311) When he was telling stones, he spoke from the bottom ofhis heart
(312) He spoke word afterword, sentence after sentence, as if it were poetry. 313
When he recounted in Kurdish, he spoke better and with more: gusto (314)
During his recounting he spoke of battles. At the appropnate times, he also

31i

Steiner Varlag, 1969). #11, vd 1, pp 92-3

,w yi«ri,.n Christen dPS Tir 'AhlTn A Texte (Beirut : Wiesbaden : Franz
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sang32 (315) But unfortunately I did not record any of the Kurdish. I only
recorded what he translated into Syriac (316) For this reason there are in his
storiespassagesaboutbattlesand poems which are missing [from the tape]. (317)
For to translate these into Syriac is difficult and takes too much time.

This information contains both good and bad news. On the one hand, it is very

refreshing: we finally have an assessment of a narrator-performer's artistic skffl by a

native member of the intended audience. Important details are supplied, such as the

provenance of the informant's material, and what language he is most at home in, as

well as an assessment of the storyteller's skffl. However, we are also informed of an

unfortunate omission: apparently the spoken prose in Turoyo was interspersed with

sung poetry in Kurdish, which latter has been left out: furthermore, it is not dear from

the printed text just where these omissions occur." It is a sad fad that Besim's zeal in

collecting material in his native language Turoyo, phis the limited number of blank

tapes at his disposal, combined to create a situation in which only part of the text that

his informant told has been recorded: text, texture and context are incomplete. The flow

of the story's performance has been interrupted, and what has come down to us is in

essence a mutilated document. What a paradox that the one version which includes

context tells us explicitly what is implidt in the other versions: that we are missing too

much contextual information to give proper consideration to the performance aspeds of

the story! In the final analysis, HR-1 is no less defident than the other seventeen

versions.

Regarding native literary critidsm, another important source of information is

the unpublished work of Jaqueline Alon, an American woman who moved to Israel in

3*1 assume he means that the battles and songs were in Kurdish.

Bother instances of the story of MSZs bang tdd in a Neo-Aramaic dialect, but with the songs sung in
Kurdish, have been reported among the Jews of Zakho (Kurdistan of Iraq) by Yona Sabar (personal

communication)
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the sixties, where she met and married a Kurdish Jew. She studied with the prominent

Israeli folklorist Dov Noy at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. As the wife of a

Kurdish Jew.shewasacceptedasamemberof the Kurdish Jewish community in Israel,

and as such was very successful in conecting massive amounts of material from

Kurdish Jews living in Israel. Among the stories and songs she has amassed, she has a

version of M&Z which she coneded in 1979 from an elderly man, the late Daniel

Mosheh. who was from the vfflage of Suware in Iraqi Kurdistan". The two Jewish

families of this village" situated northeast of Dihok bore the distinction of speaking

Kurdish, rather than Neo-Aramaic, as their native language, although they apparently

also knew Neo-Aramaic.

Jaqueline Alon did not content herself merely with recording Daniel Mosheh's

teffing of the tale. During the ensuing weeks, she played back the recording of Daniel

Mosheh redting M&Z (in sung -- or chanted - verse) to his sister Esther (who had been

present at the initial telling), and recorded Esther's explanations and reactions. Thanks

to this work - which has remained unpublished until now -- we have some native

literary critidsm about M&Z. During a short visit to Israel in May-June of 1990. Mrs.

Alon was kind enough to make copies of this material available to me for use in my

dissertation.

Esther provides a running commentary in Hebrew3* on her brother's redtation

of M&Z. Although reprodudng her entire commentary is beyond the scope of the

present study, some of the most salient features will be presented. There are several

3*See the map in Chapter Seven for the geographical location of Suware.

35Abraham Ben-Yaacoc, Hr~*"* "-miiu'im la-sefer Kehilor Yrtmrto Kurdistan
nxrttrTTQ mir mrni? i3tf? dwwi mamn - supplement to omasaBjeu*
Communities- (Jerusalem : Kiryat-Sefer, 1981), p. 48.

36rhat is, Hebrew as spoken by an immigrant from Kurdistan, which is a study in itself!
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points in the story at which she reacts by interjecting a comment such as 'poor Mem'37.

For example, when Mem wakes up and finds that Ztn is gone, and discovers her ring on

his finger, he falls ill (B.II.B.L At this point, Esther says:

"Now he has fanen ffl. the poor thing!38"

Further on into the story, when Mem and Bengtn have set out for Jezira Bohtan,

in a twist that is unique to this version, they discover by asking people that they have

missed their mark and have ridden on past it: it will take them a two day's journey to

turn around and come back (CII.A1. When Esther hears this, she says:

The poor things39, tsk tskT

A little further on, Mem and Bengtn encounter a ploughman, who is afraid that

they want to steal his mules, and therefore tries to flee. [CII.A.2.1 They tell him that they

mean him no harm, and give him a handful of gold from their saddlebag. He is so

delighted, that he throws down the plough, and takes them to Jezira Bohtan himself.

Esther has two interesting comments at this point. First of aH, when she hears that the

ploughman will take them to Jezira Bohtan, she says:

37m Hebrew misken pD13.

»In Hebrew: 'akhshav nihyeh holeh, misken! ipDfJ .îfjin îTTia W3D

^ln Hebrew: miskenim tPJaOfJ
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"Wonderful! 40"

Secondly, while explaining to Jacqueline Alon what Mem and Bengtn say to

reassure the ploughman, she has them say:

"We are not people of - uh, what do you can it - we are not FJ-Fatah, or

anything, we want only good things.4

By saying "we are not El-Fatah," a reference to the Palestinian "terrorist"

organization, she has brought some Israeli flavor into her explanation of this piece of

Kurdish folk literature. Any Israeli Jew would immediately understand the implication

d the tenn 'El-Fatah-'

Another valuable asped of such studies of native reactions is what they can teach

us about the semantics of certain words. For example, Esther refers to Ztn as Tatta

Ztnê. ' literally Lady Ztn When Jacqueline Alon asks Esther why she is caned

spedfically "Xatûn,' Esther explains:

This is like what we say to a queen.42"

*|n Hebrew: yofi ,SV

41m Hetr-w: Anahnu lo anashim shel - eh, zeh kakhah - "^**^ lo
Mum. anahnu rak tovim roşim. UTUM - HM 1JJW -'^*™*]}™*

u'sn caw pi unJN ,nv?a n1? ,nriS7N m

42m Hebrew: zeh, kama anahnu omrim te-malkah. MW B^WN WH3N flUa ,M
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Therefore, we know that according to Esther's understanding, this is a term

reserved for royalty or for someone to be treated with deference. Her explanation is in

fad borne out by sudt dictionaries as Kurdoev and Bakaev.

Esther's reactions indicate that she is 'hooked into' the story, that she is

emotionatiy involved in it, and cares what happens to the charaders. When

something bad befalls them, her comments show that she feels sorry for them, and

when something good happens to them, it is dear from her comments that she is happy

for them. Her explanation of the semantics of the term Xatûn as applied to Ztn shows

her high regard for Lady Ztn. Esther Daniel is to be commended for her patience in the

tedious procedure of listening to the tape from start to finish and dutifutiy answering

Jacqueline Alon's questions, and for her serious attitude towards the entire undertaking.

In addition to Besim's comments about HR-1 and Esther's about JA, I

interviewed a Kurdish friend of mine living in Southern California to whom I had sent

a copy of MC-1, the version of M&Z which I acquired in the vicinity of Van in 1988. My

friend, whom we win can Temo, is in his thirties, a weH educated professional who

grew up in the province of Muş, Kurdistan of Turkey. Temo makes it dear that M&Z is

not his favorite story: he prefers the story of Xec Û Styabend (or Sîyabend û Xec as he

cans it). He found MC-1 to be disappointing, both from the point of its length, and its

language. Although he does anow for the possibility that it took less time to recount the

story than he remembered from his childhood hi Kurdistan. Nevertheless, Temo

seemed to think that the dengbêpA not put a lot of effort into his narration. He was,

however, amused with the way the dengbêj said that M&Z is not the Koran.

Whereas Besim and Esther's comments about the versions that they heard were

positive, Temo is critical of the version he heard. To be comparative in an effective

way, we would have to have the comments of several different Kurds about one

particular version: the comments of different people about different versions are not
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easily compared. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that both Temo and Besim are wen

educated, whereas Esther is a simple village woman. Moreover, Temo is Muslim.

Besim is Christian, and Esther is Jewish. Temo and Esther's native tongue is Kurmanji,

while Besim's is Turoyo. Temo and Besim were both young men at the time of their

participation, while Esther was already a grandmother. The backgrounds of these three

are quite varied: if they were aH three evaluating the same version, the results would

undoubtedly be very interesting. Almoughthissortofthinghasnotyetbeendone.it

may be a very fine projed for future students of Kurdish folklore.



CHAPTER FIVE:

Texture
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Kmirfi«li Pnlk PoeHea

The field of Kurdish folk poetics is still virtually virgin territory. In a larger

discussion of Kurdish folk and dassical literature, Sureya Bedr Khan' [Bedirxanl

devotes about twelve lines to the technique of Kurdish poetry, failing to make a

distinction between folk and literary styles. Because his comments are fonowed by a

discussion of the earliest Kurdish literary poets, it is safe to assume that he has

literary, rather than folk, poetry in mind.

Roger Lescot* takes a very cursory look at the poetry of the oral versions of

Mem û Ztn (Memê Alan) for which he made the unfortunate mistake of combining

them into a composite text. He mirrors Oskar Mann in finding no meter

whatsoever in Kurdish folk poetry, resorting to a synable count instead. As a final

contribution, he lists the end rhymes which occur in the parts of the story he pasted

together from three different dengbêjes, Mîşo, Sebrl, and "Stranvan."

Basile Nikitine wrote an artide (c. 1947) on Kurdish lyrical poetiv3. specificany

the genre known by the emic term lawf (lewc in Hawar orthography). In it he

suggests that the epic poems, by which he means the genre to which Mem û Ztn

belongs, may be expansions of what were originany fragments in the form of lawf

(lewd. In what fcfflows, he reviews Oskar Mann's findings, and although he points

out that the great Kurdish patriot and poet Kamuran Ah Bek Bedr Khan [Bedirxanl

and others "cannot admit the absence [of regular metrical rhythml among the

''La litterature populaire et dassique Kurde,' in XVIe Congres international d'anthropologie et
d'archedogie prehistorique Vie assemblee gênêrale de I'lnstitut international d'anthropologie

Bruxeiles, 1-8 septembre 1935 (Bruxeiles. 1936; Nendein, Liechtenstein : Kraus Reprint, 1969), p. 727.

> Introduction,* Tt-xtes Kurdes Vd. Z. MemeAlan (Beyrouth : rnstitut Brançais de Damas, 1942), pp

xxii-xxiv

>U Poena lyrioue kurde,' Ethnographie, n.t 45 (1947-1950), 39-53.
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Kurds," he himself does not find fault with Mann's analysis, concluding that a larger

corpus must be examined than the one in his possession before a definitive answer

can be given. His comments regarding the dengbêjs memory are fairly typical of

what was believed before Parry and Lord's introduction of the Oral-Formulaic

Theory.

Ordîxanê Celtl [DzhalilovH briefly discusses Kurdish folk poetics in his study of

the heroic epic Dimdim (also known as Çengzêfln or Lepzeftn). He concludes that

there are two prosodical forms, symmetrical and asymmetrical, and lists the most

common end rhymes encountered in the epic Dimdim.

In the introduction to his study of the literary poem and folkloric versions of

the Kurdish romance epic Zembîlfiroş, Zh. S. Musaelian* discusses the poetry of the

literary poem, with a few notes about how it differs from the folkloric versions. His

notes, although brief, echo Oskar Mann's description, to be detailed below. He states

that folkloric versions consist of three- or four-verse stanzas, and mentions syllable

counts, stating that verses of nine, ten, eleven or more syllables are common.

Folk poetry differs markedly from dassical literary poetry, the latter fonowing

the prosodic rules of Arabic and Persian dassical poetry. Hence, rhyme and meter

are regular in literary poetry. In the case of Ehmedê Xant's poem MfflTi U Ztn, there

is no question of stanzas, as the form is the Persian masnavi, in which each verse

consists of two rhyming hemistichs of equal measure: consecutive verses do not

4K pmichnvii T~ Vhan' (rVmdvml |KypflCKHÖ repOHHecKHH

ancc "3jBTOPyKHH xaH" (JlHMflHU) - The Kurdish heroic epic 'Zlatorukiî khan,'

i.e, The ruler with the golden hand, (Drndimll (Moskva : Glavnaia Redaktsiia Vostochncl
Iiteratury, 1967), pp 61-62.

STamwrfrrrii MirrWfli? r»m» j - wMnmve versii |3aMÖHJib»pom : rypacKaa

ncoMa H ee ecmbKJEpHKe BepcHH > Zambilfrosh : a Kurdish poem and its fdkoric

versionsl (Moskva : Nauka, 1983), pp 13-39, esp note 157.
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rhyme, each verse containing a rhyme within itself instead. Moreover, the literary

poem Mem q Ztn is composed in the dassical meter hazaj fc>* , each hemistich of

which consists of three fed displaying the pattern -/-»/-*. Brief discussions of

Kurdish classical prosody can be found in the irrtroductions to Soviet editions of

several dassical Kurdish poems prepared by the late M.B. Rudenko. The Kst

includes:

Ahmed-i Khani Mam u Zin [Mail y 3hhJ : kriticheskii lekst, perevod.

predislovie i ukazateli MB. Rudenko (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Iiteratury.

1962). pp 11-12.

Faki Telran Shetkh San 'an (Ilfefix CarfaH ] : kriticheskii tekst, perevod,

primechaoiia i predislovie MB. Rudenko (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Iiteratury.

1965). PP .9-11.

Rudenko. M.B. literahimaia i fnlTdnrnye vanrii kurdsknf poêmy "IUsuf i

Zelikha" (JlHTepaTypHaa H tcuaKJiopHHe BepcHH rypacxoH

ncouN "I0cy» h 3ejmxa"=Literary and fondoristic versions of the Kurdish
poem "Yusuf i Zelikha"] (Moscow : Nauka. 1986), pp. 6-52.

The only serious attempts to outline in detail the charaderistics of Kurdish folk

poetry are the earliest ones, by Albert Sodn and Oskar Mann.

Albert Sodn was the first to tackle the subjed, prefadng his Kurdische.

Sjrnmhjngea.7, with a pioneering look at Kurdish folk poetics. Sodn daimed that

stanzas as a rule consist of four rhyming lines, although he admitted that the

number of lines may vary between three and four. Regarding rhyme, he was

prescriptive rather than descriptive, even daring to change wording which deviated

^according to Rudenko. See: Ahmed-i Khani Mam u Zin: kriticheskii tekst, perevod, predislovie i

ukazateli MR Rudenko (Moskva : Izdatel'stvo VostochncJ Iiteratury, 1962), p. 11. According to W.

Wright, in Arabic poetry the partem for hazaj is -f~l/. See W. Wright A Grammar of

the Arabic Language. 3rd ed, revised by W. Robertson Smith & M.J. de Goeje (Cambridge et al. :

Cambridge University Press, C1896-98, 1975), v. 2, p. 363.

7Albert Sodn I ft Eugen Prym!. 'Anhang. De Form der kurdischen Poesie,* in Kurdische Sammlungen.
Erzahlungen und Ueder in den Dialekten des TCr ' Abdin und von Bohtan: a die Texte (St.-Pêtersbourg :
Eggers et Qe. 1890), v. la, pp. lxxxviiil-l»ii. This consists of folktales and poetry collected and
translated into German by him and Eugen Prym in the regions of Tar 'Abdin and Bohtan during 1869.
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from what he considered to be corred: nevertheless, he is to be commended for

indicating when he did so, as wen as recording what the wording was before he

tampered with it. His attempts to reconstrud the original form, a typical pursuit

during that period, also caused him to emend the text unnecessarily. A valuable

contribution was his noting what sounds could rhyme with each other, e.g., he

noted that it is permissible for û and J to rhyme, as in sandLda and osfida, or hfina (?)

and ma:sina. When it came to poetic meter, Socin claimed that both trochaic (

and iambic () meters exist, being unable to see that meter as we know it is absent

from Kurdish folk poetry. His discussion of meter degenerated into a technical

discussion of the phonetic intricades of syllabification, and how stress patterns

influence vowel coloring, both of which reaHy belong to the realm of phonology and

morphology rather than poetics. Oskar Mann's comment that this should not be

included in a paper purporting to treat of the forms of Kurdish poetry was weH

taken. Finany, nowhere in his discussion did Socin employ examples from the

Kurdish version of Mem û Ztn which he coneded (PS).

Much of what Socin wrote was reviewed, expanded, and correded by Oskar

Mann, in a treatise preceding the German translation of the texts he coneded among

the Mukri tribe of Iranian Kurdistan, Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurderr*. His

discussion deals largely with the texts (including a version of Mem û Ztn) which he

coneded from Rahman-t Bekir, who spoke Mukri, a variety of Sorani (or Central)

Kurdish, which is distind from Kurmanji (or Northern) Kurdish'. Nevertheless, he

indudes findings from his own hitherto unpublished Kurmanji material, in

addition to critiquing Socin's earlier treatise on Kurmanji poetics. As should be

8Oskar Mann. 'Einleitung ûber Inhalt und Form der ostkurdischen Vdksepik,' in
Mukri -Kurden Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen, 4 (Berlin : Georg Reimer, 1909), Bd. 2, pp. IxvHi.

*Ihe group of dialects in which the majority of the versions of Mem Û Zin has been collected.
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evident from the preceding survey, later scholars stffl refer to Mann's findings in

discussing Kurdish folk poetics: the present study is no exception. In what fonows, I

win attempt to ascertain to what extent his findings for Sorani are also applicable to

Kurmanji versions of Mem Û Ztn.

He isolates three criteria by which a poetic text may be identified, namely

rhyme, meter, and Strophenbildung, or stanzaic form.

Rhyme in the texts Mann colleded is predominantly feminine"». although

masculine rhyme is also occasionally to be found. The predominance of feminine

rhyme accounts for the meaningless -e often added at the end of a tine of verse. This

last explanation is valid for Kurmanji also: in the fonowing example, the final -e has

no other function than as a poetic marker

Bi°ser vlbajare hade hart e'ydeke mazin /jar/e'ydekequrbane.
Xwarzt dicune male xalane,
Birazt dicune male apane,
Bûk derk'etin Ji male xezûrane,

Berê xwe dane malt bavane,
lixoraçûnezeyane,

Ev hersê milûkê ha k'urdê wan kore, ware wan undane,
One day (of God's days),
A great feast came over this dty, the Feast of the Sacrifice-

Nephews went to visit their undes,
Nieces went to visit their aunts11,
Brides left the homes of their fathers-in-law,
Headed for the homes of their fathers,
And went to visit their parents- ,

There were three noblemen whose hick was dry, whose houses
were empty, (ZK-2, pp. 65-6)

Ma rhyme of two syllables in which the second syllable is unstressed, eg, follow and hollow, or
brightly and nightly, this is typified by trochaic meter (--). There is also masculine rhyme, a rhyme

of only a single stressed syllable, as in cat and hat or unstressed followed by stressed, as in annoy and

enjoy this is typified by iambic meter ().

11- lit 'Sisters' sons went to visit their mothers' brothers, /
Brothers' ions wont to visit their fathers' brothers'
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In prose and everyday speech, the final words of each tine would be [xudan],

[qurban] (xala(n)], [apa(n)], [xezûra(n)], [bava(n)l, [zeyOy)a(n)], [unda + ye/ne]. This

phenomenon is so prevalent in Kurdish folk poetry that it serves as one of the main

ways to identify language as poetic.

According to Mann, impure rhyme is quite common. Examples of this in the

Kurmanji versions of Mem û Ztn abound. One need onh/ look at the rhyme words

in the three stanzas quoted from ZK-1 in the discussion of stanza below (bozin,

pozin, but pfiuzbe; şêne, têne, but dibême; feşin, serxweşin, but xweş be), or the

rhyme in the quoted passages from Zembîlfiroş in the discussion of Ftarê Şero's

style in the next section (derda, xatuneda, veda, cVva/cava) to get a feeling for the

prevalence of impure rhyme.

Mann has the fonowing to say about meter in Kurdish folk poetry:

[If by] 'meter" [is meant] an alternation of long and short, or
stressed and unstressed syllables according to fixed rules, or a
demonstrable limiting of the number of syllables from rhyme to rhyme
in the majority of verses, [then] not even the slightest trace of it is to be
found.12

In view of the total absence of identifiable meters, Mann speaks of counting

syHables as an alternative. He distinguishes between a) strings of long verses, in

which each line is of a different length, and b) series of short verses, averaging eight

synables per verse. In my section on Oral-Formulaic Theory, I employ synable

counts as a way of identifying individual formulas.

With regard to accentuation, the only difference between poetry and prose is in

the predominantly feminine rhyme of the former, which coinddes with trochaic

meter ().

^Mann. ifcicL, p. xxxiii. My translation.
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As for stanzaic form (Strophenbildung or strophische Qiederung), Mann

identifies the emic term bend (band), meaning 'verse,' and defines the stanza

(Strophe) as a complex of verses containing the same rhyme. Sets of three- or four-

tine stanzas with paranel content are of common occurrence: in fad, although

stanzas (or rhyme sequences) may be from two to five or even six verses in length,

the overwhelming majority are three to four verses long. Moreover, he

hypothesizes that Mem û Ztn and other stories belonging to the same genre

originally consisted entirely of three-line stanzas.

I would differ with Oskar Mann in his use of the term 'stanza' to designate this

phenomenon. In the versions of Mem Û Ztn which are entirely in verse, such as

LC-1, LT. OM, and ZK-2, as weH as in other stories belonging to the same genre, the

same rhymesequence can go on for much more than six verses. For example, the

first page and a half of LC-1 contains 53 typeset lines exhibiting a rhyme sequence in

-ane: if each individual verse were printed on a separate line - as has been done in

my English translation - rather than in a run-on fashion resembling prose, the

verses exhibiting this rhyme sequence would take up approximately three pages. As

mentioned below, the majority of verses in LT-Sebrl and LT-Mîşo also manifest a

rhyme sequence in -ane. Can a rhyme sequence that spans twenty pages be

considered a stanza?! The term rhyme sequence is preferable, as it can be used

whether the sequence consists of two verses or of two hundred verses.

There are also cases in which the term stanza is warranted. In the prose

versions of Mem Û Ztn, the sung verse that is inserted at certain key points often
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appears in parallel groupings that can be described as stanzaic Consider the

fonowing, which consists of three paranel groupings of three verses each13:

Qeret'ajdtn go: ^Gefi bira, em sê birane, hespê me herseka bozin,
Em li dinê digefin de*w û dozin,
Zînê bûka mine, bira li Memo bimbarek û ptroz be".

Qeretajdin said, "0 brothers, we are three brothers, aU
three of our horses are grey.

We roam the world in search of fights,
Ztn is my sister-in-law to be, may she be happy with Mem."

Ffan go: "Gelt bira, em sêne, / hespê me hersêka şêne,
Em de'w û doz ji dinê têne,

Ztnê bûka mine, ez li Meme Relal dibeme".
Efan said, "0 brothers, we are three, / aH three of our horses are

chestnut color,

We go to wars in the world,
Zin is my sister-in-law to be, I say [let her be] legally Mem's.

gekan go: "Gelt bira, em sêne, hespê me hersêka resin,
n li dinê digefin, bi serxweşin,

Zînê dergîstîya mine, bira li Memê Relal û xweş be".
Chekan said, "0 brothers, we are three, our horses are an

three black,

We roam the world, light-headed,
Zin is my fiancee, may she be legally Mem's."(ZK-l, pp. 56-7)

Different strategies for signaHing the beginning or the end of a stanza are

discussed: one way of signalling the end of a stanza is by the repetition or

paraphrasing of the second-to-last verse; a device for signafong the beginning of a

new stanza (a rhyme signalling device) is the insertion of a verse such as the

fonowing:

tfê bû la mam û bengînî balakcawa

^in the original, the second stanza is typeset as four lines but since by analogy the second line
corresponds to the last four words of the first line in stanzas one and three 1 have taken the liberty of
punctuating all three st<*izas according to one standard, as a heuristic device.
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Who was Ifroml Mem and Bengtneh beautiful-eyed

-Who was it? Beautiful-eyed Mem and Bengtneh (OM, p. 49)

The subsequent tines win rhyme in -awa, the rhyme having been set by this

introdudory verse. This is particularly effective when it occurs in a series of stanzas

(or rhyme sequences) in dose succession, as in the fonowing:

I. k<6 bû la mam Û bengtnt bafekcawa
la sarlncawat kantê bûn ptawa.

II. k'ê bû la jûtîart jindîa,
jûtî barakla kird, bo yaya zîne birdî mizgênîa.

III. k'ê bû la kurî iûtêrî nauiûana,

har raî dakird, bû mam û bangînan daîhêna, nana,
awan nanakaîan dakhward, dlîan-bizhart shukrana.

'nja bo jûtêrtan dakird ba khalad bakhshana.

I. Who was it? Beautiful-eyed Mem and Bengtneh,
They dismounted at the source of a weH.

II Who was it? The handsome plowman,
He let go of the plow, [and] brought the good news toYaya Zin.

III. Who was it? The beautiful young son of the plowman,
He ran and brought bread for Mem and Bengtneh.
They ate the bread and gave thanks,

Then they gave the plowman a reward. (OM, p. 49)

Several Kurmanji versions of Mem Û Ztn display a different device for

achieving the same goal. I propose the term rhyme signalling device [RSD] to

refer to this phenomenon. In the versions designated LC-1, LT, and ZK-2, an of

which share with OM the distinction of being almost entirely in verse, a rhyme

signalling device such as the following is inserted:
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LC-1: a. dilimin dilila dfne

agki mame diwfne

hama ziaratine

wa hama ganatme.

My heart is a crayy heart, /Mffirai? fiffîf/ ö&«/

Those who see Memê
Are an [worthy of] shrines
And an [381 [worthy of] paradise. (LC-1, pp. 37-38)

b. dlilmin dfflM laxane
sala mamê kêtene dahane

agla li rûiye mamê diflare nazane

semsu qamer kiiane

mame girttn za bar nafsi da-u bavSne

wa hûrdû apane

dane bar dasti xoga^ie 'ölamane

mam celdrrn kuski madirsane
hatta ba ses sala qadam ldre haftane . . .

My heart is an apparent heart, [dflimin dfftkf iSxSne/
When Memê turned ten years old.
Those who looked at Memo's face couldn't
Tell it apart from the sun and the moon.
They took Memê away from his parents
And his two undes.
They handed him over to (80) teachers and ulemas.
They made a school pavilion for Mem.
When he was six going on seven ... (LC-1, p. 38)

zinê gö dilimin debê

tû lawe kêi

sava la nive save balgi sari min la & digarel

karie marui ayaye ba riswatu ware sar gie xatûnaye

rabe aza bah kirn la galalia wada qasabemêra ata bûkûzrn

navimin ba tara pis buwe la dûnyêi

Ztn said, " Dflimin debs,

Whose son are you?
In the middle of the night [40] what are you looking for on my

piUow?

It is the act of the men of an agha
To bribe theirway into a lady's bed.
Get up! I will call the Jelalis, our butchers, they will kill you;
My name has become dirty in the world because ofyou.

(LC-1. p. 40)
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LT-Sebri: a. Got: TW min li van f sf rara li van d
KE^6£epÖ iro. min ne diye ruy*

zilama Û xortane. ..."

He said, "Myh»»rtwacnrrflri ,'i^tfmw accursed!
1 am thirteen years old, almost fourteen.
From the day! was born until today 1 have no\t seen the faces of

men and boys ..." (LT-Sebri, 1. 287-290, p. 28)

b Memo dengekî banê Ztne, qtza Beko Awan ldr. go: "Le, 16, xûşke, dilÊ.
min ly3" » ** <* 1ivan &

Ez 1 xerib im, nizanim riyan Û derbane. _

Xwedö heblna, bihure relate Cizîrê ktjan e? ...

Mem gave a call to Ztn, the daughter of Beko Awan, saying,
^0 sister, my htv* <« ""-.nspdWhmre accursed"

1 am a straneer 1 don't know the roads and ways.
ForVeSf»1«? which is [the way to] ford the Tigris Rrver?"

(LT-Sebrl, 1. 782-84, p. 74)

LT-Mişo: Memt got: "Xwalo, riilP min 1 liyan e;
tro dilft min bûye yataxa derd û kulane ...

Mem said, "Unde, rnyhrarttoacpwed;
Today my heart has become a den of gnef and sorrow .

y(LT-Mîşo, 1.638-39, p. 60)

ZK-2- a. FerRît dibê: "Mîrê mino, rfflfr min Byane, ....
Bila tro serê min bibe qurbana stiya Ztn û Mem6 Alane .

The ifreet said, "My mtr, my hfflrtjf)^1^^^L,, "
May my head be a sacrifice for Lady Ztn and Mem6 Alan.

tZK-2,p.68)

b. Dill* min Tlyane, rivane,
Memê-Ala û stiya Zîn bi hev fiistyane,
Tirs û saw û hêbeteke giran k'ete dilê wane,
Herdu ji xwefa li hev û dinê şaqis mane.

Iliyan/Hyan - 'grieving, afflicted, heavy (of heart)'
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Myhpart is accursed, accursed frisavy, hpavyl,

Memê Alan and Lady Zin became aware of each other,
Fear and awe entered their hearts,

They were amazed at themselves and at each other. (ZK-2, p. 69)

C Memê dfbê: "Bavo, dilê min li bêyel5

Dile min ledide, weke mewcê be'rêye,
Çiqa qtz û bûkê di bajare Muxurzemînêda hene, bêjine mm: bira, ezê ji

wanfa bêjfm: xuaye,

Ji xtna stîya Zîn li ser rûyê e'rdêye".

Memê said, "Father, my heart is wfndv,
My heart is swaying, like the waves ofthe sea,
As for the girls and brides of the city of Mukhurzemin, they

should an call me "brother,' and I shan call 'sister1
[An women] on the face of the earth except for Lady Ztn."

(ZK-2, p. 72)

AH the examples of this type of rhyme signalling device include the expression

my heart [dilê mm] plus a modifier such as [li be-] or [rr/an-] phis the copula is

|-(y)e]. The meaning of some of the modifiers, such as [li be-], is not altogether

dear1*. This RSD can either occupy the end of the verse, as in (LC-1) c, (LT-Sebrt)b.,

(LT-Mîşo), (ZK-2)a. & c, or the entire verse, as in (LC-l)a. & b., (ZK-2)b.^ As with the

RSD "10 6 bu ..." in OM, the rhyme of the subsequent verses is then fixed. In the

case of both LT informants (Mîşo and Sebrt), however, the rhyme sequence is -ane in

the verses preceding the RSD as wefl: in fact, the majority of both informants' verses

display this rhyme sequence.

Much of what Oskar Mann has to say regarding the folk poetics of the Mukri

Kurds holds true for Kurmanji folk poetry as well. Rhyme, usually feminine and

15ti Wye This phrase which appears also in Le Coo's versions collected in Zindrii in 1901, is obscure

It could te the preposition li + the oblique case of ba - "wind' + the copula -ye, meaning altogether

'it is from the wind.'

"At least not to me See th e preceding note

tffLT-Setrila can be considered in the latter category, since it is a quotation preceded by one word, bm
said | got!
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often impure, is the single most palpable criterion by which folk poetry may be

identified. Meter as we know it does not exist, syllable counts being a useful

substitute. Stanzaic divisions as Mann describes them, i.e., a group of bends or

verses exhibiting the same rhyme, often with paranetism in structure, seems to be

more common in the prose versions of Mem Û Ztn with sung verse insertions; in

the verse versions of the romance epic, I would replace the term 'stanza' with

rhymesequence, since the number of rhymed verses may be weH over the four-

verse limit observed by Mann. The rhyme sequences are often sigrcriled by a rhyme

signalling device [RSD].
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Oral-Formulaic Theory

Oral-Formulaic Theory was originally devised as a means of ascertaining

whether or not Homer's poetry was the produd of an oral - rather than written

tradition. Mifman Parry and Albert Bates Lord concaved the idea of studying a tiving

oral tradition, that of the Yugoslav epic songs (junacke pesme), to see to what extent it

resembled Homer's works. Their discovery is by now wen known: the formulaic

language of both the Andent Greek tradition and the living Yugoslav tradition is

indeed similar. Both exhibit formulaic structures on the level of the verse, the type-

scene, and the theme. Since the publication of Albert B. Lord's book The Singer of

lalfis in 1960, oral-formulaic theory has been applied to such literary traditions as Old

English poetry, Old French poetry, and Russian bytiny.

In applying oral-formulaic theory to M&Z, several darifications need to be

made at the outset. Firstly, the theory was originany developed by Parry and Lord as a

way of trying to prove that Homer's Qdyssayand JKad. were the compositions of an

oral bard. Whereas there was some doubt about the oral charader of the Andent

Greek, Old English, and Old French poems before they were examined in the light of

oral-formulaic theory, M&Z is, like the Yugoslav case, unquestionably a tiving oral

tradition.

Since there is no need to prove the oral nature of M&Z, it is tempting to

assume that the problems confronting anyone trying to reconstrud a performance of,

say, Song nf Roland in Old French, do not exist for a living tradition such as that

represented by M&Z. The frustrating fad is, however, that although the tradition of

redting the tragic love story of Mem û Ztn is entirely oral (Ehmedfe Xant's 17th

century literary poem is derived from this oral tradition), we possess nothing but text-

oriented transcriptions of oral performances. Beginning with the earliest version
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coneded by a Western scholar hi 1869 (PN) and continuing up to the version I

acquired on cassette tape in 1988 (MC-1), very tittle is known about the story of M&Z as

performance, or about the art of the dengbêjwho tell it. Nor do we have more than

one teffing by any single dengbêj. Hence, in spite of the twenty odd versions that

exist in print, and in spite of our total certainty as to the oral charader of the tradition

that spawned M&Z, anyone attempting a serious study of it is not much better off than

the scholar of such long-extind traditions as the Old English or Old French.

Whereas Homer's works, as well as the Old French, Old English, and other

traditions - whether epics, romances, or chansons de geste - are completely in verse,

the versions of M&Z can be divided into two categories. Some versions are primarily

in verse (PS, LC-1, OM, ZK-2, LT), but the majority of versions 1 have seen consist of

prose narration with sung verse inserted at key points in the story: this sung verse is

the most stable part of the story, and seems to be formulaic1. William Foxwen

Albright (1891-1971), the American Bible scholar, suggests in a discussion of the

posited poetic background of early Hebrew prose that "prose was frequently a

secondary form behind which lay a poetic version.2" If we assume that the versions of

M&Z in verse preserve the older, more archaic form of the story, and that the prose

versions are a more recent development, then M&Z may provide evidence in support

of Albright's thesis. Prym and Sodn (1890) believed that M&Z and other romances of

iThe two Neo-Aramaic (Turoyo) versions collected by Hellmut Ritter (HR-1 and HR-2) are entirely in
prose narrative, without any sung verse at all. We know from a passage by fitter's native assistant
Besim that HR-1 induded sung poetry in Kurdish, which he failed to record, m a personal
communication. Yona Sabar tdd me that he remembers tc 1970-1980) hearing the late Hayyo Qlmero
of Zakho, Iraqi Kurdistan, tell the story of Zin u-Mameri (as Mem Û 27n is known among the Jews of
Zakho) in Neo-Aramaic in prose, inserting sung verse in Kurdish at certain key pants

2Robert C Culley 'Oral Tradition and Bblical Studies,* Pral Tradition, 1 (1985), 30-65 reprinted in:
PaL&xmulaULlhWTy A Fdk1cre_Qsbgft. ed by ;*n Miles Fdey (New York and >«d«J^""»
Publishing Co, 1990), pp 189-225, esp. 199-200. The following two works by WE Albright are
mentioned there from, the P-one Age to Christianity (1957) and Yjihweh and tne,^' rf r

(1969)
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like genre "were originally composed in poetic form, i.e., they were originally epics.

For no. XXXI [=Mem Û Ztn] this is as good as certain; the epic became more and more

abbreviated in the mouth of the folk, and as far as the content is concerned/it was

even partially distorted, to the point where [something as garbled as the Neo-Aramaic

version in] Prym and Socin, Per Neu-Aramaeische Dialekt des Tûr 'Abdtn I (=PN)

could arise.3" Oskar Mann likewise suggested that M&Z and stories of its genre

originally consisted entirely of three-line stanzas.* Unfortunately, we have no oral

versions from before 1869, and the earliest versions we do have, from 1869 to just

after the turn of the century (PN, PS, HM, LC-1, LC-2, OM, GNa, SHa-1, SHa-2), exhibit

both verse and prose types. Due to the lack of evidence, it is difficult to prove or

disprove Prym and Sodn or Oskar Mann's hypotheses.

In applying oral-formulaic theory to M&Z, both verse and prose versions win

be considered. Although some of the literature on oral-formulaic theory sets a

minimum of two occurrences of a phrase (group of words) within one text as the

criterion for being considered a formula5, I have taken liberties with this stricture, as

will be seen below.

Three different contexts have been considered in examining the oral-formulaic

nature of M&Z:

1) Formulas occurring only once in a version, but with unmistakable

parallels in other versions;

^Albert Socin |& Euger. Pryml. 'Anhang: Die Form der kurdischen Poesin' in Kurffttftg SammhingfaT.
Eraahlungen und IJederin den Pialekten des Tfir ' Abdin und von Bohtan: a die Texte (St-Pêtersbourg :

Eggers et Cie, 1890), v. la, p. xix My translation.

40skar Mann. 'Enleitung ûber InhaJt und Form der ostkurdischen Vciksepik," in Die Muntiart Ctt
Mukri-Kurder, Kurdisch-Fersische Forschungen, i (Berlin : Georg Reimer, 1909), Bd 2, p. L.

5Jean Ritzke-Rutherford 'Formulaic Microstructure The Ouster,* in: The Alliterative MnrtB Arthurs
A RBaneamont of the Poam. Karl Heinz Collar ed. (Cambridge, England : DS Brewer, 1981), p. 71
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2) Formulas repeated more than once within one version;

3) Formulas shared between one or more versions of M&Z on the one

hand, and other stories belonging to the same genre (e.g., Xec Û Slyabend, Leyla Û

Mecrûm, Sêva Hadê, Zembîlfiros, etc.) on the other.

Because we do not possess more than one version of M&Z per dengbêjw are

limited as to what we can say about the style of any particular dengbêj Fortunately,

we do possess other orally composed texts colleded from some of the informants.

Hence, as a partial remedy to the problem at hand, 1 have examined other narratives

by some of these informants, in an attempt to isolate stylistic elements occurring both

in M&Z and in other stories they tell, that may be unique to one or another of them.

This may be considered a sub-set of 3) above.

In Albert B. Lord's book The Singer of Tales, the formula is defined as "a

group of words which is regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to

express a given essential idea*" A line or half line of epic poetry construded on the

pattern of formulas is called a formulaic expression . In a discussion of the formula

in a Middle English text, the Alliterative Morte Arthurs, Jean Ritzke-Rutherford

modifies Lord's definition of the formula by adding the condition that "two or more

occurrences in the same poem are necessary to identify a phrase as a formula.?"

She then proceeds to demonstrate how several formulas occurring together

repeatedly, in differing contexts, can be called a formula cluster*. Although I have

incorporated the latter term in my analysis, in adopting Parry and Lord's definition, I

Bates Lord. TUf Slnfir tf T*. Harvard Studies * ^f**" Ut^ ^SmKSS
MA : Harvard University Press, i960; reprint New York : Atheneum, 1968 et seq., repnnt narvaru

University Press. 1981), p. 30.

7Ktzke-Rutherford ibtcL.

SjfcicL PP " *
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have had to make some darifications. Kurdish folk poetry does not contain verses of

uniform length, unlike many of the poetic traditions of Europe and the Middle East: a

syllable count of the first set of parallels below (I.) shows that in every version each

line consists of a different number of syllables, the shortest containing seven syHables

(FK-2, third line; EP-1, fourth and sixth tines), and the longest containing a

phenomenal 26 syllables (ZK-1, fourth line)! Moreover, the formulas tend to be a fuH

line in length, rather than the one half-line which is the norm for the Alliterative

Mortp Arthure.

Ritzke-Rutherford's addition to Lord's definition does not hold for the

situation in Kurdish folk literature: although many of the formulas and formula

clusters I will be discussing appear onh/ once per version, the similarity of whole tines

across versions makes their traditionality and cognation abundantly dear. Perhaps the

real difference between the material that Ritzke-Rutherford is addressing in her

definition and that with which I am dealing is that she is treating orally-derived

written texts for which very limited numbers of versions are available, while 1 am

dealing with multiple versions of transcribed oral performances. I would like

therefore to present a definition of the formula which is applicable to a Kurdish oral

context, as follows:

A formula is a group of words, up to one whole line in length, which is
regularly employed to express a given essential idea One occurrence per
vereion of a poem is suffident to identify a phrase as a formula, provided that
the phrase in question has clear parallels in other versions. To qualify as a
formulaic duster, two or more formulas must co-occur at least two times in a

comparablecontext.

Furthermore, I would like to point out that such phrases as "Once upon a

time" and "They lived happily ever after" occur once per folktale, yet the accepted
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terms for them are, respectively, introdudory and concluding formula. Thus we see

that the term formula can refer to a group of words c*curring only once in a text,

provided that it has analogues in other texts, be they different versions of the same

story or different stories belonging to the same genre.

I will begin my examination of oral-formulaic theory in M&Z with the first of

the three contexts mentioned above, namely formulas occurring onh/ once in a

version, but with unmistakable paraHels in other versions. The first set of parallels 1

have chosen corresponds to B.1.A.1 in the motif chart, in which three birds, or fairies

dressed as birds [usually doves] ask God to send down a fourth dove's gaib for Lady

Zin'. The numbers in parentheses at the end of each line indicate the number of

syllables in the line.

I. Three doves ask God to send dnwn a fourth dove's garb for Ztn 1B.I.A.1]

(FK-1) Xwedêotubikîferware, (9)
p26l Libsê kevotkekê bikt xare, (10)

Em sisêne, Zînê bi mefa bikt care. (13)

God, you make a command.
Send down a dove's gown,
We are three, make Ztn [our] fourth.

(FK-2)
&293 Kevotkek dibfije, - Werin erne tsmekl xwedê serda bixûnin, em sisêne,

Dna k'elelş] Zîn-xatûn ser me bibe car.
Ewana distirên:

Ay rebt tu bikt ferware, (9)
Zlna mtr Sêvdtn ser me bikt care, (11)
Post jorda têne xare. (7)

One dove says, "Let us cast a divine spell, we are three, let lovely Lady Ztn be the
fourth."

'Motif F821.1.6. Dress of feathers
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They sing:

"0 Lord, you make a command,
Make Mtr Sevdtn's Ztn the fourth one of us,"
A doveskin came down from above.

(ZK-1) "Xwedêyo, tu bikt ferware, (9)

p 46 Libasektkewotka bikt xare, (11)
Em sisene, xatûn Ztna delal bive care, (14)
Sifieta nîvê şevê, şeherê Muxurzemtn,

p'encera Memê delalda bikt xare." (14 + 12 = 26)

"Oh God, you make a command.
Send down a dove's attire
We are three, lovely Lady Ztn will be the fourth,
At the hour of midnight, in the dry of Mukhurzemtn, set

her down at the window of Memfi delal."

(EP-1) -Yarebt, bikt ferware, (8)
16, p 185 Postekt kevotka bint xare, (10)

Em bi xwe sisêne-
Zînê ser me bikt care. (6 + 8 = 14)
Xadêdabû ferware, (7)

Postek iorda hate xare, (8)
Sehorl Dune care. (7)

"Oh Lord, make a command,
Bring down a dove's garment.
We ourselves are three,

Make Ztn the fourth one of us."
God made a command,

Plumage came down from above.

The three houris became four.

(SHa-l)lO brunt prj L)pui3>p djuuipuij,

p 2oi onuuit l|l:uii|np>i|Uij tfopinui prjU.ptu |»npuij

buiiT unutx ui, 2hXt ntfXumui prjpt auip ui:
Xodê bikira ferware, (8)
Fostê kevotka jorda bikira xare (12)
Em sisêne,- Zînê ijmefa [=ji mefa] bibe care. (13)

l"ln the original Armenian text, the sung poetry that appears throughout is given both in the original
Kurdish in Armenian characters and in Armenian translation. I have given the Kurdish both in

Armenian characters as printed in the text, and in an approximation of the same in Kurdish Hawar

orthography [in the Latin alphabetl.
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If God would make a command,
Send down a dove'sgarment from above,
We are three, may Zin be [our] fourth.

This set of parallel passages is a formulaic duster, as it can be further broken

down into three discrete formulas, each a full line in length, as foHows:

(FK-1) Xwedeotu bikt ferware, (9)
God, you make a command,

(FK-2) Ay rebttu bikt ferware, (9)
0 Lord, you make a command,

(ZK-1) Xwedeyo.tu bikt ferware, (9)
Oh God, you make a command,

(EP-1) Yarebt, bikt ferware, (8)

Xadêdabûferware, (7)
Oh God, make a command,

God made a command,

(SHa-1) Xodê bikira ferware, (8)
God, make a command,

b.
(FK-1) Libsê kevotkekê bikt xare, (10)

Send down a dove's gown,

(FK-2) Post jordatêne xare. (7) '
A doveskin came down from above.

(ZK-1) Libasekt kewotka bikt xare, (11)
Send down a dove's attire
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(EP-1) Fosteld kevotka bint xare, (10)

Postekjorda hate xare, (8)
Bring down a dove's garment,

Plumage came down from above,

(SHa-1) Poste kevotka jorda bikira xare (12)
Send down a dove's garment from above,

(FK-1) Em sisêne.Ztnêbimefa bikt care. (13) 	
We are three, make Ztn [our] fourth.

. . .em sisêne, bona k'elefş] Zîn-xatûn ser me bibe car. (16 - prose)

Zîna mtr Sêvdîn ser me bikt care, (1 1 )Ztna mtr Sevdtn ser me bita care, (ID

"...we are three, let lovely Lady Ztn be the fourth."

Make rnîr Sêvdtn's Ztn the fourth one of

us.

(ZK-1) Em sisêne.xatûn Ztna delal bive care, (14)
We are three, lovely Lady Ztn wffl be the

fourth,

(EP-1) Embixwesisêne-
Ztn6 ser me bikt care. (6 + 8=14)

Sêhorîbuneçare. (7)
We ourselves are three,

Make Ztn the fourth one of us.

The three houris became four.

(SHa-DEm sisêne, Zînê ijmefa [=ji mefal bibe çare. (13)
We are three, may Zin be [our] fourth.
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It is noteworthy that this duster of formulas appears only in versions of M&Z

in which Mem and Lady Ztn are brought together by three doves [B.I.A.1 in the motif

chart]. In versions in which they are brought together by jinn [B.I.A.2] or angels

[B. I.A.3], this passage is absent. It should also be noted that cognates also exist in SHa-2,

GNa, and EP-2, but they have been exduded from this textural analysis because the

original Kurdish has been lost: only Armenian translations of the two former

versions have been preserved, and the original Kurdish text of the latter version was

destroyed in the siege of Leningrad during World War II; we are fortunate to have

even the Russian translation of it.

The order of the lines is a.-b.-c. except in FK-2, in which the order is a.-c-b.

Because these tines appear together, and in a fairly fixed order, 1 have adopted Ritzke-

Rutherford's terminology, and refer to them as formula clusters although in the

context of M&Z we could also think of the formula dusters as individual poems,

dearly set off from the surrounding prose narrative.

Another anomaly in FK-2 is that formula c. appears first in the prose narration

leading up to the sung verse, and that the prose rendering of formula a is fuller than

the verse rendering of it. If we include the prose formula c, the order is c-a.-c.-b. The

situation we encounter in this passage is anomalous, because on the one hand, the

first appearance of formula c. is in a prose passage, yet on the other hand FK-2 is dearly

an oral traditional text. Perhaps this occurrence of formula c in prose should be seen

as a preamble to the formula cluster (i.e., poem) to follow.

Albert B. Lord tells us that "one cannot have formulas outside of oral

traditional verse ... If one discovers repeated phrases in texts known not to be oral
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traditional texts, then they should be called repeated phrases rather than formulas.11"

Paul Kiparsky contradicts this by asserting that

formulas should occur equaUy in oral poetry that uses relatively free metrical
schemata, and in oral prose. I think there is no question that all oral
literatures, not just those with tight meter, tend to be formulaic to some degree.
... Folktales are the most obvious example of formulaic language in oral prose.
An advantage of the grammar-based analysis proposed here is that the formula
in such forms of orafliterature can be defined in exadty the same way as for
Homer.1*

If we broaden Kiparsky's scope to indude all types of folk narrative, then

legends, myths, and romances such as M&Z would be included. As will be seen

repeatedly in this chapter, the consideration of formula in M&Z cannot be limited to

the poetic passages. Hence, I will side with Kiparsky on this matter, as against Lord.

In reference to the formula as defined by Ritzke-Rutherford, spedficany to the

requirement that a phrase appear a minimum of two times in the same poem in order

to be considered a formula, it could be argued that EP-1 meets that required minimum.

In this version the order is a.-b.-c-a.-b.-c If the first a.-b.-c duster constitutes a request

with the verbs in each line in the subjunctive mood, the second duster furnishes the

result, here an three verbs are in the simple past tense. The doubling is neatly paranel.

EP-1 is one of the more embeffished versions coneded: it was told by E'tare Şero, a fine

storytener who win be discussed more fully below. A talented singer "can shorten or

"Albert B Lord ' Perspectives on Recent Work on Oral Literature lexcerptedl,' in: Qral-Forrnulaic.
Therry A Folklore Casebook. John Miles Foley ed. (New York k London : Garland Publishing, Inc.
1990), p 46; reprinted from: Oral Tradition. 1 (1986), pp. 467-503.

12' Oral Poetry Some Linguistic and Typological Considerations.' in: Oral IJtgaUire and the ftmwla
ed. Ber.jamir, A Stdz and Richard S Shannon, 111 (Ann Arbor : Cent* for the Coordination of Ancient
and Modem Studies, The University of Michigan, c!976), pp. S7-8.
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lengthen his songs at wfll according to his artistic personality*": this type of paranel

structuring is one of the strategies he might use to extend a short song.

In examining each formula separately, it is possible to discern a structural

pattern for each. Formula a. consists of three elements:

101 God [yojulmaia a command
1 2 3

FJement#l consists of a word for ûx*Xwedê-Xadê-Xodêp4or Lord\reh\P.

often in a vocative form expressed with vocative partides [ay - yal or by adding a

vocative ending to the word God [Xwedêo - Xwedêyo].

Element #2 consists of a verb, in four cases out of six a second person singular

subjunctive form: make! l(tu) biktl In SHa-1, we have what appears to be a past

subjunctive form [bikira]. In the second EP-1 tine (the we have a simple

past tense form: inwlbûl: all the verbs begin with h

Element #3 is identical in all six instances: command[ferware].

As far as the number of syllables per line is concerned, FK-1, FK-2, and ZK-1

consist of nine syllables, the first EP-1 line (the 'request") and SHa-1 consist of eight

syllables, and the second EP-1 line consists of seven syllables. The spread between

seven and nine (7-9) syllables is not too significant: the average is 8.2. This verse and

13Maiij, Murko'The Singers and Their Epic Songs' i* ^^M^^ * ^ffgBl

iB, HJH.t duXXe si ode (Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honorê Champion, 1929), pp. 1 «.

l^The Persian cognate is khoda f*»

tSFrom Arabic rabbisJ - 'my lord' This is a specifically Islamic way of referring to God.
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the next are examples of what Oskar Mann meant by "a series of short verses,

averaging eight syllables per verse."

Formula b. is composed of five discernible elements, although some versions

only exhibit four of the five:

garment .oldoye from above make. down fddv.l
1 2 3 4 5

The first element is a word for garment [libsê - libasekl] or *iaw[p'ost - postê -

postekfi)]. The second, ofdove [kevotkekê - kewotka - kevotka] is absent in two out

of six instances. The third, from above [jorda] appears in three out of six instances:

in only one case (SHa-1) do elements two and three appear together.

The fourth element is a verb form: in three cases it is a second person singular

subjunctive [bikt - bint]; in one case it is a past subjunctive [bikira]. In three out of the

four cases mentioned thus far, the verb to do [kirin: bikt - bikira] appears. In the

other two cases, the verb tocome [hatin] is used, once in the present tense [tone] and

once in the past tense [hate]: moreover, the verb to bring[ar\\n: btnt] may be seen as a

causative form of the verb to come: i.e., to bring is to cause something to come. In

four out of six cases (the four subjunctives), the verb begins with h

The fifth element is again consistent throughout: down [xare].

The number of syllables per line varies considerably in the different versions of

formula b.: FK-2 has seven syllables, the second EP-1 has eight, FK-1 and the first EP-1

have ten each, ZK-1 has eleven syllables, and SHa-1 has twelve. The range between

seven and twelve is rather large: the average is 9.66.

Formula c. also consists of five elements:

..Zîn. for us make. four.
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12 3 4 5

The first element, we are three [em sisêne] occurs in four out of the six

instances: of these, one is the anomalous prose line in FK-2; in the first occurrence in

EP-1, the phrase ourselves [bi xwe] has been interpolated between »w?lem] and are

/ftreelsisenel. The verse counterpart to this line in FK-2 lacks this element, and the

second occurrence in EP-1 has simply threelssl

The second element appears as [Zine] in FK-1. the first EP-1. and SHa-1. In three

instances, Ztn appears with qualifiers: lovely lady Ztn [keleş Zîn-xatûn] in the prose

line in FK-2, mtr Sêvdtn's ZfnlZn mtr Sevdtn] in the verse line in FK-2. and

ladyZtn the lovely [xatûn Ztna detail in ZK-11*. In the second EP-1 line, houris

[horll does duty for Ztn.

The third element, a prepositional phrase, is hard to render titerany in good

English. For the purposes of this analysis, a literal translation will be used. On us

[ser me] occurs three times, in both the prose and verse lines of FK-2, and in the first

EF-1 line; with us [bi mera] occurs once, in FK-1; and to us [ijmefa] also occurs once,

in SHa-1. This element is lacking in ZK-1 and in the second EP-1 line.

The fourth element is the second person singular subjunctive mayyou make

[bikt] three times: in FK-1, the verse line of FK-2, and the first EP-1 line. It is the third

person singular subjunctive let her become [bibe - bive] three times: [bibe] in the

prose line of FK-2 and in SHa-1, and [bive] in ZK-1. In the second EP-1 line, the verb is

theybecame [bûne]. Once again, all the verbs begin with h

Asin the preceding two lines, the final element is uniform: four [çare]. The

only deviation is in the prose line of FK-2, where the form is [car] rather than [care]. In

l»It will be seen below that Zin the lovely I2na detail is another type of formula, consisting of a

proper noun plus epithet
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normal speech, the word for four in Kurdish is in fad car the additional -^occurring

in [ferwarel, [xare], and [care] is part of the poetic convention of predominant feminine

rhyme outlined above by Oskar Mann.

As for the number of syHables in this line, the second EP-1 tine is the shortest,

counting only seven syllables. The other parallels resemble each other more dosety in

this regard: the verse line of FK-2 consists of eleven syllables; FK-1 and SHa-1 consist

of thirteen; and ZK-1 and the first EP-1 line consist of fourteen. The prose tine of FK-2

adds an additional word, in order /otbona], and consists of sixteen syllables. The

average is 14.666. The line consisting of 26 syllables mentioned above is from an

additional line in ZK-1, which has no cognates in the other versions, although it

coinddes with the last two elements of our line b.-. you make down (=you send

down) [bikt xare].

As far as geographical distribution is concerned, the following chart shows that

all the versions exhibiting this formula duster come from one continuous area,

comprised of Soviet Armenia and the area contiguous to it across the border in

Eastern Turkey1?. SHa-2 and GNa have been included, although they deariy contain

the formulas in question, their exad form in uncertain, since for these versions only

the Armenian translation of the Kurdish original is available. EP-2 was excluded,

because too little information is available about it: neither the name of the informant

nor where or when it was collected is known, nor by whom. Moreover, onh/ a

Russian translation of the original Kurdish exists. T - Turkey; SA = Soviet Armenia.

With the exception of SHa-2, all of these versions are prose narrations with sung verse

insertions: the Armenian translation of SHa-2 is entirely in verse, and a note at the

beginning states that "with [the informant's! and Kisag Nalbandian's help, S. Haykuni

tfSee map (Figure 7a) in Chapter Sevan.
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translated Onbashi Mehon's version into Armenian, trying to preserve the poetic

texture of the original."

Version

SHa-1

SHa-2

GNa

FK-2

FK-1

EP-1

ZK-1

Informant

Oskan Ohanian

Onbashi

Mehon

? [a Kurd]

Fekoe Mraz

XudoêQaşo

E'tarê Şero

E'gttê Tear

Date

1904

1904

1904

1926

pre 1936

1955

1963

Race

Şemsettin,

Van. T

Van, T

Beskirt, Agn, T

Gozeldere,

Axbaran, SA

K'arvanserê,

Axbaran, SA

Nork, Erevan,

SA

Stçanlû

(-Avtona),

Tattn. SA

Conedor

S. Haykuni

S. Haykuni

G. Nzhdehian

E. E'vdal

E. E'vdal

Hajie Jndi

?Ordîxanê Ceffl

The second formula duster to be examined is also from the beginning of the

story of M&Z. This time, however, I have chosen formulas which exist only in

versions told entirely in verse: the versions are LC-1, LC-2, LT, and ZK-2. Of these,

only LC-1 and ZK-2 are fully translated and integrated into the motif chart. My

reasons for excluding LT are discussed elsewhere: in the present analysis, only parts of
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LT taken from Lescot's informant from Mardin, Sebrt, are in question. LC-2 was

collected in the same place and at approximately the same time as LC-1.

II. Childless rulers and the arrival of the Fflast rrf the Sacrifice [A.2]

(ZK-2)
Rojekê ji fojê xudane, (9)
Bi ser vt bajarê hade hart e'ydeke mazin [sic], eydeke qurbane. (21)
Xwarzt diçûne male xalane, (10)
Birazt diçûne male apane, (11)
Bûk derk'etin ji male xezûrane, (11)
Berexwedanemaltbavane, (10)
iixoraçûnezeyane, (8)

herse milûkê ha k'urde wan tore, ware wan undane, (18)

One day (of God's days),
A great feast came over this city, the Feast of the Sacrifice-
[66] Nephews went to visit their undes,
Nieces went to visit their aunts18,
Brides left the homes of their fathers-in-law,
Headed for the homes of their fathers,
And went to visit their parents-
There were three noblemen whose luck was dry, whose houses were

empty,

(LT-Sebrt)

RojekêjirojêXwedê.biserwandehativeEydê Qurbanê, (20)
Xwarzt diherin male xalane, (10)
û brazJ diherin male apane. (11)
Elî begê, Emer begê û Elmaz begê derketine seryazlixane. (22)
Ji xwe re li hev nerîn û giriyane, (12)

(15)Digotin: "Gelî birano, em si bira ne. (13)
Emre me şêst in, dikevin şêst û pêncane. (13)
Rebê Alemê daye me male girane. (13)
Emêwarocaxêkordûndane. (10)
Rojekê ji rojê Xwedê, emê serê xwe deynin diyarê rehmetê, axê gorane. (ZOJ

One day (of God's days), the Feast of the Sacrifice comes upon them,
Nephews go to visit their uncles,

18» lit. 'Sisters' sons went to visit their mothers' brothers, /

Brothers' sons wont to visit their fathers' brothers"
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Nieces go to visit their aunts,1'
Alt beg, Emir beg, and Elmaz beg went out onto their balcony.

(15)They looked at each other and [started to] cry.
Saying, "Brothers, we are three brothers,
We are sixty going on sixty five.
The Lord of the world has given us much wealth,
[But] we are without descendants or heirs.
One day (of God's days) we will go to rest in the kingdom of mercy, m

the dust of the grave..."

(LC-1)

P lakin sa bage vt bazari hSna harse beraye havin amma aulad timnen
köre kor ogaytn wSrwandane (34)

röeke [5] la bin rûye xudê la bazari moyribe pfêng Id gastine hav yak Ida

ansarane (30)
yak Ida yahûdiane (8)
yagzi Ida mustimanane (9)
yagzi röya gulûs hûmayun yagzi röya nabia wa enbia röya Ina Ida

paiyambarane (31)
v3 harsê bagana padisahi moyribiane (15)
bad'arketin sar taxti sultana sera tamase kirin la ahall moyribiane (26)
sakfrin harkasiki xêru wa xairat deharine sar male bavane (22)
buka ba dasti auladixa grrtin deharin sar mati bavane (20)

lawikl cardah salt suar debone [10] la haspane (16)

But there are three begs in this dty, all three are brothers; they have no
children, their households are empty, their lineage is lost.

One day [5] in the dty of Mughrib five holidays coindded, one an eedof
the Christians,

One an eed of the Jews,
And one an eed of the Muslims, 	
One the day of the imperial session, and one the day of the rropnets,

Friday, Eed of the Seers,
All three begs, the rulers of Mughrib
[Sat] on their imperial thrones watching the people of Mughnb,
Hearing everyone going to visit their father's house in goodness,
Young wives took hold of their children's hands and went to their

father's house,
Fourteen year-old boys mounted [10] their horses,

(LC-2)
p. S3, 1 1-4

sav dahate Idanû arafatane (1 2)
la bazarimoyribê pêdebûnasaberane (15)

köre kör ögaye war wandane. . . (10)

19See note #18 above at the parallel passage in ZK-2.
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The evening of the Festival of Arafat^0 came around.
In the City of Mughrib three were brothers,
Their households empty, their lineage lost.

From the preceding passages, three sets of formulas can be discerned, as

foHows:

a. (ZK-2) Rojekêjifojêxudane, (9)
Bi ser vî bajarê hade hart eVdeke mazm, eydeke qurbane. (21)

One day (of God's days),
A great feast came over this dty, the Feast of the Sacrifice-

(LT-Sebrî) RoiekêiirojêXwedê.biserwande native Eydê Qurbane, (20)
One day (of God's days), the Feast of the Sacrifice comes upon

them,

(LC-1 ) röeke la bfn rûye xudê la bazari moyribe pfêng Id gastine hav
yak Ida ansarane (30)

yak Ida yahudiane (8)
yagzi Ida muslimanane (9)
yagzi roya gulus humayun yagzi röya nabia wa enbia röya Ina
Ida paryambarane (31)

One day in the dty of Mughrib five holidays coincided, one an

eeaoi the Christians,

One an eed of the Jews,
And one an eed of the Muslims,
One the day of the imperial session, and one the day of the

Prophets, Friday, Eed of the Seers,

[(LC-2) sav dahate Idano arafatane (12)
The evening of the Festival of Arafat came around,!

b(ZK-2) Xwarzî diçûne male xalane, (10)
Birazî diçûne male apane, (11)
Bûk derk'etin ji mall xezûrane, (11)

20i.e. the Feast of the Sacrifice, also known as the Feast of Immolation, the most important festival
in Islam, connected with the hajj or pilgrimage to Mecca.
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Berêxwedane matt bavane, (10)
Ji xofa çûne zeyane, (8)

Nephews went to visit their undes.
Nieces went to visit their aunts21,
Brides left the homes of their fathers-in-law,
Headed for the homes of their fathers,
And went to visit their parents-

(LT-Sebrt) Xwarzt diherin male xalane, (10)
û brazt diherin male apane. (11)

Nephews go to visit their undes,
Nieces go to visit their aunts,

(LC-1) sakirin harkasiki xeru wa xairat deharine sar male bavane (22)
bûka ba dasti auladrxa girtin deharin sar mall bavane (20)

Hearing everyone going to visit their father's house in goodness,
Young wives took hold of their children's hands and went to

their father's house,

c. (ZK-2) Ev hersê milûkê ha kHrrdê wan kore, ware wan undane, (18)
There were three noblemen whose hick was dry, whose houses

were empty,

(LT-Sebrî) Emê warocax ê kordûnda ne. (10)
We are without descendants or heirs.

(LC-1 ) lakin sa bage vi bazari hana harsê beraye havin amma aulad
rûnnen köre kör ogayin wafwandane (34)

But there are three begs in this dty, all three are brothers; they
have no children, their households are empty, their lineage
is lost.

(LC-2) köre körögaye war wandane... (10)
Their households empty, their lineage lost.

One feature common to all these versions is their end rhyme, which in all the

versions in question is consistently in -ane These versions are almost entirely in

^This is not a literal translation lit sons went to visit their mothers' brothers, / Brothers'
sons went to visit their fathers' brothers'
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verse, and the uniform rhyme continues for long periods^. The ending -ane appears

most often as the plural of the oblique case of nouns, as is generally the case in

formulas a. and b. above; at other times, it may consist of a word ending in -a phis the

suffix -ne, which either serves as the plural copula (=we/you/they are), as fn formula

c above, or performs no other function than to preserve the rhyme. As mentioned

above in the section on poetics, Oskar Mann offered the convmdng explanation that

this can be accounted for by the predominance of feminine rhyme in Kurdish folk

poetry. Whereas in ZK-2 and LTthe verses are arranged on the page in verses ending

in -ane, in LC-1 and LC-2 the original text consists of one undifferentiated paragraph.

I have taken the liberty of arranging the verses on the analogy of ZK-2 and LT, with

each line ending in -anekor the appropriate end rhyme), so that visually it is easy to

discern where each line of verse ends.

Formula a. is fully attested only in ZK-2, LT, and LC-1: LC-2 has only a vague

analogue, as will be seen. The formula can be reduced to the following constituent

elements:

one day ofGod's days onto the city came a great festival
1 2 3 4

LT provides the ideal pattern for this formula. In ZK-2, the formula is realized

as two consecutive verses, with element #1 as the first, and elements #2, #3, and #4 as

the second verse: both fix/Ixudanep and sacriffcelqvabane] end in -ane. LC-1 is

extraordinarily embellished at this point, featuring five enumerated festivals where

the other versions have only one: the enumeration is not part of the formula.

"i e, for many pages in a printed text. See discussion above in section on poetics.

^Hcre we have the noun Xoda I God] plus a grammatically meaningless -ne which performs no other
function than to preserve the rhyme
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Whereas ZK-2 extends the formula over two verses, in LC-1 it makes up less than one

whole verse, or 23 Cables out of 30 total: the remaining seven syllables, which

consist of the first of the five festivals to be enumerated, furnish the rhymed syllable

-ane which ends the verse. Moreover, hi LC-1 element #3 arrived at each other

-coincided [gastine havl is preceded byelement #4 five eeds ffestivatsA^an% Id].

Although LC-2 can be said to lack this formula, the line The evening of the

Festival ofArafat came around [sav dahate Idanû arafatane] seems to vaguer/

parallel the elements outlined above, as fonows:

sav dahate Idanu arafatane
The evening came rWivfils and Arafats

1 3 4

Here the second element is lacking; the first is a time expression, but a different

one from what appears in the other versions. The fourth element of LC-2 is a

paraphrase of its parallel elsewhere. Whereas in LC-1 a one-line formula is expanded

into four lines, in LC-2 only one line occurs, and it makes only a vague allusion to the

formula and its motif. In endeavouring to explain this, I would like to suggest that

LC-2 was told by a less-skilled informant than LC-1, and that this truncated line is as a

whole representative of LC-2, which is a relatively short version.

The number of syllables in this formula in LT is 20; in ZK-2, the first line

consists of 9. the second of 21 syllables (30 syllables all told); in LC-1, the line consists of

30 syHables, only the first 23 of which belong to the formula in question. The parallel

passage in LC-2 has only 12 syllables. This formula tends to be relatively long, 20

syllables or more: if the passage in LC-2 is included, it is conspicuously short, partly

because it lacks one of the constituent elements of the formula, element #2.
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What I have designated as b. is actually a series of enumerations consisting of

several verses displaying the same formulaic pattern, and I shall therefore consider

them together as a unit. This is reminiscent of what Rrtzke-Rutherford calls

formulaic system defined as

a group of half-lines, usually loosely related metricaHy and semantically, which
are related in form by the identical relative placement of two elements24

If we remove the limitation of 'a group of half-lines,' the definition describes

the phenomenon at hand. The pattern is as follows:

(A relafivel goes to the house of [a relattvel
1 ^T 3 4

The first two verses of ZK-2 are dearly cognate to LT; the third and fourth

verses of ZK-2 bear similarities to LC-1. LT and LC-1 do not share any of the same

cognate verses, although their patterns are similar. There are only two differences

between the verses common to ZK-2 and LT: 1) The tense of the verb is different. ZK-2

having the past continuous they were going [diçûne] where LT has the (irregular)

present tense they go [diherin]; and 2) The second line of LT begins with the

conjundion and Id].

The pattern outlined above requires some adjustments to fit LC-1. First of all,

the first verse begins with an additional element, the verb they heard (that...)

[sakirin ]; secondly, element #1 in the pattern is replaced by a pronoun everyone of

[harkasiki ] and its modifiers goodness andgood things [xêru wa xairat]; thirdly,

the second verse adds an element between #1 and #2: by the hands of their

^Donald K Fry, Jr., Aesthetic Applications of Oral-Formulair, Theory; lutiiih. 199-216a Dissertation
(Berkeley University of California), p36, as quoted in: Ktzke-RuthBrford ibd, p 72.
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children they took* they took their children by the hand [ba dastJ auladfca gtrtfn],

so that the subjed, element #1, has two verb complements, one a transitive past tense

verb they /oeufrlgirtin ] and one a present tense intransitive verb theygo [deharin ].

Verses three and four of ZK-2 also contain a shared subjed brides = daughters-in-law

Ibûk] with two verb complements, theycame out [derk'etin] in line three, and they

Aca«/«/irw[berexwedane]in line four: hence element #1 is not repeated in line

four, and is therefore absent. Consequently, ZK-2 and LC-1 share the word brides

[bûk - bûka] and elements #3 and #4 their fathers' houses [malt bavane - sar

mali/male bavane].

Hence, while the similarity between the verses in ZK-2 and LT is readily

apparent, the relationship between ZK-2 and LC-1 requires some explanation. The

same is true of the syllable count: both ZK-2 and LT have ten or eleven syHables in

each verse, whereas the verses in LC-1 are considerably longer, containing twenty to

twenty two syllables each.

Formulas a. and b. are logically related, and co-occur in the same order in all

three versions2*. Formula c, while part of the same general theme, is not as tightly

connected to the preceding two formulas, following them in three cases (ZK-2, LT, and

LC-2), preceding them in one (LC-1). The underlying pattern is*:

With one's hearth blind with one's enrampment lost
1 2

^excluding LC-2, which lacks formula h altogether.

2*1 have translated the idioms literally for the purposes of the analysis Bind of hearth
Ikorccaxl actually means 'childless,' and lost of «7crar/m«w/ Iwarwundal means 'extinct in

speaking cf a family line
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In LT, the dengbêjseems to have made a slip of the tongue, saying [warocax 6

kordûnda], transposing the first element in each of the two expressions, where he

probably meant to say ['korocax ê war wunda]. [Warocax] means "dwelling" or

and [kordûnda] yields no meaning in the dictionaries I consulted. In ZK-

2, the first element is their Kurd is blind [k'urde wan tore], which is explained as

meaning "unfortunate." If we replaced [k'urd] with locaxi we would have basicaHy

the same expression as in LC-1 and LC-2.

One curious point about this formula is that it can take up the entire line, as in

LC-2, or just part of the line, as in LC-1. In ZK-2 and LT, there is one element

preceding element #1: in ZK-2 it is these three rulers\ev hersê mitûke ha], a noun

and its modifiers , and in LT it is »«?[em- + -el, a pronoun plus an untranslatable

complement. The formula itself tends to consist of anywhere from eight or eleven

syllables. In LC-2 the verse is ten syllables long; in LC-1, the last ten syllables of the 34

in the verse make up the formula. In ZK-2, the final eleven of the eighteen syllables

in the verse constitute the formula, and in LT, a ten-syllable verse, the formula

includes all but the first two syllables (i.e., the formula makes up eight of the ten

syllables).

The geographic distribution of the versions of M&Z which feature these

formulas is indicated in the following chart2?. Although all the versions come from

the same general area, LT-Sebri and ZK-2 are from the two adjacent provinces of

Mardin and Diyarbekir, making them closer to each other than either is to the

versions from Zindrli in what is now the western part of the province of Gaziantep.

LC-1 and LC-2 are unique in that they were colleded by Le Coq from two men from the

27See also map (Rgure 7a) in Chapter Seven.
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same village: the similarities between them give us some dues as to a regional

oicotype, i.e., the form the story of M&Z assumes in a particular geographical area2*.

Version

LC-1

LC-2

LT-Sebri

ZK-2

!

Informant

Ja'far Oglu

Seidi Biya

Alt Gawande

Dalika

Sebrt

Ohanyan Israel

Date

1901

1901

C1940

1970

Place

Zindrii (or

Kitis?).

Gaziantep, T

Zindrii (or

Kitis?).

Gaziantep. T

Mardin. T

Hiznemtr,

Divarbelcir, T29

Conedor

Albert von Le

Coq

Albert von Le

Coq

RoeerLescot

Ordtxanfi Celtl?

The second of the three contexts I will examine is that in which formulas are

repeated more than once within one version. This phenomenon is to be found in all

Kurdish language versions that I have read. The formula duster examined below

occurs several times within a single version, while having parallels in other versions

as well.

^As will be seen in Chapter Seven, LT-Sebrt and ZK-2 belong to the central zone, while LC-1 and LC-2
are in the western zone, vis-a-vis the geographical spread of M&Z

^Although this version was collected in Soviet Armenia, the informant, an Armenian named Ohanyan
Israel, was born in 1910 in the village of Hiznemtr in the province of Diyarbekir, and lived there
until age 17, when he fled with his family across the border to Qamîşlî, Syria He remained there
until 1966, when he moved with his family to the sovkhoz of Attentive] in the district of Taltn,
Soviet Armenia According to the notes at the back of 7rtr°(ftina K'urda Ohanyan Israel learned his
material from Yahoê Mistê QulQ a Kurd from the village of Bolind, adjacent to Hiznemir

(between 1910 and 1927)
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The fonowing are the repeated passages within each version. The first seven

occurrences (three from PS, three from ZK-3, and one from ZK-2) indude the

formulaic phrase "a newborn dove", while the remaining fifteen occurrences lack it.

Nevertheless, the two sub-groups are obviously cognate, because: a) they are used at

the same points in the story; and b) there are formulaic phrases other than the

aforementioned one which are common to both sub-groups. This suggests that in a

formula duster, not all of the constituent formulas need be present.

Ill IWriprinnnfZin

(PS)a had zina zt)va zfna, (7)
p 74, i 7-8 au kavöka nu-farhfiia, (8)

au huska mire-mina mir zddftia. (11)
Zin is just Zin,
A newborn dove,
The sister of my Mir Zeidin.

(PS)b yadi au buhva zina (7)
p7S, i 9-n au kavoka'nu-farhlna, (8)

au huska mir zeidina. (7)
The other one is Zin herself,

A newborn dove,
The sister of Mir Zddin.

(PS)c bö-cênabêziyarka-minzina, (10)
p8dl 8-9 au kavöka nû-farhina, (8)

huska mîrê-mina mir zeidina. (10) .._.«.
Why don't you say your beloved is Zin*1,

The newborn dove.
Sister of my prince, Mir Zeidiw

(ZK-3)a Dibe.ew stiya Zine, (7)
P9i Kewoka nû ferxtne, (7)

Xuyêt'ac,e'mbarêzêf!ne, (9)
Xuka mtr Zêydîne, (6)
Domama Qeret'ajdtne, (8)

30«lit Why don't you say, 'My beloved is Zin ... *
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Welat û memlek'ete wênekê li Qztra Bota dimlne. (19)
[He says,] this is Sttya Ztn,

A new-born dove,
Possessed of a crown of golden amber,
The sister of mtr Zeydtn,

The cousin of Qeretajdtn,
Her native land is Jiztra Botan.

(ZK-3)b* Ewa pêşî to tu dibînî, jêfa dibêiin sttya Zîne, (18)
pl05 kewoka nû ferxtne, (7)

xayet'acûe'mbarezêrtne, (105

xuka mtr Z6ydtne, (6)
domama Qeret'ajdtne (8) ,...-.

Do you see the one in front? They can her Lady Ztn,

a new-bom dove,
possessed of a crown ofgolden amber,

the sister of mtr Zêydtn,
the cousin of Qeretajdtn

(ZK-3)c Memo dibeje: "Ya mîrê min. wel, to Bek'o digorl, (16)
p.108 Pefîya dilê min disott, (9)

Muhuba dilê min to heye, jêfa dibêjin Zîne, (16)
Kewokeke nû ferxtne, (8)
Xuka mtr Zeydtne, (6)
Domama Qeret'ajdtne." (8)

He says, "My mlr, what Beko says
Has me quite upset

I do have a beloved, they call her Ztn,

A new-bom dove,
The sister of mtr Zeydtn,
The cousin of Qeretajdtn."

(ZK-2)a Memfi dibê: "Beko, ya min Ztne, Zîne Û Ztne, (15)
p8l Kevokeke nû ferxtne, (8)

Waye, xu ji navkê û bi jorva ji mifa di p'encerêda derttne, (21)
Ji ek'sê te û bavê tefa, xuka mîrê te mtr Zeydtne." (18)

Memê said, "Beko, the one I want is Ztn, it's Ztn and it s
Ztn,

A newborn dove, she's gazing down at me through the
window screen,

* Attestations marked with an asterisk occur in the text as if they were prose i.e., they are not
originally aligned on the printed page in separate verses, but rather appear as part of a prose passage
1 have taken the liberty of arranging them so that the individual verses are easily discernible; the
first word of each verse remains in lower case as in the original attestation.
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Unlike you and your father, she's the sister of your prince
Mtr,"" "" "
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jut father,

Zêydtn.'

(ZK-2)b Mem6 dibê: "Qeret'ajdtn, tiştê to dile min dixast sttya Ztne, (16)
p80 Xua mtr Zeydtne,* (5 or 6)

Memê said, "Qeretajdtn, the one I wanted was Lady Ztn,
The sister of Mtr Zeydtn,"

l(HM)a az zanim dargestîja ta ktje. hwaska mir savdtna (prose: 16)
P6 I know who your betrothed is. It is the sister of mtr

Sevdia]

(HM)b

plO

arêlölöbaköawanö. (9)

ta swtr u mişhaf le-bar me d'-anino. (11)

hode ;alamê :' sunSja dûste me tuninö, (14)
i'-halafê jeki . navê wi zinêja. (11)
qtzahatunêqaratazdîna, (10)

hwaska mtr savdtna... " (6)
"Yes lo lo o Bako Awano.
You placed sword and Koran before me.
God knows that I don't have a herd of lovers,

There is only one: her name is Zinê.
She is the daughter of the lady of Qaratajdin,
The sister of mlr Sevdln."

(LC-l)a min pirs lor av qiza kîe dugö qiza miri'azlm (16)

p39, H25-8 xQûka mir zandin (6)
dutmama hasan cakö qumsi-bakû qaratasdine (1 6)
navixa dilbar zine ...' (7)

I asked, "Whose daughter is she?1
They said, 'She is the daughter of Mtr 'Azîm,
the sister of Mtr Zendin,
the first cousin of Hasan-Cheko, Qumst-Beko,

Qaratashdln,

Her name is Dilber Ztn.'

(17)
(LC-l)b ztne gö dilimin dine (8)
p.40, 1.175-6 pismame min hasan cakö qumsi bakû qaratasdine

bavee min mir'azime (7 or 8)
ber3y% min mlr zandine (8 or 9)
ba mûra dewên dilbar zine" (9)

Ztn said, " Dilimin dine,
My cousins are Hasan-Cheko, Qumsi Beku, Qaratashdln,

My father is Mir 'Azîm,
My brother is Mtr Zendtn,
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They caU me Dilber Zin,"

(SHa-l)a bui U.nt tuiq. r^Qpttuiq,/ \m t04pui.

p203 xtuiit uj> ft^t*, aK"1 ""hn utLW,^fc-
XuiLkui ITpp UiRUiuUij, iltLP *qhp Po|»ufl.uij,

ZuTvuij 2K»-t aui\q.hT.uij.
Ya ku ez dixwazim na li vra (9)
Nave wê Ztnek, qtza Mtr Sevdtn e, (11)
Nevtya Mtr Atlas e, veil Ciztr Botane, (14)
Şaneştnê fengtne. (7) 	

The one whom 1 want is not her.
Her name is Ztn, she is the daughter of Mtr Sevdtn,
She is the granddaughter of Mtr Atlas, the governor of

JeziraBohtan,

The colorful capital.

(SHa-Db buipui ITuiJ't |»uip>na RhX ui.
P214 b»24«« ""hP UBLinhti ui, aH"1 ""PP frUKruipT. oi,

XuiLhui IThp urn>l.uiu w,

«ltlj» 2WVUI 2h^ul Gn-tHM" "».
Yara Memê xatûn Ztn e. (8)
Xûşka Mtr Sevdtn e, qtza Mtr Tajdtn e, (12)
Nevtya Mtr Atlas e, (7)
Velî şaneşîna rengtne. (9)

Mem's beloved is Lady Ztn
She is the sister of Mtr Sevdtn, the daughter of Mr

Tajdtn,
She is the granddaughter of Mtr Atlas,
The governor of the colorful capital.

(FK-2)a Ya ez dibêm ew xewn rojek nine (10)
n 29< Ya ez dibem ew Ztne, qtza mlr Sêvdlne. (13)

Baltûza Ç'ekan-Qeret'aidîne. 10
Yaezdibêm.ewqtzekebûklne, 11)

Bejna xweba kaxezekt hêşîne, (11)
Tin-pectye w6 nermike-mtimipane. UJ)
Qyê wê Ciztre.ew qtza mtr Sevdtne. (13)

The one I speak of is no daydream,

The one I speak of is Ztn, the daughter of mtr Sevdtn,
The sister-in-law of Chekan and Qeretajdln.

The one I speak of is a bride-like girt,
Her waist is [as thin as] a green leaf,
Her fingers are soft and tender,
She lives hi Jiztra, she is the daughter of mtr Sevdtn.
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(FK-2)b* . . .[dibê:] ya ez dibêm, ew xatûn Ztne, (11 or 9)
P 295 dye we dixazin, Ciztra Botane, (12)

ew qtza mtr Sevdtne, (7)
baltuza Qeret'ajdtne. (8)

. . .he says, The one I speak of is Lady Ztn,
if you ask where she lives, [it is] Jiztra Bota,
she is the daughter of mlr Sevdtn
[and] the sister-in-law of Qeretajdtn."

(FK-2)c Ya ez dibêm, canikeke bûkîne, (11)
p295 Bejnêda k'axezekt hêşîne, (10)

Navê wê k'eleş xatûn Ztne. (9)

Bi xwe qtza mtr Sevdtne, (8)
Ewbûka Qeret'ajdtne, (8)
Oy6 w6 Gztra Botane." (9)

The one I speak of is a tender bride,
Her waist [is as thin as] a green leaf,
Her name is lovely Lady Ztn.

She's the daughter of mtr Sêvdtn,
The [future] sister-in-law of Qeretajdtn,
She lives in Jiztra Botan."

(FK-l)a* -Ez Zîn-xarûnim, qtza mtr Zêvdînim, (11)
p.262 xûşka mlr Sêvdînim, (6)

nevta mtr Etlesim, ji Gztra Bota me, xwedana kocik sere rengtnim, (24)

k'exbe hêşînim, (5)
eeer rast dibêjî ez bûka Qere-Tajdinim." (14)

"I'm Lady Ztn, daughter of Mtr Z6vdtn,
sister of Mtr Sevdtn,
granddaughter of Mtr Atlas, from Jiztra Bota, owner of a

many-coloredpalace,

[and] a green gown;
if you speak truthfully, I'm the sister-rn-law-to-be of

Qeretazhdin."

(FK-1 )b Ya ez dibêm xarûn Ztne, (8)
p.265 Qiza mtr Zêvdîne, (6)

Xûşka mtr Sevdtne, (6)
Ew Gzîrê dimîne. (7)

Koçkada t'imê dimîne, (8)

Ew li vira nîne, (6)
Bûka E'fîn-Qeret'ajdîne, (9)
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Dest gjrtta Ç'eklne, (6)
Xweya k'exbê hêşîne." (7)

The one I want is Lady Ztn,
The daughter of Mtr Zêvdtn,
The sister of Mir Sêvdin,
Who lives in Jiztra.

She lives in a palace,
She isn't here,
The sister-in-law of Efin and Qeretazhdin,
The fiancee of Chekin,
She wears a green gown."

(FK-l)c Memê: -Belrir, yara min ew nine, (10)
p.285 Yara mm xatûn Ztne, (7)

Qtza mtr Zêvdîne, (6)
Xûşka mtr Sêvdlne, (6)
Xudanek'exbehêştne, (8)
Dîsa dibêm, xatûn Ztne." (8) . . _.

Mem: "Beko, that one isn't my beloved.
My beloved is Lady Ztn,
The daughter of mlr Zevdtn.
The sister of mtr Sêvdtn,
Owner of a green gown,
111 say it again, it's Lady Ztn."

(ZK-l)a* Ez qtza mtr Sêvdînim, (7)
P47 ji şeherê Gztra Bota, bûka Qeret'ajdtnim, (16)

dergîstîya Ç'ekanim, xweye k'exbê hêştnim... (14)
I am the daughter of mtr Sevdtn,
from the dty of Jiztra Bota, I am the sister-in-law of

Qeretajdtn,
the betrothed of Chekan, I am the owner of the green

gown...

(ZK-1 )b Memê go: "Qiza weztr, ewa, dile mm dihebtne, (1 6)
p.49 Ew li vir nine, (5)

Li Gztra Bota dimtne, (9)
Ew qtza mtr Sevdtne, (7)
Buka Qeret'ajdtne, (7)
Ew dergtstiya C'ektn - şêrê zemtne, (12)
Xweya k'exbehêştne, (7)
Navê wê nazik, xatûn Ztne, (9)
Gelekênolaweqetfengûruyêwênabîne". (15)

Mem said, "Vizier's daughter, the one my heart loves,
She is not here,
She lives in Jiztra Bota,
She's the daughter of mtr Sevdtn,
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The sister-in-law of Qeretajdtn,
The betrothed of Chekan - lion of the earth,
She has a green gown,

The name of this beauty is Lady Ztn,
The likes of you win never see ner color or face.

This formula duster consists of the foHowing constituent formulas:

a) Hername is Ztn (or. Mem's beloved is Lady Ztn);

b) A newborn dove (first seven occurrences only);

c) She is the daughter (or sister) of Mtr Sevdtn (plus enumerations of other
familial relations);

d) She lives in Jeztra Bohtan (on Jeztra Bohtan is her abode);

e) She is the owner of [some item];

f) She is not here (of limited occurrence).

Formula a. has several realizations: they all have as their final word the name

Ztne (sometimes Ztn + e = is Ztn). This formula often occupies only half of the verse,

as in (PS)c, (ZK-3)b, (ZK-3)c, (ZK-2)a, (ZK-2)b, (HM)b, (SHa-l)a, and (FK-l)a: hence the

term formulaic system may be used in this instance hi exad accordance with

Ritzke-Rutherford's usage of it. With the possible exception of (HM)a, every version

includes one or another sub-type of formula a.

Sub-type al is as follows:

Her name IrnnrlifJPTSl Zin IS
1 2

This is found in (HM)b, (LC-l)a, (SHa-l)a, (FK-2)c and (ZK-l)b.

Sub-type a2 is:

To iherl ihevcaJl Irnndifiersl Zin
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This is found in (ZK-3)b, (ZK-3)c and (LC-l)b.

Sub-type a3 is:

|Myllv.lnvpd /-yMylhalnvedl _2DJS.

This occurs in (PSkr, (ZK-2)a. (SHa-l)b, and (FK-l)c In (SHa-l)b it is Mem's

belovedis LadyZtn and in (ZK-2)a it is literany Myfemale one is Ztn.

Sub-type a4 is:

rThPnnelsavl sheiit Hadyl Zin is
1 2 3

This occurs in (ZK-3)a, (FK-2)a, (FK-2)b, (FK-l)b. and (FK-l)c - last line. In

(ZK-3)a, element #1 is He says, this is Stiya Ztn The element The one Isarfia

ez dibêm] occurs elsewhere in (FK-2)a and (FK-2)c apparently it forms part of a

formula in its own right, particularly since it tends to occur in the same context,

descriptions of Lady Ztn. The attestation in (FK-l)a. lam LadyZin [Ez Zln-xatûnim],

could be seen as a variant of this sub-type also: this would require the dropping of

element #1, and expanding element #2 to indude pronouns in other persons: the

person of the copula (i.e., first, second, or third person) in element #3 must agree with

the pronoun in element #2 in person (and number).

Formula b. occurs in all three versions of PS and of ZK-3, and in one of the

versions of ZK-2. It displays the following pattern:

[Shel dove newborn is
1 2 3

The first element occurs in all three attestations in PS, and nowhere else. The

verse contains seven or eight synables: the eighth synable is either the pronoun she
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[au = ew] at the beginning of the verse (in PSa-b-c), or the indefinite article suffix a/an

l-ek-] appended to the word dove \ kewok - kevok] (in ZK-3c and ZK-2a).

As with formula b. in cluster 11. above, formula c. is a series of enumerations

consisting of several verses displaying the same formulaic pattern, which will be

considered together as a unit. Any one attestation may have as few as one (in PSa-b-c,

ZK-Za-b, HMa) and 2S many as four (FK-la) verses with the formula, but most

versions have two cr three verses. This is perhaps the most distinctive formula in the

cluster, and no attestation occurs without some form of it. The pattern for formula c.

IS:

LErjind'? relative! of [man's namel
1 2

The most common words appearing in the 'Female relative' slot in element #1

are: sister of [huska - xuka - xua - hwaska - xûşka - xûcika]; daughter of Iqtzat

granddaughter of \x\z\l\yax\z\\a\. bride or sister-in-law of [bûkal; sister-in-

law ö/lbaitûzal; female cousin of Idomama - dutmama]; and fiancee o/ldest

girttal. Lady Ztn both describes herself and is described by Mem in terms of several of

her male relatives. It is interesting to note that in (LC-lJb, Lady Ztn enumerates her

male relatives, using the following terms: my male cousin Ipismame mm); my

father Ibave mm |; and my brother Iberaye min]. I would argue that this is the

îame tcrnr.ila, seen from a female perspective.

Formula d. is of more limited occurrence, appearing in (ZK-3)a, and in all

attestations for FK-2, FK-1, ZK-1. Sometimes it is only part of the verse, as in (FK-2)a,

(FK-l)a, and (ZK Da. It consists of the following sub-groups:

Sub-typedl:

Herpiace Jprira IRohtanl is
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This is the pattern for all three attestations in FK-2, although (FK-2)b

interpolates liflyou wantlto i»o»r/ldixazin] between elements #1 and #2.

Sub-typed!

Hpt kingdom in fpTfra Bohtan amains.
1 2 3

This sub-type, which is transitional between dl and d3, contains an analogue of

the first element of sub-type dl, and the final element remains [dimtnel of d3. It is

attested only once in the versions induded in this study, in (ZK-3)a.

Sub-typed3:

[Sjbel in IfTÎra IBohtanl remains.

1 2 3

This occurs in two versions, (FK-l)b and (ZKDb. The former includes the first

element sAefewlandhas lin//ezfra\Cmr$\ as the second element, while the latter

excludes the first element and has a fuller form, in /eztra bohtan Hi Gztra Bota!, as

the second. Both attestations are seven syllables long.

Sub-typed4:

ftpm !thp rify of! lezira Bohtan

1

Tlits has two attestations, in (FK-l)a and (ZK-l)a. The former lacks 'the city of

and adds the copula lam [me]; the latter includes 'the dty of and lacks a verb.

Formula e. in the cluster is even more limited in distribution, occurring only

in (ZK-3!a and (ZK-3)b, and in all attestations for FK-1 and ZK-1. It consists of the

fonowing pattern:

QmetM litemislL [modifier ending in -tn-.l
1 ' 2 3
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In (FK-l)b-c and both ZK-1 attestations, Ztn is the owner of a green

k'exbe/k'exbe [=wedding gown?]; in (FK-l)a, she is the owner of a colorful

palace andgreen k'exbe . The modifiers in -In- are green/blue [hêşîn] and

colorful Irengin]. In (ZK-3)a-b, Ztn is the owner ofa crown ofgolden amber.

Here the modifier in -In- is golden [z6ftn].

Formula f. occurs in only three passages: (SHa-l)a, (FK-l)b, and (ZK-l)b. AH of

them are at the same point in the story, when Mem is at the party thrown for him by

hi: father in the royal garden [B.ll.C. in the motif chart]. The pattern is:

£h£l h£T£ iSJlDl
12 3

In (SHa-l)d, this fonns pan of a longer verse, and the order of elements is 3 - 2,

not here [na li vra!.

The attestations of this fomiula cluster occur at fixed points in the story: A)

when Lady Zin introduces herself (or is introduced for the first time); B) when Mem

telis his father (or others in his native land) about Zin; O when Beko Awan tricks

Mem into revealing who his beloved is during a verbal duel [D.VIII.B. in motif chartl;

D) when a group of four of five girls is described, one of whom is Lady Ztn; and E)

when Mem speaks to Qeretajdtn about Lady Ztn. The following chart indicates which

oi i'ne five scenarios is applicable for each occurrence of the formula.

i

Version	i Page	ScenarioA-B-C-D-E I

(PS)n	J P. 74, 1. 7-8

(PS)b	j p. 75, 1. 9-11

(PS)c	' P. SO, 1. 8-9
|

(ZK-3)a I p91
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(ZK3!b

(ZK3!c

(ZK-2)a

(ZK-2«b

«HM)a

(HM>b

(LC-t)a

(LC-lîb

(SHa-l)a

(SHa 1)b

(FK-2)a

(FK-2)b

(FK-21C

iFK-lta

(FkDb

(FK-Dc

(ZK-lJa

(ZKDb

p. 105

p. 108

p. 81

p80

JLL.

p. 10

p. 39, 1.125-»

p. 40. 1.175-6

p. 203

jyn

p. 294

P. 295

p 295

P-262

p. 265

_P_285_

JL*L

p. 49

DorE

Of the versions of M&Z in which this formula duster occurs, PS, ZK-2, and LC-

1 are primarily in verse, whereas the other versions (ZK-3, HM, SHa-1, FK-2, FK-1, ZK-

1) are prose narrative with sung verse inserted at key points. Hence, it cannot be said

that this cluster is limited to one or the other type, unlike the clusters I. and II. above.
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The version colleded by Oskar Mann in Soujbulaq (modem Mehabad,

Kurdistan of Iran) in 1903, which I have designated OM, is hi a dass by itself. As far as

1 know, it is the onh' version of M&Z that has been colleded in Mukri, a northern sub-

dialect of the Sorani (Central) dialed of Kurdish: hence, shared formulas between the

Kurmanji versions and this Mukri version (my context #1), while not impossible, are

unlikely Nevertheless, this version, rented by Rahman! Bekir, is extraordinarily

elaborate: it abounds in recurrent formulaic phrases (my context #2). In demonstrating

this. 1 have followed Lord's method of taking a sample passage of fifteen lines,

indicating which verses or groups of words are repeated elsewhere in OM. In

searching for parallels, 1 limited myself to the first ten pages of OM, which in

themselves provided ample material for comparison.

iv Tl*» Hr»ves debate whrth°r M»n "r 7în is mnr* beautiful
"be^na. rûmatî kaka mami zariftira y&n cirê û fanara .

auk'êbûlaparidatarlana, ,.^
<haqqi7hrflam la ba« Wiottn da, datan-glrtawa hau tabaqat asmanana,
ia hîckûêldan wucan nadada, hattê dacûna shari cizire. la sar koshki

vaya zînê dabûnSwa miwana, ....^

5 dabun ba kötiri shin, da kunî panjaran-da dacuna zhurê. ha+-danîshtin

WnWh»*gaSda«: "jamînê, safînê, am'nû bebimiba qurbana!
una bezanin kaka mam zarifa yan yaya zwizfdajuana
khûshkî nêwmfin dafê. khûshkê, khu+a hatnagirê pêm bedorênîawa

ruhî kaka mamî lawê rahatûa, awa ravvastawa daWisarine;
10 agarbêWîn: yaya zîn zarifa, ruhî kaka mamî ziz dabê, dace,

shikavatman lê daka la kin sêhibî arz û aşrnŞnê.
agar be+êîn: kaka mam zarifa, ruhî yaya zîn ziz dabê temin dabêta

arzad la khizmat pêghambari akhirt zamênê .

khûshkî cûkala kuti ba khushkana:
"aminû bêbim ba qurbana!
ama bayavazlneha+grin, bîbêna yamani gaura 0 girÊna,

15 bezanin kaka mam zarifa van yaya zin zêda iuina .	
Let's see whether Kakeh Mem's cheeks are more radiant or lamps ana

lighthouses [arel
Who is this? Fairies [dressedl as falcons
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They were flapping their wings, they were flying up to the seventh layer

Nowhere SdlSy rest, until they reached the dty of Jiztr, they were
guests at the palace of Yaya Ztn.

5 They became blue doves, they entered at the window [openings], they
perched on the windowsill.

The eldest sister savs, "lemln, Seftn, may 1 be a sacnftce foryou.
lei!us sS.KS'Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or Yaya Ztn is more

The miSSr says. "Sisteilsl. God wouldn't like it if 1 lost my faith.
Kakeh Mem's soul has come from there, he s standing there,

10 If we saTYadvTzfnaKore] beautiful, Kakeh Mem's soul win Ret mad
10 U we say^iaya , ^^^ h ^ and-heavens.

If we say Kakeh %em is [more! beautiful, Yaya ZnVs soul wj ge* mad,
she'll become a plaintiff against us to the rrophet of the end of

time " .
The youngest sister says to her sisters:

15 Let JsVe whether Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or Y aya Zin is more
beautiful." (OM, p. 28)

In the following discussion, 1 will discuss each verse individually, referring to

each one as numbered above.

Verse 1.

"bezana, rumatt kaka mamî zarîftira v3n crra û fanara*
Lei's see whether Kakeh Mem's cheeks are more radiant or lamps and

lighthouses [are].

U.£hW:gaura date ba Uiûshkî cûkala: TdtuWkaî. khûshkê, rûmatî kaka
mamî zarîftira yan dra û fanara?" ,

The eldest sister savs to the youngest one:^V.^^S^ **** Mem
cheeks more radiant, or are lamps and lighthousesr

Verse 2.

auk'êbûiapartdatariana,
Who is this? Fames [dressed] as falcon?
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The first four words of this verse [au k'ê bû la -] constitute an example of the

rhyme signalling device [RSD] discussed above in the section on poetics. The last

three words Iparf da tariana] first occur in the middle verse of a three-line stanza on p.

26. The stanza is as follows;

khaliql har atûî la s3r hamwana!
dêna rut zamtnê se pari da tariana,
la sar koshkt kaka mamî, brahîm pad'shat yamanê datanda satrtna.

0 creator! You alone are above everyone!
lhree fairies as falcons come down to eartW
Above the palace of Kakeh Mem, the son of Brahim, King ofYemen,
they fly about.

Verse 3

shaqqizhroan la ba-H khötan dê, daian-girtawa hau tabaqaî asmênana,
They were flapping their wings, they were flying up to the seventh layer

of heaven.

The second halt of this ver«e they were hying up to the seventh layer of

heaven idaiSn-girtawa hau tabaqai asmanana] has several parallels, each one

substituting a different verb m place of Idaian-girtawa). As Nikitine notes, this

formulaic phrase reflects the Islamic belief that the heavens contain seven layers^.

hdfian-o'rt, la paniarönian hêna darê. la sar batf khöîan d3na, la khu43t
parSnawa, haraka«3n la khotan da, cûna hêu tabaqaî asm3na

Thev put her on their wings, prayed to God. they started moving, they went to
the seventh layer of heaven, (p. 28)

31=lit 'Come down to earth three fairies as falcons*

32taa!e Nikitine 'Essai de classification de folklore a I'ade d'un invemaire sodai-êconomique* in.
XVIe Cor.grfe ir-T.-rr.-rirr.-il rf'artrropolopc ct <i'ard-,6ol0gcie nrftiStonroe VIC SSX^AiZ Sfr.fraiC
tiejjrtfaj^iarercaaoxal.^ iBruxeJles Hmpnmcne

et saertificn'e! ]°ity v 2, pp 1092-3
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dangt maiflîkatan datgatê la hau tabaqat hasmanê
The sound of angels reaches it from the seventh layer of heaven, (p. 31)

hatta haTtan-glrt. birdtan, la hau tabaqat asmanê rawastawa
Until they took her up to the seventh layer of heaven®, (p. 33)

In addition, this formulaic element is part of another fuH line formula

manifested twice on p. 31 of OM, as follows:

Mka mam da«- khatûnê, köshkî min bilinda sar la hau tabaqat asmanê,
Kakeh Mem says,?"Khatun, my palace is very high, its tip reaches the seventh

layer of heaven, (p 31)

yaya ztn da+ê: mtr mam, koshkt min bilinda s3r la hau tabaqat asmanê,
tadv Zin says,?'Mir Mem, my palace is veiy high, its tip reaches the seventh

layer of heaven, (p. 31)

Verse 4.
la hie kûêktan wucan nadada. hatta dacûna sharî dzîrê, la sar koshkt

yaya zînê dabûnawa mtwana,
Nowhere did they rest, unnl they reached the dty of Jizir, they were

guests at the palace ofYaya Ztn.

This verse has a very close parallel further down on the same page, in which

the mam difference is that the focus is on Ztn and her surroundings in the first, and

on Mem and his in the second passage:

la hie kûê'an wucAn nadada, hatta dahatma shari yamanê, la burjt

batakdabûnawa mtwana,
Nowhere did they rest until they reached the city of Yemen, they were

guests at Buri-i Belek.

J3.i,t Until they picked her up, took her, in the seventh layer of heaven halted'
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Verse 5.
dabun ba koriri shin, da kuni panjaran-da dacûna zhûrê, hal-danishtin

lasarda4aqana.
They became blue doves, they went in through the wmdow [openings], they

perched on the windowsin.

This verse yields two paranels, as fonows:
dabûm ba kötirêki shin, da kunt panjaran-da ha+-dantshtim la sar

daiaqana.
1 became a blue dove, at the window opening 1 perched, on the window sfll

(p. 27)

da kunt panjarön-da dacûna zhûrê, y3ya zîntan wêrat mtr mamî cMzh
dakirt shan ba shana.

bökhûîandafrrîn.dacûnasarda-iaqana.

They went in through the window opening, they stretched out Yaya Zin next to

mir Mem shoulder to shoulder.
They flew to the window sill**, (p. 28)

Verse 6

khushki gaura da-re^iamînê, saline, am'nu bebim ba qurbana!
The eldesl sister says.nemin, Sefin, may I be a sacrifice for you.

The first three words are part of a very common formulaic system, in which

the middle word eldesl [gaura) may be substituted by middle [newinjtn ] as in verse

8 below, or by youngest {afca\a\ as in verse 12 below; the third word saysldhM may

be substituted by the same verb in a different tense, such as said [kutt] in verse 12

below, or by another verb, such as askedlpirsia] (p. 26); moreover, complements such

as to the sisters [ba khushkana] may be added, as in verse 12 below.

'themselves they flew, they went to the window all'
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The second part of the verse may 1 be a sacrifice foryou [am'nu bêbim ba

qurbane is a traditional oath, with some interesting variations:

khûshkê, azid bebim ba qurbana!
Sister, let me be a sacrifice for you' (p. 26)

khûshke, azû bêbim ba qurbana!
Sisters, let me be a sacrifice for you! (p. 27)

aminû bêbim ba qurbana!
Mav I be a sacnfice for you! ( verse 13, p. 28)

khûshkê. wazû bebim ba qurbana!
Sisters, let me be a sacrifice for you! (p. 28)

In three out of the four parcels, the verse begins with the word sisterfsl

[khushkM. Inverse six, the sisters are addressed by name Ijamînê, saftnê]. In the same

three parallels, the Kurmanji form of the first person singular pronoun /[az= ez]is

used, rather than the normal Sorani form l(a)min L which appears in verses 6 and 13.

This is one of several examples of Kurmanji influence in this version of M&Z». In al

but verse 6, the formula occupies almost the whole verse, preceded in three cases by

the word j«/«/5/[khûshkê |.

Verse 7.

mja bezanin kaka mam zarifa y3n y3ya ztn zêda jûana.
Let us see whether Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or taya Ztn is more

beautiful.

Jîûr.e amid even jto so far as to say that the mere existence of the story of Mem û 2n in a Sorani
dialect is in itself an example of Kurmanji influence
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This verse has four dose parallels, each one differing fn minute details:

"bezanîr! kaka mam zartfrira ya yaya ztn zêda jûana".

" Let us see Iwhether] Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or Yaya Zin is [morel
beautiful." (p. 27)

"bezantn. j3 kaka mam zartfrira yd y3ya ztn zêda jûana".

" Let us see whether Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or Yaya Zin is [morel

beautiful." (p. 27)

"bezantn kaka mam zarifa y3n yaya ztn zêda jûana".
" Let us see [whether) Kakeh Mem is [more] delicate, or Yaya Zin is [more]

beautiful." (verse 15, p. 28)

"bezantn yaya ztn zarifa yana mtr mam z6da jû3na".
" Let us see [whether] Yaya Ztn is [more] delicate, or Mtr Mem is [more]

beautiful/ (p. 29)

This formula also bears comparison with the formula in verse 1 above: both

coniain the element Kakeh Mem is more delicate [kaka mam zarifftiria], and

both include a comparison of Mem's beauty with some other entity.

Verse 8.
khûshkî nêwinjîn da+e; khûshkê, khufa hafciêgirê pêm bedörênîawa

imanfi;

The middle sister says,?"Sister[s], Cod wouldn't like ft if I lost my faith.

The first part of the verse [khûshkî nêwinjîn daffj has already been mentioned

above in the discussion of verse 6 above. The last three words in the verse have a

parallel in the following:

aftgo tamahtana bamin bêdorênin îmanê,

You are ambitious that 1 lose my faith, (p. 29)
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Verse 9.

rûhî kaka mamt lawê rihatûa, awa rilwastawa dakS saîranê;

Kakeh Mem's soul has come from there, he's standing there, wandenng about.

This is the only verse in the fifteen-line selection that seems to have no

parallels

Verse 10
agar be+êîn: yaya ztn zarifa, ruht kaka mamt zîz dabê, dacê,

shikavatmanlêdakaiakmsahibîareûasmanê

If we say Yaya Ztn is [more] beautiful, Kakeh Mem's soul will get mad,
he'll complain about us to the master ot the earth and heavens:

asar bö«în: kaka mam zarifa, ruht yaya ztn zîz dabê, lêman dabêta
arzari la khizmat peghambari akhirt zamanê.

If we say Kakeh Mem is [morel beautiful, Yaya Zins soul will get mad
she'll become a plaintiff against us to the Prophet of the end ot

time.

With the close parallelism between verses 10 and 11, the first part of them If

we say (X) is [more]beautiful, (Y)'s soul will get mad [agar beretn; (X) zartfa,

ruht (Y) ziz daM constitutes two examples of the same formulaic element. The only

difference is that the names [yaya ztnl and [kaka mam] trade places between the two

verses. In addition, the second part of each verse is a paraphrase of the other:

'complaining to the master of the earth and heavens' and 'becoming a plaintiff to the

Prophet of the end of time' are equivalent.

Verse 12.

khushkî cûkala kutî ba khushkana:
'Hie youngest sister said to her sisters:
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In addition to the discussion above (see verse 6) about the formula system that

this verse exemplifies, it has both an almost exad paranel, viz.

khûshkî akola kutt ba khushkana:
The youngest sister said to her sisters: (p. 27)

and several close parallels which make it clear that this construction is not merely a

sub type of the formula system discussed above at verse 6, but is rather a fun line

(whole verse) formula in its own right. The other manifestations of this formula are:

khûshkî gaura dûbara kutt ba khushkana:
The oldest sister again said to her sisters: (p. 26)

khûshkî nêwiniî kutt ba khushkana;
The oldest sister again said to her sisters: (p. 27)

khûshkî gaura kutt ba khushkana:
The oldest sister said to her sisters: (p. 28i

A-. in the case of verse 6 above, any one of the three sisters, youngest

lcûkala/cikoiai, /»/V/</A?[nêwiniî J, or o/ofcrtlgaura] may be 'plugged in'; in the paranel

from page 26. the word again [dûbara] is inserted.

Verse 13.

"aminû bêbim ba qurbana!

" May I be a sacrifice for you!

See verse 6 above for discussion.
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Verse 14.

amabayayazîneha+g'rîn, bîbêna yamant gaura Û girana,

Let's pick up Yaya Zin and take her to Yemen the great and powerful,

The second half of this verse, Yemen the great and poweriultyZmani

gaura û girana], has the fonowing paranel:

agar kaka mam man nagatandawa yamant gaura û girana,
If we could not bring Mem back to Yemen the great and powerful, (p. 27)

Moreover, the word pair great andpowerful [gaura û girana] appears in yet

another verse:

krwhld min köshkêkî galêg gaura û gir3na.36
My palace is a very great and powerful palace, (p. 31 )

This adjectival word pair is curious, in light of what is said below regarding

word pairs or doublets. It is not unusual to have a word pair (such as pavilion-and -

palaceWoçY û serai) modified by an adjedive, e.g., colorful pavilion-and-paiace

[k'oçk û seraye renglnl, in which the entire phrase is a formulaic element. In the

present instance we have the opposile, a noun plus an adjedival word pair. Both

cases are examples of noun-plus-epithet- serving as formulaic elements.

Verse 15

^>Note the alliteration
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bezantn kaka mam zarifa y3n yaya ztn zêda jûana.
Let us see whether Kakeh Mem is more delicate, or Yaya Zin is more

beautiful.

See verse 7 above for discussion.

Several of the formulas occur (with slight variations) as many as five times in

the first ten pages of OM. Within the fifteen sample verses analyzed above, three

formulas occur twice each (6 & 13; 7 & 15; 10 & 11). The version spans 57 pages of

pnnt, and supposedly took four nights to redte. Although we do not possess another

version of M&Z from Rahman-1 Bekir, by comparison with other versions, this one is

extremely elaborate. The repitition of formulas is a strategy for 'padding' a story,

particularly useful if the storyteller has an attentive audience that wants the story to

continue for a long period of time.

Let us turn now to context 3) Formulas shared between one or more versions

of M&Z and other stories. Formula cluster I. above is not limited to M&Z, as an

example of it has turned up in a version of another Kurdish story, Memê û Else.

One version of Memê û Else ends with the following lines.

1651 Ew bu n e'mrê xadêye. (8)
lorda p'este gura k'etîyê. (9)
Wetê lêria hiiariye. (8)
Bûye gura sere çîyaye. k9)

7 b This was bv the order of God,
From above a garment of wolves fell,

Wetfrtf got into it,
She became a wolf on the top of the

mountain M.

37Wete is the name of Memê's mother in this story

M'Vamei Aishe - Memê u Else,' in. KiirtlsKiB EpidiaKiP rmni-SKazv. ed Hajie Jndi (Moskva
Izdatel'stvo Vostochnol Literatury, 1962). pp 15-1231; 139-11461; 239 This text was collected in 1939
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Only the first two lines concern us here, however the poetic texture of this

version as a whole must be understood. Unlike the versions of M&Z in which our

formula cluster appears, this version of Memê û E"işê is entirely in verse; the number

of syllables in it varies between seven and fourteen, most commonly with eight or

nine syllables per line. In the four lines above, the first and third lines consist of eight

syllables, while the second and fourth lines consist of nine syllables each. The end

rhyme can change every couple of lines, or it can go on for a long time without

changing In the above, case, the end rhyme ^beginsnine lines above, and fn our

four lines it varies between -eye. (ye, and -aye This is an important

consideration, because in all the versions of M&Z which include formula duster 1.

discussed above, the end rhyme is -are [ferware; xare; care]. Although the texture of

Memê û Elşê requires a different end rhyme, formulas a. and b. of our formula cluster

1. are discernible in the passage from it quoted above.

Let us compare the pattern for formula a. with Memê û Elşê (henceforth ME).

The pattern for formula a. is:

alQlGod lynul make acommand
1 2 o

In ME. the same three elements are there, although the order of the pattern is

different, dictated by the exigencies of the rhyme scheme:

from a 55 veardd peasant named Aloê So, resident of the village lis* of » AkM^Wh dwnrt
of the Georgian. S.SR Although himself a member of the Celalî mbe from the Turco-Irar,. an border
region the majomv of Kurds m his district of the Cûnîk tribe from near Oltu in the province or

Erzurum. Turkey (? Oltyr.skii raion) Alo lived for a long time among the Spkl tnbe who inhabit the
S A^arl, dismls of the Armenian S S R Sonographic references of other versions are given
or, page 23"
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Ewbû ji e'mre xadeye
IThisl was hy the order of God

2 3 1

The second EP-1 line (the 'response') is closest to the ME line:

Xadeda

Al&td

1

bû

was

2

ferware
a command

3

In both, the same form of the word for God is used, [xadê], and the same verb,

was Ibu] is used. By the order of [e'mrê] and a command [ferware] are

paraphrases of each other. It would appear that the formula is flexible enough to

adjust to different poetic environments while remaining recognizable.

Let us continue now, with formula b. of formula duster I. above:

ganneni of dove from above make. dmm
12 3 4 5

The parallel in ME is:

Jorda p'ostê gura k'etiye
from above garment of wolves felL

"Hi 2 4-5

Once again, Ihe order of the elements is different; in addition, elements #4 and

#5 have collapsed into one: fell [k'etiye]. 'Falling' is a paraphrase of 'sending

something down'.
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One interesting difference between the M&Z versions on the one hand and ME

on the other is that in the former it is a dove's garment (Motif F821.1.6. Dress of

feathers.) which God sends down, while in the latter a wolfs garment (d. Motif

F8211.3. Dress of raw fur) comes down. At this point, it should be pointed out that

this formula cluster seems to be Hmited to the primarily prose versions of M&Z.

There are two versions that have a motif comparable to this, but belong to the group

of versions that are told mainly in verse: they are OM and LC-1. OM is unusual

because it is in Sorani (Mukri), a Central Kurdish or Group 1. dialed according to

MacKenzies classification scheme, whereas the rest of the Kurdish language versions

are in Kurmanji, MacKenzie's Northern Kurdish or Group II. dialed group*. LC-1 is a

version from the western edge of the continuous area in which Kurmanji is spoken*,

and is heavily influenced by Turkish. What is lacking from both versions is the

request that God send down a dove's garment: instead, the doves (or falcons in OM)

simplyrtied fairy wings onto Ztn" (LC-1) or?"put a splendid outfit on her" (OM). It is

perhaps no coinddence that these two versions are also the most heavily laden with

Islamic religiosity, particularly if underlying the request to send down a dove's

garment is a pagan belief that the different animals have gods. In the Yezidi religion*'

it is believed that different domestic animals have protedors [plr] which look after

39D N Mackenzie Moll* "*"«* ^dies (London Oxford University Press. 1961-62) vol 1, p

xviii

«^ere are Kurmanji speech, enclaves further west just south of Ankara in Central Anatolia iniuch
places as Polatll and Haymana (province of Ankara), Aksaray (until recently province of Nlgflel
and Çiçekdaşi ^province of Kirsellir). as well as in Svas These dialects have yet to be

documented.

41«. religion the majority of whose followers are Kurds We Yezidi religion has the **"*«"*
being the only religion whose liturgy is in Kurdish ^J^'^^^J^S^V^^Z
see Karl Hadank. Unapmbunfirr, run Wey^rtiiMfrffl M]iffl Ezatil (Berlin Insatut fur
Laiuforschung and der Univeratat ; Leipzig Otto Harrassowitz, 19381, pp 3<«-eu
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them and speak to them in their own language**. Due to Islamic influence, such

beliefs would then have been forced into a monotheistic mold, in which God looks

after the various animals himself. For a truly religious Muslim, however, the whole

idea may still smack of paganism: this could account for the muted reference to this

motif when the narrator is a pious Muslim, as in LC-1 and OM.

Formula c. does not work in the context of ME, and is therefore absent from it.

Nevertheless, the co-appearance of the same two formulas (a. and b.) in two different

stories is noteworthy. It is unlikely that coinddence alone could account for this.

What 1 have just demonstrated argues for the validity of Ritzke-Rutherford's concept

of formula clusters vis-a-vis Kurdish oral literature.

At this point, 1 have given examples of the three contexts in which formulas

may occur in M&Z: across versions, within one version, and between M&Z and other

stories in the same genre. 1 would now like to examine certain formulas which a

given informant uses in M&Z and in other stories colleded from him. As mentioned

above, we do not possess more than one version of M&Z per informant kdengbty,

hence, we are severely limited as to what we can say about the individual style of any

particular dengbêj However, since other stories and poems have been colleded from

several of the dengbê/eswho tell M&Z, we can look at these other stories in an

attempt to isolate stylistic features peculiar to a spedfic dengbêj

E'tarê Şero, of the Kurdish tribe Ortili, which inhabits the Ashtarak region of

Soviet Armenia, was bom in 1901 in the village of Soybilax (Sogukbulak)« in the

4Isec Kurdskie Epicheskie Fesni-Skazv. p. 126, note 28. Also Rudenko, MB. Litgaturpaa I

WVIm.y vcrsii Vurdrtof po^y '111.,, i 7riikha' |JlHTepaTVpHa5^ H

BepcHH KvpacKOH ncflUH "Kfcy* h 3ejmxa" -Literary
and folklonsiic versions of the Kurdish poem 'Yusuf i Zeltkha'l (Moscow ; Nauka. 1986). p. 53

«or from the village of Damasxane, according to Qenatê Kurdo IKK Kurdoevl. "Derheqa şovêd
Mem û Zina zargoti Ci şova Mem û Zina Ehmedê Xant," Gpvarê-Kofî /.anyan MirO
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county (kaza) of Surmen, Kurdistan of TurkeyM. A Yezidi by birth, he was a literate

peasant, who lived in Nork, a suburb of Erivan, capital of Soviet Armenia, until his

death in 1974. He was a jolly fellow who loved to talk, and knew, wrote, and colleded

most types of Kurdish folklore, including folktales, romances, and songs. Two

versions of the story of Yusuf and Zulaykha (ûsiv û ZeBxe) have been colleded from

him, one in 1965 and the other sometime prior to 1976«, as well as two versions of

Zembilfrroş which he wrote down himself in 1933*. The version of M&Z which 1

have designated EP-1 was colleded from him in 1955. It is most closely related to ZK-1,

FK-1, FK-2, SHa-1, and GNa, but in many places is more embellished than these, as in

the first formula examined above, in which E'tarê Şero added a second set of formula

dusters parallel to the first set, an example of how a skilled singer might lengthen an

otherwise short song.

Let us now examine three passages in EP-1 which are similar

Ew raieke [Zinêl pêşya carte xwe k'et û hate nav baxê Tofkiri, xwefa seyrange

kir. (EP-1: #4,P- 184) J ,- ..^ A .
One day she led her maidservants to the garden of Torkiri, and made a

picnic for herself.

...sibe t'emam werne baxê mint [=yê Al-p'aşa] Torkiri.. . (EP-1: #10, p. 187)

|-The jr,.mal of the Kurdish AcademyL 6 (1978), p 83 The late Professor Kurdoev also states that
E'tare Şero »/.* this version and gave it to Hajie Jndi, a detail not mentioned elsewhere, and
-- although believable -- is not verified

+»f>dikhane Dzhalil S Dzhalilo Dzhalil Zjrgrtina K'urda * Kurdskii rci'*.lCT .(Moskva N
1978). vol 2, p 501 and Hajie Jndi (ed ), Kurdskie Epicheskie Pesni (Moskva Izdatel stvo

Vostochnol' Literaiury, 1962). p 242

45|1965l Qi.Kh. Bakaev. Rnl' lAzvkcwkh Knntaktov v Razvitii lArvka KlirtlPY S5SR (Moskva .

Nauka 1977) p 189-211 and ipre 197671 MB Rudenko Literatumaa j Fnl'Mornve Versi KurdsKoJ.
r-tumy 'HJsuf i Zdikha' (Moskva Nauka, 1986), pp 300 310, 336-247

46|1933] Ordikhar.e Dzhalil k Dzhalile Dzhalil Zjgotina K'urda - Ktirri-ikil Foi'MPT (Moskva :
Nauka 1978), vol l,#n pp 189-194 and 119331 Zh.s Musaeiian ZarnBrfrosti MirriMaifl puema i ee
ftfl-klrmye vcrsii (Moskva Nauka 1983), pp 110-116
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...all must come tomorrow to my [=A1 pasha's] garden Torkiri...

Ez u tu jt erne heme baxê Torkiri, xwefa k'êfkin (EF-1: #57, p. 198)
Let's you and 1 go to the garden of Torkiri and take pleasure in one

another.

The garden of Torkiri (or the Enclosed Garden) is mentioned in three different

contexts in one story. Or perhaps it would be more accurate to say a garden of Torkiri

rather than the garden of Torkiri. Upon dose inspection, it turns out that at least two

(possibly three) different gardens are intended. In the first and third cases, the garden

in question is in Jezira Bohtan, while in the second case, it is in Mukhurzemin, Mem's

home town. How could the same garden appear in two different dties? If we look at

other versions, we find that in ZK-1, for instance, the garden in Mukhurzemtn is

canedXas-baxcetf whereas the one in Jezira Bohtan is baxê Tûrkirî, clearly a variant

of the name of the garden appearing three times in EF-1; in FK-1, the order is reversed:

the first garden is baxê t'orkirt, and the second is xasbaxce# We find him using

this same formula in both of his versions of Yusuf and Zulaykha:

"Aqûb rave em henn nava baxê mint t'ofkirî, wê derê hewzê mint mermeî
h*eye..."(Bakaev:#4,p. 190)

"Aeûb fave emê heîine nav baxê mint t'orkirt, wê derê hewzê mint mermer

heye." (Rudenko: #27, p. 300) , ., i t
"Jacob, come let's go to my garden of Torkiri [or- to my enclosed garden], 1

have a marble pool there."

Apparently the garden of Torkiri [baxê t'orkirt] is a formula which E'tare

Şero uses whenever he describes a large, well-watered garden belonging to a dignitary

<7cf Turkish. Has bahce.

^Because these texts are orally transmitted, there is no standard regarding punctuation or
capitalization In some versions the names of the gardens are capitalized, while in others they are
not ! am preserving the capitalization of the originals, which is not always homogeneous
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or ruler. This is an example of what Lord calls a formulaic theme; consisting

of?"the repeated inddents and descriptive passages in the songs."«»

The following examples deal with another asped of E'tarê Şero's style:

Çûn gotne Al-p'aşa, go . . . (EP-1: #9, p. 186)
They went and told Al pasha, they said:

...Bork'êiimî, disa gote Memê. go: ... (EP-1: #36, p. 193)
...Bor spoke, once again he said to Mem, he said:

.paşe Qeret'ajdtn gote mtr, go: . . . (EP-1 : #44, p. 195)
...then Qeretajdin said to the mtr, he said:

In all three cases, the sentence narrates what somebody said, and is followed by

a quotation. What is distinctive about the style is the repetition of the word said\gote

- go] in each case, appearing the first time in a fun form [gotmH plus a dative suffix [-e]

(=he said to...), and the second time in a short form [go] often used in introducing

direct quotations. In substandard English, one can hear such analogues to this

strudure as the fonowing: "So I says to him, I says.

Once again, a similar construction can be found in E'tarê Şero's tenings of

Yusuf and Zulaykha:

ftoieke Sixir divêje. divê ... (Rudenko: #27. p. 300)
Rojekê Sixir divêje Aqûb, divê. (Bakaev. #4, p. 190)

One day Sikhir says |to Jacobl, he says:

Ew dice cem Meyanê û divêje, divê . . . Meyane divine boşe, gerekê xwe
aşkeiake. divêie Aqûb divê ... (Bakaev: #8, p. 191)

^Albert Eates Lord TT^ ^nger of Talei Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature, 24 (Cambridge,
MA Harvard University Press. 196ft reprint New York Atheneum, 1968 et sea,; reprint Harvard

University Press 1181), p 4 ft chapter 4 (pp 68-98)
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He goes to Meyane and says to her, he says . . . Meyane sees that it is no
use, she must reveal herself, she says to Jacob she says . . .

The only difference between the use of this stylistic feature in E'tarê Şero's

Yusuf and Zulaykha on the one hand, and in his M&Z in the other, is the tense of the

verb: in M&Z he tends to narrate in the past tense, whereas in Yusuf and Zulaykha he

narrates in the present tensed In both cases, the same verb is repeated, the first time

in its fullest form Igote, divêje], the second time hi its shortest form [go, div6]. Other

examples can be found in E'tar* Sera's repertoire:

Hesentko:

Xulam usa jî diçine divêjine Se'dûm-beg. Divên: ...»
The servants likewise go and tell Sadum-beg. They say:

Heian.

Xweyê male tê derxist. weki diz xame. gote jina xwe go: . . M
The master of the house guessed that the thief was naive, he said to his

wife, he said:

Buk û stûn:

Soke xasleotebûka xwe, ^o:...52 . , .,
One Bay a mother-in-law said to her daughter-m-law, she said:

the present tense, the dative suffix |-el is either absent or identical with the third person singular

verb suffix

SÛDzhalil * Dzhalil, vol 1, »21, p 253

Slibid, vol 2, #841, p 200

^ibd, vol Z #844, p 201
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As can be seen, sometimes the present tense is used, while at other times the

past tense is. This stylistic trait is far from unique to E'tarê Şero, as the fonowing

examples from other storytellers indicate:

Axa Û xulam:

...dltwektrtalêwîboşe,gotexulamêxwe,go:...»
...he saw that his condition was helpless, he said to his servant, he said:

Kurê feqîr:

Yekî gote hevalê xwe, go ...M
One (fellow] said to his friend, he said:

In addition, there are also times when E'tarê Sera says simply he said Igol or

hesays [dibê - divê]. This is exclusively the case in the versions of Zembîlfiroş which

he himself wrote down. This trait seems to work best in an un-self-consdous, oral

context: as soon as an oral stylist is asked to write down a story, he is no longer un-

self-consdous, and certain features of his oral style wffl disappear. This seems to be the

case with resped to the narrator's role of introdudng dired speech^.

So far the two examples we have seen of E'tarê Şero's style, the way he describes

a garden and the way he often builds up to a quotation, are taken from the prose

sections of his narratives. Although Kiparsky finds prose material adequate for oral

53ibid vol 2, #545, p 20Î The informant is Afimedê Mîrazî from the village of Qulibeglu (now
callec'sovetakannn the cistnct of Hoktêmbervan, Soviet Armenia He was born in Dyadm. in what

is now the province of Agn. Turkey

Hibid.. vol. 2, #86Z p 207 The informant is Cerdoe Esed. from the village of Sabflnçî in the district of
Talin, Soviet Armenia His parents fled from Kars in what is now Turkey.

K|f I am right, then Professor Kurdoev's statement that EF-1 is E'tarê Şero'S written version of Mem
fi Zn is false See note #130) above
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formulaic theory,*'" stylistic clues can also be gleaned from the poetic passages of

E'tarê Sera's M&Z. In EP-1, the followingtwo cognate passages occur.

Qeretajdin bi brava hat derda, (10)
Selam dane Meme di serda, (9)
Hêjabûneçarbrahevfaxeberda (11) (EP-1: #39, p. 194)

Qeretajdtn and his brothers came inside,

They greeted Mem first,
They became as four brothers speaking together.

Gava Memê çû derda (7)
Selam da mtr bi serda, (7)
Mir selam elek' veda. (7)
Sfvik-sivik rabû ii berda (9) (EP-1: #43, p. 195)

When Mem went inside
He greeted the mtr first,
The mtr returned his greeting.
Rising ever so slightly to his feet.

'Ihe first two lines of both passages clearly consist of formulas. Both first lines

exhibit the following formulaic structure:

IPersonl came /went insMe.
1 2 3

In the first passage, element #1 has the modifier with his brothers [bi braval,

and in the second passage, the conjunction when [gava] precedes the first element.

The line is ten syllables long in the first, and seven syllables long in the second

passage: the length of the former is explained by its containing the rather long name

Qeretajdin (four syllables) plus the modifier with his brothers [bi braval.

Moreover, the second passage consists of a series of relatively short lines (7-9 syllables

5laKiparsky IbLdL
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in length), which accounts somewhat for the length of the second occurrence of this

formula.

The second line consists of the following formula:

Ousting gftveltp] [person] first56
1 2 3 "

In the first occurrence, it is nine-synables long, while the second is seven

syllables. Other than this, there are no striking differences between the two. The

rhyme is m -erda throughout, with one irregularity: he returned Weda] in the third

line of the second passage, in -eda Thus far, two attestations of this formula within

the same text have been demonstrated. In addition, the formula occurs in both

versions of Zenibilfiros which E'tare Şero wrote down in 1933:

1. Zembîlfiroş diçû derda, (8)
Selam da xatûnê serda, (8)
Xafûn sivik fabû ji berda, (9)
Dest qisê kir û t'ev xeberda.57 W

Zembilfirosh went inside.
He greeted the lady first.
The lady rose slightly to her feet,
They spoke and conversed together.

As in the two passages from M&Z, the first two lines of this passage fit into the

patterns for the two formulas outlined above. line three is cognate to the fourth line

of the second passage in EP-1, the only difference being that the first two synables are

[sivik] in EP-1», and [xatûn] in Zembîlfiroş. The fourth line ends with their speaking

5*0 serda = li: 'a*, the head'

57Dznalil & Dzhalil Mi. vol 1.MU p 191 and Zh.S. Musaöiar.. itiEL «. 1« P «1 T*« vme is
identical in both versions

58wh,d". are repeated in the third and fourth syllables of the verse, yielding lightly lightly
.very lightly loviktivikl
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together [t'ev xeberda], which resembles the third and final line of the first EP-1

passage. Hence, whereas within EP-1 itself, only the first two lines of the passage are

cognate, the passage from Zembllfiroş bears comparison to the last lines of both of the

EP-lpassages.

The passage in E'tarê Şero's version of Zembtlfiroş has cognates in other

versions, as is shown below.

II. Zembtlfiros hate derda,
Silavek dabû xatûnêda,

Xatûnê silav alek veda,
Go:?"Ser-serê min hatt, ser herdu cava" M

Zembilfirosh came inside,
He greeted the lady,
The lady returned his greeting,
She said,?*On my head you have come, on my eyes«r

III. Zembllfiroş çû derda,
Ewt silav lore serda,
Xanûm ji evtnya ravû berda.61

Zembilfirosh went inside,

He greeted [her] first,
The madame, out of love, rose to her feet.

IV IDibê: "Zembtlfiros, k'erem ke jor, xanûm te dixaze".]
Zembîlfiroş çû derda,
Ew xaniini bû, fabû berda.u ».

[He says, "Zembilfirosh, please come up, madame wants you. J

Zembilfirosh went inside,
It was madame, she rose to her feet.

5»Musaelian itisL *l P pll7 Collected in 1964 in Tbilisi, Soviet Georgia, from Tafûr Mamûd,
illiterate, bom in 1882 in Digor. province of Kara in what is currently Turkey

*°i.e, 'Welcome"

«Musael>an. itiiL #5, 115. p 130 Collected in 1964 in the village Koryokhaz Aparansk. Soviet
Armenia, from Oko Silêman, illiterate bom in 1891 in Kars

^Musaelian itwL #6, 12, p 134. Collected in 1964 in Tbilisi, Soviet Georgia, from Şamo Davoev.
illiterate, born in 1894 in the village of MIrak Aparansk. Soviet Armenia
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V. Zembtlfiros hatibûji derda,

Slavek xatûne veda,
Xatun got:?Tu ser sert, herdu ç'e'va .«

Zembilfirosh had come inside,
A greeting the lady returned,

The lady said,?"You are on Imy] head, both my eyes.

VI. Zemîlfiroş hatibû derda,
Selamek xatûnê veda,
Xatûnê got.?Tu ser sert, herdu r/eva ."

Zemilfirosh [sic] had come bside,
A greeting the lady returned.
The lady said,?"You are on [my] head, both my eyes.

It can be seen from a comparison of all six versions in which this formula

cluster occurs that there is another formula which is not in all the versions: You are

on Imy! head, both my eyes - welcome! [Tu ser sert, herdu ç'e'val. As for the

rhyme. Ivedal occurs in 1L, V., and VI. Eyes Iç'e'va] represents an even further

departure from the thyme in -erda In fart, only 1., III. and IV. have rhyme in -erda

throughout. In 11., it is questionable whether one can speak of a rhyme scheme at all

each verse ends in something different, viz. -erda; -ed* -eda; and -ava. A similar

situation obtains in V. and VI., with a different ending in each of the three verses.

The fairly consistent end rhyme, in this case in -erda, while not unique to E'tarê Şero,

is chararteristic of his style: in both passages from EP-1 and in the cognate passage

from his versions of Zembtlfiros (I. above), the end rhyme in -erda is stridly adhered

to, with one exception: Ivedal in the second EP-1 passage. Moreover, the same can be

seen in the EP-t version of the first formula examined in this chapter, under I. TJnEfi.

rfnvp* *<* God to «»nH rinwn a fourth rinve's part? for Zin. « 1 am corred in my

analysis, it would also explain why the formula You are onlmylhead, both my

ÖMusaêlian ibii. variant Abdala #1, 19, p 141 Collected in 1927

"Musaaian ibit. variant Abdala »1 f9. p. 146. first published in 1933. Very similar to Abdala #1
(see the preceding footnote)
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eyes = welcome! [Tu ser sert, herdu ç'e'va] is absent from E'tarê Sera's repertoire, as

being too deviant from the rhyme scheme65.

^Another riengbej. Ohanyan Israel, also employs this formula duster in his version of Mem 0 Ztn. An
important characteristic of his version is that it is in verse Hence, this formula cluster cannot be said
to be limited to either verse or prose versions of the romance epic Ohanyan Israel's parallels are as

follows

Hate alê odê, silav di diwanê werda,

Xulam û xizmetk'ar û Bek'o fabûn ji berda,

Memê qûna wî fanebû ji wan dya û wan e'rda.

[Then] came to the hall, giving greeting to his diwan.

The youths and servants and Beko stood up,

[but| Memê wouldn't get up off his ass.

Go: "Gelt xulama, mîrê me, mtr Zêydîn, silav di dtwane werda,

Em hemî fabûn ji berda,

û Memê fanebû ji wan mesk'ena, ji wan e'rda."

[Beko] said, "0 youths, our prince, Mtr Zêydîn, gave greeting to his diwan,

IAndl we all stood up,

But Memê did not rise from his place on the ground."

Qaweçi go: "Mire min Qeret'ajdîn, mtr Zêydîn hat ji derda,

Silav di dîwanê werda,

Xulam Û xizmetk'ar û Bek'o fabûn ji berda,

Qûna Memê fanebû ji wan mesk'ena, ji wan e'rda."

The coffee pourer said, "My mtr Qeretajdtn, Mtr Zeydtn came in from outside,

Gave greeting to his diwan,

The youths and servants and Beko stood up,
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In continuing to survey the applicability of Oral-Formulaic Theory to Kurdish

oral literature, 1 will next examine the related phenomenon of word pairs (or

doublets), which is common to all Middle Eastern languages: Hebrew, Aramaic,

Arabic, Turkish. Persian, and Kurdish, among others. As for Turkish, G. L Lewis states

in his Turkish Grammar** that?"on almost every page of the dictionary will be found

nouns and adjectives consisting in pairs of assonant words," a description that is

applicable to Kurdish as well. In Robert C. Galley's artide?"Oral Tradition and Biblical

Studies67," he reviews the literature on word pairs in Biblical Hebrew and related

literatures (e.g., Ugaritic). The linguist Yakov Maikiel has written a very nice

exploratory essay, in which he calls such word pairs binomials and discusses this

phenomenon with regard to English, German, French, and a few other European

languages'*.

The doublets, both constituents always the same part of speech, can be a pair of

nouns, adjectives, or verbs, either linked by a dash (when written down) or joined by

the word andW*. The paired words may be: a) alliterative, i.e., they may both have

the same initial sound; b) synonymous; c) complementary in meaning, e.g., mother

[But] Memê wouldn't get up off his ass. (ZK-2, p. 84)

" Clarendon Press. el967, 1978), p 236

WOral Tradition, 1 (1986), 30-65; reprinted in: Praj-Formulajr, Thwy A MKIore Casebook ed. by
lohn Miles Foley (New York and London . Garland Publishing Co, 1990), pp 189-225.

*8Yakov Malkid 'Studies in Irreversible Binomials,'' Lingua 8, ii (1939), S13-16ft reprinted in his:
feay^m linguistic Themes (Berkeley & Los Angeles : University of California Press, 1968), pp. 311-

3SS.

**Thcre are numerous examples of the same word pair occurring in both ways in one and the same text
eg, in ZK-1. where in the first occurrence of a particular formula the forms lagir Û alavfê)! and idil
Û hinavfê)! are found, while the second occurrence has |agir-alav(ê! I and idil-riinavlê) I. In the
following discussion, only pairs of nouns and adjectives will be considered, pairs of verbs will not be

dealt with
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and lather = parents [de û bav] or night andday Işev Û fojl; or, rarely, d) rhyming,

e.g., lions and men Işêr û mêr], a hendiadys meaning 'courageous men'. It is not

uncommon for an alliterative pair to also be either synonymous, e.g., Mends and

companions\heva\ û hogir] and servants andattendants [xulam û xizmetk'ar]

or complementary, e.g., throne and crown It'ext û tOac]. Such doublets tend to

occur several times within a given text (context #2), as well as having parallel

occurrences across texts (context #1 ).

These doublets may modify the meaning of the individual components fn

several ways, the most prominent of which are: 1) hendiadys; 2) making the meaning

exceedingly ornate; or, conversely, 3) keeping the meaning simple. As in the example

Işêr û mêrl quoted above, the paired words may form a hendiadys, in which the paired

nouns take on the meaning of a noun plus modifier. Some doublets impart a more

intense connotation to the constituent words than either of them has when used

alone. Hence, Ixulam û xizmstk'ar] means something like 'all kinds of servants and

attendants', creating an image of a large group of servants tripping over each other,

whereas when "xularr7°" appears alone, it simply means 'servant 1»/, and

"xizmetk'ar" is just a 'servant' or 'attendant.' Likewise Işim 0 me'sa(ne)) may conjure

up an picture of every imaginable sort of footwear, although by itself "şimlik]" is a

wooden-soled slipper for use in the bath*, and "melTs" denotes slippers made of

yellow leathern or prayer slippers*. In point of fad however, in the versions of M&Z

TOfrom Arabic ghulam r^ *y <*) > x under the influence of izmetk'ar? [Suggested by

Martin Schwartz, personal communication],

^according to Bakacv's dictionary,

^according to Jaba and Justi's dictionary,

"to IzoH's dictionary
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in which the phrase [şim û me'sa(ne)l appears, it simply means 'a pair of shoes':

consequently, doublets may also convey the simplest meaning inherent in the paired

words.

The following chart consists of the formulaic doublets that occur in version

ZK-2 of M&Z. In the fourth column, entitled 'Relationship', a = alliterative, s =

synonymous, c = complementary, and r = rhyming.

Doublet Meaning Part of Speech

1 har lûl din ! crazy

i hebs û sinedan . pnson

i k ef u fienek

i k'êt u sayilne]

i oxir û telek

i

! qîz û bfik

' fê û dirb

pleasure

pleasure

destiny, fate

adj.

n.

: girls & brides ! n.

I roads n.

i

saz û sazbend 1 musidans
I

serial û mêrlal i brave men i n.

'şim û me'salne] i shoes

I te'ii û t'uie hounds

tevirla] u bêrlal shovels

t'extûtac

xif û xalt

throne

crown

desolate

xîret û namûs i honor

n.

adj.

Relationship

a/s

a/c

Number of

Occurrences

1
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xulam û

xizmetk'ar

servants n. a/s 3

In the aforementioned discussion, formulaic doublets were taken from ZK-2,

a version of M&Z completely in verse. Now let us consider a version in prose with

sung verse insertions. In the following chart, containing selected doublets from the

first twelve pages of ZK-1, a sixth column has been added to indicate whether a given

word pair appears in a prose or verse context:

1
Doublet 1 Meaning

aqil û

' Vernal

berrilubac

brains and

beauty

taxes

!

I ca û qawa- I tea & coffee

1 R 1
1 ç'ira û j candles

I |
; şemdane

dest û fû

dc'w û doz

! esqûşa

i ,
1 e yan u

i k'ubar

face

fiEht

celebration

nobles

gede-Kûda 1 beeears

heval û

i hogir

k'oçk û sera

mends

palace

Pt. of Speech

n

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

1
i n.

Rel-ship

s

a/s

s

s

s

a/s

s

s

a

a/s

s

No.ofOccs.

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

3

2

3

5

Prose /Verse

P-l/V-1

V

P

V

P

V

P

P

P-l/V-1

P

P-4/V-1
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k'uik Û tibas

lal û duf

qevdûddar

qiz û bûk

reng û fû

xulam û

xizmetk'ar

coat

jewels

chains

girls &

bndes

eood looks

servants

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

s

s

s

s

a

a/s

2

3

5

4

3

3

V

P-l/V-2

P-l/V-4

P-3/V-1

V

P-l/V-2

As the chart shows, formulaic doublets may occur either in the prose section or

in the sung verse sections. There is a tendency for a given doublet to be limited to one

or the other in the cases where it does occur in both, however, there is a definite

preference for one or the other texture. Of the seventeen doublets in the chart, seven

occur both in prose and verse sections of the story: of those, two occur once for each of

the two textures (aqilû kemal; gede-gûda), while five display a marked preference for

one or the other.

The fad that this type of formula, the doublet, occurs both in verse and in prose

textural environments, is problematic for oral formulaic theory. Parry and Lord, as

well as all those who have applied their theory to traditions in other languages, have

made it clear that the theory is applicable only to poetry. In the case of M&Z, if not for

Kurdish oral literature in general, a particular type of formula, the doublet, occurs

both in prose and in poetry. Even if a particular doublet is more common in a prose

context than in a poetic one, there are cases m which the same doublet can occur in

both contexts. If, as mentioned above, the prose versions are paraphrases of a tradition
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which was originally entirety in verse, then some of the poetic charaderistics may

have been carried over into the prose retellings.74

Regardless of which of the two textures a particular doublet occurs in, the class

of traditional pairs of words as a whole dearly exists both in prose and in poetry.

Word pairs that occur in verse versions of M&Z, such as ZK-2, as well as in the verse

sections of the prose versions, such as ZK-1 and FK-2, are perhaps the best candidates

for consideration as formulaic building blocks. Examples of doublets that occur in

both of the above charts, i.e., both in verse and prose versions of M&Z, include the

following:

qtzûbûk

girls-and-brides

t'extûtOac
throne-and-crown

xffûxalt
empty-and-desolate

xulam Û xizmetk'ar
servants-and-attendants

The doublet (unmarried)girls and brides [qtz û bûW, occurs in nine out of

eighteen versions used in this study's. Both unmarried girls and married women

Wit should be noted, however, that some of the word pairs are common in everyday seech. Bor
example, dê 0 bav is the simplest way to say 'parents'

75|SHa-l], ISHa-21, IGNal, FK-2, IBP-21, EP-1, ZK-1, ZK-2, and MC-1. b OM, the same thing is said in
another way, using 'jin û kiç* rather than 'qlz û bûk': this also switches the order of the dementi m
Xant's literary poem, the half-line dûşlze û new'erûs û bikr in [= are gins and new
brides and virgins] (second hemistich of line 349) is apparently a literary equivalent to qtz Û bQk.
Note that three words are used rather than two, and the simple three syllables are expanded to ten,

constituting one entire hemistich in hanj meter.
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share the distinction of being female: this is an example of a complementary doublet,

calling to mtnd all sorts of women, or women both before and after marriage, the all-

important line of demarcation in the context of a traditional sodety. This formula is

not limited to M&Z: in a poem attributed to EVdalê Zeynê recited by Ftart Şero, the

informant (deagbêf for version EP-1, the following verse occurs:

Mlnaberê qtzûbûka qe doraxwe navtnim ».
Asbefore girls and brides at all around myself Idontsee
=1 no longer see girls and brides all around me, as before.

In addition, it appears in another story, Dewreşê EVdt (Avdi the Dervish), as

told by two different dengbêfeşOhanyan Israel, from whom we have version ZK-2

of M&Z, and Fgîtê Tear, teller of version ZK-1. In Ohanyan Israel's version (Z-29),

we encounter the following:

Hicûnue-wiLemêbavêjinê serk'ceê dzûbûMwane77
Attack first, we-will throw on sheepfdd-of girl* and brides thar
-We will launch our first attack against the sheepfolds of their girts and

brides

Hicuma c/wiL we bavêjine ser k'ozê qlz 0 bûkêwe ktka Û we milane,78
-We will launch our first attack against the sheepfolds of the girls and bnUes of

you Ktkas and you Mitas79

» Ordikhane DzhaUl ft Dzhalile Dzhalil. Tfrgntina K'UrtU - Klirrltti I Fnl'MCf (Moskva : Nauka,
1978), vd. 2. 1813, p. 97.

WjbJjL vol. 1, #29. p. 279.

Wjbid., p. 28tt

"names of two tribes.
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HicOma trwit, 11 *er k'oeê qtz 0 bûkane,80
will launch our first attack against the *eepfdds d the girls and brides

In Fgttê Tear's version (Z-33), the following verse occurs:

Qtz û bûkê seherft Brl fadivin femase,81
The girls and brides d the city d Br get up to Iwatchl the çectade

In all the above cases, the meaning is 'all sorts of women**. The three

occurrencesin Z-29 are cognate, being three manifestations of one formula. The one

occurrence in Z-33 is not related to the formula so well attested in Z-29, but rather is

cognate to a phrase which occurs twice in ZK-1, and appears to be part of E'gttê TêaVs

style. The relevant passages from ZK-1, both of which are in prose, are:

.. rivê bira dz û bûkê seher t'emam bene baSe TOrMrt
tomorrow morning all the girls and women d the dry *ould come to the garden

d Turkirt (ZK-1, p. 48)

*touL vd. 1, #29, p. 281.

MjtisL vd. 1, #33, p. 297.

82lWs formula may be very dd indeed, for I have come across an dose analogue d It in the G«eds
Apoayphon, an Aramaic text that forms part d the Dead Sea Scrolls In cdumn XX, in a description
d the beauty d Abraihalm's wife Sara|i| at the time d their descent into Egypt (paralleling Genesis,

chapter 20), the expression factnlan we-Wan n«?31 "pHDl (-virgins and brides) appears Isee
Joseph A Rtzmyer. The penesis Apoayphm d Oumran Cave I : A Commentary (Rome : BUical
Institute Press, 1971), line * pp. 62-3|. The full sentence reads 'There are no virgins or brides who
enter a bridal diamber |who are! more beautiful man she* This phrase forms part of a poem which
has no direct counterpart in the Biblical passage, the Aramaic text is an apocryphal Keount of it
reflecting orally drculating versions d the HUical narrative The long period d historical contact
between Aramaic and the Iranian languages makes it posaUe that a formula could ««in born
Aramaic and Kurdish. It should be remembered that three versions d MernO Ztn induded in We
present study are originally in Turoyo, the Neo-Aramaic language d the Jacobites d the Tur AWn
region d Mardin, Kurdistan d Turkey: this bespeaks a shared oral tradition between speakers d

Kurdish and d Neo-Aramaic
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Qlz û bûkê seherê Muxurzemtnê, U evintya Mzkirtna Memê dilê her yekMa,

^"^Thegirls and women d the dry d Mukhureerfltn. each one wi* the love d Mem
in her heart strdled arm in arm (ZK-1, p. 48)

Hence, a word pair such as qîz û bûk may form part of several different

verse-long formulas, as in Z-29 and Z-33. Although this use of the term formula more

nearly fits Lord's definition, fn that phrases of this type occupy only part of a given

hne of verse, I find ft confusing and unsatisfadory to employ the term formula in

describing both the formulaic phrase as a whole and its constituent parts. If the three

verses in Z-29 are three versions of one and the same formula, then qtz A Mk, a

fixed element within that formula, cannot be designated by the same term which

denotes the verse as a whole. Robert C Culley* makes It dear that there is adebate

regarding whether or not word pairs should be considered formulas at all, at least in

the context of Biblical Hebrew. In any event, a distinction must be drawn between

building blocks, such as word pairs like qtz Û bûk which are used in constructing

longer formulaic strings, and those longer formulaic strings themselves. Albert B.

Lord suggests calling a Hne or half hne that is formulaic a formulaic egression

leaving the term formula freeto designate the constituent elements of the verse; tn

the context of Kurdish folk poetry as analyzed here, the lack of distinction between a

whole line and half hne is unsatisfadory. AKemativety. the term formula could be

limited to the verse as a whole, employing a term such as formulaic element or

formulaic phrase to denote the constituent elements of the verse. The latter

terminology has been used in the present study.

In ZK-1. there are two occurrences of a verse that are dearly formulaic,

consisting of two (in one case: three) word pairs. They are as follows:

Pibid. pp. 202-4.
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Agir û alavfi dil o hrnavê qlzJlbûka disotin, (18)

Hre-and-flames heart-and-innards-of giris-and-brides burned
(1) (2) (3)

=Rre and flames erupted in the hearts and breasts of the girls and women,
(ZK-1, p. 49)

Agir-alav& dil-frrnave' Qeret'aidtn birava disotin, (19)
Rre-and-flames heart-and-innards-of Q. and brothers burned

(1) (2)
=Hre and flames engulfed the hearts of Qeretajdin and his brothers,
(ZK-1, p. 59)

Whether or not the word pairs are themselves formulas in the sense Parry and

Lord have in mind, some of them regularly occur in verses which are formulaic, as

demonstrated above. Others occur with fixed epithets, a context which is also

formulaic Examples:

lal Û duf, bavê cewahir
rubies-and-pearls, the father of jewels (ZK-1, twice - verse)

k'oçk û serayê fengtn

pavilion-and-palace colorful
=colorful pavilion-and-palace (ZK-1, twice - prose)

şim Û me'se zerftnle
slippers-and-sandals golden . .. . .. ^.n
=golden sfippers-and-sandals (ZK-2 and Dzhalil & Dzhalil, vol. 1, #29.

once each)

This construction is reminiscent of another formulaic convention, that of

proper noun plus epithet. Milman Parry first carved a niche for himself fn classical
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scholarship by devoting a monograph" to the analysis of the technique of formulaic

epithets, and Albert B. Lord explains the concept in The StngfT nf Tales85 in the

chapter on the formula. John Miles Foley refers to these as 'noun-epithet formulas' in

Thr Tnpnry nf Qi?i rnrnprwitinntt and gives as examples from Homer

divine Odysseus,* "swift-footed divine Achilleus; *ox-*yed
queen Hera." "Gerenian horse-man Nestor." 'goddess gray-^ed A*ena,

the great battU>cry" landl'Menelaos of the great r»ttie-a/«

The literature consulted was unanimous in considering such phrases as

formulaic elements: in fad, oral-formulaic theory was largely developed as a way to

explain them. The same phenomenon can be found in M&Z, although once again not

limited to a poetic environment. Some examples are:

Meme delal
Mem the lovely

Zina delal
Ztn the lovely

Memfiye nazik
Mem the delicate

Ztna nazik
Zin the delicate

Bek'olye] E'wan
Beko the troublemaker

Qeret'ajdtne dtn
Qeretajdtn the crazy

84 i.'ftpithete fty.titi'i^ri'e dans Homere (Paris. 1928)

«5(New York : Atheneum, cl960, 1976), pp. 34 ff.

86-n,.TWv nf O^ rv^priHnn History and Methodology (Hoomington k Indianapdls : Indiana

University Press, 1988), pp. 23-24

WjbiiL P 24. An example from Avestan, like Kurdish an Iranian language, is naire.man S
terasaspo- 'manly Krsaspa" Iseet Christian Barthcicmaft Altirmitttlffi WcrtertMch (Berlin k New
York : Walter De Gruyter, 1979), cd. 10531
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Al-p'asayê kal

Al pasha the old

If we see the word pair plus epithet phrase as structurally equivalent to the

proper noun phis epithet phrase, then we have a criterion for judging whether or not

the word pairs are themselves formulaic I would argue that whereas the phrase

Qeretajdtn the crazy (Qeret'ajdtne dtn] is formulaic, the name Qeretajdln by itself

is not; hence, although golden shppers-and-sandals [şim Û me'se zeTilnJe] is a

formulaic phrase, why should the word pair [şim û me's(an)] alone be considered

formulaic? The additional fad that many of the word pairs occur in prose narrative,

as well as in everyday speech, strengthens the argument that these doublets should be

regarded simply as nouns, perhaps enjoying a status similar to that accorded proper

nouns. Therefore, it is my conclusion that word pairs are not formulaic except when

they occur with fixed epithets.

In this section, Oral-Formulaic Theory has been applied to the oral versions of

M&Z induded in the corpus. A definition for the formula and formula cluster vis-a¬

vis Kurdish oral literature has been offered, and three different formulaic contexts

have been examined, with examples provided for each. The three contexts are: a) one

occurrence of a formula per text, with obvious parallels in other versions; b) several

occurrences within the same text; and c) one or more occurrences in M&Z with a

parallel in some other story. As a corollary to this last context, the style of one

dengbêj has been scrutinized in the light of formulaic evidence. Although most of

the formulas examined occur in verse passages, there are also examples of formulas in

a prose environment. Finally, the formulaic nature of word pairs or doublets has been

debated, and the condusion has been reached that in and of themselves word pairs are
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not formulaic, although they do appear in formulas tn conjunction with fixed

epithets.



CHAPTER SIX:

Text
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nnv« ftn« ot AnFU7: Motffs HxTribtttng Variation

In this section, the story of M&Z wfli be broken down into its constituent parts,

and each part will be subjeded to comparative analysis based on the range of variation

exhibited across the eighteen versions used in this study. The method employed in

this investigation is both comparative and structuralist It is a combination of the

Comparative Method (also known as the Historical Geographic or the Finnish

Method) and Froppian Structuralism. Breaking the story down into its constituent

parts is in keeping with the Russian folklorist Vladimir Fropp's methodology: he

called these parts functions, but Alan Dundes has replaced this with the term

motifcmeS Within each individual motifeme slot, indicating what happens in

each version at that point is an application of the Comparative Method as pioneered

by the Finnish folklorists Julius and Kaarie Krohn and Antti Aame.

To give the reader an idea of what a motifeme is, let us start with an example

from Cinderella, a tale familiar to most Westerners. In the version of Cinderella

which has been popularized by WaK Disney, when Cinderella leaves the prince's ball

just after the dock strikes the midnight hour, she loses one of her glass slippers in her

rush to leave. In other folk versions of the tale, she loses a ring instead.2 Within the

motif N350. Accidentalloss ofproperty\ha glass slipper and the ring are variants

which fit into the same slot in different versions of the tale. This slot is an example of

ISee his' from Etic to Emic Units in the Structural Study d FdMales,* Jnumal of American FdMcre
75(1962), 95-104 'Structural Typdogy in North American Indian Fdktales/ Sputhwestam louma of
Anthropdoey. 19 (1963), 121-30; reprinted in his Thft Study Of FvtXlvTe <&^<^°,2* N'' i
Prentice-Hall, d965), pp. 206-15; and "the Symbdic Equivalence d Allomohfs in the Rabbit-rlerd IA1
570),' An,- Scandinavian Ywrhnok of Folklore 36 (1980) 119821, 91-8; reprinted in his PnTgng Ttirgigh
QnfrTn™ ; Kways hy a Freudian Folklorist (Madison : The University d Wisconsin Press, 1987), pp. 167-

77.

2See Anna Hrgitta Sooth. Th» nnnVrPila Cvde (Lund : CW.K. Qeerup, 1951)
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a motifeme slot and the different items that can be fit into such a slot -in this case

a glass slipper and a ring- are aHomotifs} Let us now crte an example from M&Z.

At the beginning of the story, Mem and Ztn are brought together by three doves in

some versions, by the jinn in other versions, and by two angels in yet other versions.

The motifeme slot that these three aHomotifs fiD could be termed * Characters

who fulfill the function ofbringing Mem andZtn together'

The only other attempt to construd a chart showing correspondances between

the various versions of M&Z was by Roger Lescot in the introduction to his composite

text (LT)4. His chart consisted of six columns, entitled (from left to right) Version

moyenne; Mtşo; 0. Mann [=0M]; Hawar, Xant; Mader [-GNal "Xard" refers to

Ehmedê Xani's literary poem. "Mtşo" and "Hawar" refer to two of the three versions

included in the pastiche that he created: his "Version moyenne" is the version that he

intended to come up with as an abstraction based on all the versions, as if he were

dealing with numbers, for which an average could be produced by adding up all the

sums and dividing by the number of constituents. Only two of the eighteen versions

included in the present study appear in his chart, OM and GNa. Why the other eariy

versions were excluded is a mystery to me. Certainly Lescot knew of PN, PS, LC-1 (and

LC-2) and the three FK versions: he specifically mentions some of them in his

introduction. The chart is most useful for its comparison of Ehmede Xanfs poem

with the oral versions.

ÎThe terms motifeme and allomotif were first used by Kenneth L. Pike in his Fangiiagftin Matron to a
Unified Theory of the Structure d Human Behavior (Glendale, 1954; reprinted: The Hague : Mouton,
1967) , by analogy with the linguistic terms morpheme - allomorph and phoneme - allopnontt

*Les Variantesde Meme Alan,' in the introduction to his Tfnrtm KurdB Vd. ^ MemS Alan (Beyrouth
: Institut Français de Dama* 1942), pp. |viii|-»il.
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Kurdoev's artide' about the folk versions of M&Z and ERmede Xani's version

is also a comparative study of the versions known to him (PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2;

FK-1; FK-3; EP-1; ZK-1). Differences between the various versions are discussed, but

they are neither plotted in a chart nor listed in a table. According to Kurdoev, the

Leningrad Department of Kurdology has been planning to publish thirteen versions of

M&Z for some time now: this welcome addition to the field has yet to appear as of this

writing, thirteen years later.

It is hoped that the fonowing discussion, together with the accompanying

charts and tables, will enhance the study of M&Z for kurdologists, folklorists, linguists,

and students of comparative literature.

DRAMATIS PEKSONAB

LA. Mem.

Mem is known as Mem. Meme, Memo, or Memê Alain]; in OM, he is

sometimes referred to as Kakeh Mem 1= 'older brother Meml and other times as Mtr

Mem 1= 'emir or prince Meml. Mem is short for Muhammad, a very common

Islamic name. The story itself is known by two different names, either Mem 0 Zin or

Meme Alan. The French kurdologist Roger Lescot used the term Memê Alan to

refer to the oral versions of the story, reserving the term Mem Û 2n for ERmedê

Xant's literary poem. Although the distinction is important, the folk use the two

terms interchangeably; moreover, there .is another well known folk romance which

goes by two names: the story of Xec Û Slyabend (or Styamend), also known as

Sîyabende Silîvt. Here, too, we have the same two types of titles: one consisting of

5-Derheqa şoved Mem Û Zina zargott û şova Mem 0 Zina Ehmedê Xant,' fiovsrt Kdt TJnyarl Kurd
|-The Journal d the Kurdish AcademyL 6 (1978), pp. 78-110.
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the names of the man and woman around whom the story revolves (although in

M&Z the man is named first, whereas in Xec Û Slyabend the woman's name comes

first), the other the man's first name followed by his tribal affiliation.

Mem is an only child in all versions but one (PN), in which he has a twin sister

named Aminah, about whom we hear nothing after they are bom. Two common

noun-prus-epithet formulas are Memê delal [= 'Mem the lover/] and Memêye

nazik [= 'Mem the deticatel.

l.B. Mem's father (Al pasha)

Mem's father is generally known as Al-Paşa, Alan-paşa (ZK-2), Alan-begê (ZK-

3), Ala (HR-1), Mtrfe] Alan (PS; HM). This is not his personal name, but rather means

the pasha beg or emir of the Al tribe. Hence, Mem is Mem of the Al tribe, and his

father is the leader of the tribe. In reality there is no Kurdish tribe known as Al or

Alan6, however there was an andent nomadic Iranian in the southern Caucasus

people by that name. Al in Kurdish can mean 'a flag or banner' or 'a rock, boulder, or

crag' (although this latter meaning is from a source of questionable reliability) and in

Turkish, al is one of several words for 'red'; there is also an Arabic word al J

meaning 'tribe or dan.' To make matters more confusing, the city that Mem comes

from is shrouded in mystery: this will be discussed more fully below, under I.F.

In a few versions, Mem's father is given a personal name. In LC-1 (4.) he is

called sfrin alma, which is Turkish for 'sweet apple'7. In OM (5.) he is called Brahlm

Pasha or Brahlm Padishah: Brahlm is a Kurdish form of the Arabic name Ibrahim,

known in Judeo-Christian tradition as Abraham. SHa-2 has a King Kachants, an

6-an is an inflectional ending, signifying the oblique case d the plural.

7Şmn elma in Turkish.
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Armenian name, and PN (3.), which begins the story with a heretofore unidentified

folktale, features Yusif Agha as Mem's IMammo's] father.

I.C Mem's mother

Mem's mother is unnamed in nine versions (PN; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-

1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1), and is not mentioned at all in seven (PS; HM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-1;

HR-2; MC-1). Among the versions in which she is mentioned but not named, in one

(GNa) we are told that she is dead, but later on she is alive; in another (EP-1) she is a

virgin living at shrine; in PN (l.d.) she is Yusif Agha's female cousin.

Mem's mother has a name in two versions: in LC-1 (3.) she is zaBxa xatun,

kacfka qonSsiane [- 'Lady Zehkha (or Zulaykha), daughter of the QureTshisT. ZeHkha

(or Zulaykha) is the name given to Potiphar's wife in Islamic versions of the biblical

story of Joseph, and Qureish is the name of the tribe that the Islamic prophet

Muhammadbelongedto. In ZK-2 (4.) she is known as Têlî 'fsan: this is comparable

to Ztn #l's second name hi EP-1, T6B Xatun [see ILAAbJ, and to TelH Nigar, the name

of Köroglu's beloved in the Turkish folk romance Koroglu. Telli is a Turkish word

which originally means 'containing wire or thread ltd],' but in speaking of brides ft

means 'decorated with gold or silver wire or thread': this latter meaning fits for the

three young women in question, as they are all of marriageable age at the time.

I.D. Mem's servant Bengtn

Bengln, or Bengtneh as he is caned hi OM, appears in only four of the versions

induded in the study (OM; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1). In addition, he also appears fn JA and

LT: in the latter he is called 'Begit.' All the attestations are from southern versions,

but his absence from PS is striking fn this regard. Bengtn accompanies Mem to Jezira
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Bohtan in OM, ZK-3, and MC-1 (2.), but stays behind in ZK-2 (3.). In versions without

Bengtn, Mem has a faithful companion in his horse Bor, for which see LE below.

I.E. Mem's horse (Bar): See also B.III.A.and CI.

Mem's horse is named Bor fn aght versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1;

EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1), and Boze Rewan (or Rewal) in two versions (LC-1; ZK-2). In seven

versions, he is not named (2. : PN; PS; OM; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2), and in one

version (HM) he is not mentioned at all. In the versions in which the horse is called

Bozê Rewan (3. : LC-1; ZK-2), to which we may add LT-Mtşp8, he is caught by

fishermen in the sea, Motif B184.1.3. Magic horse fiom water world In OM (l.c)

the horse is unnamed, but is referred to as espl dot 1= 'gray horsel. The word dot

means both 'gray' and Tiorse'; as a matter of fad, boz also means 'gray' as well as 'a

horse or donkey with a grey coat*.

I.F. Mem's homeland (Mukhurzemin or Yemen)

In most versions, Mem's native city is called Muxurzemtn or one of it

variants: Şehere Muxurzemtne (ZK-1); Mukhurzemin (EP- 2); sehere Mixurzemlne

(EP-1); Mukher Zamin (SHa-2); Muxur Zemtn (FK-1); Muxfolr-Zemtn (FK-2); Mkhur-

Zaman [IT|»mp-ftUJXui\l (GNa); Merxebzemtn (MC-1); baiare moyribiane (LC-1);

Bajare Mixribiyan (LT). In southern versions, however, it is known as Yemen (PS;

OM; JA) or Bajarê Yemenê (ZK-3). In four versions (PN; HM; SHa-1; HR-1) it is

unnamed, although in PN (3.b.) we are told that it is near the land of India. In HR-2

(4.) ft is called 'the place of the Ala'.

He» LT, p. 16, line 137.
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There is a curious sort of inversion in some versions (PS; OM; EP-2; ZK-3;

HR-1; ZK-2): ironically, no one in Muxurzemtn (or Yemen) has ever heard of Jezira

Bohtan, when in fad it is Muxurzemtn that is a fictional place: Jeztra Bohtan really

exists.

By gathering together the various forms of the name Muxurzemtn that appear

in the various versions, we are in a position to make some guesses as to the meaning

of the word. Zemin is undoubtedly the Persian word zamm <r*j meaning land':

this has a native Kurdish cognate zevt I- 'field! For Muxur- we have the following

variants: Mixur-. Muxur-. Merxeb-, Mixribiyan (LT), and moyribiane (LC-1). Isusped

that Merxeb- is a metathesis of which we see in Mixribiyan and

moyribiane , from the Arabic word maghrib «->* , meaning 'west.' If I am right, the

forms Muxur-/Mixur-/Muxur- would have lost a final -b. An analogous situation

obtains fn the Kurdish forms mitirb /mit'irp /mirfib /mirfiv 1= 'GypsyT, from

Arabic mutrib «->* 1= 'singer, entertainer"], which exhibit the same types of

metatheses, -tri- -> -tir- and -tri- -> -rid-: one need only imagine the disappearance of

the final -b in the Muxur-/ Mixur-/ Muxur- group as a simplification of the

consonantal duster -rbz-, furthered by dissimilation in the labial environment (i.e.,

the two m's in Muxurzemtn). The Maghrib is the western part of the Arab Worid,

the part of North Africa in which Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia are situated. Hence,

Muxurzemln could mean "Western land/ or 'Morocco.'

What does this have to do with Yemen? Yemen is a southern land. The

Semitic root VYMN means both 'right side' and 'south', e.g. Hebrew yamin [YaMiNl

TV - 'right' and teman Ita-YMaN] TD'il - 'south; Yemen'. Apparently, to the Semitic

peoples, east was up: when one looked up, one was facing east, and one's right hand

was to the south. In any event, Yemen is thought of as a far away and exotic place, as

is Morocco: so also India fn PN. My explanation, then, is that for the Kurdish peasant,
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Morocco in the west, Yemen hi the south, and India in the east were equally strange

places, and Mem could come from any one of them. Incidentally, this strengthens the

argument that the Al tribe to which Mem belonged was not Kurdish.

I.G. Minor donor figure.

The major donor figures, the doves, jinns, and angels who bring Mem and Zin

#1 together, will be dealt with below in B.IA : hence, the following discussion will be

limited toother, less widespread donor figures. There is no minor donor figure in ten

versions (PN; PS; HM; SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2). Of the versions

which have an initial stage [see A. in Scenes and Motifsl, both the three that have a

childless man as Mem's future father (2.a-c : LC-1; OM; ZK-2) and the one with Mem's

heroic birth (4. : EP-1) have donor figures. In Ma-c, LC-1 (2.a.) has the Royal sheikh

[sexi hunkare], OM (2.c) has Veysel Karanl of Mahidesht, and ZK-2 (2.b.) has Xocfe Xizir

(Khizir), who appears also in MC-1 as Xidir nebt or Xidir Eylas. Veysel Karanl9 was a

local saint who was a contemporary of the Prophd Muhammad: his grave is a shrine

on the road between Bitlis and Diyarbekir. Xizir or Xidir10, generally depided as a

little old man with a long white beard who appears out of nowhere to help people in

trouble, is a Deusexmachina figure often identified with Elijah the Prophet in Jewish

tradition and St. Bias in Christian tradition. In Turkish he is known as Hizrr, and in

Arabic as Khidr >^ , from a root meaning 'green,' suggesting a connection with

'Also known as Uways al-Qarant or Wesulo/ant. See M. M. van Bruinessen Other saints d
Kurdistan,' in: Agha Shaikh and State on the Social and Piitica) Prraiirahm of Kurdislan,

Thesis (Utrecht : Rjksuniverateit, 1978), p. 275-6.

l°For a monograph in Turkish on the belief in Hiar, see Ahmet Yaşar Ocak. MSm-TArt jnmdannda
Hiar yahut Hmr-llyas Kûltû |The Hiar or Hinr-Bias cult in Islamic-Turkish Beliefsl (-Ankara :

Turk Kûltûrûnû Arasörma Enstitûsû, 1985), 229 p. for a brief discussion d al-KhlçIlJn an Egyptian
context (in Englishl, see Susan Syomovics. The Merchant nf Art An Rmrtian Hllali tt& hpic roei in
Perform anon (Berkeley et al. : University d California Pre«* 1987), p. 11
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fertility. In EP-1 (A.4. in Scenes and Motifs) the donor figures who are instrumental in

Mem's conception are three riders, guides of hick and fortune.

In SHa-2 and GNa, when Mem is intent upon healing Bar's wounds in the

transitional stage [CLL the doves from the beginning of the story reappear and give

Mem one (SHa-2) [or three (GNa)l of their feathers, instructing him to dip it in water

and then to rub Bor"s wounds with it: this heals his wounds.

When Mem faints after finding Ztn #l's ring on his finger [B.II.A-B.L in ZK-1

his father finds an old man [Kalê zemanê] who tells him what is wrong with Mem

and what to do about it. This is not as dearcut a case as the others listed here, as no

magic is performed.

II.A. Zin Itll

Ztn #1 is called Ztn or Ztne, and her name is oftened accompanied by epithets,

e.g. dilbar ztne or zma zêîdane (LC-1), ztne stttia bohta (PS). In some versions she is

caned Lady Ztn: Ztn xatûn (FK-2; FK-1); Xatûn Ztn (ZK-1; MC-1); Khatun Zfn (SHa-2);

Sttya Ztn (ZK-3; ZK-2); Sityê Zin (HR-1); Yay Ztn (Yaya Ztn) (OM). In EP-1 she has the

additional name of Têlt Xatûn: this is discussed above under I.C Ztn is supposedly a

shortened form of the Arabic name Zaynab, known best to westerners in the Greek

form Zenobia.

There are several references to Ztn featuring some form of the word sitt: zine

stttia bohta (PS); Sttya Ztn (ZK-3; ZK-2); Sityû Zin (HR-1); Sittiye (HR-1). As wiH be

seen below in ILL, Qeretajdtn's wife, i.e. Ztn's elder sister, is often caned Sitt: this is

the case in Ehmedê Xant's literary poem as wen. The word resembles the conoquial

Arabic way of saying 'my lady/ namely sitti. Hence, in some cases it is taken as the

equivalent of xatûn or yay (OM), meaning lady/ while in other cases it is a proper

name in its own right.
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Two common noun-phis-epithet formulas are Zina delal [« 'Ztn the lover/]

and Zina nazik [- "Ztn the debcatel It is noteworthy that the same epithets often

accompany Mem s name.

II.B. Mtr Sevdtn, emir of Jeztra Bohtan

The Mt^s name has three main forms: Mtr Sevdtn, Mtr Zeydtn, and Mtr

Zêndtn. Hybrid forms such as Mlr Zevdtn and Mtr Seydtn also occur, but it is

interesting to note that each of these hybrids occurs together with the form Mlr

Sevdtn: in FK-1, Mtr Sevdtn is Ztn #l's brother, while Mtr Zevdtn is her father;

likewise, in EP-1 Mtr Sevdtn is Ztn #l's undc, and Mtr Seydtn is her father.

In LT, the Mtr is cafled Mtr Eztn. AH of these variants presumably come from

Arabic names like sayf al-dîn [sêf-ed-dîn] O^a^-Vs- [= 'the sword of the

religjonl and zayn al-dîn [zên-ed-din] O^kd/ [= 'the beauty of the religion']:

Eztn may come from 'izz al-dîn ['izz-ed-dîn] O-i^J* [= the 'strength of the

religionl

II.C Mlr Sevdtn's relationship to Ztn r#U

In nine versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1) Mtr Sevdtn

is Ztn #l's brother, and in five versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; EP-2; ZK-1) he is her

father. In two versions (GNa; HR-1) there is an inconsistency such that at the

beginning of story we are told that Mtr Sevdtn is Ztn #l's brother, but later on he is

referred to as her father. As mentioned above in H.B., there are also two versions in

which she has two male relatives with similar sounding names, Mtr Sêvdtn [brother]

and Mtr Zevdtn [father] hi FK-1, and Mtr Seydtn [father] and Mtr Sevdtn [unde] in EP-

1: taking these into account, Mtr Sevdtn is Ztn #l's brother in ten versions, and her

father has a name like that in seven versions.
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As has just been stated above in II.C, Mtr Sevdtn is Zin #l's father in seven

versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1). In three versions, her father is

an emir, but with a different name: Mir Zerav in PN; Mir Şaraf in HR-1; and mm

in LC-1. In two versions (HR-2; MC-1) it is specifically stated that Zin #1 is

fatherless, and in another five versions (PS; HM; OM; ZK-3; ZK-2) Ztn It's father is not

mentioned.

ILE. Beko Awan the villain

The villain of the story, Mtr Sevdtn's right hand man, is known both by the

M form of his name, Bekire Ewan, or by his nickname Bek'o or BeVoye ESvan.

E-wan is an epithet meaning 'troublemaker, schemer/ In other versions he is known

asbaköê na;lati 1= 'Beko the accursed'] (PS); qumsi-baku I- 'Gossip-Bekol (LC-1); and

Bekire Direwtn 1= 'Bekir the Bar! (MC-1). In OM he is referred to in three different

ways: Ka Bekir [= 'Brother Bekirl; Bekir Agha [= 'Bekir the agha (feudal lordrT; and

Bekir! Mergewere I- 'Bekir the bringer-of-deathl. As has been mentioned elsewhere,

he is the proverbial Benedid Arnold of Kurdish oral literature. His personality is

discussed in the section of Chapter Six entitled Analysis; Is Mfim a Hero?,

H.F. Ztn #2: relationship to Beko Awan

In twelve versions (PN; HM; OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1;

ZK-2; MC-1) Ztn #2 is Beko Awan's daughter, while she is his sister in four versions

(SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2). In two versions (PS; LC-1) there is no Ztn #2. In a few

versions (OM; MC-1; JA) this charader is caned by a different name, Melik Reyhan or

the tike.
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II.G. Ztn #2: her profession [excludes II.F.3J

Ztn #2 is a sorceress or fortuneteller [femildar or sihirbaz] in nine versions

(SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1). She is the maidservant of Ztn

#1 in seven versions (OM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; HR-1; ZK-2; MC-1). In four versions

(SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; MC-1) she is both.

II.H. Maidservant of Ztn tl

In five versions (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; HR-1; ZK-2) Zin #l's maidservant is also

named Ztn or Ztne: in four of the five cases (SHa-2; GNa; HR-1; ZK-2) the maidservant

is Beko Awan's daughter, and in one case (FK-1) she is his sister. In GNa Zin #1 has

forty maidservants, an named Zine. In three cases (LC-1; OM; MC-1) - four including

JA - Ztn #l's maidservant is named Meltk Reyhan (OM), Melek Rihan (MC-1), or

Rdhanfe) (LC-1): in OM and MC-1 she is Beko Awan's daughter. In two versions (ZK-

3; ZK-2) Gulelş (or GuleVîşan) is Ztn #l's servant giri. No maidservants are

mentioned in five versions (PN; PS; SHa-1; FK-2; EP-2). Maidservants are mentioned,

but left unnamed, in six versions (HM; LC-1; EP-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2): in HM the

number of unnamed servants in two, while in three versions (LC-1; EP-1; ZK-2) there

are forty unnamed servants.

II.I. Qeretajdtn

Qeretajdtn is present in an but one version (PN): in that version his duties are

shared between the Mtr and the charaders Hasso and Chakko, who are the equivalent

of Qeretajdtn and his brothers in other versions. In the Armenian translations (SHa-

1; SHa-2; GNa) he is caned Gharatazhdfn (Ghara-Tazhdin in GNa) or Tazhdin; in the

Russian translation of EP-2 he is known as Karatadjin. The name seems to mean
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'Sack crown of the religion/ combining Turkish kara [> -black! with Arabic ttj au-

dtn Itaj-ed-dinl <***& [= 'crown of the reBgionl A formulaic name-plus-epithet

is qaratazcfine dm (PS) orQeretajdtnê devdtn (EP-1) 1= 'Crazy QeretajdhVL

IIJ. Qeretajdtn's brothers [* = betrothed to Ztn MD

In most versions. Qeretajdln has two brothers. Frfan and Çekan: in seven

versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; EP-2; ZK-1; MC-1) it is Çekan who is already

betrothed to Ztn #1 when Mem comes onto the scene. Erfan's name displays the

fonowing variation: Efan (FK-2; ZK-1); Afan (SHa-2); Arfo (HM); Arfolnl (SHa-1);

Trfo/'Arfb (OM); Erfin (FK-1); Arfin (EP-2); EW (ZK-3; MC-1); Freb (ZK-2). Çekan's

names also displays variation, as foHows: Çekan (FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1); Jakan [BuiU.un.1

(SHa-2; GNa); Çeko (ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1); IChakko] (PN); Cheko (OM); cakû(PS); [hasan-]

cako(LC-l); Jakoln] (SHa-1); Çektn (FK-1); Chekfn (EP-2). In a few versions, the names

ofC^retejcnn'srwobromersresemblewordpairs. In two cases they rhyme: makö and

cakö (PS); Kakan [Uiuliun.1 and Jakan [nUlllUI,V] (GNa). The first pair, makö and

cakö, is a reworking of the pair Hasso and Chakko (PN) [also hasan-cakö (LC-D1. In

GNa. it is Kakan rather than Jakan who is betrothed to Ztn #1.

In two versions (PS; LC-1) Qeretajdtn has a third brother as weH: mtr mahmûd

(PS) and qumsi-bakû (LC-1). When an three brothers' names are rattled off at once, a

rhythmic effed is created: makö, cakö, mir mahmud (PS); hasan-cakö qumsi-baku

(LC-1). In the former, the alliteration in m- is quite conspicuous, while in the latter

cakoand baku rhyme.

ILK. J-l. J-2 (* J-3) are Qeretajdtn's brothers

In EP-2, Arfin (a variant of the name E'rfan) is Ztn «'s brother, and Chekfn is

Qeretajdtn's brother, who is mentioned once as being betrothed to Ztn #1, after which
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this is forgotten: hence this version lacks motif D.H.D., in which Çekan renounces his

engagement to Ztn #1. In HR-1 there is no mention of Qeretajdtn's brothers: instead,

his son is betrothed to Ztn #1 .

In HR-2 Qeretajdtn has no brothers. Likewise in OM, Trfo and Cheko are not

Qeretajdtn's brothers, but rather princes who, like Mem, have come to try to win Ztn

#l's hand. In PN, on the other hand, it is Qeretajdtn who is absent Hasso and Chakko,

the equivalent of Qeretajdln and his brothers, are the brothers of Mtr Sevdtn and Ztn

#1 in this version.

ILL Qeretajdtn's wife (Sitt or Pert)

In six versions (OM; SHa-1; EP-2; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1), Qeretajdtn's wife is named

Sitt or some variant of it: Sitt (MC-1); Sttyê (ZK-3); Setiya (EP-2); Xatûn Estt [Lady Astt]

(OM); Sutin (SHa-1); and Sttya E'reb [Lady Ereb] (ZK-2). In five versions (SHa-2; GNa;

FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1) her name is Peri: Pert (xanim) (FK-1); Khanum Peri (GNa>, Pert-

xarûn (ZK-1); Xatûn Pert (EP-1); Gul Peri (SHa-2). In HR-1 she is caned Begi xariim

(HR-1), while in three versions (PS; FK-2; HR-2) she is mentioned, but not named. In

several versions her name includes a title which means lady": xanim, xatûn, or stt (in

Sttya E'reb).

In three versions (PN; HM; LC-1) there is no such charader. PN lacks a

Qeretajdtn, hence it is not surprising that his wife is also absent; in HM Artb's wife,

who is also Beko Awan's sister, is mentioned.

II.M. Her relationship to Ztn #1

In seven versions (PS; OM; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1). Qeretajdtn's wife is

the sister of Ztn #1 and Mtr Sevdtn. In four versions (SHa-1; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1) she is

the sister of Ztn #1 cnty: these coincide with versions in which Mtr. Sêvdtn is Ztn #l's
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rather. In four versions (SHa-2; FK-1; EP-2; HR-1) it is not stated that the two women

aretelated.

II.N. Qeretajdtn's servants. See also D.I.C

In eleven versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2;

MC-1) there is no mention of Qeretajdtn's having servants. In five versions (SHa-2;

GNa; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1) Çawîş or Chavush, meaning 'sergeant or servanf is part of the

servant's name: Çawtş Mêrdtn (FK-1; ZK-1); Badln Çawtş (EP-1); Chavush (SHa-2);

Ghavaz Chavush [lUlUliq. QuiLmfl (GNa). Notice that In SHa-2, Chavush is the

servant's nane. In GNa, the servant Ghavaz Chavush is Qeretajdtn's oldest son. Two

servants are mentioned in FK-1: Çawtş Mêrdtn and Badtn. There are other, unnamed

servants in four versions (EP-2; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa): SHa-2 and GNa include both

named and unnamed servants.

II.O. Ztn it's homeland (Jeztra Bohtan)

Unlike Mem's native dty, the name of Ztn #l's hometown is quite stable

throughout an the versions. The fuHest form, Ciztra Bohtan, occurs only in GNa

(Jazira-Boht'an [*nqhpui Po^linD. Bohtan appears as Bota, Botan, or Bohta. Jezira

has a spedal form in Turoyo: Gziro. Each of the Armenian versions rendered the

name slightly differently: Jzir [(u) Bot'anl [*qhp « Po|»Ul\] (SHa-1); Chzir u Bodan

[Bqhp nt Pon,uiX] (SHa-2); Jazira-Boht'an [tnqhpui Po^p-Ull.] (GNa). In two cases

(HM; OM) a title accompanies the name: walate jeztrt bota I- 'Kingdom of Jezira

Botal (HM); Sari Ciztrt I- 'City of Jiztrl (OM). The city stffl stands today: it is known as

Qzre in Turkish, and is part of the newly formed province of Şimak, and was

formerly part of the province of Mardin. The dty was an important center in the past,

with a sman Jewish community dosety linked to the Jews of nearby Zakho across the
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border in Kurdistan of Iraq. If one goes there today, I am told, one wffl be taken to see

Mem and Ztn's grave with Beko Awan's thombush stiU growing on it.

II.P. Man sent by Ztn #1 to brine Qeretajdtn back (kisses Ztn; carries
message). See also D.VII.B. & D.VII.C

Of the six versions in which this occurs, three of them (PN; SHa-1; FK-1)

feature a dervish. In HM, the messenger is a paja [peya = 'passerby or man"]; in ZK-3

he is Zin #l's baldheaded servant boy bculamekt k'ec'elok]; and in ZK-2 he is a poor

boywho exchanges gold pieces for silver ones, to pay taxes to Qeretajdtn. In LC-1, the

attestation is so brief that no messenger is specifically mentioned: an we are told is that

Ztn took a hodja and dictated a letter to Hasan Cheko [to the effed] * Y3 wallah,
Mtr Zendtn has thrown Memê into prison, come without delay!" Hasan-Cheko
and Qaratashdm immediately mounted [their horses] and came asking. (LC-1,
p. 43)

It is not spedfically stated that the hodja was the messenger, but in any case, a

hodja is a religious man, as are the dervishes in the first three versions mentioned

above. Only in PN and LC-1 is the messenger not kffled.

Scenes & Motifs

A. Initial stage - Introductory tale elements extraneous to structure trf
the story

This stage is absent in all but five versions. In 2., occurring in three versions,

Mem's father is unmarried. i.e. without a family (LC-1; ZK-2) or childless (OM).

Through magical means, such as the eating of a magic apple, this lack is liquidated,

and Mem's father obtains a family. This cluster of motifs appears in several folktales
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and romances, such as the story of Shah Ismail". PN (3.) exhibits an unusual

accretion: it begins as a folktale and switches midway to what is dearly the story of

Mem and Zin12. In EP-1 (4.), Mem is bom through an heroic birth a la Lord Raglan1*:

his mother is impregnated by the sea foam; gives birth to him through her mouth;

and abandons him on the seashore, where he is found and reared by Al-Pasha. Here,

as in 2. above, Mem's father is childless.

B. Preparatory «+aE* ~ Mukhurzemin

B.I. Mem and Ztn f1 discover one another

B.I.A. Discovery of Mem and Ztn.

The statistically most common way that Mem and Ztn are brought together is

at the hands of three birds, usually doves, although the number and spedes does vary

a bit (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; EP-2; OM; GNa; LC-1). [B.LB.1 The ten

versions in which this scenario appears are evenly divided as to which of the two

lovere the doves notice first: in five, they notice Mem first, and in five, they notice

Ztn first. An alternative way that Mem and Ztn discover one another is through the

jinn (2. : ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2), who are commanded by their king to bring the two

to him, so that he may see if they are in fad as beautiful as he had heard; once he sees

them and is convinced of thdr beauty, he orders his jinn to take them both to Mem's

room, where they wake up in each other's aims. In two versions (3. : PS; MC-1), rather

Hfar a Kurdish veraon tee 'Shah Ismail and Qamberta' in: UN. MaçKenrie KjjrjaiJUact
SjjjdissdL (London et al. : Oxford University Press, 1962), pp. 4-33; also a Turkish folktale, EB Type

247.

l*The folktale is as yet unidentified

"Lord Rtzroy Hchard Somerset feglan.'The Hero of Tradition,' fdUafi, 45 (1934), 212-31; reprinted
in: Alan Dundes (ed.) The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, d9M), pp. 142o7.
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than the jinn, two angels bring them together. PN (4.) is once again anomalous: here

Mem learns of Ztn through a merchant from Mosul. This doseh/ resembles a Turkish

folktale, EB Type 188 Hûsnû Yusuf. As mentioned earlier in this dtapter, doves, jinn,

and angels are aHomotifs filling the same motifeme slot; this is also an example of

Thompson's variation type #11 animals andogres ordemons maybeshifted

B.I.C Mem & Ztn argue: Who has come to whom?

This motif is absent in two versions (PN; HM). In FK-2 (2.), the argument is

substituted by a polite debate. With these three exceptions, the argument between

Mem and Ztn is a standard part of the story. Ztn's coming to Mem rather than the

other way around implies that she is the pursuer.

B.I.D. Argument resolved by a proof.

The two most common anomotifs for proving their whereabouts are: (1.) They

count the number of minarets in the city: there are 366 in Mukhuraemin, and onh/ 66

in Jezira Bohtan; and (2.) Ztn calls her servants, and after no one answers, Mem calls

his, and he immediately answers. In two more versions (3. : LC-1; OM) calling

someone plays a part. EP-2 (4.) and SHa-1 (5.) exhibit unusual departures from the

norm. The whole motif is absent in two more versions (PN; HM).

B.I.E. Exchange of rings and vows; exchange initiated by IMem or Zlnl.

Mem initiates the exchange of rings in only two versions (La. : FK-2; PN),

whereas Ztn takes the initiative in six versions (2. : PS; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; ZK-1).

The most common scenario, however, a mutual exchange, appears in nine versions

(3. : LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1). Onh/ one version (HM)

lacks this motif.
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B.LF. Items exchanged

In fourteen versions, only rings are exchanged. However, in three southern

versions (2. : PS; OM; MC-1) both rings and handkerchiefs are exchanged. As HM does

not begin until B.II1.C, it is not surprising that tt lacks this motif.

B.I.G. Ztn #1 tells Mem to come after her

This motif is absent in twelve versions and present in six, of which 1. and 2.

include the threat that Ztn #1 wffl many someone else unless Mem comes after her.

Although not fully developed, this must be connected somehow with Ztn #l's

betrothal to Qeretajdtn's brother Çekan [J-2.]. It is reminiscent of Motif N681.

Husband returns home pot in time to forestall wife's wedding to

another, which appears in the Odyssey. In anomotifs 3. and 4. Ztn #1 is decided as

playing the coquette, whereas in 5. she seems timidly hopeful.

B.II. It was not just a dream

B.II.A. Proof that Mem and Ztn's visit was not just a dream

Mem discovers Ztn #l's rings on his finger in six versions (1. : PS; FK-2; FK-1;

EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1), and Ztn #1 discovers Mem's ring on her finger in only one version

(3. : MC-1). There are three versions in which both Mem and Ztn #1 discover one

another's rings on their finger (2. : LC-1; OM; GNa). It is interesting to note that these

same three versions are among the nine versions in which the exchange of rings is

mutual: for those three versions, such mutuality is a type of paranelism, perhaps a

stylistic feature. There are two versions (4. : ZK-3; HR-2) in which Mem knows that
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Ztn #l's ring is on his finger, without having to discover ft there. The whole motif is

absent from six versions (PN; HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; HR-1; ZK-2).

B.II.B. As a result

In three of the six versions in which Mem discovers Ztn #l's ring on his finger,

he faints (2. : FK-2; FK-1; EP-1); in two more (PS; EP-2), no result is mentioned; in one,

Mem falls lovesick (1. : ZK-1). Mem falls lovesick in two other versions, one because

he knows he has her ring (HR-2), and one without any prompting (SHa-2). Both Mem

and Ztn fan lovesick in two of the three versions in which they discover each other's

rings (3. : OM; GNa). The result in the one version (4. : MC-1) in which Ztn discovers

Mem's ring is that she becomes morose. In SHa-1 (5.) Mem falls in love when he

awakes to find Ztn #1 gone: this does duty for B.IIA (discovery of the ring) and B.II.B.

(its result) in this version. In ZK-3 (6.) Mem gives his servant Bengtn an ultimatum

that if he doesn't find Ztn #1 for him, Mem wffl have his head; in this version Mem's

father is also given an ultimatum, as win be seen below. In ZK-2 (7.) we have another

interesting variation: Mem goes to his father's diwan and tens what happened during

the night; he swears that if he is lying he wffl go blind and lame, but if he is telling

the truth, the judge and mufti win be so afflided; the judge and mufti go blind and

lame, which shows that God is supporting Mem.14 This motif is lacking in six

versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; EP-2; HR-1).

B.II.C Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride

In ten versions (eleven counting the footnote in SHa-2) Al-Pasha throws a

party for Mem in his garden, and orders aH the unmarried girls [qtz] and married

UCod revokes his support for Mem later on in this version. See DVII1A. below.
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women [bûk] in the kingdom to attend it In four of these versions (2.), Mem is to

throw an apple at the ghi he wants. This motif, for which d. Motif H315. Suitor test

apple thrown indicatesprincess's choice is reflective of a custom which is still

practiced. In three versions (2.a., c-d. : SHa-1; FK-1; MC-1) he doesn't throw the apple

at anyone. In FK-2 (2.b.), he throws it at the wan in anger, and it lands with such force

that it bursts into a million pieces. In three versions (MC-1; ZK-3; HR-1), one of which

overlaps with the apple motif, Al-Pasha goes out in search of Zin #1 for Mem: in ZK-3

(3,a.), Mem gives his father seven days' respite to find her, similar to his threat to

Bengtnitsee B.II.B. above), and in HR-1 (3.b.), he threatens to disown his father unless

the latter finds out where Jezira Bohtan is. Whereas in ZK-3 Al-Pasha fails in his task,

in HR-1 he stays in an inn where he meets a merchant who has just come from Jeztra

Bohtan, so he comes back successful in his mission. Perhaps the scenario in PS (4.) is

the simplest of aH: Al-Pasha tells Mem that he win request the hand of whichever girl

Mem wants to marry. The entire motif is absent in four versions (PN; HM; LC-1; HR-

2).

B.III. Mem prepares for trip

B.III.A. Mem chooses a horse

In three versions, Mem already has a horse (2. : PS; ZK-3; MC-1). In six

versions (1. : SHa-1; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1), Mem chooses a scrawny horse from

the royal stables, which he instructs the stablehands to water copiously and care for for

a couple of weeks, after which he becomes a fine riding horse, d. Motif D1868.1. Nag

becomes ridinghorse He names the horse Bor, a word which means both "horse"

and "gray.'' In OM, he chooses a gray horse lespt bor]: here the quality "grayness"

replaces scrawniness as well as tying into the horse's name in the other versions. In
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two versions (3. : LC-1; ZK-2), Mem's horse comes from the sea and is named Bozê

Rewal [orBozê Rewan], d. Motif B184.1.3. Magichorse from water world In the

Turkish epic Köroghj, allomotifs 1. and 3. are combined: a fine mare from the sea is

captured, and is brought to the royal stables; the foal of that mare looks very thin and

frafl, but because Körogfu's father, the royal stablekeeper, knows what fine stock it is

from, when the bey of Bohi orders him to bring him the finest horse in the stable, he

brings him the trail foal; the bey of Bohi becomes furious and punishes the

stablekeeper by having him blinded. The method by which Mem acquires a horse hi

EP-2 (4.) is unique: a mare tells him to go to a ravine in the mountains and choose one

of her sons. This motif is absent in five versions (PN; HM; SHa-2; HR-1; HR-2).

B.III.B. Mem acquires items for trip [in order of acquisition]

In nght versions, Mem acquires a saddle and/or harness, suit, and sword, in

various orders and combinations. In PS (4.) and ZK-2 (5.) he already owns these

items, and they are brought to him: hence in PS, Mem already has both a fine horse

(see B.IIIA above) and fine items for his trip. In six versions (1.-3. : GNa; FK-1; FK-2;

EP-1; EP-2; ZK-1), he goes to the saddlemaker, tailor, and blacksmith and orders fine

items for his trip, requesting them by a certain date. This motif is absent in ten

versions (PN; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1).

B.III.C. Mem's parents' reaction to his trip

In five versions (1. : FK-2; FK-1; ZK-1; GNa; EP-1) Al-Pasha tries to prevent

Mem from leaving by bolting the city gates and chaining down Mem's horse [Borl In

three versions (2. : HM; ZK-3; ZK-2) Al-Pasha curses the trip: in one of these (ZK-3),

Mem's mother also curses ft; in another (ZK-2), however, she encourages Mem to
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go.1' In two versions (3.-4. : OM; HR-2) one or another of his parents asks him not to

go, but gives him help in the form of money or a blessing when he actually does go.

Only in SHa-2 (5.) does Mem have the blessing of both of his parents. The motif is

absent from seven versions (PN; PS; LC-1; SHa-1; EP-2; HR-2; MC-1).

B.III.D. Mem's temporary escorts on the trip: they turn back

In five versions (1. : SHa-2; PS; GNa; ZK-2; EP-1) Mem sends the men home: he

prefers to be alone. In three versions (2: OM; ZK-3; HR-1) he does not request their

departure, but every day (OM; HR-1) or every hour (ZK-3) one of them turns back, as

prearranged with Al-Pasha, in a futile attempt to induce Mem to return. This motif

appears fn four more versions 0.-6. : PN; LC-1; SHa-1; MC-1), but each is different

enough to be classed separately. In three of them (3.-5. : PN; LC-1; SHa-1) Mem's

escorts onh/ accompany him up to a certain point, after which they turn back. InSHa-1

(6.) Al-Pasha sends men to frighten Mem, but he eludes them by taking a different

route: this is a different strategy by Al-Pasha to achieve the same goal, i.e. to induce

Mem to return home. The motif is absent from six versions (HM; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2;

HR-2; ZK-1).

C Transitional stage - hetween Miilchiiniemtn and Jeztra Bohtan

CI. Mem and Bor

CI.A. Horse talks; Wounds from chains

In nine versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

Bor is granted the gift of speech and teHs Mem that he cannot continue because of the

ISNote that it is at this point that HM begins
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chains which are still fastened to his legs. [Q. Motif B211.13. Speaking horse] The

image of a miraculous horse galloping as fast as an airplane, even though his feet are

in fetters, is one of the most vivid images in the story of M&Z In PN (1) also, the

horse speaks, but here he has something different to say: he tells Mem to go home,

furthering the purpose outlined in B.III.D. above. In EP-2 (3.) the chains fall off before

they leave Mukhurzemin. This motif does not appear in seven versions (PS; HM;

LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2).

CI.B. Mem stops and treats Bor*s wounds

In eight versions Mem stops and treats Bur's wounds. In three of those dght

(SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa) Mem ignores Bor*s complaints for a time, finally giving in. hi PN

(3.) Mem stops twice: the first time he feeds his horse, and the second time a snake

climbs up Mem's leg The motif is absent from nine versions (PS; HM; LC-1; OM; EP-2;

ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2). See also D.VIII.A.

CI.C Bur's wounds heal

In five versions (1. : FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; SHa-1) Mem washes and binds

Bur's wounds with a handkerchief, and puts him out in the meadow to graze. In two

versions (2. : SHa-2; GNa) the doves from B.I.A.1. reappear and supply feathers which

Mem dips in water and applies to Dor's wounds, which magically heal. In one version

(3. : MC-1) Xidir, another donor figure, comes to help. This motif does not occur in ten

versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2).

CII. People encountered along the way

CII.A. Mem asks fanner how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan
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In twelve versions, Mem encounters a farmer or ploughman and asks him

either what the name of that place is, or how far it is to Jezira Bohtan; the farmer

replies that the place is Jezira Bohtan (or that it is dose by>, Mem gives the farmer

some gold as a reward for the good news. In seven of them (l.a-b. : SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2;

HR-1; MC-1; GNa; FK-2) that is aH that happens. In OM (l.c) the ploughman is with

his son, and they have been sent there by Qeretajdtn's wife Ladi AsÖ for the express

purpose of meeting Mem. In two versions (2. : ZK-1; EP-1) Mem comes back a second

time to ask another question: in EP-1 C.b.), the farmer thinks that Mem wants to kill

him and take back the gold, and tries to flee; in FK-1 (2.0 Mem almost comes back to

ask another question, but changes his mind. In PS (l.d.) Mem encounters a gentleman

Ijuameregl instead of a farmer. In ZK-3 (3.) he encounters two efferent people, one an

old man. the other a farmer. In ZK-2 (4.) three people cross his path: an old man

(Xizir), a porter, and a mfflen. Mem asks them how far ft is to Jezira Bohtan; the porter

says it is stiH far, and Mem, displeased with this news, frightens him with his sword,

for which action he [=Mem] falls from God's favor; the mfller says it is near, and Mem

rewards him with gold because of the good news. This motif is absent in four versions

only (PN;HM; LC-1; HR-2).

CII.B. Determining where Mem should stay in Jeztra Bohtan

Two alternate scenarios appear at this point hi the story: a) Mem meets up with

Qeretajdtn; or b) Mem meets up with Ztn #2. the daughter or sister of Beko Awan. In

four versions (l.a-c. : FK-1; ZK-1; FK-2; EP-1), Mem encounters Qeretajdtn who is out

hunting Mem successfully intercepts Qeretajdin's quarry, and they meet, quarrel, and

part as friends: Mem winds up being Qeretajdtn's guest hi Jezira Bohtan. In one more

version (l.d. : GNa) the same occurs, except that Qeretajdtn is not angry that Mem
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intercepts his quarry. In ZK-2 (I.e.) Qeretajdtn, Mtr Sêvdtn and Beko Awan are out

hunting together when Mem meets them. In three more versions (2. : OM; MC-2; ZK-

3) Mem asks Ztn #2 [Beko Awan's daughter or sister] where he should stay (see CHI.

below). In PS (3.) he asks the gentleman he meets up with (see CILAd. above) where

to stay in Jezira Bohtan. The entire motif is absent from dght versions (PN; HM; LC-1;

SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2).

CII.C Qeretajdtn's identity is or is not revealed at time of first meeting

[with CI1.B.H

In three versions (FK-1; ZK-1; ZK-2), Qeretajdln reveals his identity to Mem. In

two more versions (FK-2; EP-1) his identity is revealed to the audience, but not to

Mem. In GNa (3.) his identity is not revealed at an. This motif only occurs with

CII.B.Î.

CIII. Encounter with Beko Awan's Ztn (Ztn #2) [see also II. F.-H.)

C.III.A. Ztn #2 tries to trick Mem at entrance to Jiztra Bota

For the motif of Ztn #2 being mistaken for Ztn #1, see also in D.I.E. and D.IIA3-

4. In three versions (SHa-1; FK-1; EP-1) of the fifteen (1.-2.) in which this motif

appears, Ztn #2 has already been mentioned earlier. In ZK-3 and HR-1 (2), she tests

Mem's gaHantoy by spreading her laundry on the road, in order to see how he reacts: in

both cases, he shows his good breeding by making a detour. In three more versions

(3.-5. : LC-1; OM; ZK-2) something transpires which is obviously cognate. In ZK-2 (3.)

Ztn #1 plays a trick on Mem, and Mem mistakes Ztn #2 for her this is the onh/

version in which it is Ztn #1 who tries to fool Mem. In OM (4.) Mem deceives

himself: Ztn #l's maidservant, caned Melik Reyhan in this version, explicitly states

that she is not Ztn #1, but Mem insists that she is. In LC-1 (5.) Mem meets an unnamed
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girl at the river who claims to be Ztn #1; Mem does not believe her, and guesses that

she is Ztn #l's maidservant. The latter three (3.-5. : LC-1; OM; ZK-2) aH involve some

sort of displaced element in which the common element of intersection is Ztn #2 [Ztn

#l's maidservant] being mistaken for Zlr. #1. This motif is absent from two versions

only (PS; HM).

CIILB. Place where Mem encounters Ztn #2

In ten versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1;

ZK-2), Mem encounters Ztn #2 at a wen, fountain, or spring [kanll In five more

versions (2. : PN; LC-1; OM; FK-2; MC-1) they meet by the river. In EP-1 (3.) Ztn #2 is on

a bridge when Mem approaches her. In an three cases, Ztn #2 is near a water source.

CIII.C Activity Ztn #2 is engaged in

Ztn #2 is engaged in some sort of woman's work. In three versions (1 .a. : SHa-

1; GNa; FK-1) she is spinning in eight (lb.-2.a-b. : FK-2; ZK-1; PN; HR-1; MC-1; OM;

ZK-3) she is washing; in one (3. : EP-1) she is sewing; and in three (4. : EP-2; HR-2; ZK-

2) she is drawing water. If we divide the anomotifs differently, in five versions (1. :

SHa-1; GNa; FK-1; FK-2; ZK-1) she is handling wool, and m five (2. : PN; HR-1; MC-1;

OM; ZK-3) she is doing laundry. In SHa-2 and LC-1 (5.) it is not stated what she is

doing

CIII.D. Mem asks Ztn #2 where his ring is

In five versions (1.-2. : FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; SHa-2) (six induding the GNa

footnote ll.d.D she claims to have lost Mem's ring accidentally while at the water

source. In one 0. : GNa) she says that she left it at home. In MC-1 (4.) this is replaced
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by Ztn #2's reproaching Mem for not remembering who she is. The motif is absent

from eleven versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2).

CIII.E. Final words

In six versions (1. : FK-2; FK-1; ZK-1; ZK-3; EP-1; LC-1) Ztn #2 asks Mem to take

her with him when he goes. In four of the six (FK-2; FK-1; ZK-1; EP-1) she wffl go as

Ztn #l's maidservant, and in one (ZK-3) as the wife of his own servant Bengtn. In

GNa (2.), Mem knocks her down when she tries to prevent him from passing This

contrasts with the two versions (ZK-3; HR-1) mentioned above in QUIA in which she

tests Mem's gallantry by spreading her laundry on the road, in order to test his reaction

to having his path blocked. In those two cases, he acts politely, stepping around her

laundry, whereas in this case he behaves violently to being hindered. This motif does

not appear fn eleven versions (PN; PS; HM; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2;

MC-1).

D. Main stage - Jcrtra Bohtan

D.I. Mem arrives in Jeztra Bohtan

D.I.A. Mem's host in Jeztra Bohtan [seeCII.B.above]

Qeretajdin's house is the most commonly attested place where Mem stays in

Jezira Bohtan, appearing in twelve versions (1. : PS; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-

1; ZK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2; OM; HR-1). In LC-1 (I.e.) Mem stays with Hasan cakö, Qeretajdtn's

brothers. Of the twelve versions in which Mem stays with Qeretajdtn, in two he

almost ends up staying elsewhere: in OM (l.d.) he originally heads for Beko Awan's

house, but finding no. one at home, he goes to Qeretajdtn's; in HR-1, Mem first goes to

the mosque, where Ztn #2 finds him and takes him to her father Beko Awan's house,
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telling him that Beko Awan is Qeretajdln; when the He is discovered, he goes to

Qeretajdtn's house. In ZK-3 and ZK-2 (l.b.) Qeretajdtn tests Mem's honor by sending

his own wife to Mem's room, but Mem acts honorably and sends her away, thereby

winning Qeretajdtn's trust In two versions (2. : FK-2; PN), Mem stays with Mtr

Sevdtn instead: this is not so surprising in PN, because there is no Qeretajdln in that

version; however, FK-2 is anomalous in this resped. In MC-1 (4.) Mem stays seven

days with Qeretajdtn, then seven days with Mlr Sêvdtn. In HR-2 (5.), Mem stays first

with Beko Awan, then with Mtr Sevdtn: this is reminiscent of HR-1, in which Mem is

taken to Beko Awan's first. In one version (3. : HM) Mem is solely Beko Awan's guest.

D.I.B. Jealousy of Mlr

In ten versions (1. : OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; PS; FK-1; MC-1) the

Mtr is jealous because Qeretajdtn has not been to see him in several days. In ZK-2 (2.)

the Mtr is jealous because Mem has opted to stay with Qeretajdtn rather than with

him. In LC-1 (3.a.) instead of the Mt^s feeling jealous, he invites Mem to his house

along with Qeretajdtn and his brothers. In SHa-1 (3.b.) Qeretajdtn suggests that they an

go to the Mlr>s diwan, hence the Ws jealousy is avoided in this version also. The

motif does not occur in five versions (PN; HM; FK-2; HR-1; HR-2).

D.I.C Servant hit on head by Qeretajdtn's wife with ladle

In five versions (1. & 3. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-1) Qeretajdtn's wife hits

the MIT's servant on the head with a ladle when the Mtr sends him to summon Mem

to his diwan. In two versions (2. & 3. : SHa-1; FK-1) Qeretajdtn's wife sends a servant

to the Mil's diwan to inform Qeretajdtn that he should come home immediately,

because he has a guest. In SHa-1, this motif occurs twice, once in each of the above

scenarios. In ZK-2 (4.) Qeretajdtn's wife hits Qeretajdtn himself on the head with a
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shoe, for not trusting Mem (see D.IAl.b. above). This motif is absent from eleven

versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1). "6

D.I.D. Mtr Sevdtn is very fond of Mem

It is explidtty stated that the Mtr is very fond of Mem in ten versions (1. : PN;

PS; OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1). In another three versions (2. : FK-

2; FK-1; ZK-3) it is dear from the context that this is impBat. The Mtr is undedded as

to what he thinks of Mem in SHa-1 (3.), and the motif is lacking in four versions (HM;

LC-1; HR-1; ZK-2).

D.I.E. Mtr Sevdtn offers Mem a gift

In three versions (1. : GNa; EP-2; EP-1) Mtr Sevdtn lets Mem choose his own

gift. In another three versions (2. : FK-1; SHa-1; SHa-2) Mtr Sevdtn offers Mem a

whole prindpality to rule. Whereas in the latter case the Mtr treats Mem as an equal,

in PS (5.) he wants Mem to serve as his tobacco and pipe bearer, until Qeretajdtn

informs him that Mem is his equal in rank. In OM (3.) the Mtr offers Ztn #1 to Mem,

but because Beko Awan has spread rumors that she has leprosy, Mem politely refuses.

In two versions (4. : ZK-3; ZK-2) Ztn #2 is offered to Mem, but he mistakes her for Ztn

#1, and accepts the offer until the error is discovered later. The motif is absent from

eight versions (PN; HM; LC-1; FK-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1).

D.I.F. Mem takes as gift a position [that enables him to be near Ztn #1]

In four versions, Mem requests a position as cook or coffee server in the diwan

(l.a.-d. : GNa; SHa-2; EP-1; FK-1). In some versions (e.g ZK-1) he had a similar job in

l&See the section en proverbial usages in Chapter One
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his father's diwan. In one version (1 .e. : SHa-1) he requests to be a çavuş [^servant or

doormanl Ironically, whereas in PS in D.I.E above a position serving the Mtr was

considered beneath Mem, in the five versions mentioned so far in conjunction with

the current motif, Mem chooses a position which is beneath his social standing what

is important to him is being near Ztn #1, regardless of what job he has. In EP-2 (3.)

Mem requests a fur doak17. Two versions in which Mem's high status is preserved

are OMO, in which he requests to be leader of the hunt, and PS (4.), in which he is

given a seat of honor opposite the Mtr in his diwan. In two cases (SHa-1; EP-2) Mem

has been advised beforehand by Ztn #1 regardingwhat to request

D.I.G. Mtr Sêvdtn stands op when Mem enters

This is present fn seven versions (1. : SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; FK-1),

and absent in eleven (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1).

Qeretajdtn presents the possibility that the Mtr win unwittingly stand up when Mem

enters the diwan in the form of a wager.

D.I.H. Handkerchief as proof

The Mtr denies having stood up when Mem entered the diwan, but by placing

a handkerchief on his seat when he stands up, Qeretajdtn has proof that it happened.

It is curious that the Mtr is uniformly unaware that he has stood up. This exhibits the

same distribution as in D.I.G. above. Cf. Motif H113. Identification by

handkerchief.

D.II. Mem gets token from Ztn ffl and wins Qeretajdtn's approval

l7An explanation of this is offered in the section of this chapter entitled 'Notes on the afferent
Versions of M&Z Used in the Study,* under EP-1
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D.II.A Mem and Qeretajdtn + brothers sit on balcony; Ztn's caravan
passesby

In seven versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; FK-1) Ztn #1 passes

by with a caravan of pots and pans to wa3h at the well while Mem, Qeretajdtn and his

brothers sit on the balcony and watch; Mem says that he wants to ambush the caravan

and coned a tax from it, which angers the brothers, because Ztn #1 is still betrothed to

Çekan. In two versions, there is no anger in OM (2.a.), Trfo and Cheko, who are not

Qeretajdtn's brothers, but rather rival suitors for Ztn *l's hand, are not angered by

what Mem says; in LC-1 (2.b.) Hasandakö encourage Mem to go water his horse at the

spring as an excuse to talk to Ztn #1. There are two versions in which Ztn #1 and Ztn

#2 are confused at this point: in ZK-2 (3.) this scene is confounded with CIH, when

Mem encounters Ztn #2 at a water source before entering Jezira Bohtan; in ZK-3 (4.)

Mem agreesto marry Ztn #2 rather than Ztn #1, an error later correded. The motif is

absent from seven versions (PN; PS; HM; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1).

D.II.B. Task: Mem must get a token (piece of jewelry) from Ztn tl

In eight versions (1.-2. : PS; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1) Mem

must bring back a token of Ztn #l's love for him, or else he wffl be beheaded. In two of

those versions (2. : SHa-1; FK-1) Mem imposes this task on himself. In GNa (3.) Mem

has two tasks to perform: a) he must bring stored grain from the town of Sakhlan and

fight off an ambush on the way, and b) he must get a gold piece from Ztn #1. In ZK-3

(5.) Ztn #1 writes Mem a letter in which she informs him that he has mistaken the

servant [Ztn #2] for the mistress [Ztn #1]; as proof he is to come see both of them in the

royal garden. ZK-2 and MC-1 wffl be treated in D.II.C below. This motif is absent from

six versions (PN; HM; LC-1; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2).
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D.II.C Ztn #1 gives Mem jewels she was wearing

In ten versions (1. : PS; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; EP-2; FK-1)

Ztn#l gives Mem her adornments (gold coins) as a token of her love for him The

idea of something of valuable being given as a token is jjreserved in ZK-2 (2.) in a

slightly different context: Qeretajdln gives Beko Awan two gold pieces as a token of

Mem's betrothal to Ztn #2. In MC-1, Ztn #1 throws two bouquets into the air. one red

and one yenow; if Mem catches the red one, they wffl achieve their goal in this world;

if he catches the yeflow one, they wffl achieve their goal in the next world; he catches

the yenow one. The yenow bouquet is a token of Mem and Ztn's union, just as the

gold coins from Ztn #l's adornments are: the gold coins Qeretajdtn gives Beko Awan

(for the wrong Ztn) also symbolize such a union, but between Mem and Ztn #2. This

motif is absent in six versions (PN; HM; LC-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2).

D.II.D. Çekan renounces his betrothal to Ztn #1. gives her to Mem (with
II.J £ ii.Kof Dramatis Personae)

In six versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; FK-1; ZK-1) Çekan renounces his

betrothal to Zin #1, giving her to Mem. In two of the six (l.c : SHa-2; ZK-1) Cekan

objects first, but ultimately renounces his daim on Ztn #1. As anomotifs to this, in

OM (3.) Trfo and Cheko, rival suitors for Ztn #l's hand, renounce their intention to

pursue Ztn #1. and in HR-1 (2.) Qeretajdtn minifies his son's engagement to Ztn #1,

both so that Mem may have her. In a similar vein, fn ZK-2 (5.) Mem renounces his

engagement to Ztn #2. Çekan's renundation of his engagement to Ztn #1 signals that

Mem has won complete acceptance by Qeretajdtn and his brothers: in FK-2 (4.) it is this

result that appears in place of Çekan's renundation. This bears comparison with

another way in which Mem wins the approval of Qeretajdtn, in D.IAb. above:

Qeretajdtn tests Mem by having his own wife adorn herself, then sending her to tempt
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Mem; when he learns that Mem has sent her away, le. renounced any claim on her,

he wins Qeretajdtn's total trust and support. Both in the present scene and in D.IAb.,

a man's foregoing of a daim on a woman is connected with earning approval at the

hands of another man. This motif is absent in eight versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; EP-2;

ZK-3; HR-2; MC-1). Cf. Motif P311. Swam brethren

DHL Hunting expedition (#2); Mem's feigned flmess

D.IIIAHuntfng expedition (#2)

This motif occurs in some form in an versions. In seventeen out of eighteen

cases, it is a hunting expedition that Mtr Sêvdtn invites an the able-bodied men to join

him in: the point at which this section occurs varies greatly from version to version.

In SHa-2 (3.) both a hunting expedition and a jireed match (similar to a jousting

tournament) take place. In ZK-3 (2.) only the jireed match takes place.

D.IH.B. Mem's feigned illness

There are two major realizations of this motif: a) Mem stays home; b) Mem sets

out with the others, but comes back early. In eleven versions (1. : PS; HM; OM; SHa-1;

SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1) Mem does not go on the hunting expedition

at an, daiming illness as the reason. In four cases, his feigned illness is his own idea

(SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; MC-1); in four cases, it is Ztn #l*s idea (OM; SHa-1; EP-2; EP-1); in

one case it is suggested to Ztn #1 by Beko Awan (ZK-1); in two cases Qeretajdtn is in on

the idea (HM; PS). In three versions (2. : LC-1; ZK-2; HR-1) Mem seis out with the

other men, then turns around and comes back: in ZK-2 (2.a.) this is due to a headache;

in LC-1 (2.b.) Hasan cakö send Mem home; and in HR-1 (2.c.) Mem goes against

Qeretajdtn's wffl by turning back. In the two jireed matches, each occurrence has a
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slightly different outcome: in ZK-3 (3.a.) Mem falls from his horse, as suggested to him

by Qeretajdtn; in SHa-2 (3.b.) Mem hides under his horse, as suggested to him by the

horse himself. The entire motif is absent in three versions (PN; FK-2; HR-2).

D.III.C Purpose of hunting expedition (f2)

In three versions, the purpose of the hunting expedition is to test Mem's

manliness (1. : SHa-1; FK-1; HR-1). In FK-1 (l.b.) it is stated that he may have Ztn #1 if

he is manly enough. In HR-2 (2.) the purpose is to get everyone to leave for a while,

so that Mem and Ztn #1 can be alone together. In GNa (3.) Beko Awan plans to do

away with Mem during the hunt, and to make it look like an acddent In the

remaining thirteen versions (FN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-2; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-

1; ZK-2; MC-1) no specific purpose is mentioned.

D.III.D. Site of Mem and Ztn #l's rendez-vous

In ten versions (PN; PS; HM; OM; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1; LC-1; HR-1; HR-2). Mem

and Ztn meet in the diwan of the palace. Although the diwan generally belongs to the

Mtr. in LC-1 (l.b.) it is the diwan of Hasan cako. and hi HR-1 (l.c) » is the diwan of

SittiyeZin. In HR-2 (l.d.) the location is more generalized, taking place in the palace.

In eight versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1) Mem and Ztn's

tryst takes place in the Mtr's garden. The diwan variant seems to occur in southern

versions, the garden variant in the north.

D.III.E. Reason why the hunting expedition (#2) is cut short

There are four versions (PN; HM; LC-1; OM) in which the hunt is not cut short,

but rather comes to a normal end, at which time the partidpants return home. In the

remaining fourteen versions, however, the hunt comes to an early end, for one of
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three reasons: a) due to indement weather (PS; SHa-1; ZK-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1); b) due

to the machinations of Beko Awan (HR-2; EP-2; HR-1; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-2); or

d because the Mtr does not want to go hunting without Mem (MC-1).

In the first instance, there is a connection between hunting and rain- or

hailstorms. In olden times, it was believed that if one went out hunting, this could

cause it to start raining We see this in the Mu'aHaqah (pre-Islarrric Arabic ode) of

frnru' al-Qays, in which it begins to rain while he is out hunting1*. So also here,

while the hunters are out hunting a rainstorm (PS; SHa-1; ZK-1) or hailstorm (SHa-1;

FK-1) suddenly appears, or else Beko the villain suggests that it wffl soon rain (EP-1),

forcing the hunters to seek shelter in the Mtr*s garden at the edge of the dty, where

Mem and Ztn just happen to be having a tryst. The storm is generally coimeded with

D.III.D.2., i.e. the garden rather than the diwan as the place of Mem and Ztn's rendez¬

vous: in onh/ one version (PS) do they return to the diwan because of a rainstorm.

EP-1 forms a Knk between the rainstorm anomotif and the anomotif of Beko Awan's

interference, because he says "My mtr, it wffl rain a lot, let us ride to your garden of

Torkiri and dismount. I just saw two young fawns in your garden. We can capture

them, and make a meal out of them, until the rain stops."

Beko Awan's manipulations take many different forms: in HR-2 (La.)

everyone rums back simply because of Beko Awan's suggestion that they do so; in EP-2

(2.b.), he slanders Mem; in HR-2 (2.c.) he daims that the hounds cannot fonow the

scent. It is interesting to note that in some versions (e.g., ZK-1) Beko Awan stays

behind to spy on Mem and Ztn: in such a case the rainstorm performs the function

that Beko Awan does here. In three versions (GNa; FK-2; EP-1) Beko Awan tells the

Mtr that the deer to be hunted are in the garden: the deer are a reference to Mem and

!*This idea originally comes from Professor James Monroe, Department of Comparative literature,
University of California, Berkeley
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Ztn. This scenario is ccmneded with the tryst in the garden [D.III.D.2.L whereas the

fonowing occurs only in connection with the tryst in the diwan [D.III.D.1.L In ZK-3 and

ZK-2 de.) Beko Awan makes a bet with his men to pursue him to Mlr Sevdtn's diwan

with instructions that if they overtake him (=Beko Awan), they must kffl him: putting

his life at stake in this manner forces Beko Awan to ride very quickly to reach the

diwan".

The MI^s desire to can off the hunt since Mem is not coming along (3. : MC-1)

is another indication of the Mtr*s fondness for Mem (see D.I.D.).

D.rV. Mem and Ztn #1 are in trouble20

D.IV.AMem and Ztn #1 almost discovered; Ztn hides under Mem's coat

In eight versions (PS; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; ZK-3; MC-1) Mem initiates

the hiding of Ztn #1 under his coat. In six versions (PN; FK-2; FK-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-

1), or seven if we include EP-1 (3.), the hiding is initiated by Ztn #1. In three versions

(HM; LC-1; ZK-2) it is not stated who the initiator is. If we compare this motif with

B.I.E. Exchange ofrings and vows above, in which the exchange is initiated by

Mem (KF-2; PN), Ztn #1 (PS; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; ZK-1). or is mutual (LC-1; OM;

SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1), the fonowing results emerge: a) in no

one version is Mem the initiator in both cases; b) in three versions (FK-1; HR-1; ZK-1)

Ztn is the initiator in both cases; c) in six versions (OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; ZK-3; MC-

1) there is a mutual exchange of rings and vows in B.I.E. coupled with hiding initiated

by Mem in DIVA d) in two versions (PS; EP-2) B.I.E. is initiated by Ztn #1, while

1'and not the garden!

3»Ihe Israel Folktale Archives has a Yemenite Jewish folktale which is very similar to this whole
scene K was collected in Israel in 1959 by Heda Jason from Yafet Shvili. The archival number of the

tale is IFA \Vfl Special thanks to Heda Jason for this reference
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D.IVA is initiated by Mem. These statistics render it difficult to come up with a dear

pattern regarding whether Ztn #1 or Mem takes more initiative in particular versions:

statistically, the most common correlation is for Mem and Ztn to conduct a mutual

exchange of rings in B.I.E., and for Mem to initiate hiding Ztn #1 under his coat in

D.IVA; the next most common correlation is for Ztn #1 to initiate in both cases.

There seems to be no dearcut geographical distribution of these motifs, as northern

versions appear in both of the aforementioned scenarios.

D.IV.B.Word for Mem's cloak

There are basically four different names given to Mem's doak: a) fur; b) doak;

d overcoat; and d) animal hide. 'Fur* occurs in nine versions (PN; HM; LC-1; FK-2;

ZK-3; ZK-2; FK-1; EP-1; GNa), including the word pair k'urk Û nbas/hvas [fur and

garment] in FK-1 and EP-1, and the Armenian word mushtak /n^UlUlb, in GNa.

'Cloak' occurs as the Arabic loanword 'aba U* [doaklike wrap] in three versions

(MC-1; HR-1; EP-2), including one Turoyo (Neo-Aramaic) version, and one version for

which only the Russian translation of the Kurdish original exists.21 'Overcoat'

(qap'ût in Kurdish) occurs in another three versions (ZK-1; HR-2; SHa-2), including a

Turoyo version and a version for which we have only the Armenian translation of

the Kurdish original.22 In two southern versions, one in the Southern Kurmanji

dialed of Zakho (PS) and one in Mukri [Sorani] (OM), the term 'animal hide' occurs,

appearing as kavi:l in PS and kaur in OM.

^Although we cannot be completely sure what the original Kurdish term was in this venion, the

Russian translation has voilochnaia aba BofiJKWHaH aöa - 'fett doak' CBP-2). The

Armenian term (SHa-1) farach $UipUl£may also mean 'doak.'

^Although we cannot be completely sure what the original Kurdish term was in this version, the

Armenian translation hasverark ljtpUipl{- 'overcoat' (SHa-2).
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O.IV.C Mem fails to stand up when Mtr Sevdtn enters

This scene includes a disrespectful ad - a sin of omission rather than of

commission - on Mem's part In twelve versions (PN; PS; SHa-1; GNa; FK-2; FK-1;

EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2), Mem remains seated when the Mtr enters the

diwan. In three more versions, similar scenarios occur: in ZK-3 (3.) Mem faflstostand

up and vacate Mtr Sevdtn's seat when the latter enters; in MC-1 (4.) Mem is about to

stand up, but Ztn #1 tells him that if he does, he will disgrace her; and in HM (2.) Mem

fails to greet Mtr Sevdtn when the latter enters the diwan. SHa-2 (5.) is unique, because

in it Mem actually stands up, but he bows sluggishly, which is considered

disrespectful, judging by Beko Awan's comments. The motif is not mentioned in two

versions (LC-1; OM): considering how fully most scenes are described in OM, the

absence of this one is particularly notable.

D.IV.D. Mtr Sevdtn's reaction

In ten versions, Mtr Sevdtn's reaction to Mem's lack of resped is one of anger

in eight versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-t; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2), his reaction is

immediate, while fn two (PN; FK-2) it is delayed. In HM (l.b.), Mtr Sevdtn is shocked

or surprised [ajebbQl by this. In one version (3. : EP-2) Mtr Sevdtn is not angered, and

in six versions (PS; LC-1; OM; GNa; EP-1; MC-1) Mtr Sevdtn's reaction is not

mentioned.

D.IV.E. Beko Awan's interference

In eight versions (PN; PS; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2) Beko Awan

comments on Mem's failure to get up, fn an attempt to get Mem into deep trouble by

publidy drawing attention to his failings. In three versions (2. : FK-1; ZK-1; MC-1), one
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of which (ZK-1) overlaps with the preceding anomotif (1.), Beko Awan lights a fire

right beside Mem (and Ztn #1), so that they sweat and wffl eventually have to get up

and move23. 1 believe that the insertion of a fire at this point is somehow connected

with Qeretajdtn's burning down his house (see D.V.B. below). In another three

versions (3. : SHa-1; EP-1; ZK-1), Beko Awan exploits religiosity, by suggesting that

they an stand up and pray to God (SHa-1; ZK-1), or, in a version which overlaps once

again with the first anomotif (1.), that Mem stand up and pray to God (EP-1). Both

aHomotifs 2. and 3. share the idea of doing something to try to force Mem to stand up

and pubbdy reveal Ztn #l's hiding place. In one version (EP-2), Beko Awan is the butt

of the Mtr*s anger rather than Mem, in that Mtr Sêvdtn says that it is Beko Awan who

has tricked him. This motif is absent from six versions (HM; LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-1;

HR-2).

D.V. Qeretajdtn's sacrifice

D.V.A. Qeretajdtn sees Ztn fl's hair sticking out from under Mem's coat,
and understands

In five versions (six mduding the footnote to SHa-2) Qeretajdtn notices Ztn

#l's braids (l.a. : SHa-2 [footnote #26]; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-1). In one version

(I.C. : EP-1), which furnishes a link to anomotif 2., Mem rearranges Ztn #l's braids, and

Qeretajdtn notices. In six versions (seven induding the footnote in SHa-2), Mem

takes an active role in letting Qeretajdtn see Ztn #l's braids sticking out from under his

coat (2. : PS; SHa-1; SHa-2 [footnote #261; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2; MC-1): in an but one. Mem

shows Ztn #l's braids to Qeretajdtn, while hi HR-1 (2.b.). Mem signals Qeretajdtn with

^This is reminiscent of Mem and Tin's sweating in the grave (EILBl.c (FK-DI.
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his eyes2*. The remamihg variations are single occurrences: hi OM (3.) it is Ztn #1

herself who shows Qeretajdtn her braids; in FK-2 (4.), in what I consider a displaced

etement, Beko Awan shows Ztn #l's braids to Mlr Sêvdtn. In LC-1 (l.b.), there is a

curious anomotif in which Hasan dakö & Qeretajdtn notice a woman's skirt sticking

out from under Mem's coat, but dont know if ft belongs to Mtr Sevdtn's sister or wife,

or to Hasan's wife. The element of intersection - if I may use my newrycoined term

in this fashion - between this and the preceding anomotifs is that both a woman's

hair and her skirt are sexually diverting to many a heterosexual male.

There are two versions which lack the motif ot something sticking out from

underneath Mem's coat They are PN (5.), in which Hasso and Chakko instinctively

know that Ztn #1 is hiding behind Mem, without any further explanation being

crffered, and HM (6.), in which Qeretajdtn tries unsuccessfully to warn Mem and Ztn

that Mtr Sevdtn is coming by making noise outside the diwan: in this version tt was

Qeretajdtn who suggested that Mem feign fflness, so he knew of Mem and Ztn #l's

rendez-vous ahead of time.

D.V.B. Qeretajdtn causes diversion; heroic rescue by Qeretajdtn; Items
sacrificed:

The heroic nature of Qeretajdtn's sacrifice is discussed in the section entitled

A„a1y«i« U M«n a Hero? In an but two versions (HM; FK-2), Qeretajdtn's house

is set on fire to create a diversion which wffl enable Mem and Ztn to disengage

themselves from their precarious situation. In eleven of the sixteen cases in which

Qeretajdtn's house bums down, another item is sacrificed as wen (PN; PS; LC-1; OM;

SHa-1; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1); in two cases (HR-1; ZK-2), two other items

are sacrificed. To put it differently, there are only three versions (SHa-2; GNa; EP-2) in

2«Beeause the narrative is interrupted at this point it is impossible to say what Mem's next action
would have been.
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which onh/ the house is sacrificed. In HM, there are two sacrifices, one of his brother

Arfo's wife and child, the other of Mtr Sevdtn's horse and tent, but Qeretajdtn's house

is not burnt down in this version.

Other herns sacrificed include: a) Qeretajdtn's child (2. : PS; FK-1; ZK-1; SHa-1;

MC-1; EP-1; OM); b) Qeretajdtn [or Hassors wife (#.a-b. : PN; HR-2); c) Qeretajdtn's wife

and child (3.c-d. : ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2), or his brother Arfo's wife and child (HM); and d)

horses (4. : HR-1; ZK-2; LC-1; HM). In the case of Qeretajdtn's child being sacrificed (I),

there are three versions in which the cradle is mentioned rather than the child itself

(SHa-1; MC-1; EP-1), and one in which it is undear if he is actually sacrificed, but his

mother is ready to sacrifice him (OM). In PN (3.a.) Hasso's wife is shot, while in HR-2

Qeretajdtn's wife is run through with a sword. In three versions (ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2)

Qeretajdtn chases after his wife with their child strapped to her breast in an three it is

left undear whether or not they are actually kffled; in HM, Qeretajdtn's brother Arfo

sacrifices his wife, who happens to be Beko Awan's sister in this version: hence this is

a jab at Beko Awan as well.

Horses are sacrificed in four versions (4. : HR-1; ZK-2; LC-1; HM); in the first

two they are burnt, while in LC-1 they are kffled with a sword. In his movie *Yol," the

late Yihnaz Gûney makes an implied comparison between women and horses: Seyifs

wife, who is kept prisoner in the horse stable because she was caught setting her body

while Seyft was in prison, dies fn the snow while walking with Seyit from her father's

vfflage to the local town. Earlier, on the way to see her from that same town, Seyit had

to shoot the horse he had set out with, because it could not endure the severe cold and

deep snow. Shortly before she succumbs, Seyifs wife passes beside the carcass of the

horse, and it is implied that both she and the horse share a common fate - to be

servants to men, to die in the snow, etc This detail from outside the story of Mem Û

Ztn may explain how a woman and a horse may be functional equivalents, occupying
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the same motifeme slot in different versions of the same tale. In HM, the horse

belongs to Mtr Sevdtn; consequently, this is a blow to the Mtr, paranel to the blow to

Beko Awan inherent in his sister's being kffled.

D.V.C Items rescued:

In eight versions (PN; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-2) no items are

saved at al In the remaining ten versions, the fonowing items are rescued: a) books;

b) horses; and c) a child or child's cradle. In four out of five cases (l.a. : PS; SHa-2; ZK-3;

MC-1), the rescued book is the Koran (Qur'an), the holy book of Islam; the fifth

occurrence, by a Jacobite Christian Turoyo speaker, has simply 'book': it is not

surprising that a Christian would not speak of the Koran. In four versions (2. : FK-1;

ZK-3; SHa-2; SHa-1) horses are rescued: in FK-1 and ZK-3(2.a.) a single horse; in SHa-2

G-b.) Mem's horse Bor, and in SHa-1 (2.c) three horses. In GNa, Qeretajdln orders the

rescue of six horses, but his wife leaves them to be burned.

The phenomenon of Qeretajdtn's ordering the rescue of someone, which is

then overturned by his wife, occurs in five versions (3.b-c : PS; SHa-1; GNa; EP-1; ZK-

1) with regard to the rescue of their children. In three versions (3.b. : PS; SHa-1; GNa)

Qeretajdtn orders the rescue of the child's cradle, but his wife leaves it to be burned; in

EP-1 (3.b.) Qeretajdtn orders the rescue of four golden cradles2', but his wife leaves

them to be burned; and in ZK-1 (3.c) Qeretajdtn orders his son's rescue, but his wife

leaves him to be burned. In two more versions (SHa-2; ZK-3) a child's cradle is

rescued.

D.V.D. Beko Awan interferes: tells Mtr Sevdtn "it's nothing," thereby
forcing Qeretajdln to sacrifice yet another precious item, in hopes of
getting Mtr Sêvdtn to leave the diwan and come see

2Sjf boraotk means 'cradle*
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In five versions (HM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2) is it necessary for Qeretajdtn to

resort to a second or even a third diversion due to Beko Awan's interference In

three cases (1. : HM; HR-2; ZK-3) Qeretajdtn has to cause a second diversion; in ZK-3

(l.b.), the same occurs, but Mir Sêvdtn strikes Beko Awan as a result. In two versions

(ZK-2; HR-1) Qeretajdtn feels forced to cause a second and third diversion; in HR-1

(2.b.) in addition Beko Awan is struck by the Mtr for saying that nothing is wrong.

D.V.E. Mem extinguishes flames of Qeretajdtn's manor

This motif occurs in three versions (GNa; EP-1; ZK-1). In GNa (La.) Mem

extinguishes the flames with the hem of his garment and saves Qeretajdtn's infant

son from burning to death. In EP-1 and ZK-1 (l.b-c) Mem puts the fire out with a

handkerchief; hi EP-1 he sings to the fire, saying that if his and Ztn #l's love for each

other is divinely inspired, it wffl put the fire out: this is a proof test similar to the one

in ZK-2 IB.II.B.7.1 in which the judge's and mufti's becoming blind and lame furnishes

proof that Mem's encounter with Ztn #1 was not just a dream.

D.VI. Mem and Mtr Sevdtn's game; Mem's imprisonment

D.VI.A. Game between Mem and Mtr

In thirteen versions, Mem and the Mlr play a board game: chess in ten

versions (l.a-b. : PS; HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1), checkers

in two versions (l.c-d. : ZK-2; LC-1), and backgammon in one version (I.e. : OM). This

provides a piece of Kurdish realia, for the Kurds are famous for their skffl in chess. In

two versions (2. : ZK-3; HR-2), Mem and the Mtr play cards. EP-2 (3.) is unique for its

arrow shooting contest The entire contest is absent in two versions (PN; HR-1).
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D.VI.B. Terms of game

In eight versions (1. : HM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; SHa-1; HR-2; ZK-1; FK-2), the

terms of the game are focused on Mem, rather than equally balanced between Mem

and the Mtr, as fonows: in four versions (l.a. : HM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1) if Mem wins,

he may many Zin #1; if he loses, he wffl be thrown into prison. In one each, a) if Mem

wins, he may marry Ztn #1; if he loses, he wffl lose his head (l.b. : SHa-lh b) If Mem

wins, he may many Zin #1; if he loses, he wffl either lose his head or be thrown into

prison (l.c : HR-2); c) If Mem wins, he may ask for whatever he wants; if he loses, he

win be thrown into prison (l.d. : ZK-1); d) If Mem loses, he wffl be thrown into prison

(l.e. : FK-2). In one version (2.b. : EP-1), the trams are different for the Mtr than they

are for Mem: if Mtr Sevdtn wins, he may ask whatever he hkes of Mem [şendibcwaz];

but if Mem wins, he may marry Ztn #1. The terms are equal for both players in four

versions (2.a. : EP-2; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1): whoever wins may ask what he Hkes of the

loser, a practice known as sendibcwaz in Kurdish. In PS (3.) whoever loses must teU

the winner who his beloved is: although this does not seem to be in line with the

other versions, a consideration of its occurrence as a separate motif in several versions

[see D.VIII.B. below] reveals that the consequences of Mem's revealing that he is in

love with Ztn #1 could produce the same consequences as losing the game: it could

land him hi jail. In LC-1 (4.) this is replaced by Mtr Sevdtn's asking Mem how he can

be overpowered; Mem replies: a) by chains, but Mem breaks them; b) by the hair of a

horse's tail. The end result of this is similar to the others, as it leads to Mem's loss of

freedom. In three versions (PN; OM; HR-1), no terms of the game are mentioned.

D.VI.C Causal connection between Mem's losing game and his being
thrown into prison
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In eleven versions (1. : HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; EP-2; ZK-3;

HR-2; ZK-1) Mem is imprisoned as a dired result of losing the game with Mlr Sevdtn:

in one of them (l.b. : EP-1) Mtr Sêvdtn would have let it pass, but due to Beko Awan's

insistence, Mem was imprisoned. In the seven other versions, there is no dired

connection between the results of the game and Mem's imprisonment. In three

versions (2.-4. : ZK-2; HR-1; LC-1) a different specific reason is given. In two of them

(2.-3. : ZK-2; HR-1) Mem is in prison because he is caught alone with Ztn #1; moreover,

in ZK-2, rather than Mem losing the game, Mem and Mtr Sevdtn are tied at checkers.

In the third (4. : LC-1) Mem is imprisoned as a result of being overpowered by the

horsetail hair. In the four other versions (PN; PS; OM; MC-1), Mem is simply thrown

into prison, without any spedal reason being given.

D.VI.D. Ztn #l's tunnel and its discovery

In nine versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-1; MC-1)

Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between Mem's prison cen and her bedroom. In GNa (l.b.)

there are two tunnel episodes: a) Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between the kitchen where

Mem is working and her bedroom [see D.I.F.1.1; b) Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between

Mem's prison cen and her bedroom. In another nine versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1;

OM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-2) this motif is absent

D.VI.E. After the tunnel is discovered, Mem is moved from first prison
to second, worse prison [exduding D.VI.D.2]

Of the nine versions containing the tunnel motif, in six of them (1. : SHa-1;

GNa; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1) Mem is moved to a stone prison, hi two of them (2. :

SHa-2; ZK-3) he is moved to the bottom of a weH, and in one (3. : HR-1) Mem remains

in the original prison cell, and the tunnel is plugged up with pitch. In the first six
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versions, before the tunnel is discovered Mem is in a wooden prison in two versions

(Lb. : EP-1; ZK-1), and earthen prison (l.c : FK-1) in one version, and simply in prison

in three versions (La. : SHa-1; GNa; MC-1).

D.VII. Qeretajdtn's absence [often precedes D.VI.]

D.VIIA Qeretajdtn and brothers leave town on mission

The two most common reasons that Qeretajdtn and his brothers leave Jezira

Bohtan are: a) to fight a battle with the enemy, in six versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1;

EP-2; EP-1); andb) to coned taxes, in seven versions (2. : OM; GNa; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2;

ZK-1; MC-1). In three of the latter category (GNa; ZK-2; ZK-1) they are going to coned

taxes for the specific purpose of rebuilding Qeretajdtn's house that burned down. In

PS G.) a third reason for their departure is given, namely to deliver Mtr Sevdtn's gift

to Mecca. In PN and HM (4.) they do not go on a mission, but rather leave after

having quarreled with Mtr Sevdtn, and go to Sham [=Syria or Damascus]. In three

versions (LC-1; FK-2; HR-2), Qeretajdtn and his brothers do not leave town.

D.VII.B. Ztn« sends message to Qeretajdtn with a man who demands a
kiss from her as payment [with II.P of Dramatis Personae chart & D.VII.A1

This episode is absent from eleven versions (PS; OM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-2;

EP-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1). In five of the seven versions in which it does appear

(La. : HM; SHa-1; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2) Zin #1 sends a letter to Qeretajdtn with a man

who demands a kiss from her as payment; she writes in the letter that Qeretajdtn

should kffl the man after taking the letter from him. This is an example of Motif K978.

Uriah letter. Man carries written order for his own execution In the two

remaining versions (l.b-c : PN; LC-1), the man is not kffled.

D.VII.C The messenger's payment [excluding D.VII.B.2]
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Of the seven versions in which D.V1I.B. occurs, the messenger demands a kiss

in five versions (PN; SHa-1; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2); in the latter two he agrees to receive

the kiss after he returns from delivering the letter. In HM (2.) he demands marriage

rather than a kiss, and in LC-1 (3.) he neither demands anything nor is he kffled.

D.V1II. Floating motifs

D.VIII.AMem's unmanly behavior [nemerdt]

Listed are three different examples of Mem's unmanly behavior, each of which

occurs in only one version (or two, in the case of 3.). What they have in common is

that they all occur during the transitional stage, while Mem is journeying to Jezira

Bohtan. In SHa-1 and GNa (3.), Mem finally stops and treats Bur's wound after

ignoring the horse's complaint [CI.B.2]. In ZK-2 (1.) a porter from Jeztra Bohtan gives

Mem an undesired answer, by telling him that he still has a long way to go before

reaching his destination; because of this Mem frightens him; in so doing Mem falls

from God's favor this occurs at the point during Mem's journey when he asks

someone he encounters how far it is to Jezira [CI1A4L

In FK-2 (2.) Mem commits an unmanly ad when he strikes Qeretajdtn over the

head with a stick; Mem later redeems himself by staying with Qeretajdtn until he

recovers consciousness, rather than riding off and leaving him defenseless: this

occurs when Mem catches Qeretajdtn's gazene for him during hunting expedition #1

[CII.B.lb].

D.VIII.B.Poetry contest (verbal duel)

According to Ayyûbiyan it is a centuries-old custom among the Kurds for

young men and warriors to redte poetry in verbal disputes and on the battlefield, in
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whidi they express their feelings in verse, creating epic poems: skffl in this art is

greatly valued.26 This verbal duel in which Beko Awan taunts Mem, in an attempt to

get him to admit publicly that he is in love with Ztn #1, is an example of such a poetry

contest. The entire episode is absent from nine versions (PN; LC-1; GNa; FK-2; EP-2;

HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1). In the nine versions in which ft does occur, there are three

different places ir, the story in which it can take place: 1) just after Mem gets a token

from Ztn #1 [D.H.] (La. : ZK-3) or after Çekan renounces his betrothal to Ztn #1 and

they an go to visit the Mtr (Lb. : SHa-1); 2) just after the scene wtth Cjeretajdtn's

sacrifice [D.V.] (2a. : HM; SHa-2; FK-1) or when Beko Awan interferes by commenting

on Mem's failure to rise before the Mtr ID.IV.E1 (2.b. EP-1); and 3) just after the game

between Mem and Mtr Sevdtn [D.VIA-B) (3.a. : OM; ZK-2) or as the terms of the game

[D.VI.B.3](3.b.:PS).

D VIILCResult: Mtr Sevdtn orders his men to kill Mem [excluding
D.VIII.B.7J

When Mem is tricked into admitting that he loves Ztn #1, the action of the Mtr

is very violent. In seven of the nine versions containing this motif (1. : PS; HM; SHa-

1; SHa-2; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2), Mlr Sevdtn orders his men to kffl Mem; daggers are

drawn, and Mem is saved by Qeretajdtn and his brothers. The violent reaction is

absent from OM (3.); in EP-1 (2.) there is a scene with violence and the unsheathing of

swords, but it is unrelated to the poetry contest.

D.VIII.D. Qeretajdtn's handkerchief in shape of rabbit as diversion to
save Mem & Ztn #1

26-rilviyrl Allah AyyBhiyan Crikey Mem 0 71n Kurd! - Fard IOtLÎ J f* <S**±J?\ (Tabriz :

ChSpkhanah-i Shafaq 119621), p. 211, note 1. See also Alan Oindes, Jerry W. Leach and toa dzkök.
The Strategy of Turkish Boys' Verbal Dueling Rhymes/ Jnumaj gf American FriMore » (197D), 325-
349, reprinted in: Alan Dundes Parsing Through Customs fvsays ty a ftfflldiai FdXlcri5t (Madison,

Wise : University of Wisconsin Press, 1987), pp. 82-117
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lam acquainted with a Kurdish woman from Kirkûk, Iraqi Kurdistan (bom c.

1961) who told me that as a child she remembers seeing 'rabbits' made out of

handkerchiefs as a way of amusing children. This seems to be a traditional Kurdish

amusement. While Ztn #1 is serving coffee in the diwan, Beko says to Mtr Sêvdtn

that if she smiles when she serves Mem his coffee, this is proof of their love;

Qeretajdtn fashions a rabbit out of his handkerchief and shows it to the assembly just

as Ztn #1 serves Mem his coffee: the handkerchief is adduced to explain Zin #l's

laughter and smiling while concealing Mem and Ztn #l's love for each other. This

motif occurs in only three versions (FK-1; EP-1; SHa-1): in the first two instances, ft

fcfflows the episode of Qeretajdtn's sacrifice [D.V.I while in SHa-1 it fellows Cekan's

renouncing of his betrothal to Ztn #1 [D.II.D], and replaces the earlier visit to Mlr

Sevdtn which occurs in other versions [D.I.L

Handkerchiefs serve three different functions in various versions of M&Z In

seven versions (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1) handkerchief is thrown on

the MIT's seat when he stands up at Mem's entrance, as proof that the Mtr did indeed

stand up when Mem entered [D.I.H.]; hi two versions (ZK-1; EP-1) Mem extinguishes

the fire in Qeretajdtn's house with a handkerchief [D.V.E.l.b-c.1; and in three versions

(FK-1; EP-1; SHa-1) Qeretajdtn uses a handkerchief tied in the shape of a rabbit as a

means of creating a minor diversion to proted Mem and Ztn [D.VIII.D.1. While the

first and second functions occur in ZK-1, and the first and third functions occur in FK-

1, an three functions occur in EP-1. Moreover, although an of the attestations of aH

three functions involve northern versions only, in southern versions (PS; OM; MC-1)

Mem and Ztn exchange both rings and handkerchiefs when they first meet in Mem's

room [B.I.F.2].

E. Final stage - Death of Mem and Ztn #1 ~
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E.I. Mem's death

E.LA. Ztn #1 takes Mem out of prison

In aH but four versions, Ztn #1 releases Mem from prison. In two versions (4. :

LC-1; 2.d. : HR-2) Qeretajdtn releases him. and in two versions (PN; FK-2) the whole

motif is absent. In dght versions (1. : PS; HM; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-1).

Beko Awan tells Ztn #1 to release Mem; in four versions (2. : SHa-1; GNa; ZK-2; MC-1)

it is the Mir who tells her to. In one version (EP-2) both Beko Awan and the Mtr tell

Zin #1 to let Mem out of the dungeon. In OM (5.) the initiative comes from Zin #1

when she requests permission to release Mem. In LC-1 (4.) Hasan cako release Mem

from prison: permission is ndther requested nor granted.

Of the thirteen versions with Ztn #1 as the one setting Mem free, eight (HM;

SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2) include the proviso that she should bring

her maidservants along while fn two (HM; MC-1) she is told to bring musidans or

musical accompaniment: HM calls for both maidens and musidans.

The significance of choosing Ztn #1 as the one to release Mem wffl be dealt

with further in E.1.C below.

E.I.B. Mem's death

In nine versions (1. : SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2; ZK-1; 3.a. :

HR-2) Mem is pulled up from the dungeon pit by a rope; fn three versions (2. : OM;

GNa; EP-2) he is hangs onto the long braids of Ztn #1 or other women, and is puned

up. In three versions (l.d-f. : FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1) the color of the rope is spedfied: in one

(l.d. : EP-1) it is white; in one (I.e. : ZK-1) it is yenow; hi one (If. : FK-1) they try to piffl

him up first by a white rope, which is unsuccessful, then try with a yeHow rope
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wrapped around his waist. In four versions (l.b-c : SHa-2; HR-1; ZK-2; 5. : HM), he

shed drops ofblood when he emerges from the pit, then expires. In two versions (3.a-

b. : HR-2; MC-1), Beko Awan interferes by telling Mem that Ztn #1 is marrying

someone else; the proof of this is Ztn #l's bridal gown; when he sees Ztn #1 in a bridal

gown, which is aduaHy meant for him, he dies. In LC-1 (4.) he dies as soon as he lays

eyes on Ztn#l. In PS (6.) Mem asks Ztn #1 to bring him a bowl of cold water, and he

dies after he drinks. In two versions (PN; FK-2) it is simply stated that Mem dies,

without any further details: these two versions are known for their brevity.

This scene has the markings of a birth in reverse. Mem leaves a womb-like

place, pufled out by a rope - suggestive of an umbilical chord. The dungeon is the

antithesis of a womb: rather than being warm and nurturing it is cold and austere. As

wffl be seen in EI.C below, it is stated that if Ztn #1 (or more generally, if a woman)

lets him out - i.e. acts as midwife - he wffl die, but if a man does, he wffl Bve. Here

too we have the reverse of what normally occurs: it is women who both give birth and

administer to the prospective mother, but here it is stated that the presence of a

woman wffl ensure the death of the "child" coming out into the world.

E.I.C. Prediction regarding sex of person releasing Mem from prison

This motif is present in five versions only (SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-2; ZK-1). In

three (l.a-b. : GNa; EP-1; ZK-2) of them it is stated that if a woman (specifically Ztn #1

in GNa and ZK-2) releases Mem, he wffl die; if a man releases him. he wffl live.27

This is structurally similar to the condition hi MC-1 [D.II.C.31 in which Ztn #1 throws a

yenow bouquet and a red bouquet into the air, and tells Mem that if he catches the red

tfMale envy of female procreanvity may be inherent in the statement that if a man Us Mern out of
the dunged he will live, but if a woman lets him out, he will die See * *^ !£»**» "
Male Myth of Creation.' J,,, nf Pwrhoanalvtic Anthrrodggtt 9 (»86). 35M7% reprinted in his
The Hood Myth (Berkeley et al. : University of California Press, 1988), pp. 167-BX
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one, they wffl attain their desire in this life, but that if he catches the yenow one, they

wffl have to wait until the next life.

In SHa-2 and ZK-1, the idea of shame is introduced: in SHa-2 Oa.) Ztn #1 says it

is disgraceful that Mem should be released by a woman; in ZK-1 (2.b.) she says it is

shameful that prisoners are brought in by men, then released by women.

EH. Ztn it's death

E.II.A When Ztn #1 dies vis-i-vis Mem's death

In seven versions Oa. : SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; ZK-2) Ztn #1 dies

the same day as Mem; in EP-2 (2.b.) she dies the evening of the same day. In two

Turoyo versions (1. : HR-1; HR-2) she stabs herself to death just after Mem dies. In

GNa G.) she dies at noon on the next day; fn LC-1 (4.) she dies a week later, in PS and

HM (5.) she dies dght days later, and in MC-1 (6.) she dies forty hours or forty days

later. The time of her death is not spedfied fn three versions (PN; OM; FK-2). PN and

FK-2 also lack detail regarding Mem's death.

E.II.B. Burial of Mem and Ztn #1

There are three common ways that Mem and Ztn #1 are buried: a) in seven

versions (2. : PS; FK-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; 4.a. : HM) they are buried separately,

but when the graves are opened, they are together [Motif E419.6. Lovers buried apart

found in one grave each morning]; b) in five versions (1. : PN; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-

1), they are buried back to back, but when the graves are opened, they are fadng each

other; and c) in four versions (3. : OM; SHa-1; ZK-1; MC-1) they are buried together

IMotif T86. Lovers buried in same grave]. In two versions (4.a-b. : HM; LC-1) Mtr

Sevdtn and company play jireed and throw a lance, with the understanding that they
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wffl open up whichever grave it lands on: in HM (4.a.) it lands on Mem's grave, and

they open it to find Mem and Ztn #1 together, with a day sword between them, which

links this with type a) above; in LC-1 (4.b.) the result is not reported, but before she

dies, Ztn #1 says "if they are lying back to back, her brother is innocent of any

wrongdoing" The expedation is that they wffl be lying face to face, as in type b) above,

and that her brother the Mtr is guilty. [Cf. Motif E442. Oiost laidbypiercinggrave

(corpse) with stake] The game of jireed makes its appearance in SHa-2 and ZK-3

also, but at a different point in the story [D.IIIA2-3J. In types a) and b), Mem and Ztn

are united in the grave by supernatural forces, an indication of divine support for

their union.

E III Beko's death and thombush on Mem and Ztn's grave from drop of
Beko's blood. Motif E631.0.3. Plant from bloodofslainperson

E.III.A Beko Awan is killed by

In twelve versions (FS; HM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2;

ZK-1; MC-1) Qeretajdtn kffls Beko Awan by slidng off his head with a sword at the side

of Mem and Ztn's open grave. In PN (l.c), a version in which Qeretajdtn is replaced

by Hasso, Hasso kills Beko Awan. In two versions (l.b. : HM; ZK-3) Qeretajdtn does

this, in spite of M!r Sevdtn's exhortation not to. In two versions (2.a. : SHa-1; ZK-2)

Mlr Sêvdtn Mis Beko Awan himself, and in another version (2.b. : OM) he orders

Beko Awan's execution. In FK-2 (3.) Al-Pasha kills Beko Awan; in LC-1 (4.) Qumsi

Beko, who is one of Qeretajdtn's brothers in this version, is not kffled.

E.III.B. Word for thombush:

In seven versions (PS; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-1; MC-1), including one

Turoyo version (HR-1), some form of the Kurdish word dift 1= 'thornl is employed.
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Other Kurmanji words for thorn are stir! oristrt, andkelem: each appears once, the

former in HM (2.). the latter in ZK-2 (3.). In OM the Sorani word rf [= 'Christ's thornl

is used.28 Two of the Turoyo versions use native words: saKmo (PN) and t,ufto (HR-

2); HR-1 borrows the Kurdish word drrt as drmhe. Each of the Armenian versions

uses a dffferent native word for thombush: meshi dzaî [/t2p 4uinl (SHa-1);

ch'ich'khan p-ush liPiKli thrall (SHa-2); and krrri I4mp] [- 'astragalus'] (GNa).

In EP-2 (10.) Beko Awan's blood falls on a bush growing over the graves and his

bloodbecomesscarletflowers rather than a thorn: this is Motif E631.0.3.1. Redplant

from bloodofslain person, whereas the others are Motif E631.0.3. Plant firm

bloodofslainperson The motif is lacking in two versions (LC-1; FK-1).

E.III.C Legend about the thombush

In nine versions (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; MC-1) nothing

hither is said regarding the thombush. In four versions (1. : SHa-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

we are told that it is stffl there to this day. In another four versions (2.a. : SHa-1; EP-1;

ZK-3; ZK-1) it is stated that every year it is cut down, but it always grows back, and in

one version tlb. : GNa) every day it is cut down, but it always grows back the next day.

In aU nine versions which have such an epilogue, evil as represented by Beko Awan is

seen as being inextricable: even in death he continues to harass Mem and Ztn. In his

dodoral dissertation. Amir Hassanpour-Aghdam states that in Efimedê Xant's literary

poem Mem û Ztn, the vfflain Beko Awan "personifies the discord (şiqaq) and disunity

(betifaqt) of the Kuidish princes which [Xant] considered to be the main reason for the

28ThecompounddirkeaJ also exists, consisting of dirke- (cognate to Kurmanji dîlt), and rf.
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failure of the Kurdish people to achieve sovereignty."29 By imbuing the metaphor of

the thombush with this added meaning Xant found a very effective verride for his

message.

F. Conclusion

Five versions (HM; SHa-1; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2) end with EIII.C above. Eleven

versions end with some kind of concluding phrase: two concluding formulas and four

sets of concluding verse. The concluding formulas are: 1) "May favor befall the

parents of those listening" [rahma 1 dd babêd gohdSra] (La. : PS; EP-2; ZK-2; MC-1); and

2) "May you be wen for me" [tu smera sah] (PN; HR-1): both PN and HR-1 are Turoyo

versions, but the concluding formula is in Kurdish. Both formulas are common ways

to end folktales.

Concluding verse occurs in five versions, as fonows: 1) "Mem and Ztn are in

heaven, Beko Awan is in hen* (2.a. : SHa-2); 2) "Good are the three months of

summer, /Very fine are the summer pastures of Fereshin, / Nowhere on earth can be

found Meme Alan and Ztn" (2.b. FK-1; 3.d. ZK-1); 3) "One side of Jeztra flourishes and

the other is in ruins" (3.c : FK-2); and 4) a greeting to Oskar Mann, the conedor of the

version (3.a. : OM). In three cases (OM; FK-2; ZK-1) the concluding verse is in addition

to either Bengtn or Bor^s return to Mem's native land.

In three versions (3.b-d. : FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1) Mem's horse Bor returns to

Mukhurzemin at the end of the story. In OM (3.a.) Bengtneh returns to Yemen, brings

Mem's father Brayim Pasha back to Jezira Bohtan, finally returning to Yemen with

^Arrdr Hassanpour-Aghdam. The language Fartrr in National DeveJopmfflr The Stmdgdizatiainf
the Kurdish Ljiguaje, 1918-1985 Doctoral dissertation (Urbana, Illinois : Univeraty of fllinas, 1989),

p 84
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him. Here we have another example of Bor and Bengtnleh] perfbrrrdng a similar

function.

In LC-1 the dengbej ends with the wish that Mem and Zin #1 attain in the next

worid what they didn't attain in this, and provides biographical information about

himself: his name, his father's name, and the place and date of conection.

The fad that some versions lack a particular motif to which I attach importance

in my analysis, strongly suggests that other interpretations are possible, or that some of

the dengbêjeshad a different understanding of the the story than I do.

Unfortunately, because their reactions were left unrecorded, we wffl never know. It

can only be hoped that future conecting wffl incorporate aspects as the dengbêf's

worid view and his audience's as wen as his own opinions about his material, so that

we arenot forced to do for this living Kurdish tradition what Mervffle Jacobs had no

choice but to do for the folklore of the extind Clackamas Chinook Indians: create his

own ingenious, but unsubstantiated and unprovable, native audience reactions.
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y-m n Tin

yjpnh Rrhihiting Variation

Dramatis Peisonah

LA. Mem.

1. a. Meme Alan (ZK-2; ZK-3; MC-1); Isfrinl mami alanfe) (LC-1)

b. Meme Ala (FK-2); mamê ala (PS); Mamme 'Ala (HR-1)

1 a. Memo (ZK-3; MC-1)

b. Mammo (PN; HR-2); Mamo (SHa-1; GNa); mamu (HM)

3. a. Mem6 (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2)

b.Mame(GNa)

4. a. Kakeh Mem (OM); Mtr Mem (OM); mam (PS)

b. Mam (SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2)

LB. Mem's father (Al pasha)

1 Al p'aşa (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; MC-1); Al-p'aşa (ZK-1); Al pasha (SHa-1;
GNa); Al'-pasha (EP-2)

2. a.Alan-p'aşa(ZK-2)

b.Alan-begê/Alaylbege(ZK-3)

enure alana, pa§ae yemanea (PS); mir alan (HM)

d. 'Ala (HR-1)

3. Yusif Agha (PN)

4. Sirin alma, sahi moyribiane (LC-1)

5. Brayim Pasha/ Padishah (OM)

6. King Kachants (SHa-2)

7. unnamed (HR-2)

I.G Mem's mother

1. a. unnamed (OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-1)

b. unnamed: dead, later is alive (GNa)
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c unnamed: virgin living at shrine (EP-1)

d. unnamed: Yusif Agha's female cousin (PN)

2. b (PS; HM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1)

3. za!ixaxatun,kaakaqoreisiane(LC-l)

4. TêB 'Işan(ZK-2)

LD. Mem's servant Bengtn

1. s> (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1;
HR-2; ZK-1)

2. Bengtn (ZK-3; MC-1); Bengtneh (OM): accompanies Mem to Jezira
Bohtan.

3. Bengtn (ZK-2): does not accompany Mem to Jeztra Bohtan

LE Mem's horse (Bor): See also B.IIIA and CI.

1. a. Bor (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1)

b. PorHop] (GNa)

c unnamed, but referred to as esplbor = 'gray horse' (OM)

2. unnamed (PN; PS; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2)

3. Boze Rewal (ZK-2); serak basan boa' rawan (LC-1)

4. 0(HM)

I.F. Mem's homeland (Mukhurcemin or Yemen)

1. a. Muxurzemtn (ZK-2); Şehere Muxurzemtnê (ZK-1); Mukhurzemin
(EP- 2). şehere Mixurzemtnê (EP-1); Mukher Zamin (SHa-2)

b. Muxur Zemtn (FK-1); Muxlujr-Zemtn (FK-2)

c Mkhur-Zaman lUptup-aui/UlX] (GNa)

d. Merxebzemtn(MC-l)

e. baiare moyribiane (LC-1)

2. Yemen (PS; OM); Bajare Yemenê (ZK-3)

3. a. unnamed (HM; SHa-1; HR-1)
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b. unnamed place near the land of India (PN)

4. Place of the Ala (HR-2)

I.G. Donor figure.

1. 0 (PN; PS; HM; SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2)

2. Xocft Xizir (Khizir) (ZK-2); Xidir nebl/XidirEylas (MC-1)

3. Royal shdkh [sexl hunkare) (LC-1)

4. Veysel Karanl of Mahidesht (OM)

5. Doves (SHa-2; GNa)

6. a. TThree riders, guides of hick and fortune (EP-1)

b.?Kal6zeman6(ZK-l)

IIAZtnlMl

1. a. Zine (PN; GNa); Zine (HR-2; PS); dilbar zine (LC-1)

b Ztne (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1); zfn6 stttö bohta (PS); Ztne
(HM)

2. a. Ztn (MC-1); Zfn (SHa-1; EP-2)

b. Ztn xatûn (FK-2; FK-1); Xahm Ztn (ZK-1; MC-1); Kharun Zin (SHa-2)

c Sttya Ztn (ZK-3; ZK-2); Sityi Zin (HR-1)

d. Yay Ztn (Yaya Ztn) (OM)

e. zina zêîdane (LC-1)

3. a.Sittiye(HR-l)

b.TÖt Xatûn(EP-l)

I1.B. Mtr Sevdtn, emir of Jeztra Bohtan

1. a. Mtr Sevdtn (FK-2; ZK-1; MC-1; FK-1 [brother]; EP-1 [undeD; Mtr
Sêvdin (HR-2)

b. Mir Sevdin (PN; SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2); Mtr Savdtn (HM)

c. Mtr Zevdtn (FK-1 [father])
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2. a. mir zddln (PS); Mtr Zeidin (HR-1); Mir Zeydin [IThp-fttjrH.'U
(GNa)

b. MtrZêydtn (ZK-3; ZK-2)

c Mtr Seydtn (EP-1 [fatherD

3. a-mirzandin(LC-l)

b.mtrZendtn(OM)

II.C Mtr Sevdtn's relationship to Ztn [#1]

1. brother (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. father (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; EP-2; ZK-1)

3. brother [at beginning of story] -> rather (GNa; HR-1)

4. a. Mtr Sevdtn [brother] & Mtr Zevdtn [father] (FK-1)

b. Mtr Seydtn [fatherl & Mtr Sêvdtn [unde] (EP-1)

II.D. Ztn #l's father

1. "Mtr Sevdtn" I-II.B. above] (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1;
ZK-1)

2. a. MirZerav(PN)

b. Mir Şaraf (HR-1)

3. miri 'Azim(LC-l)

4. Ztn #1 is fatherless (HR-2; MC-1)

5. a = Ztn #l's father is not mentioned (PS; HM; OM; ZK-3; ZK-2)

HE. Beko Awan the villain

1. a. Bek'o (ZK-3; ZK-2; FK-2); Mamfi Bek'o (ZK-3); Bak'o [PUlJOl
(SHa-1)

b.baköawan(HM); Bako Avan (SHa-2); Bakko Awan (PN); Bakko

fcawan (HR-1); Bakko tawan (HR-2);

c Bek'oyê E'wan (ZK-1); Bek'oe E'wana (FK-1; FK-2)

d.baköena;lati(PS)
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. e.qumsi-baku(LC-l)

2. a Bak'ir-Avan (Paqr) [Plupnp-llLUrt] (GNa); Bekir Avan (SHa-1);
Bekir-Awan (EP-2)

b Bek'fre Fwana (FK-2); Bek're E'wana (FK-1); BeWre F/wan/E«wm
(ÊP-D; Bekire E*wan (MC-1)

cKa Bekir (OM)

d. Bekir Agha (OM)

e. Bekirê Direwtn (MC-1)

f. Bekirt Mergewere (OM)

H.F. "Ztn #2": relationship to Beko Awan

1 daughter (PN; HM; OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2;
MC-1)

2. sister (SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2)

3. 0 - Ztn #2 absent (PS; LC-1)

II.G. "Ztn #2": her profession [excludes H.F.3.]

1. sorceress/fortunetener [femildar or sihirbaz] (SHa-1; EP-2; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

2. maidservant of Ztn #1: (HR-1; ZK-2; OM)

3. both 1. and 2. (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; MC-1)

II.H. Maidservant of Ztn #1 1* - Beko Awan's daughter or sister)

1 Ztn #2: 'Ztn (SHa-2); "Zin (HR-1); "Zfne (GNa); "Ztne (FK-1); "Zina qtza
Bek'o (ZK-2)

2. "Meltk Reyhan (OM); *MeIek Rihan (MC-1); reihan(e) (LC-1)

3. Gule'ytşan (ZK-3); Gulelş (ZK-3; ZK-2)

4. no maidservants (PN; PS; SHa-1; FK-2; EP-2)

5. a. maidservants unnamed (HR-2; ZK-1)

b. 2 maidservants, unnamed (HM)

c. 40 maidservants (LC-1; EP-1; ZK-2)

d. 40 maidservants, afl named Zine (GNa)
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ILL Qeretajdtn

1. Qerefajdtn (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1); Qeretajdtn (OM)

2. qarataidm/qaratazdlnedJn (PS); qaratazdîn(HM); QaraTajdin (HR-1);

3. Gharatazhdin (SHa-1; SHa-2); Ghara-Tazhdin [luipul-ftuid-n,h1] (GNa)

4. qaratasdm(LC-l)

5. Karatadjin (EP-2)

6. Tazhdin (SHa-1; SHa-2)

7.o(PN)

II.J. Qeretajdtn's brothers (* = betrothed to Ztn [#1D

II.J-1. a. Fran (FK-2; ZK-1); Afan (SHa-2)

b.arf6 (HM); Arfoln] (SHa-1); 'Irfo/'Arfo (OM)

c Frtln (FK-1); Arfin (EP-2)

d. E'rif (ZK-3; MC-1); E'reb (ZK-2)

e.Erfan(EP-l)

f. [Hasso] (PN); hasan [-caköl(LC-l)

g.0 (HR-1; HR-2)

h. mako (PS)

i. Kakan [Muil|UlX] (*GNa)

II.J-1 a. Ç'ekan (FK-2; *EP-1; *ZK-1); Jakan [olllljllrt] CSHa-2; GNa)

b. Ç'eko (ZK-3; ZK-2; *MC-1); [Chakko] (PN); Cheko (OM); cakö(PS);
[hasan-] dakö (LC-1); Jako[n] CSHa-1)

c. Çektn CFK-1); Chekin CEP-2)

d. unnamed (HM)

e.0 (HR-1; HR-2)

H.J-3. a. B (FN; HM; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1;
HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)
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b.mfr mahmûd (PS)

c.qumsi-bakû(LC-l)

II K. 1 a J-l J-2 (& J-3) are Qeretajdtn's brothers (PS; HM; LC-1; FK-2; ZK-3;
ZK-2)

b M & 1-2 are Qeretajdtn's brothers; J-2 is betrothed to 2n#l (SHa-
1;" SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1)

c J-l & J-2 are Qeretajdtn's brothers; J-l is betrothed to Zin #1 (GNa)

d J-l is Ztn #l's brother; J-2 is Qeretajdtn's brother, mentioned once as
being betrothed to Ztn #1, after which this is forgotten (EP-2)

e. Qeretajdtn has no brothers; his son is betrothed to Ztn #1 (HR-1)

f. Qeretajdtn has no brothers (HR-2)

2 J-l & J-2 are princes who are suitors for Ztn #l's hand, potential rivals
to Mem(OM)

3 J-l & J-2 are the brothers of Mtr Sevdtn & Ztn #1; Qeretajdtn absent
(PN)

ILL Qeretajdtn's wife (Sitt or Perl)

1 SU (MC-1); Sttye (ZK-3*; Setiya (EP-2); XarÛn Estt [Lady Asrl] (OM);
Sutin (SHa-1); Sttya E'reb [Lady Erebl (ZK-2)

2. Perl (xanim) (FK-1); Khanum Peri (GNa); Perl-xatûn (ZK-1); Xatto
Pert (EP-1); Gul Peri (SHa-2)

3. Begi xanim (HR-1)

4. unnamed (PS; FK-2; HR-2)

5. 0(PN;HM;LC-1)

II.M. Her relationship to Ztn #1

1. sister of Ztn #1 and Mtr Sevdtn (PS; OM; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. sister of Ztn #1 (SHa-1; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

3. not stated (SHa-2; FK-1; EP-2; HR-1)

4. 0(PN;HM;LC-1)

UN. Qeretajdin's servants. See also D.I.C
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1. o (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. ÇawtşMêrdtn (FK-1; ZK-1)

3. Badtn (FK-1); Badtn Çawtş (EP-1)

4. Chavush (SHa-2)

5. Qeretajdtn's oldest son: Ghavaz Chavush [ItULUiq. 2uiLm2) (GNa)

6. unnamed (EP-2; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa)

11.0. Ztn #l's homeland (Jeztra Bohtan)

1. Ctztra Bota (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; ZK-2); Jeztra Bota (EP-2);
Czîra Böta (HR-1); walatêjezlreböta (HM)

2. Cizlra Botan (MC-1); gazlra bötan(e) (LC-1); Jztr t(u) Bot'an] [*qj»p n

Pof»ui\] (SHa-1); Chziru Bodan CBqfip IU Pon,ui1j] (SHa-2)

3. Jazira-Boht'an [iDqhpw Po^tilX] (GNa)

4. Jezira Bohta (PS)

5. Jezire (PS); Şart Ciztrê [City of Jiztr] (OM)

6. gteteiro (PN); Gziro (HR-1; HR-2)

7. Bota (HR-2)

HP. Man sent by Ztn #1 to bring Qeretajdtn back (kisses Ztn; carries message). See also
D.V1I.B.&D.VI1.C

1. 0 (PS; LC-1; OM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1;
MC-1)

2. Dervish (PN; SHa-1; FK-1)

3. Passerby/ Man[peya<paja>] (HM)

4. Ztn #l's baldheaded servant boy [xulamekt k'eç-elok] (ZK-3)

5. Poorboywho exchanges gold pieces forsilver ones, topay taxes to
Qeretajdtn (ZK-2)
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Mem Û Zin
MnHft F-rhihiring VnriaHrm

Scenes & Motifs

A. Initial stage : Introductory tale elements extraneous to structure of the

stnry

1. a (PS; HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2;
ZK-1; MC-1)

2. a. Mem's future father Isirin alma], youngest of three childless
brothers, rulers of the land; royal sheikh instructs him to go to

the Qoreishis, and ask for the hand of zSHxi xStun; he begets a
son by her (LC-1)

b. Mem's future father [Alan-Pasha], oldest of three childless brothers,
rulere of the land; pray to God; Khizir comes and instructs them
to take gold and go to Egypt, to ask for the hand of fêlt 'lşan; she
will bear them a son whom they are to name Meme Alan; Mem
is bom, grows quickly; Mem is kept in dark room, where one day
he is mghtenedoy a ray of sunlight (ZK-2)

c. Mem's future father [Brayim Pasha] and his vizier are childless;
pray to God; Veysel Karanl comes and gives them apple; they
share apples with their wives, and sons are bom to them^sons
kept in dark room; accidentally break window with bone from
soup and see sunlight for first time (OM)

3. Folktale-like: Yusuf Agha impregnates his first cousin; causes
disgrace; she bears a boy [Mammo] and a girl [Aminah]; fight between
Mammo and Yusuf Agha; Mammo is made the local ruler; Kills
lion (PN)

4. Mem's heroic birth: a virgin is impregnated by seawater and gives
birth through her mouth to a boy; she abandons him at the seashore,
where he is found by Al Pasha, who raises him as his only child
(EP-1)

B. Preparatory stage Mukhurzemtn

B.I. Mem and Zm #1 discover one another

B.I.A Discovery of Mem and Zîn:

1. a. 3 doves invoke God to send down dove's skin for Zin: drop
slumber pearls in Zln's ear (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1)

b. 3 doves invoke God to send down dove's skin for Ztn [no
slumber pearls] (EP-1; ZK-1)

c. 2 doves invoke God to send down dove's skin for Zin (EP-2)
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d. 3 falcons invoke God to send down dove's skin for Ztn (OM)

e 3houris/rairiesftrmheaven,mc^erand2o^ughterşrnvoteiC<^

toSSSm dove's skin for Ztn : drop shrmber pearls m Ztns
ear (GNa)

f 3 daughters of fairy king become turtledoves Iq^y0""^
Sfiö dcrthel of folder sisters while they bathe, and wont

uS3 they tell her what she wants to know (LC-1)

Î. a Kme of the linn [şahe e'rftta] + jinn [e'rfttê anal; the king asks if
1 * STylS taSAo who shouldbe trnrtedJWem & Zfn, with

slumber pearls in their ears, are brought by jmn (ZK-3)

b King of the Jinn + jinn; argument: one jinn says thatZtn is more
b' Sffi, Mother sa^^^

with slurnber pearls in their ears, are brought by jmn (HR-1,

HR-2)

slumber pearls in their ears, are brought by jinn (ZK-3

3 a 2angelsbetagainsteachothenlsaysZînismorebeauhful;lsays

' Memis(PS)

b. 2 angels bring Mem and Ztn together (MC-1)

4. Merchant from Mosul acts as intermediary between Mem & Ztn (PN)

5. b(HM)

B.I.B. Doves notice Mem or Ztn first. (With B.I.A.1. only)

1. Notice Mem first (LC-1; OM; SHa-1; FK-1; EP-2)

2. Notice Ztn #1 first (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

B.I.C Mem & Ztn argue: Who has come to whom?

1. Argument (PS; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3;
HIT-I; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. Polite debate (FK-2)

3. a(PN;HM)

BID. Argument resolved by a proof

1. Count number of minarets rn city-066 in his city, 66 in hersl: they
count 366 (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1)
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2. Each calls servant: his answers, hers doesnt (PS; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2;
ZK-2; MC-1)

3. a. They walk about the palace, and Ztn #1 realizes she is not at home;
She calk Qeretajdtn and brothers, but they don't answer (LC-1)

b. Mem calls his servant Bengtneh first, and Bengtneh answers; they
walk about the palace and look out the windows (OM)

4. What side of the bed the hearth is on? if it is on the left side, they
are in Ztn #l's bed; if it is on the right side, they are in Mem's bed:
it's on the right side (EP-2)

5. Mem tells Ztn #1 to extinguish light, but she doesn't know where it is
(SHa-1)

6. b(PN;HM)

B.I.E. Exchange of rings and vows; exchange initiated by

1. a. Mem (FK-2)

b. Mem gives ring to merchant from Mosul to give to Ztn #1 (PN)

2. Ztn #1 (PS; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; ZK-1)

3. Mutual exchange (LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2;
MC-1)

4.0(HM)

B.I.F. Itemsexchanged

1. Rings (PN; LC-1; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3;
HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2)

2. Rings and handkerchiefs (PS; OM; MC-1)

3. e(HM)

B.I.G. Ztn #1 tells Mem to come after her

1. Ztn #1 tells Mem that he must come in 40 days to marry her, or elseU days to

-2; FK-1)she will be married to someone else (FK-

2. Ztn #1 hires messenger and sends Mem letter saying, "If you*
coming, come now, otherwise I wifl many [someone else]. (FN)

3. Ztn #1 insists that if Mem is a real man, he will undergo any ordeal to
find her (GNa)
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4. Ztn #1 says, "You wffl have to come find me* (SHa-2)

5. Ztn #1 gives Mem directions to Jeztra Bohtan, in case he wants to
come after her (HR-1)

6 0 (PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2;

MC-1)

B.IL It was not just a dream

B.IIA Proof that Mem and Ztn's visit was not just a dream

1 Mem discovers Ztn's ring on his finger (PS; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1;
ZK-1)

2. Mem discovers Ztn #l's ring on his finger, and Ztn #1 discovers
Mem's ring on her finger (LC-1; OM; GNa)

3. Ztn #1 discovers Mem's ring on her finger (MC-1)

4. Mem remembers Ztn #l's ring (ZK-3; HR-2)

5. 0 (PN; HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; HR-1; ZK-2)

B.II.B. As a result

1. Mem falls Oovelsick (SHa-2; HR-2; ZK-1)

2. Mem faints (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1)

3. Both Mem and Ztn #1 fan [lovelsick (OM; GNa)

4. Ztn #1 is morose (MC-1)

5. Mem falls in love when he awakens to find Ztn #1 gone (SHa-1)

6. Mem orders Bengtn to find Ztn #1 or else! (ZK-3)

7 Mem goes to his father's diwan and tells what happened during the
night; he says that if he is lying, he will go blind and lame, butrf

he is telling the truth, the judge and mufti win be so afflicted:
judge & mufti go blind and lame (ZK-2)

8. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; EP-2; HR-1)

B.ILC Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride

1. Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride; Parade of
unmarried girls and married women of kingdom IUM; bna-z
[footnote #5l; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2)
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2. a. Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride; Parade of
unmarried girls and matTied women of kingdom; Mem is to
throw apple at the girl he wants: he doesn't throw it at anyone

(SHa-1)

b. Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride; Parade of
unmarried girls and married women of kingdom; Mem is to
throw apple at the girl he wants: he throws it in anger and it
bursts into a million pieces (FK-2; SHa-1)

c Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride; Parade of
unmarried girls of kingdom; Mem is to throw apple at the girl
he wants: he doesn't throw it at anyone (FK-1)

d. Party in Al-Pasha's garden for Mem to choose bride; Parade of
unmarried girls and married women of kingdom; Mem is to
throw apple at the girl he wants: he doesnt throw it at anyone ;
Al Pasha goes out in search of Ztn #1 for Mem (MC-1)

3. a. Mem gives his father 7 days to find out about Jeztra Bohtan, but
his father fails to find anything out (ZK-3)

b. After Mem threatens to disown his father, his father goes out
looking for Jeztra Bohtan; in an inn he meets a merchant who has
just come from there (HR-1)

4. Al Pasha tells Mem, "Whoever you want, Ml request for you" (PS)

5. 0(PN;HM; LC-1; HR-2)

B.III. Mem prepares for trip

B.1II.A. Mem chooses a horse

1. a. Scrawny horse chosen from royal stables (SHa-1; GNa; FK-2; FK-1;
EP-1; ZK-1)

b. Gray horse lespt bor] chosen from royal stables (OM)

2 Mem already has a horse, which is mentioned for the first time at
this point (PS; ZK-3; MC-1)

3. Fine horse caught by fishermen in the sea [precedes B.I.A)
(LC-1; ZK-2)

4. Mare tells Mem to go to a ravine in the mountains and to choose one
of her sons (EP-2)

5. o (PN; HM; SHa-2; HR-1; HR-2)

B.III.B. Mem acquires items for trip [in order of acquisition]
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1. Suit, saddle, sword (GNa); [horse], suit, saddle, sword (FK-1)

2. Saddle, suit (ZK-1); Suit, [horsel saddle (FK-2); Saddle, suit, [horse]
(EP-1)

3. Sword, harness, [horsel (EP-2)

4. Mem takes out items which he already owns: saddle; gold; dagger,
sword, and golden lance (PS)

5. Mem's mother has Bengtn and his 88 servant boys fetch box of
Mem's clothes, Erzurum saddle & 7 straps, and shiny sword (ZK-2)

6. 0 (PN; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1)

B.III.C Mem's parents' reaction to his trip

1 a. Al Pasha tries to prevent trip by having city gates bohed and Bor
the horse's legs chained (FK-2; FK-1; ZK-1)

b. Al Pasha tries to prevent trip by having dty gates bolted and Bor
the horse's legs chained; Al Pasha wonders aloud what the evil
eye has in store for Mem (GNa; EP-1)

2. a. Al Pasha's curse on Mem and his trip (HM)

b. Al Pasha and Mem's mother's curse on Mem and his trip (ZK-3)

c. Al Pasha's curse on Mem and his trip; Mem's mother encourages
his to go (ZK-2)

3. Al Pasha asks Mem not to go, but gives him money when he goes
(HR-2)

4. Mem and Bengtneh's mothers bee them not to go, but bless their trip;
Brayim Pasha's cries of despair (OM)

5. Mem has his parents' blessing [halal] (SHa-2)

6. 0 (PN; PS; LC-1; SHa-1; EP-2; HR-1; MC-1)

B.III.D. Mem's temporary escorts on the trip: they turn back

1. a. Al Pasha sends men to accompany Mem: Mem sends them home:
they ask him to write letters as proof that he sent them back
(SHa-2)

b. Al Pasha sends 100 men to accompany Mem: Mem sends them
home (PS)

c. Al Pasha sends 40 men to accompany Mem: Mem sends them
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home (GNa); Al Pasha sends 40 men to accomrjany Mem 20 on
the left, 20 on the right: Mem sends them home (ZK-2)

d. Some of Al Pasha's men decide to accompany Mem: Mem sends
them home (EP-1)

2. a. Al Pasha sends 12,000 men to accompany Mem: Everyday 1,000 of
them leave and return home (OM)

b. Al Pasha sends 1,000 soldiers to accompany Mem: Every hour 100
of them leave and return home (ZK-3)

c Al Pasha sends 40 men to accompany Mem: Everyday one of them

leaves and returns home (HR-1)

3. The Sheikh of the Qoreishis [i&d qorfiisia] sends 80 men to
accompany Mem: they go with him as far as the road to Jezira
Bohtan and return (LC-1)

4 Mem takes 24 villagers with Km: they turn around and leave him

(PN)

5. While Al Pasha is gone in search of Ztn #1 for Mem, Mem sets out

with soldiers: they turn back (MC-1)

6. Al Pasha sends men to frighten Mem: he avoids them by taking a
different route (SHa-1)

7. 0 (HM; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-1)

C Transitional stag* between MnVhirrremTn and leztra Bohtan

CI. Mem and Bor

Cl.A. Horse talks; Wounds from chains

1 Bor tells Mem about his wounds from the chains (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa;
FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. Horse is hungry; tens Mem to go home (PN)

3. Chains fan off before they leave Mukhurzemin (EP-2)

4. e (PS; HM; LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2)

C.I.B. Mem stops and treats Bors wounds

1 . a. Mem stops; treats horse's wounds (FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1)

b. Mem stops; treats horse's wounds; Mem is truly sorry he ignored
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Bors pain (SHa-2)

2. After ignoring Sot's complaint, Mem finally stops (SHa-1; GNa)

3 Mem stops twice: first time, horse talks; second time, a snake climbs
up Mems leg (PN)

4. 0 (PS; HM; LC-1; OM; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

CI.C Bra's wounds heal

1 a. Mem washes Bet's wound with handkerchief; lets Bor graze tn
meadow (FK-2; FK-1)

b. Mem wraps Bui's wound with handkerchief; lets Bor graze in
meadow (EP-1)

c Mem washes Sol's feet with water, wraps them with
handkerchief; lets Bor graze in meadow (ZK-1)

d. Mem tends to Bui's feet; lets Bor graze in meadow (SHa-1)

2. a. Dove's feather, when dipped in water, heals Sot's wound (SHa-2)

b. 3 dove's feathers: when dipped in water, heal Bra's wound (GNa)

3. Xidir nebt (donor figure) helps (MC-1)

4. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

CII. People encountered along the way

CIIA Mem asks farmer how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan

1 a Mem asks farmer/plowman how far it is to Jezira Bohtan (SHa-1;

SHa-2; EP-2; HR-1; MC-1)

b. Mem asks farmer/plowman how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan [fonows
CII.DKGNa;FK-2)

c. Mem asks plowman and his son how far it is to Jezira Bohtan: the
plowmen were sent their by Lady Asrt: prearranged, not
coincidence (OM)

d. Mem asks gentleman {juamereg] how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan

(PS)

2. a. Mem asks farmer/plowman how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan: Mem
comes back to ask another question (ZK-1)

b. Mem asks farmer/plowman how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan: when
Mem comes back to ask another question, farmer thinks Mem
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wants to kin him, so fanner tries to flee (EP-1)

c Mem asks farmer/plowman how far it is to Jeztra Bohtan: Mem
almost comes back to ask another question, but changes his
mind (FK-1)

3. Mem encounters 2 different people and asks each one how far it is
to Jeztra Bohtan: a) an old man; d) farmer/plowman: when Mem
comes back to ask another question, farmer thinks Mem wants
to kin him, so farmer tries to flee (ZK-3)

4. Mem encounters 3 different people and asks each one how far it is
to Jeztra Bohtan: a) old man (Xizir in disguise): they ride to
Diyarbekir; Xizir turns into youth; they part company; b) porter
from Jeztra Bohtan: gives Mem undesired answer; Mem
frightens him; Mem rails from God's favor; c) mffler gives Mem
desired answers Mem rewards him with gold (ZK-2)

5.0(PN;HM;LC-l;HR-2)

CII.B. Determining where Mem should stay in Jeztra Bohtan

1. a. Hunting expedition (#1) on the way to Jeztra Bohtan; Mem catches
gazelle that Qeretajdtn is unable to catch; Qeretajdtn is angry;
they do battle; Mem wins; they become friends; Qeretajdln
continues hunting, invites Mem to be his guest in Jeztra Bohtan
(FK-1; ZK-1)

b. Hunting expedition (#1); Mem catches gazeHe that Qeretajdtn is
unable to catch; Qeretajdtn is angry; they do battle; Mem wins;
they become friends (FK-2)

c. Hunting expedition (#1); Mem catches gazeHe that Qeretajdtn is
unable to catch; Qeretajdtn is angry; argument resolved by
Qeretajdtn's brothers (EP-1)

d. Hunting expedition (#1); Mem catches gazeHe that Qeretajdtn is
unable to catch; Qeretajdtn & brothers praise Mem, they become
blood brothers; Bor instinctively leads Mem to Qeretajdtn s
house (GNa)

e. Mem meets Qeretajdtn, Mtr Sevdtn, and Beko on hunting
expedition (#1); The 3 of them debate whose guest Mem should
be; Mem chooses to be guest of Qeretajdtn (ZK-2)

2. a. Mem asks Ztn #2 where he should stay in Jeztra Bohtan (OM; MC-
1)

b. Mem asks [Ztn #2] where he should stay in Jezira Bohtan; she tells
him to wait in garden; Beko comes ana Mem asks him where to
stay [follows ClIIJ (ZK-3)
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3. Mem asks gentleman where he should stay in Jeztra Bohtan (PS)

4. 0 (PN; HM; LC-1; SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2)

CILC Qeretajdtn's identity is or is not revealed at tome of first meeting [with
CII.B.1]

1. Qeretajdtn's identity is revealed to Mem (FK-1; ZK-1; ZK-2)

2. Qeretajdtn's identity is revealed to audience (FK-2; EP-1)

3. Qeretajdtn's identity is not revealed (GNa)

CIII. Encounter with Beko Awan's Ztn (Ztn #2)

CIIIA Ztn #2 tries to trick Mem at entrance to Jiztra Bota {* = first mentioned
earlier)

1. Ztn #2 tries to hick Mem into believing that she is Ztn #1 (PN; *SHa-
1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; *FK-1; EP-2; *EP-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1)

2. Ztn #2 tries to trick Mem into believing that she is Ztn #1: she spreads
her laundry on the road, blocking Mem's path, to test his gallantry

(ZK-3; HR-1)

3. Ztn #1 intends to play trick on Mem; Mem mistakes Ztn #2 for Ztn #1
(ZK-2)

4. Mem tricks himself: [Melik Reyhan] says that she is not Ztn #1, but
Mem insists that she is (OM)

5. Unnamed girl at river claims to be Ztn #1; Mem does not believe her,
and guesses that she is Ztn #l's maidservant (LC-1)

6. 0(PS;HM)

CIII.B. Mem encounters Ztn #2

1. at weH [fountain; spring] (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1;
HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2)

2. at river (PN; LC-1; OM; FK-2; MC-1)

3. on bridge of ZembeK (EP-1)

CIII.C Ztn #2 is engaged in

1. a. spinning wool (SHa-1; GNa; FK-1)

b. washing wool (FK-2; ZK-1)
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2. a. washing clothes (PN; HR-1; MC-1)

b. bleaching linens (OM; ZK-3)

3. embroideiy(EP-l)

4. drawing water (EP-2; HR-2; ZK-2)

5. not stated (LC-1; SHa-2)

CIII.D. Mem asks Ztn #2 where his ring is

1. a. Mem asks about the ring; Ztn #2 says ft fell into the river (FK-2;
FK-1)

b. Mem asks about the ring; Ztn #2 says it fefl onto bridge and got tost
(EP-1)

c. Mem asks about the ring; Ztn #2 says it feH off her finger and got

lost (ZK-1)

d. Mem asks about the ring; Ztn #2 says she was keeping it in her
mouth, while washing at fountain it fefl into water and was lost
(GNalfootnoteD

2. Ztn #2 mentions ring, saying it accidentally fell into stream (SHa-2)

3. Mem asks about the ring; Ztn #2 says she waited so long without
eating that she forgot his ring at home (GNa)

4. Ztn #2 reproaches Mem for not remembering her, or their vow to
each other (MC-1)

5. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

CIII.E. Final words

1. a. Ztn #2 wants Mem to take her as Ztn #l's servant (FK-2; FK-1; ZK-
1)

b. Ztn #2 wants Mem to take her with him when he leaves; he
decides to many her off to Bengtn when they leave (ZK-3)

c. Mem promises to take Ztn #2 as Ztn #l's maidservant (EP-1)

d. Mem promises to take unnamed girl with him to city of Mughrib
if she tells him where to cross the river (LC-1)

2. Mem knocks Ztn #2 down when she tries to prevent him from
passing she swears vengeance (GNa)
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3. o (PN; PS; HM, OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

D. Main stage - Jeztra Bohtan

Dl Mem arrives in Jezira Bohtan

D.LA. Mem's host in Jeztra Bohtan

1. a. Qeretajdtn (PS; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

b. Qeretajdtn; he tests Mem's honor by sendinghis own wife to
Mem's room; Mem sends her away (ZK-3; ZK-2)

c Hasan cakö [Qeretajdtn's brotheKs)] (LC-1)

d. Mem originally heads for Beko Awan's house, but finding no one
at home, ne goes to Qeretajdtn's house (OM)

e. Mem goes to mosque; Ztn #2 fonows him there; she takes him to
Beko Awan's home, telling him it is Qeretajdtn's home; when
the tie is discovered, he goes to Qeretajdtn's house (HR-1)

2. a. Mtr Sêvdtn (FK-2)

b. Mtr Sêvdtn [there is no Qeretajdtn in this version] (PN)

3. Beko Awan (HM)

4. Qeretajdtn for seven days; Mtr Sevdtn for seven days (MC-1)

5. Beko Awan at first; then Mtr Sêvdtn (HR-2)

D.I.B. Jealousy of Mtr

1. a. Jealousy of Mtr because of Qeretajdtn's prolonged absence (OM;

SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1)

b. Jealousyof Mtrbecause of Qeretajdtn's prolonged absence [fonows
D.IIJ(PS;FK-1)

c. Jealousyof Mlrbecauseof Qeretajdtn's prolonged absence [fonows
tULCKMC-l)

2. Jealousy of Mtr because Mem is Qeretajdtn's guest rather than his
own (ZK-2)

3. a. No jealousy: the Mtr invites Memo Alan, Hasancakö and
Qeretajdtn to his house [fonows D.II.A] (LC-1)

b. No jealousy: Qeretajdtn suggests that they go to the Mtr"s diwan
[follows D.IIJ (SHa-1)
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4. 0(PN;HM; FK-2; HR-1; HR-2)

D.I.C Servant hit on head by Qeretajdtn's wife with ladle

1. Servant sent by the Mtr to summon Mem to his diwan (SHa-2; GNa;
EP-1;ZK-1)

2 Servant sent by Qeretaidtn's wife to bring Qeretajdtn home from
Mi's diwan to meet Mem; servant is hit upon returning without
Qeretajdtn (FK-1)

3. both 1. and 1 (SHa-1)

4 Qeretajdtn hit on head by his wife with shoe for not trusting Mem
(ZK-2)

5. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1)

D.I.D. Mtr Sevdtn is very fond of Mem

1. Explicitly stated (PN; PS; OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; HR-2; ZK-1;
MC-1)

2. Implicit (FK-2,- FK-1; ZK-3)

3. Mtr is undecided (SHa-1)

4. 0(HM; LC-1; HR-1; ZK-2)

D.I.E Mtr Sêvdtn offers Mem a gift

1. Mlr Sevdtn asks Mem to choose a gift (GNa; EP-2; EP-1)

2. a. Mtr Sevdtn offers Mem the office of emir [rrfrti] (FK-1)

b. Mtr Sevdtn offers Mem a principality (SHa-1)

c. Mtr Sevdtn offers Mem Istanbul (SHa-2)

3. Mtr Sêvdtn offers Ztn #1 to Mem; Beko Awan spreads rumor that she
has leprosy, so Mem politely refuses the offer, Mem gives
Bengtn toMir Sevdtn (OM)

4. Ztn #2 is offered to Mem; Mem thinks Ztn #1 is intended, andaceepts;
the error is discovered later (ZK-3; ZK-2)

5. Mtr Sevdtn wants Mem to be his tobacco and rape bearer, Qeretajdtn
informs him that Mem is his equal in rank (PS)

6. 0(PN; HM; LC-1; FK-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1)
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D.I.F. Mem takes as gift a position [that enables him to be near Ztn #1] {* » as
advised by Ztn #1}

1. a. Cook (GNa)

b. Supervisor of kitchen (SHa-2)

c Cook [k'urkê aspêjlê = cloak of cookingL serving coffee in the
diwan (EP-1)

d. Chief of servants, in charge of serving coffee in the diwan (FK-1)

e. Servant or doorman [chavush] (*SHa-l)

2. Leader of the hunt (OM)

3. Felt doak CEP-2)

4. Seat in the diwan across from Mtr Sêvdtn (PS)

D.I.G. MJr Sevdtn stands up when Mem enters

1. a. Mtr Sêvdtn stands up when Mem enters (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1;
ZK-3; ZK-1)

b. Mtr Sevdtn stands up when Mem enters IfoDows D.II.1 (FK-1)

2. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

D.I.H. Handkerchief as proof

1. a. Handkerchief asproof that Mtr Sêvdtn stood up when Mem
entered (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1)

b. Same as a. [fonows D.II.1 (FK-1)

2. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

D.II. Mem gets token from Ztn #1 and wins Qeretajdtn's approval

D.II.A. Mem and Qeretajdtn + brothers sit on balcony; Ztn's caravan passes by

1. a. Mem and Qeretajdtn + brothers sit on balcony; Ztn's caravan
passes by on way to wash pots at well; Mem says he wants to collect a
toll from this caravan; Brothers get angry at Mem (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa;
FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

b. same as a. [foflows D.I.A] (FK-1)

2. a. Mem and Qeretajdtn + brothers sit on balcony; Ztn's caravan
passes by on way to wash pots at weH; Mem says he wants to coHect a
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toB from this caravan; 'Irfo and Cheko not angry (OM)

b Ztn#l passesbyHasancakö's house on way to fetch waterfrom
weD as excuse to'see Mem; Hasan cako encourage Mem to take
his horse to be watered as excuse to see her [fonows D.I.A]

(LC-1)

3 [see CI1I.1 Ztn passes by Qeretajdtn's gate on herway to fffl jugs; Mem

mistakes ZtnÛ for Ztn #1; repeated a second time, this time
Mem takes Ztn #1 (ZK-2)

4 Mem agrees to many Ztn #2, thinking she iş Ztn «; Ztn #1 tells ton
of this in a letter as proof he is to come see her and her servant mtne
royal garden; Mem convinces Qeretajdtn to go with him tothe garden
cmftSay. where they see both Ztn #1 and #2, and the error is
discovered (ZK-3)

5. 0 (PN; PS; HM; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; MC-1)

D.II.B. Task: Mem must get a token (piece of jewelry) from Ztn #1

1 Mem must ret a piece ofjewelry from Ztn #1 as proof that she loves
' him (PS; OM; SHa-2; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

2. a. Mem suggests that he get a piece ofjewelry from Ztn#l as proof
that she loves him (SHa-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.I.A] (FK-1)

3. 2 proof tasks: a) Mem must bring stored grataJum to ^ |f̂ "j
he is ambushed on the way, and successfufly defeats his assailants, b)
Mem must get a gold piece from Ztn #1 (GNa)

4 Qeretajdtn gives Bako Awan 2 gold pieces as token of Mem's
betrothal to Ztn #2 (ZK-2)

5. In a letter, Ztn #1 tells Mem that by mistake he has mV^owam
her servant Ztn #2; as proof he is to come see her and her servant in
the royal garden (ZK-3)

6. Mem gets bouquet from Ztn #1 (MC-1)

7. 0 (PN; HM; LC-1; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2)

D.II.C Ztn #1 gives Mem jewels she was wearing

1. a. Ztn #1 gives Mem jewels she was wearing token of hw desire to
marry him (PS; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

b. same as a. [fonows C.III.1 (EP-2)

c. same as a. [fonows D.I.A] (FK-1)
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2. Qeretajdtn gives Bako Awan 2 gold pieces as token of Mem's
betrothal to Ztn #2 (ZK-2)

3. Ztn #1 throws 2 bouquets in the air, one red and one yenow: if Mem
catches the red one, they wffl achieve their goal in this world; if
he catches the yellow one, they will achieve their goal in the
next world; he catches the yenow bouquet (MC-1)

4. 0<PN; HM; LC-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2)

D.II.D. Cekan renounces his betrothal to Ztn #1, gives her to Mem (with II.J &
ILK of Dramatis Personae)

1. a. Çekan renounces his betrothal to Ztn, gives her to Mem (SHa-1;
GNa; EP-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.I.A] (FK-1)

c. Çekan first objects, then renounces his betrothal to Ztn, and gives
her to Mem (SHa-2; ZK-1)

2 Qeretajdln minifies his son's betrothal to Ztn #1, so that Mem can
many her (HR-1)

3. 'lrfo and Cheko both renounce their desire to court Ztn #1, so that
Mem alone may have her (OM5

4. Mem wins the approval of Qeretajdtn and his brothers (FK-2)

5. Mem renounces his betrothal to Ztn #2 (ZK-2)

6. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-2; MC-1)

D.III. Hunting expedition (#2); Mem's feigned illness

D.IIIA Hunting expedition (#2)

1. a. Hunting expedition (PN; PS; HM; SHa-1; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1;
HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.I.B-C] (LC-1)

c same as a. [follows D.I.] (FK-1)

d. same as a. [fonows D.VL] (ZK-2)

e. same as a. [order D.VL; D.VIII.B-C; D.IIIA] (OM)

2. Jireed match (ZK-3)

3. Jireed match and hunting expedition (SHa-2)
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D.III.B. Mem's feigned illness

1. a. Mem feigns fflness (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; MC-1)

b. Mem feigns illness, at suggestion of Ztn #1 (OM; SHa-1; EP-2; EP-1)

c Mem feigns illness, suggested to Ztn #1 by Beko Awan (ZK-1)

d. Mem feigns illness, at suggestion of Qeretajdtn (HM)

e. Mem does not wish to go, Qeretajdtn tells Mtr Sêvdtn that Mem is

ffl (PS)

f. no feigned fflness (PN; FK-2; HR-2)

2. a. Mem goes out with the hunters, then gets permission to return

becauseofheadache(ZK-2)

b. Mem goes out with the hunters, Hasan cakö send Mem home
(LC-1)

c. Mem goes out with the hunters, then goes against Qeretajdtn's
wishes and turns back (HR-1)

3. a. Jireed match: Mem falls from horse at Qeretajdtn's suggestion

(ZK-3)

b. Jireed match: Mem hides under horse at horse's suggestion (SHa-

D.III.C Purpose ofhunting expedition (#2)

1. a. Purpose: to test Mem's manliness (SHa-1)

b. Purpose: to test Mem's manliness: if he hunts wen, they wffl give
him Ztn #1, otherwise they wont (FK-1)

c Purpose: to test how skillful a rider Mem is (HR-1)

2. Ztn #1 asks Qeretajdtn to let her see Mem; Qeretajdtn suggests
hunting trip to enable Ztn #1 and Mem to have a meeting (HR-2)

3. Beko Awan plans to 'accidentany' do away with Mem (GNa)

4. 0 = not stated (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-2; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-3;
ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

D.III.D. Site of Mem and Ztn #l's rendez-vous

1. a. diwan (PN; PS; HM; OM; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1)
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b. diwan of Hasancakö (LC-1)

c diwan of SittiyeZIn (HR-1)

d. palace (HR-2)

2. a. garden (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1)

b. Mem gets lost on way, goes to nightingale's gardenby^mistake; Ztn
fl finds him there and brings him to her garden (FK-1)

D.III.E Hunting expedition (#2) cut short because of:

1. a. rainstorm (PS; SHa-1; ZK-1)

b. hailstorm (SHa-2; FK-1)

c, suggestion by Beko Awan that it wffl rain soon (EP-1)

2. a. Beko Awan's suggestion (HR-2)

b. Beko Awan slanders Mem (EP-2)

c. Beko Awan claims that the hounds cannot foHow the scent (HR-1)

d Beko Awan tens Mtr Sevdtn that the deer to be hunted are in the
garden (GNa; FK-2)

e. Beko Awan's bet: he has his men pursue him to Mtr Sevdtn's
diwan, with instructions that if they overtake him (=Beko Awan),
they must kill him: this forces Beko Awan to ride quickly for
his life to reach the diwan (ZK-3; ZK-2)

3. Mtr Sevdtn does not want to go hunting without Mem (MC-1)

4. Hunt not cut short: they finish and return home (PN; HM; LC-1; OM)

D.IV. Mem and Ztn #1 are in trouble

D.IVA Mem and Ztn #1 almost discovered; Ztn hides under Mem's coat

1. Hiding initiated by Mem (PS; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; ZK-3;
MC-1)

2. Hiding initiated by Ztn #1 (PN; FK-2; FK-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1)

3. Ztn #1 asks Mem to find her an escape; then she hides under his coat
(EP-1)

4. Not stated (HM; LC-1; ZK-2)
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D.IV.B.Word for coat, doak, or mantle:

1. a. kHrrk - W (PN; HM; LC-1; FK-2; ZK-3; ZK-2)

b. kHirk û Bbas - fur and garment' (FK-1); Vurk Û Svas (EP-1)

c [Armenian] mushtak /nrçiniuV fur' (GNa)

2. a. e'ba = 'cloaklike wrap' (MC-1); &aba(HR-l)

b. [Russian] voflochnaia aba BooawHaa alSa = felt doak1 (EP-2)

3. a. Qap'ût = 'overcoat' (ZK-1); qaput (HR-2)

b. [Armenian] verark iltpuipq = 'overcoat' (SHa-2)

4. kavt:l = 'animal hide' (PS); katrKOM)

5. [Armenian] farach *upui*. = 'doak?' (SHa-1)

D.IV.C Mem fails to stand up when Mtr Sevdtn enters

1 Mem fails to stand up when Mtr Sevdtn enters (PN; PS; SHa-1; GNa;
' FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-Î; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2)

2. Mem fails to greet Mtr Sêvdtn when enters (HM)

3 Mem fails to stand up and vacate Mtr Sevdtn's seat when enters (ZK-
3)

4. Mem is about to stand up, but Ztn #1 tells him not to, or he wffl
disgrace her (MC-1)

5. Mem stands up, but bows sluggishly (SHa-2)

6. 0 [not mentioned] (LC-1; OM)

D.IV.D. Mtr Sevdtn's reaction

1 a Mtr Sêvdtn is angered by this (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-
2; ZK-1; ZK-2)

b. Mtr Sêvdtn is shocked or surprised [ajebbû] by this (HM)

c. Mlr Sêvdîn's anger is delayed (PN; FK-2)

2 Mtr Sevdtn's reaction is not mentioned (PS; LC-1; OM; GNa; EP-1;
MC-1)

3. Mtr Sevdtn is not angered by this (EP-2)
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D.IV.E Beko Awan's interference

1. Beko Awan comments on Mem's failure to get up (PN; PS; SHa-2;
GNa; FK-2; ZK-2)

2. a. Beko Awan lights fire beside Mem [and Ztn #1] (FK-1; MC-1)

b. Beko Awan lights fire beside Mem and comments on Mem's f
aiture to get up (ZK-1)

3. a. Beko Awan suggests that they an stand up and pray to God (SHa-1;

ZK-1)

b. Beko Awan comments on Mem's failure to get up and suggests
that he stand up and pray to God (EP-1)

4. Mtr Sêvdtn says that it is Beko Awan who has tricked him (EP-2)

5. 0 (HM; LC-1; OM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2)

D.V. Qeretajdtn's sacrifice

D.VA Qeretajdtn sees Ztn #l's hair sticking out from under Mem's coat, and
understands

1. a. Qeretajdtn notices Ztn #l's braids (SHa-2 [footnote #26]; GNa; FK-1;
EP-2; HR-2; ZK-1)

b. Hasancikö& Qeretajdtn notice a woman's skirt sticking out from
under Mem's coat, and don't know if it belongs to Mtr Sevdtn's
sister or wife, or to Hasan's wife (LC-1)

c. Mem rearranges Ztn #l's braids, and Qeretajdtn notices (EP-1)

2. a. Mem shows Ztn #l's braids to Qeretajdtn (PS; SHa-1; SHa-2
[footnote#26]; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1)

b. Mem signals Qeretajdtn with his eyes [narrative interrupted at this
point] (HR-1)

3. Ztn #1 shows Qeretajdtn her braids (OM)

4. Beko Awan shows Ztn #l's braids to Mtr Sêvdtn (FK-2)

5. Hasso and Chakko instinctively know that Ztn #1 is hiding behind
Mem (PN)

6. It was Qeretajdtn who suggested that Mem feign fflness, so he knew
of Mem and Ztn #l's rendez-vous ahead of time; he tries
unsuccessfully to warn them that Mîr Sêvdîn was coming by
making noise outside the diwan (HM)
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D.V.B. Qeretajdtn causes diversion; heroic rescue by Qeretajdtn; Items
sacrificed:

1 house (burnt) (PN; PS; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-
' 1; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

2. a. Qeretajdtn's child (burnt) (PS; FK-1; ZK-1)

b. child's cradle (SHa-1; MC-1); 4 golden cradles [hercar
bormotkazeflnHEP-l)

c Qeretajdtn's child: undear if he is actually sacrificed, but his
mother is ready to sacrifice him (OM)

3. a. Hasso's wife (shot) (PN)

b. Qeretajdtn's wife (kffled with sword) (HR-2)

c Qeretaidtn's wife with child strapped to her breast: undear if
they are actually killed (ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2)

d. Arfo's wife and child (HM)

4. a. horse (burnt) (HR-1; ZK-2)

b. horses in stable OdHed with sword) (LC-1)

c. horse and tent of Mtr Sevdtn (HM)

5.0 (FK-2)

D.V.C Itemsrescued:

1. a. Koran (PS; SHa-2; ZK-3; MC-1)

b. books (HR-1)

la. horse (FK-1; ZK-3)

b. Mem's horse Bor (SHa-2)

c. 3 horses (SHa-1)

d. 6 horses: Qeretajdtn orders their rescue, his wife leaves them
to be burned (GNa)

3. a. child's cradle (SHa-2; ZK-3)

b child's cradle: Qeretajdtn orders its rescue his wife leaves it to
be burned (PS; SHa-1; GNa); 4 golden cradles [hercar
bormctka z6rtn]: Qeretajdtn orders their rescue, his wife
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leaves them to be burned (EP-1)

c child: Qeretajdtn orders his rescue, his wife leaves him to
be burned (ZK-1)

4. 0 (PN; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-2)

D.V.D. Beko Awan interferes: tells Mtr Sevdtn "it's nothing", thereby forcing
Qeretaj-dtn to sacrifice yet another prerious item, m hopes of getting
Mtr Sevdtn to leave the diwan and come see

1. a. Qeretajdln has to cause a second diversion (HM; HR-2)

b. same as a., but Mtr Sevdtn strikes Beko Awan (ZK-3)

2. a. Qeretajdtn has to cause a second and third diversion (ZK-2)

b. same as a., but Mtr Sevdtn strikes Beko Awan (HR-1)

3. 0(PN; PS; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1;
ZK-1; MC-1)

D.V.E. Mem extinguishes flames of Qeretajdtn's manor

1. a. Mem extinguishes flames of Qeretajdtn's manor with the hem
of his garment: the infant is saved (GNa)

b. Mem extinguishes flames of Qeretajdtn's manor with a
handkerchief (ZK-1)

c Mem sings to the fire, stating that if his and Ztn #l's love is
divinely inspired, it will put the fire out, otherwise their
love is a lie; he extinguishes flames of Qeretajdtn's
manor with a handkerchief (EP-1)

2. 0(PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1;
HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

D.VL Mem and Mtr Sevdtn's game; Mem's imprisonment

D.VLA. Game between Mem and Mtr

1. boardgame

a. chess (PS; HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1; MC-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.V.Al (FK-2)

c. checkers (ZK-2)

d. same as a [follows D.VII.A] (LC-1)
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e. backgammon [fonows D.II.DKOM)

2. cards (ZK-3; HR-2)

3. arrow shooting contest (EP-2)

4. 0 (PN; HR-1)

D.VI.B. Terms of game:

1. a. If Mem wins, he may many Ztn #1: if he loses, he wffl be

thrown into prison (HM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1)

b. If Mem wins, he may many Ztn #1: if he loses, he wffl lose his
head (SHa-1)

c If Mem wins, he may marry Ztn #1: if he loses, he wffl either
lose his head or be thrown into prison (HR-2)

d. If Mem wins, he may ask for whatever he wants: if he loses,
he will be thrown into prison (ZK-1)

e. If Mem loses, he wffl be thrown into prison (FK-2)

2. a. Whoever wins may ask what he likes of the loser [sendilxwaz]
(EP-2; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1)

b. If Mtr Sevdtn wins, he may ask whatever he tikesi of Mem
[sendilxwaz]; if Mem wins, he may many Ztn #1 (EF-1)

3. Whoever loses must ten the winner who his beloved is (PS)

4 Mtr Sêvdtn asks Mem how he can be overpowered; Mem replies:
a. by chains: Mem breaks them; b. by the hair of horse s

tail (LC-1)

5. o(PN;OM;HR-l)

D.VI.C Causal connection between Mem's losing game and his being thrown
into prison

1. a. Mem inprison as direct result of losing game with Mr Sevdtn
(HM; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-1)

b. Mtr Sêvdtn was willing to let it pass, but Beko Awan insisted:
Mem in prison after losing game (EP-1)

2. Mem and Mtr Sêvdîn are tied at checkers; Mem in prison because
he is caught alone with Ztn #1 [follows D.VII.A] (ZK-2)

3. Mem in prison because he is caught alone with Ztn #1 (HR-1)
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4. Mem in prison as result of being overpowered by horsetail hair (LC-

1)

5. a. no causal connection between Mem's losing game and his
being thrown in prison (PN; PS; OM)

b. same as a. [fonows D.VII.A] (MC-1)

D.VI.D. Ztn #l's tunnel and its discovery

1. a. Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between Mem's prison ceH and her
bedroom (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-1;
MC-1)

b. 2 tunnel episodes: a. Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between the
kitchen where Mem is working and her bedroom; b. Ztn
#1 has a tunnel dug between Mem's prison ceU and her
bedroom (GNa)

2. 0 = no tunnel (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; EP-2; HR-2; ZK-2)

D.VI.E. After the tunnel is discovered, Mem is moved from first prison to
second, worseprison [excluding D.VI.D.2]

1. a. Mem is moved from [non-specific] prison to stone prison (SHa-1;
GNa; MC-1)

b. Mem is moved from wooden prison to stone prison (EP-1; ZK-1)

c. Mem is moved from earthen prison to stone prison (FK-1)

2. a. Mem is moved from [non-spedfic] prison to deep, dark wen (SHa-
2)

b. Mem is moved from pit to well 40 fathoms deep (ZK-3)

3. Mem remains in original prison cen, and tunnel is plugged up with
pitch (HR-1)

D.VII. Qeretajdtn's absence [often precedes VI.]

D.VIIA Qeretajdtn and brothers leave town on mission

1. a. to fight battle (SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; EP-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.VL] (FK-1)

2. a. to conect taxes (OM; ZK-3; HR-1)

b. same as a. [fbHows D.VL] (MC-1)
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c to conect taxes to rebuild Qeretajdtn's house (GNa; ZK-2; ZK-1)

3. to deliver Mtr Sevdtn's gift to Mecca (PS)

4 a. no mission: Qeretajdtn and brothers leave after having
Suameled with Mtr Sevdtn; they go to Sham l=Syria or

lamascusl(PN)

b. same as a. [fonows D.VL] (HM)

5. Qeretajdln and brothers do not leave town (LC-1; FK-2; HR-2)

D VII.B. Ztn #1 sends message to Qeretajdtn with a man who demands a kiss
from her as payment [with IIP of Dramatis Personae chart & D.VILAJ

1 a Ztn #1 sends letter to Qeretajdln with a man who demands a kiss
from her as payment; she writes in the letter that Qeretajdtn
should kill the man after taking the letter from him.
Motif K978. Uriah letter. Man carries written order for his own
execution. (HM; SHa-1; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2)

b. Ztn #1 sends letter to Qeretajdtn with a man who demands a kiss
from her as payment; the man is not kffled (PN)

c Ztn #1 sends letter to Hasancakö and Qeretajdtn [messenger not

sperified](LC-l)

2 0 = this episode is absent (PS; OM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; EP-1;
HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1)

D.VII.C The man demands: [excluding D.VII.B.2]

1. a. a kiss (PN; SHa-1; FK-1)

b. a kiss when he returns from delivering the letter (ZK-3; ZK-2)

2. maiTiage (HM)

3. a (LC-1)

D.VIII. Hoating motifs

D.VIHAMem's unmanly behavior [nemerdt]

1. Porter from Jeztra Bohtan gives Mem undesired1 answer; Mem
frightens him; Mem fans from God's favor [CIIA4] (ZK-Z)

2. Mem commits unmanly act by hitting Qeretajdtn over the head with
a stick; later redeems himself by staying with Qeretajcfln until he
regains consdousness, rather than riding off and leaving him
deTenseiessiCII.B.lb](FK-2)
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3 After ignoring Bur's complaint, Mem finally stops and treats the
' horse's wounds [CI.B.21 (SHa-1; GNa)

D.VHLB.Poetiy contest (verbal duel)

1. a. [fonows D.II.1 (ZK-3)

b. [order. D.II.D; D.I.; D.VIII.Bl(SHa-l)

2. a. IfoUows D.V.] (HM; SHa-2; FK-1)

b. [foHows DJV.E] (EP-1)

3. a. [fonows D.VIA-B] (OM; ZK-2)

b. coterminous with D.VI.B.3. (PS)

4. 0 (PN; LC-1; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1; MC-1)

D.VIII.CResult: Mir Sevdtn orders his men to kill Mem [exduding D.VHI.B.7.1

1 Mtr Sevdtn orders his men to kill Mem; daggers arei drawn, and
Mem is saved by Qeretajdtn and his brothers (PS; HM;

SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2)

2 sameasl..butunrelatedtothepoetrycontest/verbalduel

(EP-1)

3. 0 (OM)

D VIII D Qeretajdtn's handkerchief in shape of rabbit as diversion to save Mem
&Ztn#l

1. a. While Ztn #1 is serving coffee in the diwan Betai says to Mtr
Sevdtn that if she smiles when she serves Mem his coffee, mis is
proof of their love; Qeretajdtn fashions a rabbit outof his
handkerchief and shows it to the assembly just as 2n*l serves _
Mem his coffee: his handkerchief is meant to account for Ztn #1 s
laughter and smiling [fonows D.V.] (FK-1; EP-1)

b. same as a. [fonows D.II.D; replaces D.I.1 (SHa-1)

2. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2;
ZK-1; ZK-2; MC-1)

E. Final stage - l>arh nf Mem and Ztn #1

EL Mem's death

ELA. Ztn #1 takes Mem out of prison:
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1. a. Beko Awan tells Ztn #1 to release Mem (PS; FK-1; ZK-1)

b Beko Awan tells Ztn #1 to take maidservants and release Mem

' (EP-1)

c. Beko Awan tells Ztn #1 to take 40 maidens and release Mem (SHa-
2; ZK-3; HR-1)

d. Beko Awan teHs Ztn #1 to take 40 maidens and musidans and
release Mem (HM)

1 a Mtr Sevdtn tells Ztn #1 to take maidservants and release Mem

(ZK-2)

b Mtr Sevdtn tells Ztn #1 to take 40 maidens and release Mem (SHa-
1; GNa)

c. Mlr Sevdtn tens Ztn #1 to bring drums and fifes [zumasl and
release Mem (MC-1)

d. Mtr Sêvdîn tells Qeretajdtn to release Mem (HR-2)

3. Mtr Sêvdtn and Beko Awan teH Ztn #1 to release Mem (EP-2)

4. Hasancakö release Mem from prison (LC-1)

5. Ztn asks for permission to release Mem (OM)

6. 0(PN;FK-2)

EI.B. Mem's death

1 a Mem is puHed up from dungeon pit by rope; is dead when puned

up (ZK-3)

b Mem is pdled up from dungeon pit by rope; at entrance to pit
sheds drop ofblood and dies (SHa-2; HR-1)

c Mem is puHed up from dungeon pit by rope tied around his waist;
at entrance to pit sheds 2 drops ofblood and dies (ZK-d

d. Mem is puned up from dungeon pit by white rope tied around his
waist; he is puned up and dies (EP-1)

e. Mem is puHed up from dungeon pit by yenow rope; he fans dead
at the entrance to the dungeon (ZK-1)

f. Mem is puned up from dungeon pit first by whitei rope; then by
yellow rope wrapped around his waist; he is puHed up and dies

(FK-1)
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g. Mem is puned up from dungeon pit by passion flower vine

[charkhifalak]; he dies once he is above ground (SHa-1)

2. a. Mem is puned up from dungeon pit by Ztn #l's braids; he dies
once he is above ground (OM)

b. Mem is puned up from dungeon pit by Ztn #l's braids; he is puHed

halfway up, then lets go and falls back down and dies (EP-2)

a Ztn #1 descends into dungeon; Mem dies; he is puned up from
dungeon pit by braids of 40 maidens tied to rope (GNa)

3. a. Beko Awan interferes: he tells Mem that Ztn #1 is manying
someone else; proof of this is Ztn #l's bridal jzpwn; Mem is pulled
up from dungeon pit by rope; when he sees Ztn #1 in bridal gown

[which is meant for him], he dies (HR-2)

b. Beko Awan interferes: he tells Mem that Ztn #1 is manving
someone else; Mem dies when reaches mouth of pit (MC-1)

4. As soon as Mem emerges from dungeon and sees Ztn #1, he dies (LC-

1)

5. As soon as Mem emerges from dungeon, 3 drops of blood drip from
his nose, and he dies (HM)

6. Mem asks Ztn #1 to bring him a bowl of cold water; after he drinks it,
he dies (PS)

7. Mem's death is stated, without any description (PN; FK-2)

EI.C Prediction regarding sex of person releasing Mem from prison

1. a. If a woman releases Mem, he wffl die; if a man releases him, he
wffl live (EP-1)

b. If a Ztn #1 releases Mem, he wffl die; if a man releases him, he win
live (GNa; ZK-2)

2. a. Ztn #1 says it is disgraceful that Mem should be released by a
woman (SHa-2)

b. Ztn #1 says it is a shame that prisoners are brought in by men, then
released bywomen (ZK-1)

3. 0 (PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2;
MC-1)

EII. Ztn #l's death:

EIIA When Ztn #1 dies vis-a-vis Mem's death '
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1. She stabs herself to death just after Mem dies (HR-1; HR-2)

2. a. She dies the same day as Mem (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-
l;ZK-2)

b. She dies the evening of the same day as Mem (EP-2)

3. She dies at noon of the next day (GNa)

4. She dies a week later (LC-1)

5. She dies 8 days later (PS; HM)

6. She dies 40 hours or 40 days later (MC-1)

7. Time of her death is not specified (PN; OM; FK-2)

E.II.B. Burial of Mem and Ztn #1

1. a. Ahhoughthey are buried back to back, they have turned to face
each otherwhen graves are opened (PN; SHa-2)

b. same as a.; this is a sign that their love was divine (GNa)

c. Although they are buried back to back, they have tumedto face
each other and are sweating when graves are opened (FK-1)

d. Ztn #1 instructs Mtr Sevdtn to bury them back to back; they are
found facing each other and sweating; this is a sign that they are
divine lovers [aşoqê sufê] (EP-1)

2. a. Although they are buried separately, Ztn #1 is in Mem's grave
when it is opened (PS)

b Although they are buried separately, Ztn #1 is in Mem's grave
when it is opened; they are found with a curtain between them
from the waist down, and embracing above the waist and then-
mouths touching (HR-1)

c. Although they are buried separately, they are found embracing
when the graves are opened, because Beko Awan had gone at
night and placed their arms around each other (ZK-3; HK-ZJ

d. Although they are buried separately, they are found embradng
when the graves are opened, because Beko Awan had gone at
night and placed their arms around each other Ztn #1 comes bade
tolife just long enough to ask Mtr Sêvdtn to kin Beko Awan (ZK-

2)

e. Although they are buried separately; after their graves are opened,
they are buried together in one pit (FK-2)
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3. a. Ztn #1 and Mem are buried together (MC-1)

b. Ztn #1 is buried in Mem's aims; when the grave is opened, it looks
as if they have risen from the dead (ZK-1)

c Ztn #1 is buried beside Mem; Beko Awan finds them embracing
when he digs up their graves (SHa-1)

d. When Ztn #1 was to be buried, the earth would not yield to the
pickaxe except beside Mem; after she was buried, a rumble came
from their graves; Beko Awan said that they were embracing in

the grave (OM)

4. a. At Mtr Sevdtn's suggestion they play jireed and throw lance, with
understanding that they wffl open up whichever grave it lands
on: it lands on Mem's grave; they open it to find Mem and Ztn
#1 together, with a clay sword between them (HM)

b. Before her death, Ztn #1 instructs them to play jireed and open
both Mem's and her graves with a javelin: if they are lying back to
back, her brother is innocent of any wrongdoing (LC-1)

5.0 (EP-2)

EIII. Beko's death and thombush on Mem and Ztn's grave from drop of
Beko's blood.

EIII.A Beko Awan is kffled by:

1. a. Qeretajdln (PS; SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1;
MC-1)

b. Qeretajdtn, in spite of Mtr Sevdtn's exhortation not to (HM; ZK-3)

a Hasso (PN)

2. a. Mtr Sêvdtn (SHa-1); Mtr Zeydtn (ZK-2)

b. Mtr Sevdtn orders Beko Awan's death (OM)

3. Al Pasha (FK-2)

4: 0(LC-1)

EH1.B. Word for thombush:

1. a. deityak (PS); dflyan (FK-2); [Turoyo] drmhe (HR-1); derttyek)
(MC-1)

b. dfflke uncûz (EP-1); dirtyeke reş (ZK-3); dirîke xirab (ZK-1)
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2. istrt (HM)

3. kelemeke rnezrn (ZK-2)

4. [Sorani] zl - Christ's thorn (OM)

5 [Turoyo] saluno (PN)

6. [Turoyo] fcurto (HR-2)

7. [Armenian] meshi dzaF[/t2P Sua] (SHa-1)

8. [Armenian] ch'idVkhan p'ush lihih"1' Jpnrç] (SHa-2)

9. [Aimenian] kmi [Ijalh] = astragalus (GNa)

10. Beko Awan's blood falls on a bush erowing over the graves; his
blood becomes scarlet flowers U (EP-2)

11.0 (LC-1; FK-1)

EII1.C Legend about the thombush

1. It is stffl there to this day (SHa-2; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

2. a. Every year it is cut down, but it always grows back (SHa-1; EP-1;
ZK-3; ZK-1)

b. Every day it is cut down, but it always grows back the next day
(GNa)

3. 0(PN; PS; HM; LC-1; OM; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; MC-1)

F. Conclusion

1 a Conduding formula: May favor befaH the parents of those

listening [rahma 1 dei babêd gohdara] (PS; EP-2; ZK-2; MC-1)

b Concluding formula: May you be well for me [tu smera sah] (PN;

HR-1)

2. a. Conduding verse: Mem and Ztn are in heaven, Beko Awan is in
hell (SHa-2)

b. Concluding verse (FK-1)

3. a. Bengtn returns to Yemen; Brahim Pasha comes to Jeztra Bohtan
and kills Mlr Sêvdtn; he entrusts Qeretajdtn with Jeztra Bohtan;
returns to Yemen and makes Bengîn his son + greeting to Oskar

Mann [collector] (OM)
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b. Bor returns to Mukhuraemtn; Al Pasha comes to Jeztra Bohtan
and kills off Mtr Sevdtn's tribe; survivors are the Milt tribe (EP-1)

c. Bor returns to Mukhurzemin; Al Pasha comes to Jezira Bohtan
and kills Beko Awan + concluding line: one side of Jeztra
flourishes and the other is in ruins (FK-2)

d Bor returns to Mukhurzemtn; Al Pasha comes to Jeztra Bohtan; he
opens the graves and sees that Ztn #1 was worthy of his son; he
returns home + concluding verse (ZK-1)

4. Wish that Mem and Ztn #1 attain in the next worid what.they didn't
attain in this + biographical information about the teHer [name,
father's name, place, and date] (LC-1)

5. Ends with EIII. (HM; SHa-1; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2)
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HOTES ON THE niFFERENT VERSIONS OF M&Z USED IN THE STVPY

The foHowing discussion is devoted to a consideration of the idiosyncrades of

the individual versions of M&Z In preparing this study, the principles of

modification laid down by Stith Thompson in his seminal work The Fnllrtale' have

been kept in mind. These principles, which are basically a reiteration of what Antti

Aame2 and Kaarle Krohn* devised, are as foUows:

1. Forgetting a detail.

2. Adding a detail not origmaHy present.

3. Stringing two or more tales together.

4. The multiplication of details - usually by three.

5. Repetition of an inddent which occurs but once in the original tale.

6. Spedalization of a general trait or the generalizing of a special.

7. Material from another tale may be substituted, particularry at the end of the

stoiy.

8. Exchange of roles, often of opposing charaders.

9. Animal tales may have human charaders replace the animals.

10. Human tales may have animal charaders replace men and women.

11. Likewise animals and ogres or demons may be shifted.

12. A tale may be told in the first person as if the tener were one of the
charaders.

It*. MVt*e (New YcrV : Hdt. Knehart k Winston, C194* repr. Berkeley * *. : University of
California Press, C1977) pp 435-7.

>ll ne Veranderungen in den MMieV In: IritfnrlfH rjfT ^^^ij'S^g*''1* "
Communications no IS (Hamina : Suomalaisen nedeakatem.an Kustantama. 1913). pp. 23-39.

*nr r^-crf,. A^Kmerhod. (Oslo et al. Intftuttet ^^m^gn^de KulturfaskninR

F^y^tyiM^rR^Hrchtrs. translated by Roger L Welsch (Austin . Univeraty of Ausnn rress,

1971), xviii, 192 p.
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13. One change in a tale wffl force others to be made to maintain consistency.

14. As a tale wanders rt adapts itself to its new environment.

15. Likewise obsolete traits maybe replaced bymodem.'*

Specific examples wffl be given as we go through each version included in the

study. Some general comments about changes that appear in more than one version

are forthcoming, however. Thompson's #10, in which animal charaders replace

human beings, can be seen in the substitution of Mem's horse Bor by his companion

Bengtn in a few versions (OM; ZK-3; MC-1). Evidence for considering Bor and Bengtn

to be functional equivalents includes the fonowing:

a) The Turkish tale type PB Type 247 Schah Ismail, which also has Kurdish

versions', includes the motifs: 1. Through an apple, which a dervish gives to a

chfldlessking,asonisbomtohim, and a foal is bom to his horse," and 3. "The horse

warns the son [of an three of the stepmother's attempts to kffl him]. " In OM the king

and his vizier successfully engender Mem and Bengtnleh] respectively, instead of the

king and his horse engendering Mem and a foal.

b) Regarding motif 3. above, with the warning horse, in OM, it is Bengtn rather

than Bor who explains to Mem that Ztn's servant is not the giri he has come in search

of.ICIIL]

Thompson's #11, in which animals or ogres may fffl the same slot, describes the

situation in B.IA DiscoveryofMem andZtn in the motif chart. In B.IA1. birds,

usually three doves, dedde to bring Mem and Ztn together, while in B.I.A2. it is the

jinn that perform this function, and in B.IA3. Mem and Ztn are introduced by angels.

ibuL p. 436.

5For instance 'Shah Ismail and Qamberta* in: D.N. MacKenzie Kurdish Dialect StudierlKLondcn
al : Oxford University Press, 1962), pp. 4-33.
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There is another type of variation which Thompson's Kst does not direeth/

mention. This type of variation, of which nearly every version of M&Z offers at least

one example, consists of the preservation of a particular idea or motif, while situating

it in a place in the stray which differs from its place in other versions. I can this type of

variation Displacedelements In Thompson's #1, by "forgetting a detail" he means

its omission; in #2, by "adding a detail" he means the introduction of something from

outside the stoiy. By displacedelements I mean that a detail has been forgotten in

its expeded place, and has been added somewhere else in the stoiy: hence, it has

neither been omitted nor introduced from outside the story, but rather transposed

within the story. For example, in several versions (SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-1; FK-1),

Qeretajdtn's wife hits a messenger over the head with a ladle for having brought an

undesired message [D.I.Cl while in ZK-2, Qeretajdtn's wife (Lady Ereb) takes her shoe

and hits Qeretajdtn over the head with it, for sending her to test Mem's honor she is

angry with Qeretajdtn for not trusting Mem from the beginning. The idea which this

scene shares with other versions, i.e., what I can the Element of intersection is:

Qeretajdtn's wife hits a man on the head with an objed.6

The most salient displacedelements in the various versions of M&Z are

shown in Figure 4a.

The fonowing section focuses on how each version differs from the general

chain of motifs of M&Z. Numbers in brackets refer the reader to the appropriate part

of the motif chart induded in Chapter Four.

ÖRegarding Qeretajdln's wife hitting a servant over the head with a wooden ladle (Motif D.LC in
the motif chartl, compare the following Persian proverb

"J- J oij^ j&* j~* J-5- mesl-ekaniz-ekafgirkhordehqormizanad

= [He) complains like a slave-girl who's hit over the head with a spatula This is discussed more

fully in Chapter One
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PN (1869)

This is the first oral version to be coneded by a Western scholar. Unusual

because it begins with an unrelated (and unidentified) folktale, later switching over to

what is unmistakably the story of Mem and Ztn, Hugo Makas7 calls this version

luckenhaft (= 'defective, incomplete'), and Socin8 himself calls ft verkurzt (=

abridged") and entstellt (= 'deformed, garbled*). This may be considered

either #3 Stringing two tales together^ Thompson's list, or #7 Substitution of

material from another tale In the latter case, the substitution is at the beginning

of the tale rather than at the end. Prym charaderizes the informant for this version,

Jano [Dschanol, a Jacobite Christian from Kurdistan of Turkey who came to Damascus

to escape famine, as being uniquely suited to the task of being a native informant,

caffing him "der berufene Erzaler seines Heimatortes" ("the appointed taleteHer of his

native place). There seems to be a contradiction between the low quality of this

version and the highly rated skffl of its source. Can a fine taleteHer ruin a story?

Perhaps Jano's telling should be seen as an unusual combination of two stories rather

than as a garbling of one of them.

HR-1 and HR-2 were colleded from the same region and in the same language

(Turoyo) 109 years later. Both PN and HR-1 end with the same Kurdish conduding

formula.

The way Mem and Ztn meet in this version is unique: [B.I.A.4.] Merchant from

Mosul ads as intermediary between Mem and Ztn, carrying letters between him in

India and her in Jezira Bohtan (PN). This bears resemblance to a Turkish tale type: EB

'HM, p. 4.

IPS, vd. la, p. xix
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Type 188 Hûsnû Yusuf. Motifs. 1. A girl who lives cut off (isolated) falls in love with a

foreign, distant prince through a description of him. 2. In a letter, she asks him to

marry her, the prince sends some things, which symbolize his refusal ... III. Variants.

1. The man's name is ... Şah Ismail ... He is prince of India, Morocco, Egypt ... An

important difference between this Turkish tale and PN is that in the latter, the letter

sent in Motif 2. signifies acceptance rather than rejection. Cf. Motif T11.2. Love

through sight of picture.

On the way to Jezira Bohtan, Mem stops twice: the first time he feeds his horse,

and the second time a snake climbs up his leg. This is an example of Thompson's #5

repetition ofan incident which occurs only once in the original tale

niisplacedelements: In most versions, Qeretajdtn has two brothers, named Arfo

(or some variant thereof) and Chako (or some variant thereof) [II.J.L In PN, Hasso and

Chako are the brothers of Mtr Sevdtn and Ztn #1. There is no Qeretajdtn in this

version, and his function is fulfilled by Hasso (and Chako).

Flement of intersection: Two brothers of someone + exemplary behavior.

PS (1870)

Al-pasha helps Mem leave, unlike most other versions (ZK-1, EP-1, HM, eta),

where he tries to prevent Mem from leaving. This may be considered an example of

Thompson's #8 exchange ofroles

When Mem goes to the bank of the river to get a token from Ztn. he is not quite

forced to go; it is couched in milder terms than in ZK-1 or EP-1: there is no "or else"

threat involved in PS. Perhaps this is Thompson's #1, forgetting a detail

There is a passage containing a shift from third person to first person, an

indication that the informant is identifying with the charaders he is teffing of. The
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passage, which comes at what is pemaps the most suspenseful point in the stray,

when Mem has hidden Ztn behind his doak, is as fonows:

PMeml said, "Bako, eariy this mrjrning,
Mem had a bad headache, 	

For this reason I can't speak to Mir Zeidin, Lord of
Bohtan." (PS, p. 78, + note #55)

This is Thompson's #12 tale toldin the firstperson as ifthe teller were

one of the characters This topic wffl be dealt with more fully in Chapter Six,

where context, digression, and the tale tener as performer is discussed.

In the Chess scene [D.VL], whoever loses must teD the winner who his beloved

is. This establishes a connection between the motif of the chess game, common to

most versions, and the motif in which everyone in the diwan must ten who his

beloved is (d. also the Turkish romance Tahir ile Zuhre9). However, revealing the

identity of one's beloved occurs as a separate episode in many versions; it seems to

have no fixed place in the story, and as such appears in the motif chart under D.VIII.

Floating motifs

Pjsplargri elements: Whereas in most versions which indude a verbal duel or a

contest in which each male present must disdose the identity of his beloved, Beko

Awan redtes improvised verse, announdng in it that Mem's beloved is a swarthy

Arab girl who seHs yoghurt in the marketplace. This is meant to taunt Mem into

revealing the truth, which he genen-ffly does, thereby causing a fight which Qeretajdtn

must end through a show of force [D.VHLB.L In PS, the roles of Mem and Beko Awan

are reversed: Mem sarcastically daims that his beloved is a swarthy girl ('as black as

9Rkr«t Turkmen. Tahir ila 7Sr,rn (Ankara : Kûltûr ve Turizm Bakanligi, 1983), p. 81.
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inkO who sens yoghurt in the marketplace, and Beko Awan replies: "Why don't you

say your beloved is Zin?"

Element of intersection: Verbal duel in which Mem's beloved is revealed due to

Beko Awan's treachery.

HM (1896)

This is a brief version in which the beginning is more or less skipped: neither the

three dove, motif nor its functional equivalent, the king of the jinn, is there at aft

almost nothing is said about Mukhurzemin or Mem's origins; nrither Bor the horse

nor Bengtneh the servant is mentioned. The narration begins at B.III.C Mem's

parents' reaction to his trip in the motif chart. Hugo Makas has provided us

with enough data about his informant that we may draw the conclusion that the latter

was a passive bearer of tradition, to use von Sydov/s most useful concept, rather than

an active bearer.10 An active bearer of tradition is recognized in his community as a

gifted stoiyteller, singer, joketener, dancer, etc, while the audience is composed of

passive bearers. Thus, if a member of the audience is asked to perform, his rendition

win generally be inferior to that of a recognized performer. This might explain the

brevity of this version, and the almost total disappearance of the beginning of the

story.

Qeretajdtn is submissive to Mtr Sevdtn, until the final scene, when Qeretajdtn

argues with the mtr. This contrasts with ZK-1 and GNa, in which the mtr is afraid of

Qeretajdtn. Qeretajdtn, has two brothers as usual, however only one of them, Arfo, is

mentioned by name.

10CW. von Sydow. 'On the Spread of Tradition," in: Sdgtffll PflPfTS on FoftlgB «1 Laurits Badker
(Copenhagen ; Rosenkilde og 3aggers Forlag, 1948), pp. 11-18.
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Whereas in other versions Qeretajdtn is married to Mtr Sevdtn's sister, in HM

Arfo's wife is Beko Awan's sister (see Displaced elementa below). In this version, it is

she whom Qeretajdtn sacrifices, rather than his own wife. This has the added effed of

getting back at Beko Awan in a unique way. This has a paranel in the other items

sacrificed in this version, Mtr Sevdtn's horse and tent by doing away with Beko

Awan's sister and the Mil's horse and tent, Beko Awan and the Mtr have a stake in

the sacrifice which is unique to this version. Also unusual is that Qeretajdtn's house

is not among the items sacrificed.

Accordingto Hugo Makas' notes, pp. 2-3, Beko's treachery is explained by Mem's

refusal to many his daughter.

ni^larsd elements:

1. In many versions, there are two Ztns, one good and one bad. The bad Ztn (Ztn

#2) is the villain Beko Awan's daughter (or sister) [II.F.-H.L In HM, Mtr Sêvdîn is

unsure whether Mem wants his sister Ztn or his (unnamed) wife.

Hlftmfir* "f intersection: Two Ztns

2. In many versions Qeretajdtn is married to the sister of Mtr Sevdtn and Ztn #1

(PS; OM; GNa; ZK-3; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1) [ILL]. In HM, Qeretajdtn's brother Arfo is

married to Beko Awan's sister.

Element of intersection: One of the "three brothers" married to the sister of a

high-ranking offidal.

IC-1 (1901)

Although the beginning of this version is longer and more detailed than most, it

is in many ways a truncated version. Many details essential to understanding the

stoiy Hne are not explained, presumably because they are taken for granted by the

informant. Alternatively, perhaps this version was colleded under unnatural
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circumstances, i.e., without an audience, and was therefore incompletely rendered; or

perhaps the informant was not an active bearer of tradition.

Names in this version are often accompanied by unusually ftffl descriptive

epithets, e.g., sirtn alma, Saht moyribiane [= 'Shirin Alma (Sweet Apple), king of the

Mughribis' (-A1 PashaM; zahxa xatun, kaöka qorêiêiane [- 'Lady ZeBkha, daughter of

the Qureishis' (=Mem's mother)]; and serak basan bözi rawan [= "Wide stepping Boz6

Rewan (Gray one of going?)* {= Mem's horse)].

In the scene where Mem meets up with Ztn #2 at the entrance to Jezira Bohtan

and she tries to trick him into believing that she is Ztn #1. LC-1 is unusual. Although

the girl he meets is not identified as Ztn #l's maidservant, he identifies her as such

when she tries to pass herself off as Ztn #1: in most versions she tells him that she is

Ztn #1 and he believes it until his horse tells him that she is trying to deceive him. In

this version, then, Mem is not as easy to fool as in others.

This version lacks the motif of Mem's failing to stand up out of resped when

Mtr Zendtn enters the diwan. This would come under Thompson's #1 forgetting a

detail However, contrary to his assertion that this occurs most frequently with

unimportant details, in the present instance the omission is important: only one other

version (OM) lacks this motif.

In the sacrifice scene, horses are sacrificed, rather than children or wives. This

could be seen as an example of Thompson's #10 animal character replaces

human being

Djsplared elements:

1. In most versions, Beko Awan (Bekire EVan) is the villain; he is a distind

entity from Qeretajdtn and his brothers [ILE.]. In LC-1. Qumsi-baku is one of

Qeretajdtn's brothers. Many ofhis actions coindde with those of Beko Awan in other
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versions, but he is not explicitly caHed the villain of the stoiy, although qumsi means

talebearer, gossip-monger, trouble-maker.'

Element of intersection: Charader named Beko who does some unpleasant

things.

2. In many versions, Mem and Ztn #1 count the number of minarets in the dty

as proof that they are in his dty: his dty has 366 minarets, her city has 66 minarets

[B.I.D.U In LC-1, Mem tells Ztn #1 that his dty has 366 minarets. In this version, Ztn

#1 realizes that she has come to Mem's city by another method (B.I.D.3a)

Element of intersection: Mem's city has 366 minarets.

OM (19(13)

This is by far the fifflest, most embellished version ever coneded. At the end,

the tener daims that it took him four nights to teU it; if this is so, it would have been

nice to know where he stopped each night, and where he resumed the fonowing

night, but unfortunately this is not indicated. Although tedious to read, as an orally

redted telling, this version must be viewed as a masterpiece. Motifs which are

summed up in a sentence or two in most versions are expounded in great detail in

OM, amounting to several printed pages of sung poetry.1 ' Formulas a la Parry and

Lord abound in it, as well as other features that ten us something about Kurdish folk

poetics. Mann's informant, RaRman-t Bekir, is the epitome of what von Sydow meant

by an active bearer of tradition. ' 2

Usee for example the narration of Mem and Bengineh's mothers' begging them not to go IB I1LC4.I, pp.
41-3 in Mann's original; pp 71-5 in Mann's German translation; pp. 96-109 in Ayyuhiyan's edition

linduding Persian translation!.

12vcn Sydow ibid.
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This is the only Kurdish language oral version that I know of in a dialed other

than Kurmanji. Although it is in a variety of Sorani ("Central Kurdish") spoken in

Iran, known as Mukri, it is the exception which proves the rule that Mem û Ztn is

basicaHy limited to the Kurmanji-speaking regions, from where Armenian and Neo-

Aramaic versions have also been coneded." Mukri is transitional to Kurmanji, being

spoken in a region just south of the Kurmanji area: there are both grammatical

features (preservation of gender and case distinctions in nouns) and lexical items (e.g.,

fonlştin for to sit' [d. Kurmanji Funistm ], alongside Sorant danestn) which it

shares with Kurmanji. The fad that this otherwise Kurmanji folklore item is part of

the Mukri repertoire suggests that the Kurmanji influence on this Mukrt dialed

extends beyond the linguistic realm, into the realm of folklore as wen.

Displaced elements: In many versions, Ztn #2 (Beko Awan's evil daughter or

sister) tries to trick Mem into believing that she is Ztn #1; in some versions she evens

upbraids him for not remembering her [GUI.]. In OM, When Mem and Bengtneh

reach the outskirts of the city of Jeztra Bohtan, they encounter Malik Rehan, Ztn's

maidservant, bleaching laundiy. Mem stubbornly insists that this is Ztn, and is upset

that she is snubbing him. Bengtneh teHs him that this is not Ztn, performing the

function fulfffled by Bor the horse in other versions. Malik Rehan is not deceiving

Mem: she is not trying to pass herself off as Ztn; it is Mem who mistakes her for Ztn.

Element of intersection: mistaking of Ztn #2 for Ztn #1.

SHa-1 (1904)

lÎEnmedê Xant's literary version of Mem Û Zin, also originally written in Kurmanji, has teen
translated into Sorani and is well known by educated Sorani-speaking Kurds However, 1 know of no

other oral versions that have been collected in Sorani.
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This is one of two versions coneded by S. Haykuni, published only in Armenian

translation, although origrnally coHeded in Kurdish. The sung poetry portions appear

in KunSsh in the Armenian alphabet, side by side with an Armenian translation.

Chess (kshig) is played three times: 1) Mem and Qeretajdtn + brothers sit on

balcony [D.IIAh 2) Qeretajdtn brings Mem to the emir's diwan ID.I.B.3.1 3) Game

between Mem and emir ID.VIAL Furthermore, in this version the servant is hit on

the head with a stick two times. [D.I.C]

Both the repetition of the chess game motif and the beaten servant motif are

examples of Thompson's #4. The multiplication of details - usually by three,

and/or#5. Repetition ofan incident which occurs but once in the original

tale In this instance it is not readily apparent how these two items differ from one

another. I would argue that they should be conapsed into one if not for the dear

applicability of #4 as distind from #5 in HR-1 below.

SHa-2 (1904)

This version, like SHa-1, has been published only in Armenian translation.

Therefore, the texture of the original Kurdish is lost. Apparently it was in sung verse,

which is unusual for the region which it comes from.

Mem writes a letter to his father, to prove that he has sent the horsemen back;

otherwise, Al-Pasha might think that they have deserted Mem, and punish them for

doing so [B.III.D.]. This motif may be borrowed from another tale (Thompson's #7).

The doves that brought Mem and Ztn together reappear when Mem stops to

tend to Bur's wounds [CI.CL One of their feathers cures Bor. This motif also occurs in

GNa.

Jakan [=Chekan], Qeretajdtn's brother who is betrothed to Ztn, is more resistant

to the idea of renoundng his betrothal to her than in other versions [D.II.D.l
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In this version, sodal standing plays a larger role than elsewhere: a) Mem tells a

man his problem, i.e., that he is lovesick, and the man replies by asking if Mem knows

whether Ztn's father is from the same dass as his father; b) later, the Mir asks Tazhdin

[=Qeretajdtn] if Mem is really a king's son, and Tazhdin assures him that he is; c) Beko

Awan complains to the Mir that Mem is an ordinary man who wanders around the

palace. This may refled the tale tener's worid view and life experience.

Unfortunately, although we know his name and where he lived, we have no data on

this asped ofhis personality, 4 so nothing can be said with certainty on this matter.

Unlike other versions, Mem stands up when the Mir enters, albeit sleepily and

sluggishly [D.IV.C1. This typifies a type of variation not adequately refleded in

Thompson's listing. I would caH this variation action different from, sometimes

even antithetical to, what normally happens at aparticularpoint in the

story It is interesting to note that whereas in other versions Beko Awan complains

because Mem fails to rise, in this one he complains because Mem rose sluggishly. This

is an example of Thompson's #13 one change in a tale forces others tobemade

to maintain consistency

GNa (1904)

CoHeded in Kurdish and translated into Armenian by the Armenian priest G.

Nzhdehian, what is unusual about this version is its moral tone. It is likely that

because Nzhdehian was a priest, he touched up a few points at the end, to bring the

story into line with his religious worid view. Hence, when Qeretajdtn [Tazhdin]

learns of the death of Mem and Ztn, he is about to "wreak terrible slaughter in the

town. ... But a young child, an old man, a woman, a rmfflah, and a sheikh came

14-mis is an example of how limiting oneself to the collection of minimal information about the
identity of the informant falls short of what is required to adequately discuss context
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weeping and fen at the brothers' feet, and dropped a wrapped up Koran. The sheikh

and muHah told Tazhdin to go and open the grave of Mame and Zine and to ask Mrr-

Zeydin about their win. 'Don't shed the blood of innocent people.' They should find

out the cause of the mischief done and punish onh/ that one." (pp. 238-9). Although

this is not the onh/ version in which someone intercedes to prevent Qeretajdtn from

slaughtering people indiscriminately when he learns of Mem and Ztn's untimely

death, there are versions in which he does shed innocent blood".

Hunting expedition (#1) [CII.B.]: Mem catches a gazette that Qeretajdtn if unable

to catch; Qeretajdtn & brothers praise Mem, and they become blood brothers, whereas

in several versions Qeretajdtn is angry at Mem for having intercepted his quany. The

dosest Thompson's list comes to accounting for this is perhaps #8 exchange of

roles: however this is not really satisfadory, because Mem and Qeretajdtn do not

exchange roles (i.e., Mem does not become angry instead of Qeretajdtn). I am hesitant

to use his #1 and #2 as catchall phrases for eveiy omission and accretion, respectively.

In this version there are two tunnel episodes: a) Ztn #1 has a tunnel dug between

the kitchen where Mem is working and her bedroom: this is unique to GNa; and b)

Zin #1 has a tunnel dug between Mem's prison ceH and her bedroom [D.VI.D.1. This

is an example of Thompson's #5 repetition of an incident which occurs but

once in the original tale

Displared elements: In many versions, while Mem, Qeretajdtn, and his brothers

sit on Qeretajdtn's balcony, Ztn #1 comes by with a caravan of pots and pans, on her

way to the fountain to wash them. Mem jokingly says that he wants to coned a tax

from the caravan: in other words, he wants to ambush the caravan, a common

practice, reminiscent of the eskiya (brigand) tradition. He ends up bringing back a

15|n OH it is Mam's grieving father, Brahim P*dilsha|hL who kills whoever crosses hit path.
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piece ofjewelry from Ztn #1, as proof that she wants to many him [D.IIA]. In GNa,

while Mem, Qeretajdtn and his brothers sit on the balcony, Mem must perform two

proof tasks: a) he must go get the stored grain from the town of Sakhlan (d. Turkish

saklanmak = 'to hide"); and b) he must bring a gold piece from Ztn #1 as proof that she

wants to many him. Mem performs task a) first, and is ambushed on the way by men

hiding (Turkish saklaniyoriar -> town of Sakhlan), and kills off aU his assailants but

three, who rum out to be Qeretajdtn and his brothers. The two proof tasks is a further

example of Thompson's #5.

Element of intersection: ambush + Mem (in the normal scenario Mem is the

ambusher, but in GNa, he is the ambushee).

FK-2 (1926)

When Mem and Ztn first meet in Mem's bedroom, they are polite to each other,

rather than angry, as is the case in other versions. Mem says, "Fine giri [Qtza qenc] ...",

and Ztn asks, "Fine young man, what is your name in goodness [Xortê qenc, navê te bi

xêrP", both of which bespeak polite modes of address.

After Mem succeeds in catching a young gazelle which Qeretajdtn is chasing but

unable to catch, Mem gives it to Qeretajdtn, who rebukes him for stealing his quarry

and they fight until Mem knocks Qeretajdtn unconsdous. This is reminiscent of the

unmanly deed that Mem commits on his way to Jezira Bohtan in ZK-2, because of

which he falls out of favor with God. However, Mem redeems himself in this version

by staying by Qeretajdtn's side until he recovers consdousness.

When Mem reaches Jeztra Bohtan, he stays at the house of Mtr S6vdtn, rather

than with Qeretajdtn. Both this motif and the first one outlined above are examples

of a new categoiy I am proposing to add to Thompson's listing, namely action
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different from, sometimes even antithetical to, what normally happens

at aparticularpoint in the story, first mentioned above in SHa-1 This would

cover both Mem and Ztn's unusual politeness at their first meeting, as contrary to the

quarrel they have in most versions, and Mem's staying somewhere other than at

Qeretajdtn's house while in Jezira Bohtan.

This version begins with fuH detail and sung verse insertions at key points, but is

cut short about half way through, i.e., once Mem reaches Jeztra Bohtan ' *, and the style

becomes telegraphic, as if the tener has nm out of time. One conspicuous difference in

this truncated section is the complete lack of sung verse.

Displaced elements: In most versions, either Mem shows Qeretajdtn Ztn #l's

braids from behind his doak, or Qeretajdtn notices them himself ID.VAL In FK-2,

while Mem is hiding Ztn #1 behind his coat, Beko Awan shows her braids, which are

sticking out from behind Mem, to Mtr Sêvdîn.

Element of intersection: X shows Ztn #l's braids to Y.

FK-1 (-1936)

Several of the words used by the informant, , such as jailn = to cry or grieve'

and zenan[eke] = *woman,' are designated by the lexicographer Kurdoev asm

[lOXHo-rypacroo cjcbo - southern Kurdish word], a vague designation that

sometimes means Sorani (MacKenzie's "Central Kurdish") and sometimes means

Badtnant or Southern Kurmanji (the dialeds of Zakho, Akre, Amadiya, and Dehok in

Kurdistan of Iraq; of Siirt, Başkale [Van], and HakkSri in Kurdistan of Turkey; of

Qamishli in Kurdistan of Syria; and of Urmia and environs in Kurdistan of Iran). In

most respects, however, the language of this version is not Southern Kurmanji. If

loFrom the bottom of page 300 of the original to the bottom of page 301, covering in one page what in
other versions takes 6-8 pages.
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Kurdoev's designation is to be taken into account, then perhaps the informant, like

that of ZK-2, was an Armenian who fled from Turkey to Syria or Iraq, later

immigrating to Soviet Armenia. If this were so, the fad that the informant spent time

in an area where Southern Kurmanji was spoken (i.e., Syria or Northern Iraq) could

explain such loan words in an otherwise more northerly dialed. Unfortunately, no

information is provided about the informant for this text, which is unusual for a

Soviet folkloristic publication.

flispiar-gd elements: In many versions, Mem pretends to be ffl when Mtr Sevdtn

calls an able-bodied men to go out hunting [D.III.B.]. In FK-1, Mem's horse (Bor) is ffl,

so Mem cannot go on hunt. In addition, on the morning of the hunt, Mem too says

that he is ffl.

Element of intersection: Illness, real or feigned, prevents someone from going

hunting.

EP-2 (c. 1936)

The test that Mem and Ztn use to determine who is whose guest near the

beginning of the story [B.I.D.] is unique. Mem asks what side of the bed the hearth is

on. If it is on the left side, they are in Ztn #l's bed; if it is on the right side, they are in

Mem's bed. It is on the right side, so they are in Mem's bed. In an essay about Kabyle

sodety in Algeria, Pierre Bourdieu shows that the direction left is assodated with

femininity, whereas the direction right is assodated with virility.17 The symbolism in

this version of M&Z demonstrates the same values.18 Regarding Thompson's listing,

17'The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society," in: Jean G. Peristiany (edJJTCrmir ffiri foamg the
Values nf Mediterranean Society (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, d966), pp. 193-241, esp. HI

ff.

l«As has been discussed earlier in this chapter, feminine symbolism is often connected with Mem. Not

so in this case
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there is once again no adequate heading. This is not #2 adding a detatfbeczose

most versions include the motif of a test as proof of whose room Mem and Ztn are in

at this point in the story: rather, this is an alternative realization of a wen-entrenched

motif. If material from another tale has been substituted CThompson's #7). it is not

dear where else this motif occurs19.

Al-Pasha, Mem's father, is portrayed as a jolty king, "seated on cushions in the

middle, drinking coffee, smoking a pipe, in short enjoying himself." In most versions.

Al-Pasha is portrayed as old and worried. In many versions it does not occur to Al-

Pasha that Mem might be in love. In EP-2, however, he says to Mem, "You haven't

fanen in love, have you?" This is in keeping with his jolly charader in this version.

My addition to Thompson's listing, first mentioned above in FK-2, namely action

different from, sometimes even antithetical to, what normally happens

at aparticularpoint in the story,is applicable here.

The method of finding a horse occurring in this version is unique [B.IIIA.]. A

mare tell Mem to go to a ravine in the mountains and to choose one of her sons. In

most versions, Mem chooses a scrawny horse from the royal stables (SHa-1; GNa;

FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1). In LT, LC-1 and ZK-2, Mem's horse is caught by fishennen in

the sea. Once again, if the motif appearing hi EP-2 is borrowed from another tale

(Thompson's #7), at this point in time it is not known from which other tale

Moreover, because the identity of the informant for this version is not known, it is

not possible to look at other stories in his repertoire for dues.

In this version. Mtr Zêydîn [-Sevdtn] does not blindly follow the advice of Beko

Awan says: "Mtr Z6ydtn believed Qeretajdln, not Bekir-Awan."

Wit does not occur in Stith Thompson's MnHMnflw nf FfUK-tJterature (aoomington k Indianapolis :
Indiana University Press, |d955l), 6 vdi

»It is hoped that when 1 finish the Kurdish tale-type index, such questions as thase will be answered.
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Zin advises Mem that whatever gift Mtr Zeydtn offers him, he should request for

a felt doak instead [D.I.F.].21 In most other versions Mem requests the office of cook:

one way of referring to an office which has been bestowed as a gift is to fiken it to a

doak. The Arabic word khil'ah *^» = 'robe of honor* was often given by a ruler as a

gift to a deserving person. One way to say 'gift' in Kurdish is xelat, from Arabic

khil'ah ,22 Requesting a felt doak is a bterahzmg of the expression antn k'urkê

aspêjîêflit. to bring the doak of cooking'), an expression occurring in EP-1 with the

meaning to confer on s.o. the office of cook'.

The contest between Mem and Mtr Zêydîn [=Sêvdtn] consists of arrow shooting,

which is unique to EP-2 [D.VIAL This is the only version in which the contest takes

place outside: it is usually a board game such as chess or checkers, or a card game.

Ztn's long braided hair has two opposing functions: a) it almost gets Mem into

deep trouble by nearly giving away the fad that Mem is hiding her behind his doak

[D.VA]; and b) it almost rescues Mem from the dungeon when Ztn comes to release

him [E.I.B.2.].

It is truly a shame that the identity of the informant for this version, as wen as

the Kurdish original, are lost, because it is a version uncommonly rich in individual

variation.

EP-1 (1955)

This version is similar to ZK-1, FK-1 in many ways, which is not surprising

considering that all three were coneded in same general geographical area. On many

21a. AT 560 The Snake King and Motif L2Z0. Modest request best

^Moreover, the German Verb bekleaden, from Kleid - 'dress', cognate to English doth, dothels),
and dothing, has the extended meaning of 'to occupy a post or position, to hold an office' in addition
to the basic meaning of 'to dothe or dress'. So also English vest and to invest
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points the three versions" agree, e.g.: a) When Mem chooses a horse, he instructs the

stable hands to water it profusely; 2) Two Ztns, and the scene on the bridge at the

entrance to Jeztra Bohtan; 3) Handkerchief which extinguishes fire (EP-1; ZK-1; GNa).

Much of the poetry is so similar as to suggest a common source.

However, EP-1 begins with the heroic birth of Mem a la Lord Raglan. Mem's

mother conceives from the foam of the sea and gives birth through her mouth. She

abandons Mem on the seashore, where he is found and adopted by Al-Pasha. This is

an example of Thompson's #7 substitution ofmaterial from outside the tale

One item, the handkerchief [destmal], has several different functions which may

be traced throughout the story, a) Used in extinguishing the fire in Qeretajdtn's house;

WUsedby Qeretajdtn to proveto the mtr that he l=mtr] stood up when Mem entered

the room; c) Used as a toy "rabbit" to save Ztn: by explaining Ztn's laughter as being

due to the toy, the secret of her love for Mem is not divulged. Thompson's #4

multiplication of details does not cover this, nor does #5 repetition of an

incident which occurs only once in other versions. What we have here is a

concrete item, a handkerchief, occunring in three distind contexts in one and the same

version. If #4 is applicable, the wording of it is too vague to make it unquestionably so.

Pillared elements: In most versions, Mem must reach Ztn #1 in 40 days, or else

she will be married off to someone else [B.I.G.1.]. In EP-1, Mem gives the saddlemaker

40 days respite to make a saddle for Mem's trip.

Element nf intersection: 40 days respite.

7K-3(1959)

Bengln's attitude changes: at first he had wanted to go home, but Alan-beg

[Mem's father] would not let him. Later Mem tells him to go home but he refuses,

insisting on staying with Mem instead, as in OM. This could be described as an
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exchange of roles, as in Thompson's #8, but the exchange is a change in the

behavior of one charader rather than two charaders' switdiing roles. This is the onh/

version in which Bengtn kffls himself after Mem's death; three graves are dug in the

cemetery, one for Mem, one for Ztn, and one for Bengtn.

At first, Qeretajdtn and Beko are equaUy suspidous of Mem. Later on, however,

Qeretajdtn's suspidon is replaced by trust.

The girl who Mem encounters at the entrance to Jeztra Bohtan is Ztn's

maidservant Guhshan, rather than Beko's daughter Ztn, who also appears in this

version. Although in some versions, Beko's daughter/sister is Ztn's maidservant, in

this version they are two separate individuals. If this is an exchange of roles, it is

unusual because whereas in many versions one charader fulfills both roles, in this

version each role has its own diarader.

No spedal horse companion in this version. The functions of Bor the horse are

fffled [Boris replaced]by Bengtn, as in OM. This is reminiscent of Thompson's #9, in

which human characters replace animals However, M&Z is not an 'animal

tale/

Regarding the hunting trip from which Mem is sent home: a) In this version,

the hunting trip is replaced by a cerd (Certd - 'manly game of jousting played on

horseback'); b) Rather than Mem's asking to be sent home, it is dedded that he win go

home because he gets off his horse in such a way that it looks as if he has fanen off (d.

SHa-2). This replacement of one motif with another is distind from Thompson's #6

Specialization ofageneral trait or vice versa: in this case we have one specific

motif substituting for another, both of which would both fit under the general

heading of Recreationor Manly pursuits
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The mtr is depided as incapable of making any decisions, depending on Beko to

do so for him. espedalty when Qeretajdtn returns from his campaign to find Mem in

prison (p. 116).

Beko specifically promises to prevent Mem and Ztn from attaining their desire

because his own daughter has Men tn love with Mem.

This version features paranelism between Ztn and Mem. For example, when

they first lay eyes on one another, they both fan instantly in love, and the same

expression is used to describe this for each of them: 1X]^for [Y] not with one heart,

but with 1,000 hearts." This is reminiscent of Thompson's #5, repetition of an

incident occurring only once in the original tale His descriptions goes on to

say: "Sometimes this may not be an actual repetition but merely an analogy to

something in the same or some other story."

HR-1 »960)

Beko Awan is portrayed as more honorable (sentences 195-214) than in other

versions. It is his daughter who is the schemer here. This is arguably Thompson's #8

exchange ofroles

Paranelism: Beko's daughter Ztn treats Sitttye Ztn at the stream the same way

that Beko treats Mtr Zeidtn on the hunt. What was said above in ZK-3 regarding

Thompson's #5 is also applicable here.

To save Mem, Qeretajdtn sacrifices: a) his horse; b) his seven-story mansion

(after salvaging the books); c) - almost -his wife and children. This is an example of

Thompson's #4 multiplication ofdetails by three

When Qeretajdtn goes off on a mission, instead of making the mtr promise not

to harm Memê Alan, he has Memê Alan promise not to leave the house until

Qeretajdtn's return, a promise which Memê Alan breaks as soon as Qeretajdtn leaves.
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This is an example of the Proppian functions of II. Interdiction is addressed to

the hero and III. Interdiction is violated.23

Pillared elements:

1. In most versions, Mem must reach Ztn #1 in 40 days, or else she win be

married off to someone else [B.I.G.1.]. In HR-1, before Qeretajdtn leaves on a mission,

he promises to many Mem to Ztn #1 upon his return 40 days hence, and asks that

Mem not leave the house in the meantime.

Element of intersection: 40 days of respite.

2. In many versions, as soon as Qeretajdtn sees Ztn #l's braids sticking out from

under Mem's doak, he understands what has happened, and what he must do to

prated Mem and Ztn #1 [D.VAl In HR-1, Bakko catches Sitttye Zin as she leaves a

tryst with Mamme Ala. As she runs up the stairs, he catches her, takes out a scissors

and cuts off a piece of one of her braids, and later shows the hair to Mtr Sevdtn as

proof of her relationship with Mamme Ala. Here the braids have a similar function,

but this motif does not make sense without reference to the "normal" version.

Element of intersection: Braids of Ztn #l's hair symbolize her relationship with

Mem.

HR-2 (1960)

Beko's daughter Ztne [=Ztn #2] is neither evil nor a sorceress. She is as beautiful

as Ztne [=Ztn #1] (sentences 51 ff.). This is similar to Thompson's #8 exchange of

roles, in that Ztn #2 is different, but unlike #8, she does not switch roles with Ztn #1.

The game which Mem and the emir play is a card game. It is implied that

whoever looks at Ztn is destined to lose, as if she were a jinx. Beko Awan does not put

23viadimir Propp Mnrphnlngy of the Folktale tr. by Laurence Scott, 2nd edition, (Austin : University

of Texas Press. 1968), pp. 26-7.
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Ztn up to watching the game, but he does cause the two players to change places. The

game has a specific function in this version: Mem has asked for Ztn's hand (through

Qeretajdtn), and the emir accepts, on condition that Mem successfully beats him at

cards. The substitution of a card game for a chess game is another example of one

specific motif substituting for another, which I discuss above in ZK-3.

In this version, Qeretajdtn is not absent when Mem is thrown in prison: in fad,

he tries to intercede to have Mern released. The prison or dungeon that Mem is

thrown into is taHed gûbo - 'cistern' or biro - 'wen': this is reminiscent of what

happens to Joseph in Yusuf and Zulaikha, a story which is very popular among the

Kurds. Hence, we have a plausible referent for Thompson's #7 substitution of

material from another tale

After Mem's death, Ztn kills herself a la Romeo and Juliet. The informant did

not know English, so Shakespeare's play would not furnish a dired referent: rather,

the motif that Shakespeare used was and is current in oral tradition.

Once buried, Mem and Ztn are turned to face each other by Beko Awan, rather

than magically turning to face each other through the power of love. What is most

interesting about this is that a real-life explanation is substituted for a supernatural

one.

ZK-1 (1963)

[This version, the first one 1 read, constitutes the criteria on which I have based

this comparative study.]

ZKiOSZDl
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Mem falls out of favor with God by unnecessarily frightening a man near

Diyarbekir, while Mem is on his way to Jeztra Bohtan.

As a paranel, Qeretajdtn offends Mtr Zeydtn by hosting Mem, thereby making

the mtr jealous.

Game of checkers: Mem and Mtr Zêydtn win six games apiece, i.e., they are tied,

which is unique to this version. Mem loses the last six games because he cant take his

eyes off Ztn, as in other versions. This is fonowed by a singing contest: in this version

it is here that Mem gets himself thrown into prison. Moreover, this sequence occurs

before the scene in which Ztn hides behind Mem's back, which is peculiar to this

version.

Displaced elements:

1. In several versions, Qeretajdtn's wife hits a messenger over the head with a

ladle for having brought an undesired message [D.I.CL In ZK-2, Qeretajdtn's wife

(Lady Ereb) takes her shoe and hits Qeretajdtn over the head with it, for sending her to

test Mem's honor; she is angry with Qeretajdtn for not trusting Mem from the

beginning.

Element of intersection: Qeretajdtn's wife hits a man on the head with an objed.

2. In several versions (PS; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1), the night after Mem and

Ztn first meet, Mem thinks it is a dream until he sees her ring on his finger, at which

point he realizes it really happened, and faints dead away; in three versions (LC-1; OM;

GNa), both Mem and Ztn discover one another's rings [B.IIA]. In ZK-2, at a much

later point in the story, after Mem has already arrived in Jezira Bohtan, he sees his

own ring on Ztn's hand and remembers the "dream", i.e., their first meeting.

Element of intersection: Mem remembers meeting Ztn when he sees a ring on

someone's finger.
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Mf-1 fr 1989)

This version is the only one included in the study which was not already

published in written form: I have transcribed it and translated it to the best of my

ability. One of the most striking things about this version is that it is uncommonly

rich in digressions: the tale teHer constantly refers to the "dear listeners" [guhdarê

e'ztzl and often interpolates the phrase "as is known" [malum ya]. Moreover, MC-1

contains some motifs which do not occur in other versions.

The angels who bring Mem and Ztn together are caned away to rescue a ship in

the Black Sea, and leave the two alone for a while.

Once Mem gets to Jezira Bohtan, he meets with Ztn in a garden, and she tells

him that she has two bouquets of flowers, a yenow in her left hand, and a red one in

her right. She throws them into the air. tening Mem that if he catches the red one,

they win attain their desire in this life, but if he catches the yenow one, they wffl not

attain their desire until the next life. Mem catches the yenow bouquet: hence, their

fate is sealed. This is the only version in which their fate is predided so dearly,

although hi some versions Mem's father hopes they don't succeed. The color

symbolism is similar to that of the Iranian Nowruz celebration Charshambe Son, the

last Tuesday night in the Iranian year, at the end of the month of Isfand, just before

March 21. During this celebration, a bonfire is lit, and people jump over it while

saying "zardi-ye man az to, sorkhi-ye to az man" (-My yenowness from you, your

redness from me). Yellow symbolizes death, while red symbolizes life.24

Furthermore, the symbolism of right hand vs. left panels the color symbolism: as

24The cdor yellow appears in connection with death in ZK-1 and FK-1, when Mem is pulled up from
the dungeon with a yellow rope, after which he expires IEI.E1
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explained by Bourdieu in "The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Sodety*25, the left

hand represents woman, the possessor of harmful and impure powers, whereas the

right hand represents man, the possessor of beneficent, fertilizing and protecting

powers. Hence, we have two sets of symbols working together to reinforce one

another both right and red stand for life, while both left and yenow stand for death.

Near the end of the story, after Mem and Ztn have already died, Qeretajdtn, who

is carrying Mem's corpse on his head in the hopes that he wffl wake up, encounters a

woman who is washing a black doth, hying to make it white. When he tells her that

no amount of washing win make a black doth white, she replies that no amount of

grieving over Mem wffl bring him back. Once again, color symbolism is used: this

seems to be a feature of this storyteller's style.

These motifs, unique to this version, could very wen be examples of

Thompson's #7 material from another tale In contrast with his description,

however, none of them occurs at the end of the tale.

Displaced elements: In many versions, there are two Ztns, one good and one

bad. The bad Ztn (Ztn #2) is the villain Beko Awan's daughter (or sister) [II.F.-H.L In

MC-1, both Mtr Sevdtn's sister and wife are named Ztn.

Element of intersection: Two Ztns.

In this section, I have laid out the sorts of variation encountered in comparing

the various oral versions of M&Z used in this study. Although Thompson's listing

was used as a starting point, I have endeavored to show that it needs a great deal of

elaboration before it is applicable to a work like M&Z. Thompson is largely quoting

Aame and Krohl, so the shortcomings in his statements are ultimately attributable to

25in: Jean G. Peristiany (ed). Honour and Shame the Valu« nf Mediterranean Sodetv (Chicago

University of Chicago Press, C1966), p. 222.
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them as wen. It is important to note that almost any sort of variation could be

describedas#l forgettinga detail or #2 adding a detail but this is too vague to

be of much use.

As a part of my elaboration of Thompson's listing, I have proposed a new

category caned displaced elements, consisting of motifs which occur in one

particular version in a context different from that in which they appear in the other

versions. In the displaced element a charader often performs an action which is

normally carried out by (or on) a different charader in other versions. There is an

element ofintersection between the more common scenario and the idiosyncratic

mutation of it which I have designated as the displaced element Figure 4a.

delineates the most salient displacedelements I have come across.

Another emendation I have made is the addition of a category for action

different from, sometimes even antithetical to, what normally happens

ataparticularpoint in the story Thompson's category #8 hints at this, but ft is

not an exad fit. The phenomenon presents itself often enough in the versions of

M&Zto merit a separate category.

I would venture to suggest that both Thompson's listing of types of variation

encountered hi comparative studies of folk narrative and my proposed emendations

refled on the processes by which human beings remember things, and how the

human mind can transpose a detail. Perhaps the tale tener has remembered a

particular detail only after having passed the point in the story where it originally

occurred, but, not wanting to omit it altogether, he finds a way to incorporate it hi the

narrative in a new way. Such a notion is wen beyond the scope of the present work,

but hopefully will be investigated later.
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Analysis: U Mem a Herb?

It is generally thought that Mem is the hero of the story. In fad, a doser look

suggests that in fad much of Mem's behavior is unheroic, if not cowardly1 . Mem is

physically very beautiful. It is stated on numerous occasions throughout the various

versions on which this study is based that whoever gazed on Mem was bedazzled by

his looks Here are but a few examples:

From Memê Ala's face red roses rained

Or ore day among the days.

Two ar gels made a bet in heaven,

Or.e said Zin is more beautiful, the other said Mem is.
(P5, p 71)

May the universe be damned, Memê Ala is very handsome
' (pa p 74)

(Mir Zeidinl said, "I want you to give me your friend, (=Mem)
I have been smitten with love for him,
1 want him to bear my tobacco pouch and pipe,

To always stay by me." ^ %)

The sheikhs and wisemen without exception 'gladly came to the
diwan for Memê, _. .__ i .i.

Due to Memo's beauty, nobody could tell [him apart froml the sun

and the moon. 	 , . ,
The people of Jezira Dotan exdaimed, "This is the son of the king of

the Mughribis!" (LC-l.p.421.272)

The eldest sister says to the youngest one:
"By God, Sister, are Kakeh Mem's cheeks more radiant, or are

lamps and lighthouses?"

The eldest sister asks her sisters.

The middle sister speaks thus:
"From [God's] throne to the chairs [of men],
From bulls down to fish
I have searched the whole world

:i would like to thank my colleague Shayee Khanaka for planting the seeos or this idea 1 later
discovered that Roger Lesco-. had come to a similar conclusion many years earlier moreover
according to him. a major difference bet*eer. the oral versions of the romance and Ehmece Xants
li-.crarv version is that ir. the latter Mem has 'a very lorry soul, and his behavior » not stamed by
base acts' See his ' Introduction.- in Textes Kurdes. Vol 2 Mem^.AJan (Beyrouth Institut Frar.çais

ce Damas. 1942). p xx
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I have not seen anyone with beauty like Kakeh Meml's]."
(OM,p.26b)

Near the window Mem, son of Al-pasha, was sleeping. Mem
was handsome, Mem was a hero. Mem was the son of the master
of the land of Mukhurzemin. ... The doves sit on a tree and look in
the window, admiring Mem. The younger dove says to the older
one, "Sister, there isrvt another Adonis like Mem in the world, nor
a vouth more beautiful than Mem.

7 (EP-2, p. 98)

Although Mem's looks are beautiful, his actions are a different matter. In

most versions the father, Al-pasha, begs and pleads with Mem, his only son, not to

leave the kingdom without an heir to the throne, but Mem disregards his father's

wishes and rides off in search of Zin and her dty, Jezîra Bohtan. In some versions,

Mem goes so far as to say some downright disrespedful things to his old father.

"Mem, my son, don't be disrespectful.

Don't leave the dty of Mikhurzemin, 0 hope of my old age,
111 give you five hundred ladies and maidservants"

Mem said:

"Father, what would I do with this house, this land,
I won't sit with you now and deliberate,
I won't drink a cup of coffee or sherbet,
Our relationship is over till the Day of Judgment

"Now my relationship [lit. "sonhood"] to you is null and void."
(ZK-1, p. 20)

In ZK-3, Mem speaks very unkindly to his paternal aunt:

Mem says, "Auntie, it cannot be so,
1 have wandered the four comers of the globe, its countries
and towns, a slut more slutty than you is not to be found.

(ZK-3, p.96)
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Accordingto Middle Eastern values, Mem's behavior is unacceptable. One's

elders are to be respeded and obeyed, not abandoned and disowned. To quote Alan

Dundes,

one finds that in past-oriented sodeties individuals are measured m tenns of
are and how much/as/experience they have. The older they are, the wiser
they are thought to beand the more resped they deserve. Children take pnde

in their parents' achievements and boast of their ancestors.

E. W.Lane reports that

children... in general ... feel and manifest a most profound and
OTiseworthyrespectfor their parents. Disobedience to parents is considered
by the Muslims as one of the greatest of sins, and dassed, m pant of
heinousness, with six other sins, which are idolatry, murder, falsery accusmg
modest women of adultery, wasting the property of orphans tafang^usvny^
and desertion in an expedition against infidels. An undutiful child is very

seldom heard of. 3

According to this logic, Mem's turning his back on his parents and upon his

past is an unthinkable action, even a sin. In the case of his aunt in ZK-3, Mem even

commits an additional offense, by falsely accusing her of adultery, calling her a shit

[qalt'axl. And yet, in spite of an this, Mem is considered a hero. Or is he?

Mem's horse, Bor. speaks to Mem, teHing him that the chains that Al-pasha

had placed on his l=Bor*s] feet in order to prevent Mem from riding off, are still

there. Although only a fabulous horse could jump over a dty wan with its legs hi

^Thinking Ahead: A Folkloristic Reflection of the Future Orientation in America! Worldview," in:
inf^rgrin; Folklore (Hoomington, lnd : Indiana University Press, cl980), p. 81.

3Edward William Lane An Amwntofthe Mfmnpri aid Customs rf thj Mwjern Rgyptims : Written
j Fpvpt rinrin, the Years 183M835 (We Hague 4 London : East-West Publications ; Caro, Egypt .
Livres de Francel C189S, 1978), 61
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chains, Mem's failure to notice the discomfort of his horse is not in keeping with the

actions of a hero:

"Come my Mem, you crazy dandy.
For three nights, three days you
Have been urging me on, like a bird.

It never occurred to you that the chains were eating into
Dor's legs."

(EP-1. 123, p. 190)

Bor said 'Hey, my beloved Mem, my boy,

You poor thing, there is no sense in your head

For several days now you have been jabbing me with spur after spur,

Did you ever think 'The chains and shackles have cut my Bur's legs'?'

(ZK-1, p. 51)

Bor speaks to Mem, he says, "My dandy Mem, you keep
lashing me with your whip, you never think how your Bor is

doing.
(FK-2, p. 297)

Bor said, "Mem, you've been riding me for three days

now,

Tomorrow it wffl be four fuH days.
Don't you ever think that Bur's legs are in chains and

shackles,
The shackles and chains have eaten into his legs?
Enough riding me with spurs on thighs!
Anyone else would undo Kir's saddle
Three or four times a day.

My Mem, you're a fine lad,
[But] you're treating me like an Arab or Persian,
Cut the chains and shackles from my legs already!

Mem, you're a light-headed boy,
You don't stay in one place,
The chains and shackles have cut through your Bur's
legs to the bone."
^ (FK-l,p.267-8)

Apparently Mem has a tendency to be thoughtless when it comes to others:

disparaging side comments to that effed are made to him consistently: "You crazy
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dandy* (EP-1); *You poor thing, there is no sense in your head" (ZK-1); "Anyone

else would undo Bur's saddle / Three or four times a day", "You're treating me

like an Arab or Persian", "You're a light-headed boy" (FK-1). These are not the sorts

of comments one generally makes about someone whom one admires. Moreover,

the formulaic expression "Don't you ever think that Bur's legs are in chains and

shackles" and its paraphrases are ubiquitous. In ZK-1, not only Bor, but Al-pasha

also speaks in the same vein:

Al-pasha said, "Hey, my beloved Mem, my son,
Is tnere no sense in your head at all.
Don't you [ever] think 'My mother is elderly, my father is, oldr
To whom can I hope to leave my throne and crown of goldr

(ZK-1. p. 50)

In one version (FK-1), albeit at a later point in the stray, even Zrn rebukes

Mem in this fashion:

"My dandy Mem what a crazy boy you are,
Haveyou no sense in your head?
Whv have you stayed [behindl today from the mîrs huntr

3 ' (FK-1, p. 278b)

Because of Mem's irreverent behavior, in many versions Al-pasha curses

him. and predids that his journey wffl be ffl-fated (HM; ZK-2; ZK-3). In OM, it is

even stated that Mem's trip failed because of this:

". . .because of my parents' cries of despair, my goal remains
unachieved. ^, , __

(OM,p.77)

Similarly, in ZK-2, because Mem frightens a man on his way to Jezira Bohtan,

he falls out of favor with God:
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"Porter, is Jizîra Bota near or far, how do you see it?"
The porter said to him, "Young man, Jizîra Bota is veiy far."

When he said that, Memê was very disappointed,
And said, "How, if I'm a year's distance away, did I come here in

one hour?"
Memê drew his sword from its sheath,
Held the sword to the porter's neck,
The porter turned pale with fear,

Then Meme feU out of favor with God.4 (ZK-2, p. 75)

Once Mem has arrived in Jezfra Bohtan, there are more examples of Mem's

less than heroic behavior. The emir of Jezîra announces a hunting expedition, to

which he invites an the able-bodied men of the kingdom, together with Mem, the

guest of honor. In some versions, Mem malingers so that he can stay behind (or

come back early) and be alone with Zrn (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1; MC-1; HM); in others, the

plot is hatched by Ztn, and he agrees to play along (OM; SHa-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1). In

any case, the implications of this in a Middle Eastern context are dean hunting is a

manly activity, and any male who does not engage in it is considered less than a

man. In several versions it is stated that the emir, usuaHy at the suggestion of the

vfllain Beko Awan, wants to test out Mem's manliness:

(249) He [=Beko Awan] said, "It has been several days since
Mamme Ala came to Qara Tajdin; let's go teH them that Qara Tajdin
and Mamme Ala should mount their horses, and your and I also
wffl go riding for a while, [weTl go] hunting. (250) Well see if he is
good at riding or not!" [Mlr Zeidin] said, "Go ten them!"
B B (HR-1, p. 280)

Beko says, "No, Qeretajdin, we were just testing Mem's
manliness." ^ Mtm

(ZK-3, p. 109)

4- lit. "ITien God took good luck and good fortune away from Memf TWs is as a punishment for
Memê's unnecessarily frightening the porter.
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In FK-1. Mem's skin as a hunter has a special significance:

The mlr thought a little, then said, "... momorrow I wffl
sound the alarm, so that the Jindfs 5 of Jiztra come and gather. I
will send them all out hunting. Let Mem come also: if Mem can
hunt with the men, we will give Zin to him, otherwise it is too

bad"
Ma (FK-1. p. 277)

Whereas in epics the exploits of the hero in battle, hunting, and riding are a

major part of the narrative, in this story - which belongs to a different genre, the

romance - the main charader no sooner sets out on a hunting expedition, than he

turns back because of a headache6. When seen in these terms, Mem's behavior is

almost comical.

After Mem gets out of going hunting with the other men, he comes back and

has a tryst with Zin in the emir's diwan (PN; PS; HM; OM; ZK-3; ZK-2; MC-1; LC-1;

HR-1; HR-2) or in his garden (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1). The

hunting expedition is cut short unexpededh/. and without any warning, the emir

and his entourage return, and are about to catch Mem and Zin in flagrante deteto.

To risk getting caught would mean total disgrace, in view of Middle-Eastern values

regarding extramarital sex Consequently Mem, hardly a master of discretion, hides

ZJn behind his back, and drapes his doak over her. When the emir enters, it is

common practice for everyone to stand up out of resped for him. However, if Mem

SAccordingto Kurdoev, and! means 'well-built,' 'of fine physique,' 'stately "f^^, .'"
speaking of young men; in speaking of a young woman, it can also mean beautiful, *jP«y- K*"1*
thaTtraislate it as 'fine fellows' or some such tiresome dichê, 1 have left it untranslated

should be noted that many versions have an additional hunting scenei when Mem is first
approaching jeztra of Bohtan (CII.Rl.a-c: FK-1; ZK-1; FK-2: EM) rn that hunt Mem outdoes
oTetajcfin, which makes the latter angry at first. In any case. Mem does pr h.msetf at huntmg
in those versions.
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were to stand up, eveiyone would be able to see that Ztn was hiding behind him, so

he remains seated, once again using the excuse that he doesn't feel wen. Mem's

failure to ad respectfuHy incurs the wrath of the emir (SHa-1; SHa-2; FK-1; ZK-3; HR-

1; HR-2; ZK-1; ZK-2), who up to then has been wen disposed towards him.

This episode is ironic because when the emir first laid eyes on Mem, earlier

in the stray, Mem's appearance was so imposing that the emir involuntarily stood

up when Mem entered his presence. This is a departure from the normal procedure,

and it implies that Mem is not the emir's inferior.7 The emir himself denies that he

stood up before Mem, unable to believe that he could have done such a thing. The

flowing is a typical telling of this episode:

Qeretajdln says to the mlr, "Your guest is such a guest that
when he comes in you wffl stand up before [him], believe it or
nrrt *

' The mtr says, "No." he says, "Yes." They bet on it [then andl
there

The mtr sends for his guest. ... Mem sticks his hand in his
pocket and scatters gold coins [about], dismounting before the mirs
diwan, entering into the diwan. The mlr stands up, [andl

Qeretajdln throws a handkerchief under the mlr; everyone is seated,

induding the mlr.
A minute later they have a meal. _«,.K-f Th-
After the meal Qeretajdtn says, "Mtr, I have won the bet. 1 ne

mir does not believe [himl:

Qeretajdin lifts up the mil's knee

Laughingly picks up the handkerchief,
The mtr is struck speechless. ^p mm

At a later point in the story, Qeretajdtn and his brothers are sent on a

mission, either to do battle for the emir, or to coned taxes from a rebellious tribe.

The driving force behind this is the vfllainous Beko Awan, who wants Qeretajdtn

^Another interpretation of this episode will be presented later on.
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out of the way so that Mem can be disposed of. Mem's accompanying Qeretajdtn on

his campaign is rarely even entertained as a possibility8. Therefore, once again Mem

is excluded from a manly pursuit. In Qeretajdtn's absence. Mem and the emir play a

game: usually chess, although other versions have archeiy (EP-2) or cards (ZK-3; HR-

2) instead. Until Mem lays eyes on Ztn, he is the winner. However, once he catches

sight of Ztn, who is watching from above, aD sense leaves him, and he is beaten by

the emir, as a result of which he is thrown into the dungeon, where he eventually

perishes. For a limited time, in the lesser sphere of board games and the like (chess

is, after an, a battle in miniature). Mem is vidorious. He is. at best, a lesser hero.

Although Mem's external appearance makes others treat him royally, he does

not return the favor. Even after he is dead, Qeretajdtn and his brothers, who are not

yet aware of what has happened, are annoyed that Mem has not come out to greet

them upon their return. One of them rebukes him, while another stands up for

Km, as fonows:

Qeretajdtn was nearing the dty with his troops.

He said "Brothers, see how in-mannered Mem is, he has not
come out to greet us." Efin said, "Brother, I fear that all is not well
with Mem, otherwise he would have comej

(FK-1, p. 291)

When Qeretajdin and his brothers neared the dty, Chekan
said, "0 brothers, see how ignoble our brother Mem has turned
out to be, he has heard that we are coming, but he can t tear
himself away from Ztn's side to come out to greet us. Qeretajdin
said, "0 brothers, something has happened to Mem, nwneart tears
that Mem may not be wen, I don't believe that he could be so

****» (ZK-l.p.64)

8|n OM 2n is led to believe that Mem has marched off to battle as one of Qaetajdtn's commanders,
when in fact he has been thrown ir.to a dungeon.
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The wording of the last line of the latter quote, if read carefully, implies that

Tie is ignoble, but not that ignoble!'9 Even those who most love Mem - be it his

father, his horse, his beloved Ztn, or his blood brother Qeretajdtn - recognize that he

lacks certain good (read: manly) qualities. In spite of his faults, Mem is considered

the hero of the story. How can someone ad as irreverently as Mem does and stffl

come out smeHing like a rose?

If we were to take a Kteralist approach to folklore, seeing M&Z as an accurate

reflection of the Kurdish way of life,10 Mem's behavior would stick out like a sore

thumb. However, in a very important artide on the functions of folklore, the late

folklorist William R. Bascom states that

the basic paradox of folklore, lis] that while it plays a vital role in transmitting
and maintaining the institutions of a culture and in forcing the individual to
conform to them, at the same time it provides socially approved outlets for

the repressions which these same institutions impose upon him.1 '

In other woids, through folklore, the frustrations of the folk are addressed:

things that they can never do In reality, they can derive vicarious enjoyment from

»IT,e original Kurdish also bears this out. For 'I don't believe mat he could be so ignobV the
Kurdish is "bawar nakim, weld aqas bême'rîfet be.

10a NiWtine's analysis of version OM takes this approach. See his 'Ess* de daafication de
folklore a I'ade d'un inventaire sodal-economique,' in: xyte. ÇmpH intfmatlrmal ti ^thregfloae
» d-«*Mngi. prttirtmque : Vie assernHfr rtnfraB dff I'ffHitm inJ^nMl d '"ft^i'S?
**««£ 1-8 1935 (Bruxdles : llmprimerie medicate et soamfiquel, 1935), v. 2, pp. 1000-

1012.

11-Fcur Functions of Fdklcre/ Journal of American Jcttlm 67 (1954) p. ^ reprinted in: Alan
Dundes (ed). The Study of Folklore (Englewood Cliffs. N.J. : Prentice- Hall, c!965), p. Z98.
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hearing about in a folktale or a ballad. At the same time, the same folktale or ballad

offers tacit recognition of the rituals and institutions of the culture12.

If we apply this logic to M&Z, we can see Mem's disrespectful behavior as

providing an outlet on many levels for the Kurdish peasants who constituted the

traditional audience for the stoiy. Although such peasants were rarely free to talk

backto their feudal lord (axa) or give him a swift kick in the pants when he really

deserved it, by hearing about the adventures of a charader like Mem, who could

cause a judge and a mufti to go blind and lame (in ZK-2), or who could fail to rise

when the emir entered the room without being punished for doing so (in an

versions), the audience could vicariously enjoy hearing about what they themselves

could not risk doing in real life, namely to ad disrespectfully towards authority

figures.

At the same time, Mem's failure to rise before the emir when the latter

entered the room would not have been a memorable event if it did not contain an

action which was in flagrant violation of sodetal norms. While hearing of this

provided an outlet through which the common folk could vent their frustrations at

being on the low end of an oppressive authoritarian hierarchy, it also reinforced the

idea that the emir was an authority figure, and that as such one was normally

obligated to rise out of resped for him when he entered the room.

On another level, the story may be seen as the revolt of a young man against

the authority of his father.13 In this case, the ability of Mem to choose his own wife

without being subjed to the approval of his father and other authority figures, and

12from which very culture there is a need to escape into fantasy!

13TWs has been discussed in Chapter Three, as an idea suggested by Ilhan Başgöz in his structural
typology of the Turkish halk hikayes.
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to be sexually active with her,14 as weH as his ability to go off and live in a place far

from his father's residence, would make him an appealing figure in the eyes of

those young Kurdish men '5 who did not share his freedom of movement. Mem's

impertinent comment to his paternal aunt - his father's sister - can also be

explained in this way. On the other hand, Mem's initial success in rebelling against

his father's wishes underlined the fad that normany one's father's wishes had to be

obeyed without question. ' 6

Seen in this light, whether the authority being flouted was that of the ruler or

that of the father17, the more the rebeHious young protagonist could get away with,

the more he was considered a hero. This would reconcile the apparent paradox of

Mem's irreverent behavior with his status as a hero.

Whereas in spite of Mem's unheroic behavior he is stffl hailed as a hero,

there is another charader in the story whose behavior is exemplary in eveiy way. I

would like to suggest that whereas Mem is unquestionably the protagonist, it is

Qeretajdln who is the true hero of the story of Mem û Ztn. In the sources

consulted18, neither a definition nor a complete inventory of ideal heroic qualities

14Although there ae no graphic descriptions of sexual activity between Mem and 2n, enough things
that ae unheard of in everyday life appea. such as their waking up in each other"! ams when

they first meet, that the rest is left to the imagination.

15or older Kurdish men remembering when they were young.

I'Perhaps the fact that Mem's undertaking eventually fails may be explained by this this is
certanly the case in OM, where Mem says '...because of my paents" cries of despar, my goal

remains unachieved'

1?A1-Pasha is txxh at once

l*Lila Abu-Lughod Veiled Sentiment? Honor and Pnetrv in a Bwlfiuin Society (Berkeley et a. :
University of California Press, cl986>, p 86 ff, 103; the various essays in )ean G. Penshanynöjaw
aid Shame the Values of Mediterranean Society (Chicago : University of Chicago Press, cl96o), Z65

P
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was forthcoming.19 However, Yohanan Friedman presents the fonowing concise

listing of the ideal moral qualities of Bedouin sodety embodied in the Arabic term

murû'ah (or murûwah): bravery in battle, self-restraint in times of crisis, generosity

and hospitality, protecting the weak, avenging murder, being loyal, and sticking by

one's word.20 In Hans Wehrts Dictionary of Mr^"^ Written Arabic, muru'ah is

defined as:

the ideal of manhood, comprising an knightly virtues, esp., manliness, valor,

chivalry, generosity, sense of honor.21

These two inventories dealing with Bedouin Arab sodety dosely paranel the

manly traits embodied in Qeretajdin, namely: enjoying good reputation, and being a

hunter, warrior, protedor, hospitable, ready to make sacrifices, zealous of women's

honor, and peacemaker.22

Whereas many people can Mem irresponsible or light-headed, Qeretajdtn is a

wen-respeded member of his community, both admired and feared by the emir of

Jezira Bohtan. The following passages indicate how Qeretajdtn [and his brothers] are

depided in M&Z:

l»Abu-Lughod has the following to say on the matter "The honor code is, despite (or perhaps
because of) the tremendous amount of anthropological attention devoted to it in studies of both
Christian and Muslim circum-Mediterranean cultures, strangely difficult to define See lfcui- p. 86.

»Yohanan Friedmann. 'ha-Tekufah ha-terom-Islamif UraXTDX-DTIOn iimpfin -Pre-

Wamic -Times! in: Hava Lazarus Yafeh. Perakim be-tddot ha-'Arvim veha-lslam iD'pIS
DX^OXÎT) D'TISn rVnTirQ - Studies in the History of the Arabs and Islaml (Tel-Aviv :

Reshafim, 1972), p 20.

^(Ithaca, NY : Spoken Language Services, d976), p. 902.

,22jf Mem's behavior is typical for a fdk romance, perhaps Qeretajdtn's should be seen as harking
back to the vdues typified in the epic
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(181) If you're looking for a man who keeps his word, who is a perfed
gentleman in his own house, who would sooner sacrifice his head than break
his word, go to the house of Qara Tajdin! (HR-1, p. 274)

Since the might of the three brothers was great in the land of Jizir, mtr
Sevdin had given his eldest daughter Peri khatûn to Qeretajdln, in
recognition of their prestige and braveiy. Since their reputations preceded
them, mlr Sêvdîn promised Zin to Chekan. (ZK-1, p. 46)

Beko said to Memê, "Memê, if you are looking for bravery and justice, go to
Qeretajdln's house ..." (ZK-2, p. 76)

"...if you are looking for honor and valor, go to Qeretajdtn's house."

(ZK-3, p. 101)

In many versions (GNa; FK-1; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1; ZK-2), Qeretajdln is seen

hunting twice: once when Mem first arrives in Jezira Bohtan [CII.B. in motif chart],

and the second time when the emir invites all the able-bodied men in the kingdom,

induding Mem (who dedines the offer), to go out hunting with him [D.III. in motif

chart]. Although in the first instance Mem generally manages to intercept and

successfully kill the gazelle that Qeretajdln is unsuccessfully pursuing, Mem's

behavior is seen as inappropriate rather than manly. In any case, Qeretajdtn actively

pursues hunting as a pastime, whereas Mem tries to avoid it.23

Qeretajdln's hospitality is a major theme in M&Z. In an but four versions

(FK-2; PN; HM; HR-2), Mem is his guest2! Qeretajdtn and his wife are depided as

the ideal hosts, taking Mem's horse to the stable, insisting that Mem be given the red

carpet treatment by the emir, refraining' from asking Mem the purpose of his visit

Etn all fairness to Mem, he goes hunting for recreation in the first pat of OM (immediately prior to

ail C in the motif chart).

Hfn MC-1, Mem stays with Qeretajdln for seven days, then with Mtr Sêvdîn for seven days; in HR-2,
he stays with Beko Awan first, then goes to stay with Mtr Sevdtn.
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until three days had passed, spending time entertaining Mem to the exdusion of

their other duties, and so forth.

In several versions (FK-1; EP-2; EP-1; ZK-1). Qeretajdtn is so taken with Mem

that he forgets to offer him food for three days: although this is generally

unthinkable, it is excused in this case because Qeretajdtn was so fasdnated by what

Mem had to say that he lost track of time, thinking that only minutes had passed,

when in fad several days had gone by. This might be seen as a black mark on

Qeretajdtn's perfed record, but I prefer to see it as another example of the effed that

Mem's beautiful appearance had on people.25

Qeretajdtn is honor-bound as Mem's host to prated him from harm, whidi

indudes both covering up his faults, as when Mem and Ztn are almost caught

redhanded in the emir's court (or garden) [D.IV. in motif chart! and providing for

Mem's protection in his (=Qeretajdln's) absence ID.VII.L

As Mem's host and protedor, Qeretajdtn prevents his own brothers from

fighting with Mem over the issue of Ztn's betrothal [D.II.]. Here Qeretajdln appears

both as a peacemaker and as someone willing to make selfless sacrifices. In an essay

appearing in Peristian/s Hnnnnr and Shame. J.K CampbeH states that among the

Sarakatsani, Greek shepherds in Epirus, "a father must always put the interests of his

own family of marriage before the needs even of a brother.26" This is basically the

same value we see being played out at this point in the story of M&Z. If we adjust

the term family of marriage to indude Mem, because he and Qeretajdtn have

sworn allegiance to each other by becoming destbiraor blood-brothers, or if we see

Ztn as belonging to Qeretajdln's family ofmarriage because she is the sister of his

2Sa the beginning of this chapter.

** Honour and the Devil.' in: Jean G. Peristiany. Honour and Shamir the Valuta rf Mediterranean
Sssifity. (Chicago : University of Chicago Pre**, c!956), p. 142.
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wife, in either case it is dear that Qeretajdln puts Mem's desire to many Ztn before

his own brother's betrothal to her.27 This is considered honorable, manly behavior,

exemplifying another quality of manliness dted by Campbell, namely "the abihty to

do something effident and effective about the problems and dangers whidi

surround him.28"

Later on in the story, Qeretajdtn makes an even greater sacrifice, when he

instructs his servant to set his own house on fire, in order to create a diversion

which will shift everyone's attention from Mem's failure to stand up before the emir

to the burning house. In other versions (PS; FK-1; ZK-1; SHa-1; MC-1; EP-1; [OMD,

Qeretajdin or his wife knowingly sacrifices their infant son by failing to rescue him

from the flames; and in yet other versions (PN; HR-2), he sacrifices his wife instead

of his child. In three versions (ZK-3; HR-1; ZK-2), he pursues his wife with then-

child strapped to her breast, with intent to kin, although it is not made dear whether

or not he actually kills them.

There are many Middle Eastern paranels for such readiness to sacrifice a

loved one. In the Old Testament, Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his beloved son

Isaac (or Ishmael according to Islamic tradition) - although he is saved from actually

going through with it at the last minute ~ is held up as an example of how great

Abraham's faith was. In Arabic literary tradition, the pre-Islamic poet al-Samawal

sacrifices his son to enemies surrounding his castle, rather than hand over to them

the armor of another poet, Imru' al-Qays, which has been entrusted to him for

safekeeping. In this case, al-Samaw'al's dedsion to preserve his honor at the expense

of his son's life is held up as commendable. There is even a proverb which

tfin HR-1, Qeretajdln nullifies his son's betrothal to 2tn, so that Mem cai marry her.

28Campbell. itisL, p. 145.
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commemorates such loyalty: awfa min al-Samaw'al [Jj*-^ o-» <5*jf] = more

faithful than al-Samaw'al.29

In the folktale known as "The Slandered Maiden" (AT 883A)30 and in the

Turiösh tale from Dede Korkut's conection "Bogaç Han son of Dirse Han," the

father is willing to sacrifice his child without asking any questions, when the child is

in fad innocent and has been slandered. Whereas the examples with Abraham and

al-Samaw'al exemplify honorable behavior, these tales show that sacrificing children

may have a negative side as wen.3 '

Nevertheless, in the context of M&Z, Qeretajdln's sacrifice is another

indication that it is his behavior that we are to see as exemplaiy. We have the fidlest

description of this asped of Qeretajdtn's personality in ZK-2, where his proclamation

is instrumental in coaxing Mem down off his horse:

Qeretajdln said, "0 guest, our fate is with God,
Come, dismount from your horse."
Memê the stranger neither spoke nor dismounted.
Qeretajdtn said, Meme, myheart is heavy,
You are most welcome in my house,
From today on you and I are brothers of one mother and father,

»see Reyndd A Nichdson. A literary Hi*nry nf the Arabs (Cambridge. England, et a. :

Cambridge University Press, d907, 1969), pp 84-85.

^Summarized as fdlows *A man and woman left their daughter with a priest while they made a
pilgrimage The priest attempted to seduce the girl, but she refused him. Angered, he wrote to the

father, accusing the girl of grievous ads. The father hence commanded that she be put to death, out
she escaped into the forest, where a prince found her and married her. With time the entire story
came to light, and the priest was put to death. (Villa).' See DL Ashliman. A Guide to fetXtales
in the English language. Based on the Aarae-Thompson diSfiificatipn System (New York el: al. :
Greenwood Press, 1987), p. 178. Kurdish versions of this tale include UN. MacKenne. Kicaöaknrt
- The Prince's daughter,' in: Kurdish Dalert Studies-ll (London et a. : Oxford University Press.
1962), pp. 308-317; MB. Rudenko Kurdskie Narnrinya Skazki (Moskva : Glavnaa RedaKtaia
Vostochnd Literatury, 1970), 132, pp 77-80; Vardah Shiloh. 'ha-Ne'aah veha-moreh,' in: Spuift
Zakho : mivnar apure Kurdistan I Stories of Zakho : a selection of stories from Kurdistan (in

Hebrewll (Yerushalayim : Nirim, 1986), pp. 46-56.

^Considering the difference in the way that Middle Eastern fdklore values the sacrifice of loved
ones, how would a Middle Eastern audience react to Western values regarding sacrifice of children as
typified in the mcvie land book) 'Sophie's Choice"?
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I am ready to sacrifice [my] two brothers, Cheko and Ereb, for you,
I am ready to sacrifice my whole household for you,
I am ready to sacrifice Lady Ereb - my honor in this place - for you."
Memfi dismounted at these words and they walked together towards

the hall. (ZK-2, p. 77)

dearly, Mem perceives Qeretajdln's words as an inducement to stay.

Accordingto Ayyubiyan.

This [ad of] bravery and selflessness on the part of Qeretajdtn has

become proverbial32 among the Kurds. The subjed of sacrifice for
the sake of one's guest and hospitality in the "cherikeh" of Mem and
Zin is one of the basic and most noteworthy points of the story

[dastan].33

In several versions (HM; HR-1; HR-2) Qeretajdin is caHed crazyat this point

in the story. In PS, he is even given the epithet crazyidln), yielding the noun-plus-

epithet formula Qeretajdtnê dtn. In spite of his seemingly crazy behavior,

Qeretajdln is still held in high regard. Just as Mem is labeled a hero regardless of his

anti-heroic behavior, by the same token Qeretajdtn's behavior is heroic despite his

unflattering label.

Another manly trait of Qeretajdln's is his reputation as a warrior. In ZK-1, ft

is stated that

Mlr Sevdtn's diwan was served by Qeretajdtn, Chekan, and Efan. The
three of them were brothers, and all three of them were like the lions of God.
The fate of the land of Jeztr [46] was in their hands: whatever battles they
partidpated in they would return from vidorious and revered. (ZK-1, pp. 45-

32-lit 'a saying Imasal-i sS'ir J^ J^I and an idiom IzabSn zad *j OHJl'

33'Ubayd Allah Ayyubiyan. Çrikey Mem 0 2n : Kurdt - Fast |iXJ J f t$*i<J?l (Tabriz :

Chapkhanah-i Shafao, 11962]), p. 233, note 2.
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After his house bums down, Qeretajdtn leaves Jezira Bohtan on a military

venture. In some versions (OM; ZK-2; HR-1; MC-1), mlr Sêvdtn sends him and his

brothers to coned taxes from a rebellious tribe; in GNa, ZK-2, and ZK-1, they go to

coHed taxes for the spedfic purpose of rebuilding Qeretajdln's house. In other

versions (SHa-1; SHa-2; EP-2; EP-1; FK-1), the three brothers go off to fight a battle

with the enemy. In no case does Mem accompany them, although in OM Ztn is led

to believe that he has. Nevertheless, before departing, Qeretajdtn makes provisions

for Mem's protection in his absence: this is yet another example of his role as host

and protedor. In his absence Mem gets into trouble, which eventually leads to his

death. This is not to be blamed on Qeretajdtn, whose honorable intentions are

thwarted unbeknownst to him. When he returns, he avenges the death of Mem

and Ztn by slidng off the villain Beko Awan's head, thus ending the stoiy with a

final ad of manliness on the part of Qeretajdln.

One last manly trait exhibited by Qeretajdtn is his zeal in protecting the

honor of women. In ZK-2 and ZK-3, he has his wife adorn herself, then sends her to

test Mem's fidelity, by having her attempt to seduce him. Onh/ when Qeretajdtn

learns that Mem has aded honorably is he convinced that Mem is trustworthy. In

ZK-3, his wife merely reports to him how Mem aded:

When his Lady said this to Qeretajdtn, he said, "May Mem be praised. I know
that you are a true brother." From then on Qeretajdtn was very wen-
disposed toward Mem. (ZK-3, p. 104)

However, in ZK-2 she upbraids her husband for not trusting Mem:

Saying to him, "What sort of crazy man are you?
Your guest has not yet tasted bread in your house, and you are testing his

honon?
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Your guest is not a rogue, he's the son of kings."
Then Qeretajdin said, Woman, testing has its uses in this world,
I wanted to test my guest,
And now he and fhave become brothers from one mother and father,
My house, my children are a pledge to Memê Alan." (ZK-2, p. 78)

Qeretajdtn, then, defines honorable behavior on the part of men by restraint in

dealing with other men's women.31* Another example of this is when Ztn sends a

letter to Qeretajdln with a boy who demands a kiss from her as payment [D.VII.B.l

(HM; SHa-1; FK-1; ZK-3; ZK-2). Having no alternative, she submits to his demand,

but writes in the letter what the boy's price was for delivering it. Qeretajdln restores

her honor by doing away with the boy on the way back.33 Although this may seem

devious by Western standards, judging from the last quote above and the fonowing

excerpts from ZK-2 and ZK-3, it is not perceived as such by those familiar with the

culture:

She handed the letter to the boy and said, "I begyou and the Lord supreme,
Deliver this letter to Qeretajdin."
The young man said, "Girl, how lovely you are in my eyes,
Qve me a kiss, as payment for delivering the letter.
Lady Ztn opened the letter and wrote in it some more,

Instructing Qeretajdtn as follows:
"When you come, bring this boy with you,
And on the way sever his head from his body,
[88] I have promised him, that when he returns here safely, he can have a

kiss from me before your eyes,
Which would wipe Memê Alan's honor off the face of the earth."
She handed the young man the letter and said, "Go and come back, then you

will have earned a kiss."
The boy, delighted, hurried off,
Reached the tent of the chief,
And delivered the letter to Qeretajdln.

^Notice that this is not the case with regard to Mem and Zin. I can adduce two reasons to explain
this 1) Hospitality demands that the host (Qeretajdln) not question the ddngs of his guest (Mem) -
provided that his own wife is not the object the guest's attention; 2) Snce God and fate have
decreed that Mem and Zin ae meant fa each other, Qeretajdln is aligned with the supernatural in

supporting their union.

35Cf. Motif K978. Uriah letter. Man carries written order for his own execution.
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Qeretajdln read the letter,
Quickly mounted his horse, left off conecting money,
Unaware of anything else.
Qeretajdln said, "Young man, you come with me, hurry up!"
The boy, delighted, led the way, and off they sped.
When they were far from the tent, Qeretajdtn stopped the boy in a deep

ravine,

Drew his sword from its sheath, ,.»«,- <«m
And struck the boy with it, severing his head from his body. (ZK-2, pp. 87-8)

At the bottom of the letter she wrote, "For Mem's sake I was forced to
promise the baldhead that he could kiss me once upon delivering the letter.
Otherwise, he would not have delivered it. I trust that you won't let the
baldhead return alive." She handed the letter over to the baldhead, and said,
to him, [115] "Take the letter quickly; when you come back, IH let you kiss me
once." When the baldhead picked up the letter, he was so happy, he didn't
know what to do. He said, 111 go and come back, then IH get to kiss Ztn
once." Out ofjoy, he put it now here, now there.

The baldhead made the three to four day trip to the Beraz tribe in a little
more than a day, stood before Qeretajdtn, handed him the letter and saluted
him, standing, in a respectful position. When Qeretajdtn read the letter [and
learned] that/Mem was in dire straits, and that if they reached him Iperhaps
they could save himl, he summoned Cheko, E'rif, and Bengtn and said, Ten
the boys to puH up the tent stakes, to forget about monetaiy considerations;
let's go try to reach Mem."

Cheko and E'rif pull up the tent stakes together with their servant boys,
and they set out. They reach a depression [in the earth]; the baldhead, elated,
accompanies them on foot. When Qeretajdtn remembers the situation of the
baldhead and Ztn, he draws his sword and swings it at the baldhead's neck:
his head falls to one side, his body to the other; and they ride on. (ZK-3, pp.
114-5)

Although one of the functions of folklore is to flout the morals of sodety, the

story of M&Z does not lack moral standards, as Qeretajdtn's manly qualities dearly

demonstrate. Whereas Mem represents deviation from sodetal norms, Qeretajdtn

upholds them, by representing the respedable side of the moral standards of sodety.

Likewise, the viflain Beko Awan stands for the fanatical side of morality,
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guarding honor like a watchdog. He is the self-appointed guardian of xlret36 and

namûs 37. Consider the fonowing passages:

Mtr Zeydtn and Beko were speaking together,
Beko said to Mîr Zêydîn, "My mir,
Your sister is our honor [namûs],
Qeretajdtn's guest is not one of us,
I can't accept this way, it is of no use." (ZK-2, p. 80)

[71 ) Bekir said, "My mlr, I am master of my virtue Ixtret]. What I say is
true. As long as Ztn is in your house, she is your honor [namus]. Once she
has gone to Rive in] Qeretajdtn's house, what they do is their business. (EP-1,
p. 202)

...Bekir-Awan, brother of Zin the sorceress, understood Mem's intention.
While they were hunting, Bekir-Awan went to the mir and said, "My mir,
may we ourselves and our names be erased!"

Mir-Sevdin said, "What are you saying, what sort of talk is thisr
Bekir-Awan replied, "My mir, Mem has tricked you, he has gone with

Zin to the Turkish garden. Both your name and ours have fanen. Who
knows who this Mem is? Where is this land (107) Mukhurzemin? Neither
you nor I know. For all we know, Mem could be the son of a calfherd or the
son of a lambherd. What do we know?" (EF-2, pp. 106-7)

In an three examples, Beko Awan uses the protection of the family honor as

an excuse to turn the emir against Mem. In real life, such arguments about namûs

36 . lit 'Zeal, Fervor; Striving. Aspiration.' This is from Arabic ghayrah Sj^ . borrowed into

Persian as ghayrat«= . It cai also mean 'jealousy', and is used for 'sense of honor* or 'virtue',

particularly vis-a-vis the behavior of the women of one's family, who in a shame society ae
perceived as representing the family's honor.

37This is connected with the concept of a woman's honor, known as 'ird o*j* in Arabic and namus

U*f& in Persian. Turkish and Kurdish (although the word ramus, ultimately derived from

Greek nomos, occurs in Arabic also), Cf. Jean G. Perisriany. Hmrnir aid Shamir the Vajug Of
MBrilturanMr. Sorietv (Chicago University of Chicago Press. 1966); John Gulick_ Thfl| Middle East.
An A^thTopdogicalPerspective (Pacific Palisades, Calif.: Goodyea Publishing Co., cI976), pp. 209-

211
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undoubtedly prevented many a Kurdish young man from marrying the girl he

loved. Beko Awan represents the moral code that Mem is violating, yet the values

are turned upside down. Beko is qumst 3S or e'wan 39, and Mem is the hero. Beko

Awan styles himself an underdog, when in fad he is a bully, as illustrated in the

fonowing:

...Her father, Beko, is sitting at the window. When he sees his daughter
coming home crying, he gets up and goes to meet her. He says, "My child, ten
me what has happened to your His daughter repUes, "What do you think
happened, Father? That guest of Qeretajdtn's whom you have betrothed me
to took mlr Zêydîn's sister Ztn from me by force in the Mtrs Garden today."
When Beko's daughter says this, he says, "My child, no harm done, it's not
the first time the powerful have mistreated the poor, it's an right, I swear by
God that I won't let them have what they want." (ZK-3, p. 106)

Mem in not realty powerful, nor is Beko Awan really poor. However, in

seeing himself as the victim, he can justify being the tramentor. He threatens

people, using the "buzz word" honor [namûs] to justify his claims:

[841 Before Mem knew what happened, the mtr won this set too. and
the chess boaid was taken away. They continued talking together as before

tllG C31T16
Bekir said, "My mtr, why have you faHen silent about the bet you

made? What are you going to do? You're not children! You played for a

bet!"
The mtr said, "Bekir, we didn't mean only today, we will play again

many times. Sometimes Mem will beat me, and sometimes I will beat Mem.
Bets aren't necessary between us." m ,,, , .

Bekir said, "But if Mem beat you at chess, he would be playing with
your honor [namûs]. Would that be all right? In that case you would be
without honor." . .

The mtr listened to Bekir, and threw Mem into a wooden dungeon.
(85) And Ztn, what did she do? She had a tunnel put in between the

dungeon and her house. ...

^Gossip, informer, Sneak, scandalmonger

39Troubiemaker, scheming
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(86) Bekir went and saw it with his own eyes, then went to the mtr in
his diwan and said, "My mlr, I said before that your sister had completely
disregarded her honor [namûsL but you said that Bekir is a slanderer. Well
this is what has happened!"

The mtr said, "Throw Mem into a stone dungeonf (EP-1, p. 206)

In EP-1, the emir would not have gone through with the conditions that had

been set before he and Mem started playing chess, namely that if Mem lost he would

be thrown in prison, if not for Beko Awan's zealous threat about the loss of honor.

Such behavior on Beko Awan's part is reminiscent of the fervor of religious fanatics.

This may account for his role as vfflain, because Kurds tend to dislike religious

zealots, seeing them as hypocrites. Several of the tales in Alexandre Jaba's Recueil de

Nntices et de Rfoits Kourdes 4° deal with such personages. Here are two examples:

First Story

They say that once a mullah and two unlettered men were travening

companions. As the three of them were going down the road, they came to the

bank of a river, and undressed in order to cross the water. The mullah was in

front, and the two unlettered men were behind him. No sooner had they entered

the water when the mullah espied four goatskins fuU of butter, floating on the

water headed in their direction. The mdlah was the first to get to one of the

goatskins and, holding it with his teeth, reached out with his right hand and

caught hold of a second goatskin, and with his left hand reached for a third. The

mullah's teeth and both hands were full: right in front of his companions he had

snatched up three goatskins. There was one goatskin left, which the two

companions took hold of. Even though the mullah was holding three goatskins,

'(St -Petersbourg Eggers et Cia, i860, repr. Amsterdam: APA - Philo Press, 1979),
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he still wasn't satisfied, and he called to them, saying: "Hey. I have a share in that

goatskin too!" Because of this, learned people and munahs have a reputation

among the Kurds for being greedy. [They always remember that] he took three

goatskins and that srifl wasn't enough for him, he had to have the fourth one

too/"

Şgcnnd Story

Among the Kurds, the fonowing exemplaiy tale is told: When the Prophet

IMuhammadl peace be upon him (-PBUH), ascended to heaven, together with the

angel Gabriel he went to see the marvels and wonders of the heavens. The

Prophet, PBUH, encountered a large angel standing in an expectant position, who

held suspended from his neck [by a strap] a huge drum, with a large stick in his

hand. The Prophet. PBUH, asked, "What are those, and what job are you

responsible for doing?" The angel answered, "0 messenger of Allah, whenever

one of the learned men gives charity or food to a poor man, it is my duty to hit this

drum with this stick, so that all the angels in heaven may know of this ad of

charity." Then the Prophet, PBUH, asked the angel, "Since you have been

appointed this task, how many times have you beat the drum?" The angel

answered, "1 am stffl waiting, but so far I have not beaten the drum even once."

God knows it is stffl that way, i.e.. the learned (munahs) of an nations give little

*ifcid P 20- My translation.
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charity or help: they ask people to give generously to them, but they themselves

give nothing to the needy.42

Moreover, the aforementioned folktale AT 883A The Innocent Slandered

Maiden, of which I have found three Kurdish versions so far43, features a

lecherous mullah who slanders an innocent maiden to her father, because she

refuses to have sex with him.

Although Beko Awan is not himself a mullah, he feeds on false religiosity.

When Mem, who is hiding Ztn behind his doak, fails to stand up before Mlr Sevdtn

[D.IV.], in several versions Beko Awan interferes, making a big deal out of Mem's

lack of resped. In SHa-1, he suggests that they an stand up and pray to God; in EP-1

and ZK-1, he suggests that Mem stand up and pray. It is noteworthy also that in ZK-

1, when Qeretajdin returns to Jezira Bohtan after Mem's death, "Beko went to the

mosque, and he took an the copies of the Koran that there were in the mosque and

piled them up before the door, so that Qeretajdin could not get in to do him harm."

(ZK-1. p. 64)

Consequently, although the concepts of namus and jdret are veiy wen-

entrenched in the Kurdish way of life, Beko Awan is the villain of M&Z largely

because he is perceived as the guardian of these concepts. As a corollary to this,

Mem is seen as the hero of the story largely because he violates these very tenets.

As demonstrated above, Bascom's notion of the paradox inherent in folklore is very

helpful in explaining why this is so.44

*^bLdU P 21 My traislation.

ASee note #[291 above '

44see note #(10) abovei
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At this point I would like to fntroduce an alternative interpretation of Mem's

behavior. Thus far we have shown that Mem is a hero precisely because of his

unheroic or anti-heroic actions. In what foHows, I wffl attempt to show that there is

a feminine asped to much of Mem's persona, which in a male-oriented sodety is

considered unbecoming in a male. I would like to make it dear at the outset that I

am attempting here to analyze this material according to the values of traditional

Middle-Eastern societies: my personal opinion is irrelevant to - and therefore

absent from - the ensuing discussion.

This feminine quality serves two seemingly contradidoiy ends, both

diminishing Mem's heroic aspects and increasing his attractiveness. At the

begriming of this chapter, it was asserted that Mem is veiy beautiful. Let us take

another look at some of the passages describinghis appearance:

From Memê Ala's face red roses rained.
On one day among the days,
Two angels made a bet in heaven.
One said Zin is more beautiful, the other said Mem is. (PS, p. 71)

Due to Memê's beauty, nobody could teH [him apart from] the sun
and the moon. (LC-1, p. 42 1. 272)

The eldest sister says to the youngest one:
"By God, Sister, are Kakeh Mem's cheeks more radiant, or are
lamps and lighthouses?"(OM, p. 26b)

The first line of PS above includes a traditional way of describing the beauty of a giri.

Other examples from vereions of a Turkish folktale from Erzurum indude:

Gûlende yûzûnde gûller açilsm = "When she laughs, may roses open on her
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face"45 ; Ben o giama bir hediye verirem Id gölende gûller açalsm,

ayagmm basdigi yerlerde çimenler brtsin - "I will give this ghi of mine a gift

such that when she laughs roses wffl open up, wherever her foot steps meadows

wffl grow"46. The reference to roses is presumably a symbol of rosy cheeks, a sign of

beauty.

The comparison of Mem's brightness to the sun, moon, and lamps in the

second and third passages above, from LC-1 and OM respectively, brings to mind

other expressions common hi the languages of the Middle East for describing a

woman's beauty. One expression compares the beauty of a woman to the radiance of

the moon on the fourteenth day of the lunar month, when the moon is ful In

Kurmanji, the expression is Heyva cardehe47, literally "the moon of the

fourteenth"; it is used as follows: Riwê te ji heyva çardehê rewsentir e =

"Your face is brighter than the moon of the fourteenth". In Turkish, the equivalent

expression is ayin ondördû kadar gûzel bir faz, literally "a girt as beautiful as

the moon's fourteen". In affloquial Palestinian Arabic, according to Muhawi and

Kanaana,

two important components - b̂rightness (fairness o^nj^d^ndnessfof

beautiful girl's race resemDies mm ui mç m«w.. » --- -- ~n. -*-_ . .,-
tt-qamar). or that her face shines like the moon (wrjeh-ha bizwi mill il-

qamar)48

45Hige Seyidoglu. Frn	 "*" M"*lf- fl"ri"ri" **"""»!«- mfitinler ve agWamatErzunim:
Ataturk öniversitesi, 1975), p. 277.

fcifeut, p 285.

^7or Btva cardehê

«Itrahim Muhawi and Sharif Kanaana ftwK Brd SceaJL^gftin Palestinian Arab Friktales
(Eerkeley et al University of California Press, 1989), p. 60, note 1.
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Other expressions which formulate a woman's beauty in terms of brightness

include the fonowing from HR-1, a Turoyo version of M&Z:

(7) She is so beautiful that you could cafl her a firefly (HR-1, p. 256)

and, from the Tale of Kamar al-Zaman in the Arabian Nights:

Hereat marvelled he with great marvel and he sat up and looked at what lay
beside him; when he saw it to be a young lady like an union peari, or a
shining sun, or a dome seen from afar on a well-built wall; for she was five

feet tall, bosomed high and rosy-cheeked...49

Mem belongs to a category of beautiful males commonly found tn folk

literature, who are often described in terms of feminine charaderistics. Other

examples indude Joseph (Yusuf in Arabic, Turkish, and Persian, ûsib in Kurdish) in

oral versions of the stoiy Yusuf and Zulaikha, based on the story of Joseph in the Old

Testament and sûrat Yûsuf in the Qur'an; Narcissus; Feihad of the Tuikish and

Pereian romance Feihad and Shirin; and Churilo Plenkovlch, a charader in the

Russian byliny.

Joseph is pampered by his father, and is passive in situations where

manliness would demand an active posture. When Joseph's brothers take him

hunting, he does not partidpate in the hunting, but is rather thrown into a deep pit,

a victim of his brothers' jealousy. When he is sold to a caravan heading for Egypt,

he is bought and actively pursued by Zulaikha. a woman who is in love with him,

whereas one would normally exped the man to pursue the woman. Joseph is

^Richard F. Burton (tr). The AraHFi [Mights A Complfftfr mil r>ahridged Selection, arranged by
Bennett A. Cerf (Garden Qty, N.Y : Hue Ribbon Books 1941), p. 255.
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uncommonly beautiful, the light emanating from him making it unnecessary to

bum lights during the night. The women of Egypt cut their hands while peeling

oranges,bedazzledbyJoseph'sbeauty.

Narcissus, a wen-known charader in Greek mythology, is described as

fonows by Bulfinch:

He stooped down to drink, and saw his own image in the water he thoughtit
was some beautiful water-spirit Irving in the fountain. He stood gazing wrtn
admiration at those bright eyes, those locks curled Hkethe locks ofTfecchus or
Apollo, the rounded cheeks, the ivory neck, the partedMips, and thejglow of
health and exercise over all. ... He pined away and died ... The nympns ...
Prepared a funeral pile and would have burned7 the body, but it was nowhere
to be found; but in its place a flower, purple within, and surrounded with
white leaves, which bears the name and preserves the memray of

Narcissus.'0

In colloquial English, the tetm ffower refers to an effeminate man,5> as

does also the word pansy

In a Turkish chapbook edition of Ferhad and Shirin, Ferhad is described as

follows:

Ferhad's beauty was not less than that of girls. Just as giris are as
beautiful as the moon'on the fourteenth [of the lunar month], so was Ferhad
a full mcon on the fifteenth of the month.

His cheek, redder than roses,
His lip, more golden than honey.
His eyes, half in a swoon,

His body, even more languid.52

»Thomas Bulfinch. fr'""*'' ^hrio^v (New York : Avenel Books d978), p. 102-3.

51m one episode of the television series 'All in the Family," Edith and Archie Bunker ae disoussing
whether or not a particula friend of their daughter's is a flow*

52-Ferhad'in guzdligi kiriardan asag, degildi. Kizlar nasi aym ondördû kada guzase, Ferhad da
ayin onbeşi kada ddgun bir ay parçasydi.

Yanaîi. gûllerden a, / Dudagi, balladan t* / Gozleri. yan baygin, / Vûcudu. henu*
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One might exped a depiction such as this to pertain to a girl rather than to a

young man.

The charader Churilo Plenkovidi appears in Russian byliny. He is so

beautiful with his yellow curls that a princess cuts her hand while stidng meat,

bedazzled by Churilo's beauty - similar to the motif mentioned in Joseph and

Zulaikha -, and

As they gazed on Churilo's beauty
The nuns in their cells tore off their habits;
As they gazed on Churilo's beauty
The young girls uncovered themselves.
As they gazed on Churilo's beauty

The pretty lasses tore off their head-dresses.53

As is the case in Joseph and Zulaikha, the young man's beauty drives women

to become the active pursvers, assuming what is traditionally the male role. In

Ferhad and Shirin, it is recounted that Shirin is descended from the Amazons,

female warriors who used to go on raids in Anatolia and abdud young men, give

them a temporary love potion, mate with them, and only let the female infants live,

throwing the male ones off a steep cliff. When the female infants reached a certain

age, they were taught to ride horses and use a sword; they cut off their breasts, to

prevent them from getting in the way while wielding their weapons.54

There are examples of the switching of stereotypical sexual roles in M&Z also.

Mem is feminized when Ztn says, "Mem, I don't think 1 have come to you, for it is

in: Faruk Gurtunca Ferhad ile Şrin (Istanbul : Saglam Kitabevi, 1982), p. 8.

53N.R Chadwidt Russian Heroic Poetry (NY : Russell k Russell, d932, 1964), pp. 99-100, verses 270-

5

MGûrtuncaiti£L pp 10-1.
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men who always covet women" (FK-2, p. 293) [and cognate phrasesl. The fad that

Ztn comes to Mem's place first, rather than the other way around, and that Mem

goes to hve with her people, rather than the other way around, are actions whidi

would be considered beneath a man in real life. Although we have seen above that

these motifs may be seen as a combination of rebellion against one's father's

authority and adolescent sexual fantasy, they also involve an unmascuhne -and

therefore shameful - stigma according to traditional Middle-Eastern values.

The Turks have a spedal term for a man who lives with his wife's family: iç

gûveylilsi [= inside groom]. The fad that this is not a respeded condition is

refleded in the expression iç gûveysinden hallice [=lit. "in the condition of an ip

gûveysi'] which means 'so-so/ 'comme d comme ca/ 'not so great'; and in the

saying iç gûveyisi iç agnsi =lit. "an inside groom is an inside pain".

It could be argued that Mem's name has feminine overtones, since memik

means 'breast'55. Other feminine overtones can be gleaned from a comparative

study of some of the motifs appearing in M&Z.

In OM and ZK-2, Mem is bom to childless parents; they keep him in a dark

room; one day he acddentafly breaks the window with a bone from soup and sees

sunlight for first time [A.2.b-c.l56. There are three tale types in the Turkish tale-type

index57 which resemble this initial situation. They are EB Types 186, 187, and 188.

The pertinent information is as follows:

55The name Zin could likewise be seen to have masculine overtones, since there ate words meaning
beginning with z in Arabic (zubb) and Hebrew (zayin), although there is no Kurdi* evidence

to support this premise

»ZK-2 lacks the bone

57wdfram Eberhard and Pertev Naili Boratav. Typffl rurkisdlff Vrtksmarchen, (.Wiesbaden: F

Steiner, 1953), pp. 213-8
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FR Tyr» i«fi Hag PH" »"° rarim) = The Pear] Tent. III. Variants. ... a)

childless parents beget a daughter from (by/through) an apple given to them by a

dervish; they raise her hi isolation from the world in a crystal palace. Once there is a

bone in her food. The grri acddentany breaks a glass window with the bone, and sees

the sun (daylight) for the first time; she flees, and falls in love with the prince of the

peari tent, through the descriptions of him she hears from other. Attestations: k)

Ankara 48, 6 (Viranşehir); v) Afon Işik 4148 (Diyarbalor?) - by Ziya Gokafp (1st ed.

1922, 2nd ed:i942); w) Kars 2, 179 (Adana); x) Malatya 36-37 (Malatya);

PBTyppiCTTWKtW^V^^T'fa- V^W = Thf Crystal Palace- Motifs. 1. A

long raises his only child, a daughter, isolated from the world fn a crystal palace. 2.

She realizes one day that there is a world outside, and builds herself a fabulous

palace out of glass. 3. The prince of Yemen sees her in the distance; she falls in love

[with him];

FPTyrri««H^ni-i Yusuf. III. Variants. 1. ... The girl ... was engendered by a

dervish's apple. She breaks (cracks) a window of her crystal palace with a bone. ...

All three of these are identical with the cognate passage in OM, except that a

daughter is bom - another piece of evidence for a feminine underpinning to the

actions of Mem!

In FK-1, FK-2, and MC-1, Mem is supposed to throw an apple at the giri he

wants to marry, during the party thrown for his benefit in his father's garden IB.II.Cl

The only motif in the Motif Index that resembles this is Motif H315. Suitor test,

apple thrown indicatesprincess's choice. Once again the motif has feminine

overtones, since no corresponding motif indicating a prince's choice is attested.58

Motviously the fact that this motif featuring a male protagonist ,s m»!i{ from «* Motif fade*
while occurring in three versions of Mi* strongly suggests that the M*f *g "?.£££
updating Acceding to Alan Dundes. throwing the apple is a standard motif .or both sexes (personal

communicstior.l
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At the end of OM, after Mem is dead, his father comes to Jezira Bohtan and

replaces him with a woman, Lady Astt:

Lady Astt dressed in black doth [andl went [and] stood before Brahim

Padishah, . , , , .
[And] said, "Padishah, Mem and Ztn are gone, all traces of my father's house

have been erased."

Brahim Padishah embraced Lady Astt [and] said, "You are my daughter, I
hereby put you in Kakeh Mem's place." (OM, p. 80)

Although a little further on Mem's father adopts Bengtneh as his son,

repladng Mem with a woman is significant in light of the other evidence. It appears

that many of the actions in which Mem is involved are assodated with female

charaders when they occur in other contexts.

Let us now examine Mem's explidt behavior in the light of this evidence.

The following is a list of Mem's main failings:

l)desertsparents[B.III.l

2) steals Zin #1 from her fiancê Çekan [D.II.]

3) malingers, so can stay home from hunting expedition and have tryst with
ZînlD.III.B.l

4) violates norms by a rendez-vous with Ztn [D.III.D.l

5) does not pay mtr Sevdtn his due resped by failing to rise, giving excuse

that he is ill [D.IV.C]

Of these failings, #3 and #5 are particularly suited to further the argument

advanced above. Both in #3 and in #5, Mem claims to be sick as an excuse for not

doing what is expeded of him. While not spedfically feminine, such actions are
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certainly not gaHant, nor do they constitute exemplaiy behavior to be fonowed by

others. Such behavior conjurs up images of a spoiled child.

Mem's failure to rise in Mtr Sevdtn's presence may be considered symbolic

impotence59; likewise, at an earlier point in the stray [D.I.G.], the mil's unconsdous

rising when Mem comes in may be considered symbolic sexual attraction (erection).

For those who are skeptical, consider the fonowing quote from PS:

[Mir Zeidin] said, "I want you to give me your friend, (=Mem)
I have been smitten with love for him,
I want him to bear my tobacco pouch and pipe,
To always stay by me." (PS, p. 76)

In many versions it is explidtly stated that when the mtr first lays eyes on

Mem, he is instantly smitten with him (PN; PS; OM; SHa-2; GNa; EP-2; EP-1; HR-2;

ZK-1; MC-1); in a few more (FK-2; FK-1; ZK-3) it is implidt. The mtr offers him a

valuable gift (GNa; EP-2; EP-1; FK-1; SHa-1; SHa-2): as we have seen above, in PS he

wants Mem to be his personal tobacco and pipe bearer, in FK-1 he even offers Mem

his own position as mtr. The mtr stands up before him in several versions (SHa-2;

GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; FK-1), and Qeretajdtn later adduces a handkerchief

from under where the mtr is sitting as proof that he did indeed stand up (SHa-1;

SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-3; ZK-1; FK-1). Hence, the gifts which the emir offers

Mem point to the emir's undo attraction for him, replete with sexual overtones.

The gift that Mem accepts in most versions is a job as: cook (GNa), supervisor

of the kitchen (SHa-2), cook in charge of serving coffee in the diwan (EP-1), chief of

servants in charge of serving coffee in the diwan (FK-1), or seivant or doorman

^This idea was suggested to me by Professor Norman Mirsky, sociologist at the Hebrew Union
College Los Angeles. CA At least in Western cultures, women do not rise when a man enters the
room: if this is true for Kurdish culture as well, then this would be yet another example of Mem's

feminization
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( Other gifts are: a felt doak ("EP-2), perhaps a literalizing of the expression

to confer an so. the k'urke aspêjîê (EP-1) = 'doak of cooking', as a way of

saying 'office of cook*; seat of honor in diwan, across from Mtr Sêvdtn (PS),

tantamount to equal status with the mtr; position as leader of the hunt (OM). This

latter gift is unusuaHy masculine in charader, in PS, Mem accepts the cushy seat of

honor beside the emir, without having done anything to earn it. An the others

contribute to the idea of Mem as belonging to the traditionany female realm of the

kitchen, and the accompanying subservient role. According to traditional

Mediterranean values, the home is the domain of women, while the outdoors is the

domain of men. The Spanish have a proverb which accurately describes this

attitude for the Middle East as wefc B hombre en la plaza, la mujer en la casa = The

man in the townsquare, the woman at home. Stanley Brandes discusses this

dichotomy at length in his book Mrtaphnrs nf MasraMv, dealing with a Spanish

context, where he states that:

In Monteros, of course, a woman's place is in the home M°nteros
men in contrast, consider domestidty ot whatever type to be mherentry
unlnascX. As men state regularlyto me, the home is> for sleeping or
eating; otherwise, a man shouldlDe out working or spend'ng « wth his
friends. No wonder, then, that overly persistent churchgoing mer.are
accorded an aura of effeminacy, as if they were taking upon themselves more

than the appropriate share of domestic responsibilites.

Seen in this light, Mem is willing both to settle for a position beneath his

sodal standing, and to compromise his masculinity, by working as a cook in the

kitchen and by staying home from the hunting expedition, so that he can be near

Ztn. To be a homebody is to be equated with women: in the Spanish example quoted

above, the church is an extension of the home, as it is the house of God.

60( Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania Press, 1980), p. 185.
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Mem is more intent on being with Ztn than he is on doing what sodety

expects of him. While this is certainly the feeling of many a young mar. in love, it

carries with it several consequences. The young man so indined runs the risk of

bringing disgrace upon himself, his family, and the family of his beloved: this is

what almost happens when Mem hides Ztn behind his doak [D.IV.] and Qeretajdln

creates a diversion by burning down his own house [D.V.]. Mem's behavior is

unmanly to the point that he seems to be a spoiled child used to having his own

way, or even worse in a Middle Eastern context, a woman. If I understand the

Kuidish corredry, in ZK-2, the emir explidtly calls Mem a woman:

Memê said, "Beko, the one I want is Ztn, ifs Zin and it's Ztn,
A newborn dove, she's gazing down at me through the window

screen,

Unlike you and your father, she's the sister of your prince Mtr

Zêydln.'

When Memê said this, Mtr Zêydîn got good and mad.
He said, "Meme, the one I want wears a shawl,

[821 The sister of the flaxen shirt,
The sister of the golden necklace,
Sister Mem6 Alan."" (ZK-2, pp. 81-2)

This passage both feminizes Mem and asserts the emir's attraction for him,

this time in heterosexual rather than homosexual terms, as the description of Mem

is couched in overtly feminine terms. Mem's reaction is to reach for his dagger,

which restores some masculinity to him62, although in most versions he is rescued

by Qeretajdin and his brothers, unable to successfully defend himself.

6Ior perhaps, 'MemêAlan herself," or 'The sister of Memê Alan.' Whatever these last four lines
mean, they obviously succeed in insulting and angering Memê to the point of reaching for his dagger.

^Even more so if this is viewed in psychosexual terms, in which a dagger or sword is a symbolic
penis If the vagina is a symbolic sheath, and the very word comes from the Latin word for
'sheath,' paralleled by German Scheide with the same two meanings, then what fits into it must be

a symbolic sword (or dagger)
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The two impulses, to rebel against parental authority on the one hand, yet

not to be thought of as unmanly, come up again and again in the story of M&Z. The

fad that the story ends tragicany, with the death of the two lovers, is also ambiguous.

One could argue that because Mem and Ztn meet their death at an early age, they are

punished in this life for their actions. As mentioned above, in OM, Mem specifically

says that his father's curse has caught up with him. According to this logic, the moral

of the story would be that if you go against what your parents and sodety demand

from you, your reward wffl be an untimely death.

However, the value of laying down one's life for a just cause is highly prized

in Middle Eastern culture in general, as Qeretajdtn's sacrifice and the stories of

Abraham and of Samaw-al dearly show. Moreover, there is a Kurdish proverb

which states:

Rê rtya mirinê bejî, ruher lipêş be
road roadcf dying be even, you always in front De

=Even if the road leads to death, you must always be first.

From this perspective, Mem and Zin may be seen as brave for being wUling

to die for what they believe in, which in this case is the right to love one another

despite the opposition of moral sodety as symbolized by Beko Awan, and of family

as symbolized by mtr Sevdtn, or by the combination of the two. Although

Qeretajdln's heroism lies within the traditional framework, Mem is heroic for the

way he transcends that very structure.



CHAPTER SEVEN:

Conclusion
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Figure 7a

The Geography of M&Z*

ON MAP: EP-1 HM's collodion site; Bmo, MoMviu LT-"Stranvin"; LC-1 FK-3
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geography and Oicotypes: Mapping the Versions of M&Z

We are approaching the end of the present study, which has been based

upon a corpus of eighteen versions of M&Z, with occasional references to

additional versions (JA; LC-2; LT). Although no two versions are identical,

each one is recognizable as a telling of the stoiy. Regarding such differences, I

like to use the analogy of douds in the sky: when one looks at the sky on a day

when there are douds in the sky, no two douds are exactly alike, and yet we can

ten that they are an douds. Moreover, meteorologists have dassified douds

into different types, based on their shape, color, and whether or not they win

produced rain, snow, hail, sleet, or the like.

Returning now to M&Z, we can attempt to dassify the various versions

of it into sub-categories based on criteria which exhibit variation. The

accompanying map (Figure 7a.), win be of use in putting the fonowing analysis

into a geographical perspective1 .

One of the most obvious differences is the name of Mem's kingdom: in

most versions it is caned Muxurzemtn or a variant thereof, but in a few it is

called Yemen instead (PS; OM; ZK-3; JA). If we look at the geographical

distribution of these four versions, it is apparent that PS and JA were told in

Southern Kuimanji by informants from Iraqi Kurdistan, from areas about 60-80

miles northwest of the Great Zab River, the dialed frontier between Kurmanji

and Sorani in Iraq. OM was coneded in Kurdistan of Iran, in the area south of

Lake Urmia, and about 20 miles southeast of Naghadeh, the town which forms

the dividing line between Kurmanji and Sorani in Iran. Hence, an three

versions are from an area lying to the south of the "Muxurcemtn" versions.

1| would like 10 take this opportunity to thank my friend Geoffrey Graham again for designing the

map
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Although ZK-3 was coneded in Soviet Armenia, the informant

(Hovhannîsyan Karapêt) spent his diildhood in a vfflage near Batman, about

halfway between the dties of Diyarbalor and Sort in Kurdistan of Turkey: this

stffl does not explain why ZK-3 is a "Yemen" version rather than a

"Muxurzemtn" version, for ZK-2, a "Muxurzemtn" version, was coneded from

an mfoimant (Ohanyan Israel) who grew up in a vfflage in the same area. It

should be noted, however, that between his childhood in Turkey and his adult

yeare in Soviet Armenia, the informant for ZK-3 spent six years, from ages 15 to

21, in a village near Qamîşlî, in Kurdistan of Syria, a region adjacent to the part

of Iraqi Kurdistan where PS and JA originated. Consequently, the fad that the

informant for ZK-3 spent some time in a Southern Kurmanji-speaking area

accounts for his use of Yemen rather than Muxurcemtn. It seems that the

appearance of Yemen rather than Muxurzemtn is charaderistic of southern

versions.

At this point I should explain the concept of oicotype This term has

been borrowed from the biological term ecotypedeno'^a subspedes adapted

to a particular set of environmental conditions. For example, the desert rose is

a rose adapted to the desert environment. If we apply this to folklore, it will be

seen that the versions of M&Z in which Mem is from Yemen, aH of which

come from a spedfic geographic area (the southern zone), constitute an oicotype

which is distind from the versions in which Mem is from Muxurzemtn.

Yemen constitutes a southern oicotype for this particular trait [I.F. in the Motif

Chart].

The next question is whether or not this is part of a larger southern

oicotype which can be identified by a duster of traits peculiar to the southern

versions. In order to test this out, let us take another trait that occurs only in a
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limited number of versions: the appearance of the charader Bengtn (also

Bengtneh, BegB). The only versions in which Bengtn occurs are OM, LT, ZK-3,

ZK-2, JA, and MC-1. There is an overiap of three versions between our Yemen

oicotype and this, the "Bengtn" oicotype: OM, ZK-3, and JA. The 'Bengîn"

oicotype is inexplicably absent from PS. We have yet to account for LT, ZK-2,

and MC-1. The informant for ZK-2, Ohanyan Israel, had an itinerary somewhat

similar to that of Hovhannîsyan Karapêt: until age 17, he lived in his native

vfflage of Hiznemîre, near Batman; from then until 1966, when he was about 56

years old, he lived in Qamîşlî, in Syrian Kurdistan; in 1966 he moved with his

family to Soviet Armenia. Hence, he spent 39 years of his life in Qamîşlî, where

Southern Kurmanji is spoken. This being the case, his inclusion of the

"Bengtn" oicotype is not so surprising: indeed, it is his omission of the

"Yemen" oicotype which seems strange.

As for MC-1, this version was coneded in the province of Van, as were

SHa-1 and SHa-2. The latter two do not exhibit either the "Yemen" or the

"Bengîn" oicotype. They were coneded c. 1904, before the great population

shifts conneded with the Armenian massacres. When I visited Van in 1988, 1

was struck by the fad that most everyone seemed to have moved there from

somewhere else in Kurdistan of Turkey. In keeping with this, the dialed of the

informant for MC-1 has definite features suggesting a more southerly

provenance2, perhaps from Hakkari or Siirt. Once again the southerly charader

of a trait can be conneded to other Southern Kurmanji features.

LT is problematic, as was mentioned in Chapter One. Of the three

^eg, the ending for the third person singular of the present tense of verbs is often -itin, a
Southern Kurmanji feature See D.N MacKenzie frir'1''*1 nialwi Studies (London et at. :
Oxford University Press, 1961), vol 1. pp 181-2, §283. (a).
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versions upon which this composite text is based, only the first two need

concern us here3: Mîşo is from Meqtel in Kurdistan of Syria, not too far from

where LC-1 (and LC-2) were coneded, and Sebrf is from Mardin in Kurdistan of

Turkey, not far north of Qamîşlî. Meqtel is too far west to be considered

Southern Kurmanji, although it is south of the province of Gaziantep in

Turkey. The Kurdish of Mardin is considered Northern Kurmanji, although it

is near the area where Southern Kurmanji is spoken: nevertheless, other

versions coneded from informants origrnany from the province of Mardin

(HM; PN; HR-1; HR-2) lack both the "Yemen" and the "Bengtn" oicotypes.

Fortunately, Lescot provides enough information on these informants to solve

the problem for us when he writes that

Mîşo learned the text from his father, who himself learned it from a

Kurd from Behdtnan.4

Behdtnan is the part of Iraqi Kurdistan in which Southern Kurmanji is

spoken. As in the cases outlined above, a Southern Kurmanji origin is once

again correlated with this trait. It is still undear whether the versions of both of

Lescot's informants, Mtşo and Sebrt, induded Bengtn (or Begfl. as he is caHed

there), or whether he only appeared in one and was edited into the other.

Because he daims that Mîşo's version was taken as 'texte de base/ 1 am going to

assume that Begll appeared at least in Mîşo's version. Even if Bengtn did appear

in Sebrt's version also, I consider it extremely unlikely that he was called 'BegB'

in both Mîşo and Sebrf's renditions: some editing must have occurred.

3f3engin does not appear in the Chess Scene, which the third version supplied.

i~ar.es Kurries (Beyrouth, 1942), vol. Z p v
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In any case, at this point both the "Yemen" oicotype and the

oicotypecan be considered southern features. In what fonows, I wfll outline

other traits that make up the Southern oicotype of M&Z

The nature of the creatures who conspire to bring Mem and Ztn together

[B.I.A. in the Motif Chart] is anomalous, because OM agrees with the northern

versions in having three birds serving as the matchmakers, although rt differs

in making them falcons rather than doves. PS, MC-1 and JA aH three have

angels rather than birds, and in both PS and MC-1 there are two of them,

whereas in JA there are forty of them. The four versions in which the birds or

angels are replaced by jinn and their long (ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2) also seem to

form a third distind oicotype: their geographic distribution forms one dearly

discernible area - if we consider the versions ZK-3 and ZK-2 as having gotten

this motif from the vfllages near Batman in which the informants spent then-

childhood. We win can this the Tur 'Abdîn-Batman (or central) zone.

The methods by which Mem and Ztn learn that they are indeed in his

place rather than hers [BID.] divide into two main oicotypes: in most northern

versions (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1), they count the number of

minarets in the city: in his city there are 366, while in hers there are 66; they

count 366. The southern oicotype for this motifeme slot is more extensive than

the Southern Kurmanji zone outlined above. It consists of each one of them

calling his respective servant; his answers, hers doesn't. The area that this

oicotype encompasses indudes both the Southern Kurmanji zone and the Tûr

'Abdin-Batman zone (PS; OM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2; MC-1). OM combines

this oicotype with Mem and Ztn's walking about the palace, in the course of

which Ztn realizes that she is not familiar with her surroundings: this is shared

with LC-1, at the western extreme of the Kurmanji speech area.
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Whereas in northern versions (induding the Tor 'Abdin-Batman zone)

Mem and Ztn exchange only rings [B.1.F.L in the southern versions (PS; OM; JA;

MC-1) they exchange both rings and handkerchiefs.

In most versions Mem's horse is caned Bor [I.E.]. However, in an

oicotype composed of three versions (LC-1; LT; ZK-2), the horse is caned Bozfi

Rewan*. In these same three versions, the horse is a magical creature caught in

the sea by fishermen [B.III.A.]. Because Mîşo, from Meqtel, Syria, is the source of

this motif in LT, it seems to be a regional feature shared with LC-1. We will caH

this the Western zone. It is harder to account for it in ZK-2: it is not possible to

know whether Ohanyan Israel learned this detail while in QamtsH, or whether

he brought it with him from his native Hiznemtre. When Oskar Mann's two

unpublished versions from Suruç, southwest of Urfa, finally appear, they may

shed light on this issue, because Suruc is located about midway between where

LC-1 and LT-Mîşo were colleded on the one hand, and Qamîşn (and Mardin) on

the other. Hence, if Bozê Rewan were to appear in them, it would make it more

likely that the "Bozê Rewan" oicotype was native to the area stretching from

Islahiye in the western part of the province of [GazilAntep to Qamtşlî on the

border of Turkey (south of Mardin) and Syria, and therefore Ohanyan Israel

would probably have picked this up in Qamîşlî rather than in his native village.

Regarding Beko Awan's female relative, whom Mem encounters at the

entrance to Jezira Bohtan [C.II1.1, she is Beko Awan's daughter in all but four of

the sixteen versions in which she appears: in those four (SHa-1; FK-2; FK-1; EP-

2) she is his sister. This charader is absent in two versions (PS; LC-1)6, but the

Sfjozê Rewal in ZK-2, and ( seraibasan)böd rawin in LC-1.

6in LC-1 Zin has a maidservant named re*an, but it is not stated that she is related to Bako Awan.
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twelve versions in which she appears as Beko Awan's daughter indude four of

the seven versions from the northern zone (SHa-2; GNa; EP-1; ZK-1), two from

the southern zone (OM; MC-1), and all six (PN; HM; ZK-3; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

from the Tûr 'Abdtn-Batman-Mardin (= the central) zone. Although in

versions from the northern (SHa-2; GNa; FK-1) and central zones (HR-1; ZK-2)

she too is named ZIn, in three versions from the southern zone (OM; MC-1;

JA), she is called MeBk ReyRan or some variant thereof7. Moreover, in the

western zone, she is called Reihan (e) (LC-1) or Rihan (LT-Mîşo) [II.H.I The

southern and western zones seem tc share the oicotype of calling Beko Awan's

daughter (alias Ztn's servant) by a name which indudes the word ReyRan in it,

although the southern zone this is preceded by the word MeBk.

The motif of Mir Sevdtn's standing up when Mem enters the diwan

[D.I.G.] seems to be a northern oicotype, totally absent from the southern zone,

and the Tûr 'Abdtn-Batman zone, with the exception of ZK-3.

The site of Mem and Ztn's rendez-vous [D.III.D.l also seems to divide

along geographic lines: in northern versions (and in Efimedê Xant's literary

poem) they meet in the garden, while in the southern and Tor 'Abdtn-Batman

zones, as well as in LC-1 and LT-Mîşo, they meet in the diwan. Within this

latter oicotype there is some variation as to whose diwan they meet in: in LT-

Mîşo and HR-1, they are in Ztn's diwan; in LC-1 they are in the diwan of

Qeretajdln's brothers Hasan cako; in the rest they are in Mtr Sevdtn's diwan or

palace.

Part of the climax of the story includes Qeretajdtn's sacrifice [D.V.B.L In

all versions but one (FK-2) he sets fire to his own house. There is some regional

7Melek Rhan in MC-1.
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variation regarding the other items he sacrifices: in the southern and northern

zones, he sacrifices his child; in the Tûr 'Abdtn-Batman zone (PN; ZK-3; HR-1;

HR-2; ZK-2), to which we may add HM, he sacrifices his wife, or is at least ready

to, with her child strapped to her breast in three of the versions (ZK-3; HR-1;

ZK-2); in four versions - two from Tûr 'Abdtn-Batman zone (HR-1; ZK-2), one

more from Mardin (HM), and one from the western zone (LC-1) - Qeretajdtn

sacrifices his horses. It is noteworthy that none of the northern or southern

versions indude the sacrifice of Qeretajdtn's wife or horse, and likewise that the

sacrifice of his wife is limited to the central (Mardin-Tûr 'Abdtn-Batman) zone.

In the three main versions from the southern zone (PS; OM; MC-1),

there is no causal connection between the results of Mem and Mtr Sevdtn's

chess game and Mem's imprisonment [D.VI.C.].

Ztn's secret tunnel from her room to Mem's dungeon ID.VI.DJ occurs in

MC-1, although it is absent from PS and OM. Although it seems to be common

in the northern zone, it only occurs in two versions from the Tûr 'Abdtn-

Batman zone (ZK-3; HR-1).

The scene in which Ztn sends word to Qeretajdtn with a man who

demands a kiss from her as payment [D.VII.B.] is totally absent from the

southern zone. Both versions from the Batman zone (ZK-3; ZK-2) have it, but

of the Tûr 'Abdtn-Mardin zone, it only appears in PN and HM. In the western

zone, it is attested in LC-1. The northern zone is split: it appears in two versions

(SHa-1; FK-1), and is absent from five (SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; EP-1; ZK-1).

At the end of the story, the legend about the thombush still being there,

or growing back whenever it is cut down [E.II1.C], is totally absent from the

southern zone. In the Tûr'Abdîn-Batman-Mardin zone, the only versions that

lack it are PN and HM. Once again, the northern zone is split, this time with
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the opposite bias: five versions have such a legend (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; EP-1;

ZK-1), while two (FK-2; FK-1) do not. The western zone (LC-1; LT-Mtso) seems

to lack it also.

In preparing the preceding geographical analysis, it was discovered that

the versions of M&Z used in the study, plus JA and LT. fit into four

geographical zones as follows8:

Northern zone (SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-1; ZK-1)

Southern zone (PS; OM; MC-1; JA)

Western zone (LC-1; LT-Mtso)

Tûr 'Abdin-Batman-Mardin (=Central) zone (PN; HM; LT-Sebrt; ZK-3;

HR-1; HR-2; ZK-2)

The central zone consists of several sub-zones, induding the Tor 'Abdtn

versions (PN; HR-1; HR-2), coneded hi Turoyo. a variety of Neo-Aramaic

spoken by Jacobite Christians; the Mardin versions (HM; LT-Sebrt); and the so-

caned 'Batman' versions (ZK-3; ZK-2).

Although the latter two are designated as belonging to the central zone,

because the informants for these two versions, the Armenians Ohanyan Israel

and Hovhanntsyan Karapet, moved from their native region to Qamîşlî in

Syria, where each spent several years before finally settling in Soviet Armenia,

they are more difficult to classify. In certain respeds they are veiy similar they

share motifs which do not appear in any other version. Two such examples are:

DlD.I.A.l.b.1, in which Mem's host Qeretajdln tests Mem's honor by sending his

8|t was necessary to exdude EP-2. because the identity of the informant, as well as his

provenance, areunknown.
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own wife to Mem's room to see if Mem win behave honorably; Mem sends her

away, and 2) ID.IIl.E2e.] Beko Awan's bet: when returning from the hunting

expedition, he has his men pursue him to Mtr Sevdtn's diwan, with

instructions that if they overtake him (=Beko Awan), they must kffl him; this

forces Beko Awan to ride quickly - for his life - to reach the diwan. In spite of

these similarities between the two versions, each has been influenced by the

informant's stay in Qamîşlî, in what is presumably the southern zone, to

varying degrees. Consequently, the motifs in them straddle several oicotype

zones.
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In Conclusion: the Future of the Tradition

In the course of the scholastic year 1990-91, while this study was being written,

many important developments were taking place in Kurdistan. "Operation Desert

Storm" has affeded the Kurdish people in a number of ways. The deadly twins of

Saddam Hussein's sins of commission and the American government's sins of

omission have combined to create a situation in which once again, in the twentieth

centuiy, a people is threatened with extermination through the misuse of modem

technology. Although the Kurdish people has finany been given the attention they

deserve by the news media, it took what resembles an too dosely another holocaust to

bring this about. The three to four mfflion Kurds of Iraqi Kurdistan wffl never be the

same again: even if those who survive are eventuany able to return to their homes,

their experiences win have changed every asped of their lives, including then-

language and folklore.

I think it is safe to say that the linguistic situation which D.N. Mackenzie

described in his 1961-62 publication VnrHKh Dialort Studies wffl be most valued for its

accurate recordingof the linguistic situation prior to the cataclysm. When the Kurds

had to flee their homes and their villages, they undoubtedly met up with speakers of

other dialeds, people with whom they would not normally have come into contad.

Such contad could have a lasting effed on the language: it would not surprise me if

the upheaval of the early months of 1991 will become a terminus post quern for dating

radical changes in the development of the Kurdish language.

As a result of the Armenian massacres at the beginning of the Twentieth

Century, many Armenian dialeds have died out. The holocaust of the Jewish people

during World War II has rendered the Yiddish language an endangered spedes,

surviving only as the spoken language of the Hassidic Jews of Crown Heights and
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Wffliamsburg in New York, Me'ah She'arim in Jerusalem, and a few other places.

The Neo-Aramaic dialeds of the Assyrians, Jacobites, and the Kurdish Jews are also

threatened with extinction, both by massacres in the Assyrian case, and by emigration

and the ensuing assimilation in all three cases. Fortunately, the world's twenty three

million Kurds are too numerous to be as easily annihilated as a people, but their

continued existence is nevertheless threatened by the persecutions of the

governments that control their fates.

The Kurds of Turkey have also been affeded by the war, although in different,

more indired, ways. At the beginning of the war, the Turkish president Turgut özal

announced that the ban on the speaking of the Kurdish language was to be lifted.

Many Kurds in Turkey were very skeptical of this gesture on the part of the

government, seeing it as little more than an attempt to placate its increasingly angry

Kurdish dtizens, so that in the event that the war in Iraq spilled over into Turkey, the

Kurds of that country would not cause "trouble." Contrary to ozal's expedations. the

proposal did not sail through the Turkish parliament. After all, its implications are

very ominous in the eyes of Turkish nationalists: if the speaking of Kurdish is

permitted, first of all this is tantamount to officially recognizing that such a language

exists, which would contradid statements made as recently as 1987 by so-called

Turkish scholars. Secondly, once the language is permitted to be spoken, it is only a

matter of time before further gains will be attempted, such as the teaching of Kurdish

in schools, as well as publishing and broadcasting in Kurdish. This could eventually

lead to the possibility of openly conducting linguistic and folkloristic research among

the Kurds of Turkey.

Ironically, the state of illiteracy in which the Kurds have been kept, particularly

in Turkey, has preserved late into the 20th century the sort of linguistic situation that

characterized all languages in the pre-modem period:
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a) The language is not standardized, displaying instead pronounced regional

variation;

b) Tne language is not heard on the radio or television (except for broadcasts

from the Soviet Union, Iraq and Iran, which the Turkish government has done its

best to jam), which contributes to the situation in a) above;

c) Even people who are literate in Turkish are kept ffliterate in Kurdish, and

have no schooling about what is 'corred' or 'incurred' grammatical usage in the latter

language, which is leading, in my opinion, to such grammatical changes as the gradual

demise of the ergative nature of the verb system (evidenced in the past tense of

transitive verbs), as well as the encroachment of Turkish words on the Kurdish

vocabulary, sometimes displadng even the most basic Kurdish words.

It is paradoxical that this state of illiteracy vis-a-vis Kurdish also preserves the

conditions necessary for the flourishing of a strong oral tradition. The introduction of

literacy, and the lifting of the ban on the Kurdish language to the point where

education in Kurdish were allowed, would slowly begin to erode the tradition that has

spawned oral romance traditions such as that of M&Z.

If one wanted to refute the assertion that literacy diredly affects oral "epic"

traditions, one could adduce the counterargument that the Kurds of the Soviet Union

are largely literate in Kurdish, and that several versions of Mem Û Ztn have been

colleded from Kurds and Kurdish-speaking Armenians in Soviet Armenia. If we

examine the data at our disposal, we come up with the following chart:

Version

EF-1

EP-2

Colledion

date

1955

-1938

Informant

E'tarê Şero

7

± Literacy

literate

7

Date of birth

1901

7

Ethnidty

Yezidi

7
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FK-1

FK-2

FK-3

iZK-1

ZK-2

ZK-3

-1936

1926

-1936

1963

1970

1959

XudoêQaşo

Fekoê Mraz

Tono

Cetovan

E'Eîtê Tear

Ohanyan

Israel

Hovhannlsyan

Karapêt

7

7

7

literate

illiterate

semi-literate

7

7

c.1870

1922

1910

1926

7

7

7

7

Armenian

Armenian

The data are so uneven that it is not possible to draw many conclusions from

them. For the eight versions from the Soviet Union, seven of which have been used

in this study, we do not know the religious affiliation of five of the informants, the

age of three of them, the degree of literacy of four of them, and the identity of one of

them. With regard to literacy, of the four informants for whom it is reported, two are

literate, one is semi-literate (whatever that means), and one is illiterate.

What can be said with certainty is that no Soviet versions have been colleded

from people bom after the 1920's. At the back of Volume Two of Ordikhane and

Dzhalil Dzhalilov's massive collection of Kurdish folklore entitled 7nTgotina K'urda1,

there is a sedion in which biographical information on the informants is provided.

Some of the informants were bom in the 1930's, including E'tare Sera's daughter

Gulizer, bom in 1937, who knows many girls' songs. However, no versions of M&Z

have been colleded from such informants. Does the lack of colleded versions from

informants bom more recently than the 1930's point to a gap in colledion activity, or

l(Moskva : Nauka, 1978), 2 vols
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are the younger generations - who have been lucky enough to be literate in Kurdish -

no longer able to continue the oral tradition of their forebears? In The Singer af Tales.

Albert Lord states that oral traditions such as that of the Yugoslav epic singers depend

on illiteracy to survive, and that with the growth of literacy, they are doomed to die

out2.

To my knowledge, only three versions have been coneded in Turkey in this

century: Lescot's version from Sebrf (LT-Sebrt), a Turoyo version (HR-1) and the taped

version I acquired in 1988 (MC-1). The Turoyo version was colleded in 1960 from a 60

year-old villager (bom c. 1900); moreover, Hellmut Ritter's second Turoyo version

(HR-2) was colleded in Beirut in 1961 from a carpenter bom in 1913 or 1914. The

version from the region of Van (MC-1) was supposedly told by a man who was in his

forties in the late 1980's: hence we can assume that he was bom sometime in the

1940's. Judging from the latter case, the tradition may be slightly less moribund in

Turkey, still having dengbêjes bom a decade later than is the case in Soviet

Armenia.

Although Lescot tells us who some of his informants were (Mîşo and Sebrf), he

does not tell us how old they were, or exadly when the texts were colleded. The book

in which they appear was published in 1942, and his earlier book on the Yezidis3 came

out in 1938, therefore it is safe to assume that his versions date from sometime

between 1936, when Lescot visited the Yezidis of Syria, and 1942, when Volume Two

2Albert Bates Lord. Th» .Singer nf Tales Harvard Studies in Comparative Literature, 24 (Cambridge,
MA : Harvard University Press, 196ft reprint New York : Atheneum, 1968 et see,; repnnt Harvard

University Press, 1981), p 20

3Roger Lescot Fr^Pt^rlos YeTirfisdeSyrie et du Diebel Sindiar. Mêmoires de l'Institut français de

Damas, tome 5 (Beyrouth. 1938), 277 p.
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of his Tpxtes kurdes appeared''. This stffl does not help us guess how old Mtsp and

Sebrf were at the time. However, if they were at least 25 years old, they would have

been bom prior to 1920, in keeping with my earlier assertion.

As for Iraq, the only versions dating from this century that I know of are the

two versions I acquired on cassette tape during a visit to Israel in May and June of

1990. One had been brought from somewhere around Zakho or Dehok in the last year,

but the man who sold me that tape knew nothing else about it: he could not provide

either the name of the dengbêjor information about where he was from, much less

his age or degree of literacy. The second version was colleded in Jerusalem in 1979 by

Jacqueline Alon from Daniel Moshe, an elderly Kurdish Jew from the village of

Suware, Kurdistan of Iraq. Daniel Moshe, who was in his seventies at the time, has

since passed away. He must have been bom sometime around the turn of the century,

thus belonging to the same generation as E'tarê Şero.

Roger Lescot has the following to say about the dengbêj tradition:

The art of the dengbêjis in a state of advanced decay. Those who boast of this

a tribal chieftain, and possessing a thorough knowledge of^' eP«< *n°
capable moreover of improvising when necessary to make up for lapses in
their memory. At least twenty informants rented for me what they knew of
Memê Alan. Most of them knew only the most salient episodes; some ofjthern
summarized in prose secondary passages, but not one of them could provide

me with an irreproachable whole.5

<ln a report of a talk given by the Kurdish emir Sureya Bedr Khan, it is stated that his brother.the
e£i - qS£rt ICdadetT Bedr Khan elected a version of MftZIn 1926 from a ?^«
Micho IMişol, a member of the Fijan tribe of the Berazi dan. See Louis Mana Seance du 6j urn MM
|w	 ^.h^ iTthnn^hie. N.S 24 (1931), p. 6. It is not dear if this Mso is the

same man who was later Roger Lescot's informant for the "texte de base ot Li.

STPvte. Kurdes Vd. 2: Memi Alan (Beyrouth : bistitut Français de Dama* 1942), p. Iv. My

translation
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The informant for MC-1 was, as Lescot describes, someone for whom redting

Mem Û Ztn was a hobby, as he had another profession from which he made his

livelihood. Besides Lescot's comment about amateur vs. professional singers,

however, 1 am unable to agree wholeheartedly with his statement. While I too

believe that the art of the dengbêj is decaying, I do not think that my reasons for

believing so coindde with those of Lescot. My argument is that the advent of literacy

- even if limited to the offidal language Turkish -, together with the introduction of

the television and moving picture, have joined forces to threaten the integrity of the

tradition of orally redted narratives. Whereas the increase in literacy reduces the

number of potential dengbêjeşme television and its world has seriously decreased

the audience for such oral radiations. Even if dramatized versions of Mem Û Ztn

were to be shown on television6, the oral charader of the tradition would not be

resusdtated.

Lescot apparently subscribed to a devolutionaiy theoiy of evolution, in vogue

during the Nineteenth Century. According to one such theoiy, the Unilinear Theory

of Evolution, all cultures pass through the same three evolutionary phases, beginning

with savagery, going on into baibarianism, and finally reaching a state of cultivation,

i.e., culture. Peasant sodeties, such as that of the Kurds, would be put into the

intermediate category of barbarianism. According to another theoiy prevalent at the

time, the Broken-down Myth Theory7, all folklore originally existed in a pristine

state, and from then on a process of decay set in, which accounted for the degeneration

of myths into folktales. Both of these outdated theories have long since been

^According to some Syrian Kurds I have met in Los Angeles, there was a television series in Jordan
which did just that, but in which the names of the characters were changed to hide the Kurdish

provenance of the story.

7Stith Thompson The Folktale (Berkeley et al. : University of California Fress, cl946,i977), p. 370.
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disproves but Lescot steadfastly dung to the second of them. He was looking for his

idea of the 'full' version of Mem Û Ztn (or Memê Alan, as he designated the oral

versions, to distinguish them from ERmedê Xant's literary work), and when he did

not find it in the course of his fieldwork, he attributed the lack of what he had

expeded to find to the decay of the art of the dengbêj As has been discussed at length

in Chapter One, in order to come up with what he considered a 'full' version of the

story, his literary bias misled him into committing what is perhaps the most basic

fallacy of the field of folkloristics: he made a composite (or conflated) text, combining

three different versions. From a sdentific point of view, this is untenable, because

each version is unique, and each dengbêjhas his own style. Moreover, each region

has its own traditional subtype, which is a composite of the styles of the local

dengbêjes Not only does Lescot's composite text combine styles, it also combines

dialects - Mîşo resided in Meqtel, Kurdistan of Syria, whereas Sebrf was a native of

Mardin, Kurdistan of Turkey. In addition, in no two versions are the charaders called

by exadly the same names, as the first part of the motif chart in Chapter Four indicates:

so, for example, Bengtn is called Bengtneh in OM, and BegH by either Sebrf or Mîşo in

LT; to be consistent, Lescot had to touch up one or the other of the versions so that

Beglî did not suddenly become Bengin. There are, of course, many versions in which

Bengtn does not appear at all (FN; PS; HM; LC-1; SHa-1; SHa-2; GNa; FK-2; FK-1; EP-2;

EP-1; HR-1; HR-2; ZK-1). How do we really know that 'Beglî' was not artificialry

inserted into Sebrf or Mîşo's version, where it did not originally exist?

I find Lescot's attitude all the more objectionable because at the time he was

collecting, scholarship had already advanced to the point where the methods he

employed were considered outdated and had been discarded, as the following quote

from the chapter on collecting folktales in Stith Thompson's IheJoJtolB. which first

appeared in 1946, clearly indicates:
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...For more than a century scholars have recognized the ideal of
accurate recording of tales from as many sources as possible, and in the more
and more systematic researches of the past generation there has been increasing

interest in promoting field work and insistence that it be skillfully and
faithfully carried out. Collecting, dassifying, cataloguing, studying by a
comparative method, and synthesizing all the results - such is now the goal of

all folklorists, whether or not they have come under the direct influence of

Kaarle Krohn. But all these activities depend on the first; for no valid studies
can be based upon meager or untrustworthy collections.

Though this attitude toward faithful recording of tradition is now so

generally accepted by all scholars as to be almost axiomatic, it is not very old,
ut has gradually developed since the early nineteenth century. Not until

there arose an interest in a serious investigation of stories as an important part
of human culture could such a feeling exist. For in all the earlier presentations
of traditional material the prindpal motive was to give the reader what would
entertain him. The story heard at first hand or more remotely from the
unlettered teller was only a frame within which the author employed his own

narrative skill. Thus, many of our well-known tales appear in the most
diverse literary treatments.

... Throughout the eighteenth century in Europe, after the Galland
translation in 1704 made the Arabian Nights popular, folktales were given an

Oriental or pseudo-Oriental flavor. And the story collections dired from
Arabia and India were consdous and sophisticated literary works. Until the
nineteenth century we have only the slightest indication as to what the
traditional oral folktale actually sounded like. We know that even the
Grimms, who took down their stories as they heard them, had no scruples
against reworking them from edition to edition. But by 1840 or thereabouts a
number of scholars were making serious attempts to publish authentic oral
texts, and since that time there has been an increasing effort to furnish records
that are faithful not only to all details of the action but to the narrative style as

well. 8

Lescot is to be commended for being honest enough to indicate that he took

liberties with the texts: this is also my comment regarding Prym and Sodn, whose

version PS dates from 1870. Would it have been too much to exped that in the time

that elapsed between 1870 and 1942 some progress would have been made among

kurdologists regarding techniques of gathering and evaluating orally colleded

linguistic materials?

*ibifl- p 406-7.
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Within the period between 1985 and 1991, 1 have had occasion to record two

different Kurds' summaries of the story of M&Z. Ahmet, a young man from

Kurdistan of Turkey, gave me an extremely brief version in Turkish and Kurdish

which showed that he only knew the plot in very general terms: a young man falls in

love with a beautiful girl, he cannot have her, and therefore falls ffl, and dies.

In the English summary I got from Jafer, a man in his early thirties from

Kurdistan of Syria, it was dear that he had a grasp of the basic story, but he transposed

certain details, saying that Zin was from the West country (=Muxurzemtn), and Mem

was from Kurdistan. I think it is more than a coinddence that Ahmet, who is very

much assimilated into Turkish culture, having lived in Adana and Istanbul most of

his life, could not provide more than a shadow of the plot, whereas Jafer, who knows

Kurdish quite well and has a good feeling for language and regional differences, has a

much stronger connection with the folk tradition.

Although neither Ahmet nor Jafer could redte a full version of the story of

M&Z, this does not necessarily refled the demise of the tradition. MC-1 and MC-2

were both recorded in the late '80s -- more or less contemporary with Ahmet and

Jafer's brief narrations. If we apply von Sydow's theory of the active and passive

bearers of tradition to this situation9, we can see that both Ahmet and Jafer are passive

bearers, and their modest narrations may be attributable to this, rather than to the

death of the tradition. By contrast, the informants for MC-1 and MC-2 are active

bearers of the tradition.

The question of the future of the tradition of M&Z and other traditional

romances does not depend on the ability of passive bearers of tradition to reproduce

such stories: rather does it depend on whether or not there are still young people

«CW von Sydow "On the Spread of Tradition,' in: Merged Paper; m Fdklpre ed Laurits Badker
(Copenhagen Rosenkilde og Saggers Forlag, 1948), pp. 11-18.
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continuing to be trained in thedengbêj tradition, and whether the younger

generation is still interested in being the audience before which such dengbê/escan

perform. Although I consider it unlikely that the younger generation is continuing

this tradition, I know of no data on the subjed. Paradoxical as it may seem, as long as

the Kurdish language and Kurdish culture continue to be banned from television and

radio, the oral tradition has a chance of persisting in an age where comparable

traditions in other cultures are being supplanted by technologically advanced media.
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